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This thesis comprises a theoretical and empirical study of the spread 
of new techniques within industry (the so-called diffusion process. ) The 
major aim has been to provide an economic explanation for differences 
between industries in the speed with which they adopt new techniques or 
innovations. 
The theoretical underpinning of the study is a general model of the 
diffusion process based on an explicit theory of individual firms' decision 
making behaviour in this context. This model is built around the discussions 
of the early chapters on the technological characteristics of new process 
innovations and the results of past work on the nature of the adoption 
decision at the firm level. 
The empirical part of the thesis is concerned with testing the various 
predictions generated by the model using data collected on the diffusion 
of 22 major innovations in various U. K. industries since the war. A 
number of hypotheses appear to be confirmed: at the individual firm level, 
behaviour is partly determined by the firm's size; at the industry level, 
competitive structure and aggregate demand conditions appear to influence 
the speed of diffusion, and further, the characteristics of the innovations 
themselves affect not only the speed of diffusion but also the shape of the 
diffusion growth curve. 
The thesis constitutes the first large scale empirical study of diffusion 
in the U. K. industry. Theoretically, it provides the first model of diffusion 
to be based on economic decision making rather than the mechanistic models 
of epidemics which have been used previously in this area. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction. 
Edwin Mansfield claimed in 1968 that "After many years of neglect, 
technological change is receiving the attention that it deserves"1, and 
Kennedy and Thirlwall's summary article of 1972 
2 
confirms that this 
attention has been sustained: a head count of the number of books and 
articles on 'technical progress' shows a continued exponential growth. 
It is not difficult to identify the raison d'etre for this surge of 
academic effort. There had been a tendency for much of this century, at 
least, to assume technical progress to be God-given and thus exogeneous 
to the system, no matter how broadly that system was defined. Whilst this 
exogerrity simplified the analysis of economic growth and thus welfare, it 
also reduced the feasible area for policy implications. With the flurry 
of empirical research of the late nineteen-fifties 
3, 
purporting to show 
that 'technical progress' accounted for at least 80% of the growth in 
labour productivity in the U. S., something of a corporate decision can be 
seen to have followed from the Economics profession. If, indeed, technical 
progress was so important, then it was no longer satisfactory to assume it 
to be like 'Manna from Heaven' - rather, it must be explained. In broad 
terms then, this upsurge in interest noted by Mansfield can be seen as an 
attempt to 'endogenize technical progress'. 
The present thesis follows this trend. It takes, as its subject, one 
particular aspect of technical progress, namely the diffusion of process 
innovations, and attempts a predominantly empirical explanation. The 1972 
survey article mentioned above reports a very strong emphasis on empirical 
1. E. Mansfield, "Industrial Research and Technological Innovation. "Norton, 
New York, 1968 (Preface. ) 
2. C. Kennedy and A. Thirlwall, "Surveysin Applied Economics: Technical 
Progress". Economic Journal, ? '. arch 1972. 
3. Most notably, R. Solow, "Technical Change and the Aggregate Production 
Function", Review of Economics and Statistics, August 1957. But also: M. 
Abramowitz, "Resource and output Trends in the U. S. since 1870", American 
Economic Association, Papers, May 1956, and S. Fabricant, "Basic Facts on 
Productivity Change, " N. B. E. R. Columbia University Press, New York, 1959. 
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analysis. Indeed, the charge is often made that this emphasis has resulted 
in too much ad-hoc theorizing. Consequently, a large proportion of this 
study will be devoted to developing a fully worked theory of diffusion before 
any empirical work is attempted. 
1. Some points of definition. 
Diffusion of a new innovation represents the final link in what might be 
termed the chain of technical change. First an invention is made, either on 
the basis of new scientific knowledge, or, more commonly, using well known 
scientific principles. The innovation stage is reached once this invention 
has been modified, as necessary, and introduced commercially for the first 
time by one firm, often called the innovator. Diffusion takes place as 
other firms, in the same industry, imitate' and adopt the innovation themselves. 
A study of the diffusion process is, then, a study of the spread of a new 
technique or product within an industry, once the innovation has been 
introduced by one firm in that industry. Generally, little will be said 
here about the invention or innovation stages. 
In this study only process innovations will be considered. To follow 
Blaug's amusing, but non-rigorous, definition, a process innovation is 'a 
novel way of making old goods' whilst a product innovation involves 'old ways 
of making novelties'. 
2 
Generally, a process innovation involves a reduction 
in costs per unit of output, despite the fact that input prices remain 
unchanged. Having said this, a new process sometimes implies, in practice, 
a change in the nature of the end product for the potential adopter. 
3 
Furthermore, if the innovation is made available to the potential adopter 
by a capital goods sector, then for the latter, the innovation is a product 
innovation. For instance, a new type of steel furnace, is a process for 
the Steel industry but a new product for the furnace-making industry. 
1. J. Schumpeter was, perhaps, first to use this three way classification of 
invention, innovation and diffusion-see, "The theory of economic development", 
Harvard University Press and "Capitalism, socialism and democracy"' Harper and 
Row, New York 1942. 
2. M. Blaug"A Survey of the Theory of Process Innovations", Economica, Feb. 1963. 
3. For exampaes of this phenomenon, see chapter 4. p. 26. 
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Although the word diffusion will be used freely and frequently in this 
thesis, nearly always it is the irritation process that will be considered. 
There are three dimensions to the diffusion process: imitation or inter- 
firm diffusion refers to the spread of the process from firm to firm; 
intra_firm diffusion to the spread of processes within individual firms; 
and overall diffusion to the spread throughout the industry, as a whole, 
encompassing both inter- and intra-firm diffusion. Thus, inter-firm 
diffusion is measured by the proportion of firms in the industry that have 
adopted, intra-firm diffusion by the proportion of any one firm's output 
produced using the new process, and overall diffusion by the proportion of 
the total industry output that is produced using the new process. From 
the point of view of the change in industry productivity resulting from 
the spread of the new innovation, overall diffusion is, of course, the most 
pertinent measure. However, as just mentioned, it is the imitation process 
which is considered almost exclusively in this work. This choice can be 
justified on three grounds. Firstly, it has proved very difficult to 
collect data on inter-firm diffusion, yet this only requires knowledge of 
the date of first adoption of the new technique for each firm in the relevant 
industry. It seems likely that the more detailed data needed to-study intra- 
firm and overall diffusion (i. e. data on the spread of the technique within 
those firms) would be more difficult to collect. Almost certainly, most 
firms would be either incapable or unwilling to provide such data; quite 
definitely, there is no published data available. Secondly, intra-firm 
diffusion is often trivial: for many innovations, if a firm adopts at all, 
then it must adopt 1002. For instance, a lumpy innovation, such as computer 
typesetting, requires only one computer to be installed for the firm to 
produce all of its output using the new process. 
1 
In such cases, inter-firm 
diffusion is equivalent to overall diffusion (given a knowledge of firms' 
1. As opposed to, say, shuttleless looms, for which the initial adoption 
decision may entail only 10 conventional looms being replaced, leaving 
perhaps 90 to be replaced at later dates. 
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sizes. ) Thirdly, it is the initial decision to adopt an innovation that 
is particularly worthy of analysis, involving, as it does, a study of 
decision-making under uncertainty. Once a firm has made the decision to 
adopt, its later decisions, on the speed at which to switch the rest of its 
output to the new process, involve a different set of considerations 
requiring a separate analysis. 
To summarise briefly, the subject matter of the thesis is the imitation 
process, hereafter referred to as (inter-firm) diffusion. This defines 
the spread of a new process amongst firms within any one industry and takes 
no account of the scale of their adoption. The initial introduction of 
the process, by the innovating firm, is taken as given and is the starting 
point of the diffusion process. 
2. The Methodology and Data. 
The broad methodology is borrowed from Griliches' and Mansfield's work. 
An empirical examination of the determinants of the diffusion rate is 
undertaken using cross-section analysis, in which each observation relates 
to the diffusion of a separate innovation in (where possible) a different 
industry. In order to generate these observations, time series data are 
required on the diffusion of each of these innovations. The empirical 
work thus comprises two stages: for each innovation, various standard 
growth curves (Mansfield used the logistic) are fitted to the time series 
for diffusion. The estimated parameters of these curves are then used in 
a second stage as the dependent variable, (representing the rate of diffusion), 
in cross-section regressions, in which the independent variables are various 
characteristics of the innovations and industries involved. It is these 
variables which are considered to be the determinants of the rate of diffusion 
at the micro or industry level. 
Clearly, for the explanation to be at all general, data is needed on a 
large number of innovations diffusing in a wide range of industries. 
Consequently, data requirements have been high and a general aim has been 
to collect sufficient information on as many innovations as possible. 
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In the event, it has proved possible to acquire data on 22 innovations, 
which is probably a large enough number to permit the required level of 
generalisation. 
A first data requirement for each innovation is knowledge of the number 
of firms having adopted at yearly intervals. In addition, in order to 
build a realistic theoretical model, a fairly deep understanding is required 
of the technical aspects of these innovations. This necessitates the 
collection of a large amount of technical and scientific information, both 
quantitative and qualitative. Third, a fair amount of information is 
needed about the industries concerned. Of course, much of this industry- 
level information is readily available in easily accessible sources. 
However, certain problems arise because the relevant industries are of a 
highly disaggregated nature e. g. the malting, clay brickmaking and provincial 
newspaper industries. As the model developed requires detailed information 
on, for instance, the size distributions of firms, which are not published 
at this level of disaggregation, this also presents a substantial data 
collection exercise. 
1 
The main practical problems, however, concern the diffusion and technical 
data. An early pilot study illustrated quite clearly that many firms are 
loathe to disclose even the minimum necessary information, i. eo the date of 
their adoption of a new process. Alternative sources of data were obviously 
required. Für a all number of important innovations, certain scientific 
journals provide data on the spread of the innovation and carry adequate 
technical descriptions; for a few others, trade and research associations 
provide sufficient information, but this still leaves the sample short of 
the desired number of innovations. However, a fair amount of useful data 
has already been collected by other economists working in this field. The 
Rational Institute of Economic and Social Research, T. Scott and J. Metcalfe 
I. Relying heavily on trade associations and trade journals. 
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have each studied the diffusion of certain innovations in case studies 
(N. I. E. S. R. have, in fact, studied a dozen innovations, as their contribution 
to an international study of diffusion in six countries. ) Their generous 
co-operation in making this data available to me has therefore brought the 
sample size up to twenty two innovations in thirteen industries. As such, 
a level of generalisation far in excess of that achieved in past studies 
should now be possible. 
Because of this generous help, data problems have been contained at 
a manageable level. Nevertheless, a sizeable residual data collection has 
been necessary, particularly on the technical aspects of the individual 
innovations. The main sources used have been trade and scientific journals 
and correspondence with a large number of machine makers (responsible for 
marketing the innovations. ) The last mentioned have been particularly 
helpful and patient. 
A more detailed discussion of data collection and a presentation of the 
data appears in Appendices 1-5. Meanwhile a list of the innovations in 
the sample is set out in table 1.1. 
1. See Appendix one. It should be stressed that although a substantial 
portion of the data has been 'borrowed', there is no question of a 
duplication of past research since each concentrated on the case-study 
approach, with the emphasis on in-depth descriptions of the particular 
innovations. 
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Table I. I. The Sammle Innovations. 
Innovation Abbreviation used 
Special presses for 
paper machines 
Foils for paper 
machines 
Synthetic fabrics 
for paper machines 
Wet Suction boxes 
for paper machines 
Process control by 
comuter of paper- 
making. 
Gibberellic Acid 
additive to barley 
Computer Typesetting 
Shuttleless looms 
Electric hygrometer 
for sizing 
Accelerated drying 
hoods for sizing 
Automatic size boxes 
for sizing 
Tufted carpet machines 
Automatic track lines 
New methods of steel 
plate cutting 
Numerically controlled 
machine tools 
Numerically controlled 
machine tools 
Numerically controlled 
machine tools 
Tunnel kilns 
Basic oxygen process 
in steelmaking 
Continuous casting 
in steelmaking 
Vacuum degassing 
in steelmaking 
Vacuum melting in 
special steelmaking 
S. P. 
F. 
S. F. 
W. S. B. 
P. C. B. C. 
G. A. 
C. T. 
S. L. 
E. H. 
A. D. H. 
A. S. B. 
T. C. 
A. T. L. 
S. P. C. 
N. C. P. P. 
N. C. TURN. 
N. C. TURB. 
T. K. 
B. O. P. 
C. C. 
V. D. 
V. M. 
Industry in which 
diffusion occurred 
Paper and Board 
nn 
nn 
0n 
n tt 
Malting 
Printing and publishing of 
provincial evening newspapers 
Textile weaving 
Lancashire textile weaving 
It It it 
it n It 
Carpet manufacture 
Car manufacture 
Shipbuilding 
Printing press manufacture 
Turning machine manufacture 
Turbine manufacture 
Claybrick Manufacture 
Iron and Steel 
II n 
u 
Special steels 
3. Theoretical Requirement 
Given the nature of the data and the empirical aims set out above, certain 
things are required of the theoretical model to be constructed. Its basic 
assumptions about the technical nature of the new process innovations must be 
appropriate to the technological data just mentioned; it must be capable of 
yielding predictions as to the shape of the typical diffusion growth curve; 
and it must suggest which variables should affect the parameters of the 
growth curve. Hopefully these variables will have policy implications, 
particularly with respect to competition policy and demand management. 
For instance, the sort of questions which should be answerable are 'what 
influences on the speed of diffusion are exerted by industrial structure, 
firm size and demand conditions? '1 
4. A general outline 
Chapter 2-a summary of past research in this field - fulfills two main 
functions. As a backcloth to the thesis, it summarizes what is already known 
about the diffusion of new industrial processes. An assessment is also 
provided of the theoretical models available, which might be used in this 
study. The main empirical findings to date are that, typically, the diffusion 
growth curve follows an upward sloping S curve and differences between 
innovations in the slope of the curve can be, at least, partly explained by 
differences in the profitability of those innovations. Moreover, there is 
substantial evidence (often based on rather suspect statistical assumptions) 
that large firms, on average, adopt more quickly than small firms. To date, 
however, little is known of the influence of industrial structure. Two main 
criticisms apply to the theoretical models used, particularly the well-known 
epidemic model of Mansfield and Griliches. The economic content is often 
minimal, having nothing to say on the adoption decision at the firm level, 
and often, but not always, the discussion, of technical factors is very 
limited. Two candidates are seen as potentially forming the basis of an 
1" That is demand for the product of the industry which is adopting the 
new process. 
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acceptable model with which to analyse the sanple innovations: the simple 
vintage model of Salter and the probit model which has been used in the 
analysis of the diffusion of consumer durables. 
Chapter 3 considers the technological characteristics of the sample 
innovations in order to establish whether the typical new process may be 
described by a number of stylized facts. In addition to summarizing the 
evidence presented in the technical appendix 1, it draws on a number of 
past research findings on the nature of new technology. A number of 
important conclusions emerge. First, it seems that the sample is fairly 
broad-based, encompassing a wide range of different industries and 
innovations. It does appear that these innovations tend to have certain 
common characteristics; these suggest that the epidemic model of diffusion 
may be inappropriate on technological grounds. Moreover, the technological 
assumptions of the simple vintage model also do not seem to be widely 
applicable. 
Chapter 4 analyzes the adoption decision at the firm level. On the 
basis of past research findings on a) the methods of investment evaluation 
actually used by firms and b) the diffusion of information within industries, 
it is suggested that a behavioural model of decision making may be most 
relevant in this context. The influence of industrial structure is 
considered on a theoretical level, as is the potential role of those firms 
which supply the new innovation. 
Chapter 5 contains a mathematical statement of the model which is based 
on the findings of the two previous chapters. This model may be seen as 
an extension of the probit model mentioned above. Three types of prediction 
emerge which may be tested against the data collected. 
The growth curve of diffusion may take one of two basic forms - cumulative 
normal or cumulative lognormal - depending on the type of the innovation. 
Further, superimposed on these underlying forms, there may be cyclical 
fluctuations due to the influence of the trade cycle. Chapter 6 tests 
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these predictions for the time series data collected, and it is concluded 
that the model provides an encouraging explanation which is superior to 
that produced by the epidemic model. The data used in this chapter is 
presented and discussed in Appendices 2 and 3. 
A second prediction of the model is that, for any innovation at all 
points in time, the probability of adoption should be positively related 
to firm size. Chapter 7 provides a test of this prediction and, again, 
the results are favourable. In this case, however, the limited quantity 
of data available prevents any rigorous testing. This data is presented 
and discussed in Appendix 4. 
In chapter 8, the cross-industry predictions of the model are tested. 
It is found that much of the variance in the speed of diffusion across 
industries and innovations may be accounted for by differences in industrial 
structure and, as found by Mansfield and Griliches, the profitability of 
innovations. The regressions of this chapter require estimates of the, 
parameters of the firm size distributions for each industry. These are 
calculated in Appendix 5. It appears that in all but one case, the 
observed distributions may be adequately described by the lognormal 
distribution. This is a particularly important finding as this assumption 
is necessary in the construction of the model in chapter 5. In Appendix 6 
a discussion is presented as to the most appropriate way of measuring 
industrial structure. 
In chapter 9 the implications of the results of the previous chapter 
are considered, with special reference to Government competition policy. 
Chapter 10 provides a summary of the main findings, an overall evaluation 
of the empirical success of the model and some suggestions for the 
direction of future research. 
"Chanter 2: A critical survey of vast research. 
This chapter serves two purposes. First, it attempts to su. axise what 
is, knowm already about the diffusion of new industrial processes. Second, 
it serves as a starting; point in the search for a theoretical fm-aework with 
which to analyse the diffusion of the innovations in the present sample. 
Consequently, so far as is possible, discussion of ennirical findings will be 
separate from the analysis of the theory used in past work, although, obviously, 
enipirics can rarely be discussed in isolation from the theory on which they 
are based. 
Sections 2 to 4 survey what might be termed=the mainstream literature, in 
which the main aim has been to analyse various aspects of diffusion perfor=ce 
using cross-section data. This may be thought of as incorporating three 
approaches. test well-known is the inter-industr! Jinnovation arnroach 
pioneered by Mansfield and Griliches: this amounts to studying the diffusion 
of one or more innovations in a number of industries and atterintinz to explain, 
erZpirically, the variance of the speed of diffusion in terms of differences in 
the attributes of the industries and innovations concerned. Alternatively, 
the inter-firm approach, also pioneered by Mansfield, concentrates on individual 
innovations diffusing in single industries and attempts to exnlain differences 
between firms in the time taken to adopt. In this case, firm-level character- 
istics are the explanatory variables. Turd, the international tinroach 
attempts to explain international differences in the speed of diffusion of 
innovations in terms of the characteristics of the countries and industries 
concerned. 
Section 1 acts as something of a preface to this discussion. A theoretical 
basis for much past research has been the assertion that the diffusion of new 
process innovations is analogous to the spread of infectious diseases. 
Therefore, as a backcloth to sections 2 to 4, section 1 provides a brief 
exposition of the most common mathematical model of epidemics, leading; on to 
a discussion of the 1oß stic curve which has been used so extersively in 
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this area. 
Section 5 considers the use of stock-adjustment models for the analysis 
of diffusion. They have been used not so much for comparative studies but 
more to analyse the time-path of diffusion for individual innovations. 
A conclusion that emerges from the first five sections is that no totally 
acceptable' theoretical model exists in the literature on the diffusion of 
new processes. Section 6 broadens the scope of the survey to include a 
theoretical model that has been used in work on the diffusion of new consumer 
dtrr sbles. It is considered that this model does form a potential basis for 
the analysis to be attempted in later chapters. 
Finally, section 7 outlines an alternative embryonic model, using the 
conventional vints-ar model as propounded by Salter. It is noted, however, 
that the technolo . cal assumptions of 
this model are fairly crucial and that 
such an analysis would only be worthwhile here if these assum? etions are valid 
for most of the innovations in the sample. 
1. A riathema. tical theory of epidemics and the logistic curve. 
The study of diffusion is not peculiar to econon&_cs amongst the social 
sciences. For instance, the spread of rumours, the use of new drugs, new 
teaching methods and steel axes by aborigine tribes have all been the subject 
of research by socioloci. sts, medical sociologists, educationalists and 
anthropologists resnectively. 
2 One strikin, r similarity exhibited by ruch of 
this research is the analor often drawn to the spread of diseases. Consequently, 
a theoretical tool often used is one of the riatheratical theories of epidemics. 
As reference to these theories'is also consistently made by economists 
working in this area, an exposition of the simplest model, of epidemics wall 
provide a useful backcloth to the ensuing discussion in this chanter 
1. Given the aims of this study, rarely, an investi, Mation of the role of 
certain industry-level variables such as parket structure. Moreover, none of 
the research covered up to this point has much to say about the central issue 
of firn decision. - in7 under uncertnintk'. 
2. See E. Rogers, "Diffusion of innovations, " Free Press of Glencoe, Yew 
York 1962. 
particularly and, more generally, in the thesis as a Thole. 
' 
If at tine t, nt individuals in a population of n have contracted an 
infectious disease, then the number of individuals contracting it between 
times t and t+1 is proportionate to the product of the number uninfected 
and. the proportion infected, both at time t. 
a. ý, l - at =ß 
(n - nt) atin 
Thus the proportion of uninfected individuals who contract the disease 
in the tine period is determined by the intensity of the infectiousness 
of the infecteds. This, in turn, may be defined as the product of the 
Proportion alread: -, infected and the (constant) propensity of each non- 
infected to catch the disease (fi). 
2 
Assuming t to t+1 is a very short 
time period, this may be stated as: 
drat 1 rat ( 2.1.2. ) 
dt n- mt n 
This differential equation has the solution: 
nt 
=1 (2.1.3. ) 
n (1 +e `of+ t 
wheredis a constant of integration. 
This is the equation of the well-knot; m logistic time curve (see figure) 
which has the following properties: 
lim (m/n) =0 (2.1.3a. ) 
t -s -00 
Um (m/n) =1 (2.1.3b. ) 
t->fe0 
At t= o(/ý , m/n =1/2, d2(rn/n)/ dt2 = 0, d3(m/n)/ dt3 #0 (2.1.3c. ) 
That is, the curve is sytetrical about its point of inflexion at t=- do 
m/n = 1/2. 
1. This exposition follows, loosely and with amended notation, N. B. -Aley, 
'Mathematical theory of epidemics, ' Griffin London, 1957 and D. J. Bartholomew, 
'Stochastic models for social processes. ' Wiley, London 1970. 
2. The ma, itude of will depend on the infectiousness of the disease and 
the frequency of social intercourse, amongst other things. 
Ft re 2.1.1. The loL-i. ntic curve. 
-cx/P M. me 
Usually, n is imposed. in estimation and of and 
ß may be estimated using 
zreirhted least squarest on the transformation: 
lop. 
[m. / (n - mt} = o(+ 
fit (2.1.4. ) 
d is usually considered the lesser of the two paranieters, only serving to 
locate the curve on the horizontal axis, Whilst] is often defined as the rate 
of diffusion. This should not be confused with the rate of growth of diffusion, 
(dm, 
t/dt. 
)(1/mt), which can be seen from equation (2.1.2. ) to be consistently 
fallinC through time. A particularly useful prooerty2 of 
A 
which earns it 
this title, is that it, alone, defines the time lapse between diffusion reaching 
any two levels, x1 and x2. If 1> x2> x1, from (2.1.4), 
mt/n = x1 when t1 =( log(x1/1-x1) -o[) 
and mt/n = x2 when t2 =( 1or'-(x2/1-x2) -d 
) 
Thus t2 - t1 = log(x2/1-x2) 
and, for instance, if x2 .8 and x1 = . 2, then t2 - t1 =" lo" 16 
Whilst the above model is only one of an array of matheriatical a_^, al. nses of 
epidemics, because of its simplicity, it is the most co monly used in diffusion 
studies in the social sciences. The analoC7 to now industrial ? processes trill 
be discussed presently; the implications of imitative behaviour and bandwra rons 
are fairly obvious. 
1. See chanter 6, section 2 of this thesis. 
2. This pronert; r has encouraged the fi. ttin of logistic curves to real world 
data. Diffusion speed can thus be measured by a single parameter', even althourh 
the rrowth rate is not constant. This is particularly convenient for corrnara. tive 
studies as will be seen below. 
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Unfortunately, the strin^ent assumptions which mist be made for such a 
model to apply are often overlooked and undiscussed. Of particular importance 
are the following: 
a) once infected, an indiviccii i retains t}-, e 
(constant) nronensitt' to infect 
ot'+ers. In other words, 
f is constant. Consider the case, however, ofý 
falling over time, perhaps due to decreasin'- infectiousness or increasing 
resistance on the part of the non-infecteds, i. e. 
ý= f(t) where dß / dt <0 
(2.1.5. ) Differentiatinj7 (2.1.2. ) with respect to time and setting d2m/dt2 
equal to zero, the point of inflexion is given by: 
I-2 (mt/n) + (d, /dt )/1 
2=0 
that is, when mt/n = 1/2 + 1/2 
(dp dt)/1 2< 1/2 (2.1.5a. ) 
This point of inflexion strongly sur~ests a positively skewed {_ owth curve. 
' 
Enure 2.1.2. A vositively skevred S shared diffusion curve. 
I2t 
n 
I 1. d .1 
2 +2dt 
r 
time 
b) no individuals withdraw fron the noTmIation or are cured. of the disease. 
2 
As an alternative, however, let a constant proportion per period, 
Ö 
, be 
cured. Replacing (2.1.2. 
) with: 
dnt/ dt = 
ß(n 
- mt) m. t/ n-Ö mt where 
ßi (2.1.6. ) 
Using the method of variation of parameters, 
3 the solution of this equation is 
1. As an example, let =a- bt, then the solution of the revised differential 
-(ot+ at -b t2/2) -1 this is indeed positively equation is: m/n = 
[1 
+e is, , Po 
skewed for all values of a and b within the relevant range. 
2. Clearly, the model would have to be modified to account for bubonic plague: 
3. See, for instance, R. Courant, "Differential and Integral Calculus, " 2nd 
edition, Interccience, Yew York, 1937, vol. 1, pp. 521 - 2. 
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n. Jn =j 
(ýý/(ý 
-W )+e- 
(01 + ýj (r -X )t) -1 (2.1.6a. ) 
which is still symmetrical, but in this case the saturation level is reduced 
to 
c) everyone has the sane chance of catch1n. r the disease. (A necessary, but 
not sufficient, condition for this and assunption (a) woulc be a homogeneously 
mixirr population. ) The simplest vay of re1a.. nr this assumption is to consider 
two croups, 1 and 2, in the populati*. At time t, rnlt of the n1 members of 
the first group and mgt of the n2 in the second ryrotm have adopted. Let 
group 1 be less susceptible to the disease than gxoun 2, i. e. 
81< f2" 
Realacinr,; (2.1.2. ) with: 
dmt/dt = (n1 - ri1 t) 
(n, /r_)ý 
1+ 
(n2 
- m2t) (nt/n) 
ß 
the -ýaoint of inflexion is given by: 
1- 2(mt/n) -% (nt/n) = 0, that is, where m. 'n = 1/(2 + X) (2.1.7a. ) 
and X= (n 1 tt it 
) (n 
?_m 2t)(A1 -ý" 
R2 )2 -- 
ffi, (n1 - n1 t) +(n2_ n2t) 
12 
J 
As X>0 for all f1+ 
1R2, the point of inflexion is reached before 50lo 
diffusion is attai. nee. In this case, a solution to the differential equation 
seems unattainable. However, as mt/n will rice from 0 to 1, a point of 
inflexion at something less than a half, assures a positively skewer S shape. 
These examples are sufficient to indicate how fraiL1e the simple 1o, . stic 
solution is - their releva ce in the context of industrial innovation trill be 
discussed presently. It should be stressed, finally, that there are many 
other possibilities wich would also invalidate the lo, . stic solution; for 
instance, if f 21. ses in value over time, a ne! mtively skewed r Xowth curve 
will result. 
2. The inter-industi-, r/innovation an-nroach, (n) the theory. 
The above discussion relates primarily to the research considered in this 
section. The lo i ctic curve is often fitted to diffusion data on different 
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innovations in different industries, and then in a second stage, they are 
used as the dependent variable, in a cross-section amlysis, to be explained 
in terra; of the characteristics of the industries and innovations concerned. 
By far the most renowned is the contribution of Mansfield. 
1 At face 
value his research does not an-near to use the epidemic model outlined above. 
Usin7 subscripts i and j for the i th industry and j th innovation, the 
economic core of his model is contained in the relationship: 
Aijt 
=fi jt r 
T1 
j, 
sij 
f Gxi J) 
nij 
(2.2.1. ) 
where 
At is the proportion of'hold-outs' (firms not having adopted the 
innovation at time t that adopt by time t+ 1). 
Thus A i3t =' it +-I 
-ijt (2.2.2. ) 
nij - aijt 
mt/n is the proportion of firms having adopted by time t; ris the profit- 
ability or returns to be gained from adopting the innovation'-; S is the 
size of the investment outlay required to install the innovation' and 
ýR2 a number of other, a11e'd1y less important, and, initially, unspecified 
variables. 
The model is developed by reducing the general function f to a quite 
specific form. This transformation, however, is conducted on the basis of 
strictly non-economic manoeuvres: f is approximated by a Taylor's expansion 
that omits all third ard hi{ er order terms, the coefficient of (nij , 
/nij)2 
in the expansion is set equal td zero because 
)1ijt is not highly correlated 
, with 
(i3t/nij)2 for the innovations in his sample and the period t to t+1 
is assul-ned to be very small. 
Thus f= Aii +ßi j( ijt/n± j) 
(2.2.3" ) 
(2.2.4. ) where Pia = a, + a2'1Fij + a3Sl, 
(omitting ; EY, 3 - later to 
be found non-significant. ) i3 represents all 
other tera3 in the expansion not containing (mid. 
/nib). 
Finally, assuming in m.. 0, the ensuing differential equation, 
d^t'iit 1 
dt nib -ijt) 
ni 5 
(2.2.5. ) 
... footnote 1. top of next nage 
un. z. u. 
1. E. PTansfield,, "Technical ch tngo and the rate of imitation, " Econor etrica 
1961, later reprinted in "Industrial research and technolop. cal innovation" 
(1968) on. cit. 
has the solution: 
niit 
(2.2.6. ) 
nij 1 +e 
whored is the constant of integration; the limit condition effectively 
constraining A=0. 
As can be seen, (2.2.5. ) and (2.2.6. ) coincide precisely yri th (2.1.2. ) 
and (2.1.3. ) of the epidemic model. Indeed, equation (2.2.1. ) and the 
ensuing mathematics are largely superfluous. One vronders why the model 
was not stated immediately in the form (2.2.5. ) In fact the rationalizations 
for n jt/ jj, Sid and 
1rid as determinants of 
ý, 
Jt seem more in keeping with 
the specific form (2.2.5. ) than the genera]. form of (2.2.1. ), Yansfield argues 
that A ijt will be larger the hier is 
11'i3 because the latter increases "the 
chance that a firm's estimate of the profitability will be high enough to 
compensate for whatever ristcs are involved. "1 A ijt will be inversely 
related to Sid as Sij reflects the extent of caution and financing problems 
associated with potential adoption. 
Aijt 
will be proportional to m jtfnij 
for three reasons: as other firms adopt, (i) competitive pressures mount 
for nom-adopters and bandwagon effects occur, (ii) non-adopters are persuaded 
to view the Drofitability more favourably and (iii) the ris'c attached to 
adoption declines. Clearly, effects (ii) and (iii) will depend on the values 
of TI and Sid. This night 1o sally lead to a specification such as: 
Ji 
jt = a, 
(mjt/nij) + a2(i jt lj)1Ti j+ a3(mi jt/nj j) Sid 
(2.2.7. ) 
in which each component of the right hand side represents one of the three 
effects just outlined. (2.2.7. ) is, of course, a combination of (2.2.5. ) and 
(2.2.4. ) 
Thus, to all intents, this model is merely an example of the simple epidemic 
- model presented in the previous section: the choice of independent variables 
1. ibid 
'I . c.. a" 
is very much in line with the epidemic model and the mathematical assumptions 
enable Mansfield to attribute an unjustified generality to the initial 
equation. This does not detract from the ingenious use of the epidemic 
model in this context. Nevertheless, once the true nature of'the model is 
recogrized, certain implicit assumptions emerge which can be 'seen as crucial 
to the conclusion that the growth curve will be logistic. These are each 
analogeus to the three critical assumptions (a) - (c) of the epidemic model 
outlined in the previous section. Specifically, the profitability and 
cost of the innovation (and thus ßij) must remain constant over time, no 
firn can become disillusioned and reject the innovation once it has adotited, 
and all firms mist have the same susceptibility to the innovation. A 
relaxation of any of these assumptions (such as in equations 2.1.5., 
2.1.6., 2.1.7. ) will rule out the simple lo 4stic form of (2.2.6. ). In the 
following chapters, evidence will be presented that suggests that the first 
and third of these assumptions, at least, do not hold true for the vast 
majority of new innovations. Notably, the profitability of the innovation 
changes overtime and, usually, there are economies of scale in adoption, 
benefiting large firms. 
Finally, the theoretical base of the model can be seen as unconvincing. 
The diffusion process is, after all, the stun total of each individual firm's 
decision to adopt. An appropriate starting point would -surely be a more 
exvlicit statement on decision maldn under uncertainty. 
The two other main proponents of this approach can be considered with 
less discussion. Griliches1 also uses the logistic to describe the 
diffusion curve; he postulates, too, that the pars-meters of the curve will 
be determined by certain characteristics of the innovations and firms. concerned. 
His choice of the logistic, however, is not based on any tmderl. ink- model or 
conviction, "while there are some mod reasons why an adjustment process 
should follow a path which is akin to a logistic, I do not want to arme 
the relative merits of the various S shapes. " Thus, his interest in the 
1" Z. Griliches, "Hybrid corn: an exploration in the economics of technological 
chance, " Econometrica, October 1957. 
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curve is only as a tool with uhich to generate parameters of diffusion 
to be explained in a second empirical stage. 
In subsequent years a number of econonists1 have also e. ssitrned logistic 
curves, justifying their choice either with direct reference to Mansfield's 
v: *ork or with a few passing remarks about epidesics or bandwagons. One 
exception is Metcalfe. 
2 Whilst he still relies on the epidemic analogy, 
he considers that the assumptions needed to justify the logistic are 
unlikely to be fulfilled in the case of the diffusion of new industrial 
processes. Consequently, his choice of growth curve is the logarithmic 
reciprocal: 
_'jilt nijt - ij e (2.2.8. ) 
This is positively skered with a point of inflexion at tlijI jj -1j 
t e2" 
However, this choice is rather arbitrary, (2.2.8. ) being employed simply 
because of its skewness. Whilst , rood reasons have already 
been given for 
a positively skewed growth curve, there is no reason why the degree of ckeimess 
should always be the same. But the logarithmic reciprocal implies this and 
is just as inflexible, in its own way, as is the logistic. 
2(b) The empirics. 
In spite of the preceeding theoretical criticisms, these models do generate 
impressive results. Mansfield tests the logistic curve using weighted least 
squares on the transformation: 
log (n nm )ißt =fij +ß3 jt 
(2.2.9. ) 
Using data on the diffusion of 12 innovations in the American Iron and Steel, 
Coal, Rail and Brewing industries, he retorts the coefficient of correlation 
between the dependent variable and time as exceeding . 89 in all cases. At 
face value, then, the logistic does give an adequate description. However, 
1. S. Globbernann, "Technological diffusion in the Canadian tool and die 
industry, " York University (unpublished) and P. Swann, "The international 
diffusion of an innovation, " Journal of Industrial Economics, September 1973. 
2. J. Metcalfe, "Diffusion of Innovations in the Lancashire textile industry", 
Manchester School, June 1970. 
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a number of qualifications may be made. By its very nature, the variable 
(m/n)ijt must rise monotonically r"ith tine, therefore, one would exroect a 
high correlation between any simple transform of it and time. This is 
especially true given the low =ber of observations used: an average of 
only 10 per innovation and iri four cases, fewer than 6. Secondly, 
Mansfield reports ci mificant auto-correlation1 in at least three cases; 
quite possibly, this is due to reis-specification of mathematical form. 
Perhaps a skewed curve might have been more applicable in at least some 
cases. Thirdly, his data relates only to larre firms in the four industries; 
this is because there were problems in collecting information from smaller 
firms about the dates at which they adopted the various innovations. This 
is unfortunate on two counts: (a) only an avera, m of less than 20 firms per 
innovation are considered, thus constituting only small samples of the total 
industries, (b) more important, he has effectively reduced the heterogeneity 
in the four posu]atiors. As has been shown already, if lar, -e firms are 
liable to adopt more quickly than small firms, 
2 this will tend to produce 
a skewed curve for diffusion in the oonulation. However, by excluding small 
firms from the samples, he has restored the homogeneity that is necessary 
for the logistic to apply. In other words, because the samples are biasyed, 
one might doubt the applicability of the logistic to the populations. 
Agnosticism is perhaps justified on the basis of these three limitations. 
In a second stage, hannsfield uses the estimated slope parameters 
as measures of the speed of diffusion in a cross-section analysis based on 
equation (2.2.4. ) In all, six different explanatory variables are used in 
various combinations, the only two approaching significance being 1ii and 
Sij. rid is measured as the average pay-out period required, by firms in 
industry i, to justify typical investments, divided by the average pay-out 
period actually achieved for innovation j. Sij is the average initial 
1. See chapter 6, table 6.4.1, for evidence of auto-correlation found when 
fitting the logistic to diffusion data for my sample innovations. 
2. The next section indicates that this is, indeed, the case. 
investment in the innovation j as a percentage of the average total assets 
of the firms in industr", i. 
The best explanation achieved is: 
-0.29 
A -0.57 R 
-0.52 + . 530 
11. - . 027 3. R2 = . 99 
(2.2.10) 
! 'ij = 
-0.59 
(. 015) lj (014) 'j 
where figures in round brackets denote estimated standard errors. 
The four alternative intercept terms correspond to the four industries. 
Although Mansfield is. not explicit, these have been estimated, presumably, 
using dummy variables. 
1 
ransfield draws four main conclusions: 
(i) "(the equation) represents the. data surprisingly well. " 
(ii) the coefficients of1F and Si3 have the expected signs. 
(iii) both coefficients are significantly different from zero at the 5% level. 
(apparently, S1i 's coefficient is significant only if an extreme observation 
is included. 
2) 
(iv) the differences in the size of the intercept terms are not inconsistent 
with more concentrated industries being slower at diffusion. 
3 
These results must be judged in light of the small sample size (12 
observations) and the fact that six explanatory variables are used (including 
the four dummies) but nevertheless, the overall-fit is remarkable, riven the 
nature of the dependent variable. 
It could be helpful to know how mach of this excellent explanation is due 
to the duriy intercept terms. One can conceive offl varying due to differing 
characteristics of (a) the innovations and (b) the industries concerned. 
Fron this equation, we know that at loIrst one innovation characteristic 
(ii' ) 
is crucial, but we are i gor=t of which industry-level cb cteristics 
might be important. The flifferential intercepimestablish that there are 
1. At any event, each of these intercepts has been estimated on the basis of 
only 3 observations; there beine; 3 innovations for each industry. 
2. In fact, even including this observation 
(as in the quoted. equation), the 
coefficient is surely insignificant. 
3. He ranks the industries accordin^- to hoer competitive he thinks they are, 
and finds a rank correlation coefficient between this ordering and. that of 
the intercept terms of . 80. As he, hinself, concedes, 
this is hardly a very 
strong test, however. 
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inter--industry differences after normalising for innovation characteristics. 
Whether these differences are sirnificant, however, is not knotm. Further, 
there is no possibility of discoverin; T their causes, C; iven the small industry 
sample size. 
Unfortunately, Griliches' results can shed no light on this matter. His 
data refer to the diffusion of an agricultural innovation - hybrid corn - in 
31 different American states between 1932 and 1956. He measures diffusion 
as 'the percentage of all corn acrea planted to hybrid seed' i. e. overa, 11., 
as opposed to inter-firm, diffusion. The loLstic is fitted to the data 
in rauch the same way, except that Griliches does not irnose saturation levels 
(ni3) but uses the results to decide between a number of altornativesI 
Again, the logistic fits the data well - in none of the 25 cases does R2 
fall belog . 89 - but as Durbin-Watson statistics are not reported, we can not 
tell whether alternative time curves miCht have performed better. In his 
second stage, Griliches attempts to explain the inter-state variance in the 
three estimated peters in a cross-section analysis similar to equation 
(2.2.10). Whilst the fit achieved in this stage is not as high as in 
I. ansfield's second stage (e. g. an R2 of .5- .6 is typical in explaining Iij), 
a nucaber of sicv. ficant determinants are detected. Almost without exception 
however, these variables relate to the relative profitability of using hybrid 
seed and are usually related to inter-state reo ohical differences such as 
fertility of soil. These results have led to interpretations such as 
'Griliches's study .... shows that the behaviour of both farmers and 
hybrid-seed producers were firmly grounded in expectation of profit, ' 
2 
and 
confirms Mansfield's finding of the importance of '(Pi j. On the other hand 
the role of inter-industry variables such as industrial structure, growth 
of market etc. remains unexamined. 
1. That is, in fitting the equation (2.2.9), he experiments with different 
values of n and selects for each state the n which maxinices the R2. This 
means of course, that he has three nammeters for each logistic as opposed 
to only two for 1: ansfield, and correspondingly, one degree of freedo^i less. 
2. N. Rosenberg, 'The economics of techfiolo1*ical chance. ' (Pengui. n Readings, 
London 1971) p. 209. 
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This omission is also unavoidable in Metcalfe's study of the diffusion 
of three innovations in the Lancashire textile industry. Of course, by 
studying only one industry, he effectively removed inter-industry differences 
and concentrates on innovation characteristics. Using; the alternative S 
shared curve(equation 2.2.8), he fits 'the transformation: 
r 1/t 
log n 3t = log nib _ 
hi( 
) 
(2.2.11) 
and finds a satisfactory fit in each case, although, once again, no Durbin 
-Watson statistics are quoted. Obviously, no systematic cross-section 
explanation offij is possible given only three observations; but it is 
noticeable that the innovation recording the slowest speed of diffusion is 
also the most expensive and least profitable. 
In sunrmry then, none of these three studies establish that the chosen 
S shape necessarily yields the best explanation of the time series data; but, 
on the other hand, all three present evidence to suggest that the character- 
istics of the innovations do affect their speed of diffusion. The role of 
industry level variables remains largely unexplored. 
A note of dissonance. 
Even -though Vansfield's and Griliches's studies were published more than 
a decade age, there has been very little cit ti n1 analysis of their iron:. 
One notable exception is provided by Cold, Pierce and Rosse er1 in their own 
study of the diffusion of 13 major process innovations in the U. S. They 
clairi that there is such a diversity of variables i-r'v. ch affect the diffusion 
of ineivi. dval innovations that it is alr oct oointless to build a e"eral 
model of diffusion as did Ilan. sfield. For instance, by j or1iuct coldr! r_ 
diffused only very slowly initially as there were plentiful supplies of 
coking coal and orpnic chemicals; on the other hand, beneficatin- and 
rel1. etizir spread quickly from the first introduction dre to shorta, Mes of 
high trade iron ore; machine cuttinc of coal, like by product coking, did 
nöt 'catch on$ very quickly, but this time because there were a large number 
of variants of the technique available on the Wartet which led to confusion 
1. B. Gold, W. Pierce, G. Rosseger, "Diffusion of na4or technological innovations 
in U. S. Iron and Steel, " Journal of Industrial Economics, July 1970. 
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and uncertainty amongst potential consumers. Indeed, they cite 'special 
circumstances' for all of the innovations they study. This seems to be 
an unnecessarily pessimistic view. In any cross-section study, in virtually 
any area of economics, there are special or random influences; the point of 
model building is to investigate the importance of nie eral factors; it may 
be, of course, that special factors dominate, but that, surely, is a matter 
of empirics. As it happens, an examination of the 'special factors' in 
this case suggests that a number of them reduce to differences in the 
profitability of the innovations, on the one hand; or different rates of 
change of profitability on the other. (Only the latter are beyond analysis 
in Mansfield's model, but there is no reason why they could not be incorporated 
into a general model. ) 
A second broad criticism made of Mansfield's approach is his Use of ex- 
post profitability as a determinant of the speed of diffusion. The arguments 
are that: many business decisions are the results of animal spirits, expected 
profitability is a more meaningful concept anyway in this case and that the 
profitability of any innovation will not be constant over the diffusion period. 
Whilst these are all valid criticisms (hopefully to be partly answered by the 
model developed in this thesis, ) Thnsfield's answer, one suspects, would be 
pra vatic - namely, that his specification was dictated by availability of 
data. 
On a more positive note, Gold et al do have interesting observations 
reg riling the role of the demand facin- the adopting industries. Of the 5 
innovations introduced in slow growth periods (i. e. where demand for the 
industry's product over the first 15 rears of the innovation's life was slow 
or static), none diffused rapidly. Of the 8 innovations introduced during 
periods of rabid growth, 3 diffused rapidly. The (rather heroic) conclusion 
drawn is that industry growth maybe necessary but not sufficient for fast 
diffusion. 
3. Inter-firm differences (a) theor7. 
The central aim of this body of research is the exolaration of differences 
between firms in the speed with vi . 
i. ch they adopt the same innovation. A Ain, 
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the innovator is Pansfield who postulates1 the following relationship: 
a 
alb _ %. H 
a12S1ja13Gija141F. 15 A. 
ai6 
i 
ail 
lý"Il8e 
IE 
1j 
where dij is the number of years the jth firm waits before beginning 
to use the ith innovation, Sij the fir^? 's size, ij a measure of t" 
profitability of its investment in the innovation, ij the firm's rate of 
growth, 1T' the firms's pmfitabilit-, lj 
the ar^u of its president, Lid 
a measure of its liquidity, Tij the firm's profit trend. It should. be 
stressed that this part of his work is quite independent of his epidemic 
Model discussed in the previous section. Ilevertholess, it can be neon 
that the diffusion growth curve for innovation i is nerel3r an ar rc tion 
of di3 over all firms in the relevant industry, therefore, one might 
expect a common theoretical thread in the two fields. In fact, not only 
is the common thread missing, but also (2.3.1) is based hot on any 
conscious model of firn behaviour but rather, on ad-hoc theorising. 
There are, however, broad hints of a behaviouralist vietir: declining 
arofits are seen as activating search and older presidents are believed 
to be more conservative i. e. 
ad ad ( ýaT<0; ýaA7Qý. Similarly, the role 
of the technological characteristics are hinted at but not developed. 
For instance, poor liquid asset ratios and low profits will hinder adoption 
of multi-million pound innovations but probably not of relatively cheap 
innovations. One right expect, therefore, a 15 and a17 
to depend on the 
type of innovation, but this point is not discussed.. ' 
The two most important variables (both empirically and theoretically) 
are Sid and H. did is likely to be inversely related to Si3 on three 
counts. First, the costs and risks of early adoption are more easily 
borne by large fires. Second, because of their size, large firms are 
more likely to have, at any point in time, a greater probability of needing 
to replace old equipment, and thus to the extent that the innovation is 
embodied in new equipment, large firms have greater onnortunities to adopt 
early, on average. Third, again purely because of their size, larger firms 
I. E. Mansfield, "The speed of response of fir= to new techniques, " Quarterly 
, Tourna1 of Economics, ! lay 1963 
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are likely to encompass a wider ran"! ýe of operating conditions than smaller 
firms. As some innovations, initially, have only limited applicability, 
there is more likelihood that large firms will have the appropriate operating 
conditions needed for adoption of the new innovation in its early years. 
For instance, certain innovations in paper mald. nr were initially only 
applicable to the production of certain special types of paper. Other 
things bein6 equal, large firms were more likely to include these papers in 
their range of products, as opposed to smaller firms specialisin. n in only 
one or two paper types. 
The profitability of the innovation for firm j, Hj presents measurement 
problems as it is likely to be detemtnod by a number of characteristics of 
the firm, such as its product mix, quality of input, etc. A statistical 
possibility, not acknowledged by Mansfield, is that ij nay be collinear 
with Sid (and perha? Ds .. and Ii j) 
if there are si nificant returns to scale 
10 
in the adoption of the innovation. 
Finally, the multiplicative form of (2.3.1. ) is rationaliced on the 
grounds of interdependence of influence of the independent variables and 
the desired possibility of ne.. t-. ve second crier derivatives. 
Most other research in this area foliours Mansfield's ad-hoc theorising 
and eripirical methodolo; ^ZT quite closely. A number of authors, however, 
have placed more emphasis on 'attituc io pl' or 'informati. onal' variables, 
whilst still retaining firms' economic characteristics in their a alysis. 
These variables will be discussed individually below. As a group, however, 
their inspiration is to be found in the sociologist Rot^ers'I survey of 
diffusion studies in the other social sciences. Ap-oarently, the individuals 
who appear to be quicker to adopt new ideas, techniques etc., tend to be 
young, affluent, opinion-leaders, non-traditional and cosmopolite 
(i. e. mix 
with individuals outside of their on groups or even countries. 
) Such an 
approach does present problems. Often, such characteristics are difficult 
to measure without resorting to the construction of arbitrary indexes 
(perhaps 
1. E. Rodgers, (1962), op. cit. 
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based on questionnaire anww*ers. ) Sometimes circular results arise 
e. g. if non-traditional, opinion leaders are found to adopt earlier, 
the only conclusion which can be drawn is that progressive firms adopt 
new innovations quickly. . Further, even if firm decision malting 
is 
dominated by one man or a small group iihose personal characteristics 
play a significant role, such variables, given the above data problems, 
only merit inclusion in the analysis if their effects are independent of 
the economic characteristics of the firm, . such as its size, g owth, 'profits 
etc. 
ý b) rics. 
Empirical findings in this area are unimpressive and even the few 
significant results must be viewed in the light of serious statistical 
qualifications. One suspects that the potentially large number of techno- 
logical factors affecting the date of any one firm's adoption places strict 
limits on the degree of empirical success in this particular area. 
Mansfield applies his model to data for 167 fires adopting 14 different 
innovations in various American industries. Only Sij and i0 attain 
statistical significance and the latter for only 2 of the 14 innovations. 
Unfortunately, Hid cannot be measured directly and so proxy measures are used. 
For instance, the profitability in adopting a continuous mininimachine 
varies directly with the proportion of the firm's output derived from high 
seams, consequently this proportion for each firm is used as proxy for H. 
Unfortunately, profitability probably depends upon many other unknown or 
unneasurable factors which obviously restrict the explanatory power of his 
model. At any event, even such crude measures are available. for only 5 
innovations. 
Sid is consistently significant, however, regardless of which other 
variables are included in the equations; 
a3 varies between -. 03 and -1.53 
with Mansfield's preferred equation yielding a. 3 = -. 4. 
His results are rather ambiguously presented 
(no R2 are mentioned) but 
quite obviously the model is tested against grouped data for all industries 
and innovations. However, whilst Qi and a 12 are 
free to vary between 
innovations, a13 is constrained to be equal for all i. This night be 
questioned on theoretical grounds: the importance of firn size would 
surely vary depending on the type of innovation and/or ird. ustry. 
Statistically, the assumption introducos ambiri. Lity in the interpretation 
of ä3: one cannot be cure that ä3 reflects inter-industry, as opposed to 
inter-firm size, effects. As an extreme example, consider 2 inclustries 
adopting different innovations: industry A coniprising a few large firms 
adopts its innovation quicker than industry B, which comprises many small 
firms. However, within each industry, size of firm has no effect on 
adoption date. The hypothetical scattergraii might be as in the figure 
(2.3.1. ) The O. L. S. line fitted to such data is, of course, downward 
sloping even although, within each cluster (industry), there is no discernible 
relationship, 
Fip' re 2.3.1. ThP confusion of indiistry and firm size. 
xk" 
X industry B 
xx 
dij fitted line 
It xx 
industry A 
xx 
Sit 
As Mansfield studies 14 innovations in 4 different industries, such 
ambiguity could easily have been avoided by letting a3 vary for different 
innovations and industries. Inter-industry size effects could be tested 
using t tests-on the ä13' As his results stand, however, one must remain 
agnostic on the role of firm size, and for that matter., industry size. 
The results of other empirical research are equally disappointing_,, being 
characterised by low R2, insignificant variables and rather suspect specification 
of the dependent variable. 
Nabseth, 1 using data for Swedish firms adopting-6 different innovations, 
employs up to nine explanatory variables, of which four approximate ! ýdy 
to Mansfield's Sij, H 
j' 
Sij an 14i ' the other 
five being 'attitudional' 
i 
1, see *1. at bottom of following page 
(20) 
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variables. Of the first,. { up, only Sij and Hio are ever significant 
and then only for 2 and 1 of the 6 innovations respectively. Of the 
second group, two (INF: i and 
Bit) are significant for 4 and 3 innovations. 
INN measures the date at which firm j claims to have first heard of 
innovation i, and Bij is an arbitrary index for which firms are given 
ratings between 0 and 16, depending, on how quickly they adopted past 
innovations. In other words, there is some evidence to surrest that 
firms adopt more quickly, the sooner they know of the existence of the 
innovation and the more progressive they are. 
F konson1 uses the same set of variables in bis study of the diffusion 
of Special Pressec in three countries. As is true for Nasbeth's regressions, 
R2 in the region of .4 to .6 are attained. Si and 
Hi are both significant 
with expected sirr in 2 of the 3 countries. 
Smith's 
2 
results (again studying a single innovation in a number of 
different countries) are even more disappointing. Using much the same 
array of explanatory variables, R2s of .1 are tT*pical-and only an arbitrary 
index reflecting the extent of firms' vertical inteFxation attains significance. 
Each of these three authors face a problem not encountered by Mansfield 
- they are studying innovations which have not yet diffused 100f; 
consequently, they do not have observations on their dependent variable dij 
for all firms. Rather than discard non-adopting firms from their samples, 
they allocate to such firms an arbitrary adoption date in the future. 
3 
The unfortunate result of this step is almost certain to be biassed estimates. 
This can be seen using a simple exa. ple. 
Suppose that the true relationshit is di =dO %, + fj (2.3.2. 
) 
Which rould yield. a scattorgram as in figure 
(2.3.2. ) (a). However, if 
*1. (footnote carried over firm bottom of vage 19. 
) L. Tdabseth, "The diffusion 
of innovations in Swedish industry, " in "Science and teehnolo T in economic 
growth, "" ed. B. R. Williams, McMillan, London, 1973. 
1. S. Ilakonson, "Special presses in paperaadn, -, " Ch. 4 in "The diffusion of new 
industrial processes; An, international study, " ed. L. ! abseth and 
G. Ray, Carnbridye 
University Press, 1974. 
2. R. Smith, "Shuttleless looms, " chapter 10, ibid. 
3. Tlabseth and &^ktonson assumed that non-adopters would adopt in 1975, whilst 
Smith assumed adoption in 1980. 
Vn"G. LI" 
viewed at time d* (i. e. the time of the research) no observations are 
fiiure 2 . 2. The cause of biassed estiriatesof 
ß,,. 
f-1 4.. _. - ---++-r 
d. 
J 
d* 
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available for non-adopters (havin: r d' d*), these firms are thus attributed 
with d= d**. Clearly, if a line were to be fitted to the scatter in 
A 
2.3.2, c and P would be biassed estimates of c( and As the figure has 
been dram, would be biassed dotimwards, but this need not always be the 
Case. 
Whilst this problem invalidates the results quoted above (excludinry 
Mansfield's), a 'correct' way of incorporating noh-adopting firms into the 
dý 
analysis is not immediately obvious. It would be equally suspect to omit 
the non-adopters from the analysis altogether: the sample would then be 
unrepresentative. The possible consequences can be seen in figure (2.3.3. 
) 
A, ain, (2.3.3a. ) portrays the true scatter and line, (2.3.3(b)) t'ortrays the 
position omitting non-adopters at time d*. 
fimtre 2.3,3: An alternative cause of bias. 
(a) true scatter (b) scatter at time d* 
d3 
d* 
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(b) synthetic observations 
for d.? d* 
Again, biassed estimates ofd and 
A Z; *ould ensue. Intuitively, the bias 
would aunear to be less important the smaller is var (Ej). 
This dileirna, is of direct relevance to the e-mirical methodology to 
be pursued in this thesis. For nearly all the innovations in W. ample, 
diffusion is not complete at the time of writing. These problems aprear 
to rule out, therefore, this tort of empirical work on inter-firm differences. 
1 
Finally, even the tentative fisci-size influence implied by the above 
research is faced with the conflicting, non-statistical evirence of Adams 
and Dirlan. 
2 In their study of the diffusion of the Basic Oxygen Process 
in the American steel industry, they note that the first innovator and. early 
adopters were all s. all firms and that all of the major firms in the industry 
held back from adopting for a number of years. Their rationale of this rests 
on the i mothe: ic of olitopoly fostering implicit collusion: "'it may well be 
that the structural and behavioural characteristics of oligropolised industries 
nrtvent the dominant fires from pioneering. ' Small fists in such an industry 
can adopt a new innovation and even nass on the cost savings in lower nrices 
without necessarily destroying the status quo. On this basis it would be 
imprudent to suppose that firm size need always act in the sane way in this 
respect, regardless of industry structure. 
ý. International Co=s. risons. 
The empirical methodology in this area has been somewhat less uniform 
than in either the inter-industry or inter-firm approaches. The very- nature 
of the comparison permits a different emphasis than is necessary in, say, 
Mansfield's cork; as the sane innovation is studied -in different countries, 
the differential diffusion rates are due, more probably, -to the characteristics 
of the industries and countries concerned. Indeed, certain institutional 
international differences do emerge which one suspects are a major cause of 
1. In fact a way round the problem niit be to fit the equations subject to 
inequality constraints for non-adopters. However, as the estimated Quasi-Engel 
curves of chapter 7 provide an alternative but equivalent anoroach, this 
possibility will not be p= -sued. 
2. W. Adams and J. Dirlam, "Bir steel invention and innovation", Quarterly 
Journal of Economics, F . 'ay 1966. 
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the diversity in aDnroacJes. 
Nevertheless, the Mansfield methodoloE7 is followed in a Hutaber of 
instances. Swann1, for instance, fits logistic curves to data on the 
diffusion of synthetic rubber in 12 countries during the post-war period. 
In a second stage, he uses the parameters of the fitted logistics as the 
explained variables in a cross-section aralysis using country-level 
explanatory variables such as the growth in output, the level of rubber 
imports, the level of rubber exports and the production of rubber per 
capita. Both his curve fitting and cross-section analysis record high 
R2 and significant variables. 
2 His rationalisation of the logistic and 
explanatory variables is brief and along familiar lines; 
3 
again there is 
no fully worked economic model. 
The major analysis of inter-country differences has been produced by an 
international consortium of research institutes. The diffusion of ten 
different innovations in up to six different countries is studied; each 
institute being responsible for the analysis of one innovation 
4. (which 
in turn are allocated separate chapters in the report on the project. ) 
An inevitable res'alt of this demarcation is that different methodolo . es 
have been used in each case and general conclusions are difficult. Having 
said this, a concensus view does tend to emerge. 14hilst a number of the 
authors concede the'. likelihood that the time path of diffusion is S shaped 
(usually rationalised with reference to the epidemic model), -curve fitting 
is not attempted in most cases. This is surely quite acceptable if ore 
believer- that there is no economic, non-trivial rationale for the S share. 
1. P. Sw: wann, 'The international diffusion of an innovation, ' Jourral of 
industrial Economics, September 1973. 
2. However, his successful eaplanati_on of inter-country cross-section 
differences in the Sneed naranmeter 
$, depends on the use of an explanatory 
variable measuring the date at which the innovation 'took off' in the country 
concerned, defirge as the date at which the curve predicted 1C$ diffusion 
i. e. (-2.2- di/ ßi). In other words, 
$i is regressed against a variable which 
is directly proportional to 
8i. Eot surprisingly a highly significant 
positive coefficient emerges. 
3. See the rationale in the previous section for sir lar variables at the 
firm level. 
4. Except N. I. E. S. R. who were resnonsible for five. L. 11abseth and G.. ay, op. cit., 
1974. 
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If the S-shape is due to a p? yrcical quasi-sociolorica1 1aw, ý then curve 
fitting is a purely descriptive procedure, desi{med only to penerate some 
empirically useful measure of the speed of diffusion (the slope paranoters, 
A, in the case of the lo i. stic. ) In line with virtually all e irical 
work on diffusion, the underlying theory of the fi rri !, anerally appears 
more beh vioural than neo-classical, with a nuribor of authors enphasising 
the role of m<anar-ament factors (various indices of attitudes and information 
receptiveness are constructed. ) Generally, however, inter-country differences 
are explained in terms of three sets of variables. Most popular are 
measurements or proxies for the profitability of the innovation in different 
countries. Oppenlander attributes differential diffusion rates with respect 
to Z, Tumeri. cally controlled machine tools to . 
differences in labour costs; Meyer 
and Herre; ^at emphasise the role of various factor prices (e. g. scrap metal, 
labour, capital) in the diffusion of Basic Oxygen Steel-: dng; Gebhardt 
attributes prime importance to the compatibility of the country's upstream 
steel-making processes to the continuous casting technique and so on. 
Second, and closely related, technolori. cal and institutional differences 
are mentioned in a nwnber of cases. Davies, Smith and Lacci introduce the 
concept of a Technological Ceiling - different countries are limited to 
differing extents by the nature of their clay in the extent to rhich Tunnel 
Kilns may be adopted in brick-making; Gebhardt uses a similar concept in 
his analysis of Continuous Casting. Ray highlights the importance of legal 
restrictions to the diffusion of Gibberellic Acid in Brewing and of licensing 
agreements to the diffusion of the Float Glass technique in Glassraking. 
Third, come authors attempt to explain differentials in terms of more 
conventional economic indnstry characteristics : growth of market, overall 
size of the industry and its firms, typical age of existing equipment etc. 
(Surprisingly little attention is focussed on the intensity of competition. ), 
Perhaps the major success of the project as a t'rhole is in establishing 
the magnitude of the empirical and theoretical task facing research in 
1 
diffusion. The typical innovation is not necessarily suitable for all 
1. To this extent, partial support is offered for the conclusions of Gold et al 
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firms in the relevant industry, its profitability depends on a host of 
special factors and may vary 4ridely across firms in'the same industry; 
it is sometimes difficult to specify what the innovation is - its 
specifications may vax-j across countries and over time. 
ý. Stock Adjustment Models. 
Nearly all of the work surveyed so far can be seen as a broad continuation 
a 
of various aspects of. Mansfield's soranal contributions of the early sixties. 
However an alternative r! ethodolo, ical aprroach has also developed with rather 
less acknowledgement in most surveys of diffusion: the stock adjustment 
model. Pürticula r1y inter. estin, M are the studies of the road of computer 
usa,, ^e in the U. S. (Chow) enc01 the U. K. 
(Stoneran2). 
Chow and StoneTMwn postulate that the grot-rth in cominiter usage in army time 
period is proportional to the extent to which the act-. i ctoc'_: at the be . piing 
of the period falls short of the equilibrium stock. Both employ two 
alternative forms to test this Yypothesis: 
dri t1^ (nt nJ or 
dt 
dt mt dt 
and dmt 1 loh; nt - lor; mt) 
dt mt 
-P(nt - nt) mt (2.5.1. ) 
or drat = B(1og nt log nt)r3t 
(2.5.2. ) 
dt 
I 
(schere continuous time is used here to indicate the similarities with the 
epidemic model. ) 
In other words, the increase in the stock of computers will be deteriined 
by the 1Fvel of the stock (rationalised on familiar rrounds of competitive 
pressures zýnd as a proxy for the quality of information about corntýuters), 
and the shortfall existing betreen actual and. equilibrium stock. 
3 The 
only difference between (2.5.1") and (2.5.2. ) lies in the precise formulation 
1. G. Chow, "Technological change and the demand for computers, " American 
Economic Review, 1967. 
2. P. Stoneman, "On the change in techniques -a study of the spread of computer 
usag in the U. K., 1954 - 70, " Ph. D. Thesis, ' Cambridge 
(1974). 
3. As such, their model may be seen as an extension of the work on time trends 
in input-output coefficients. See, for instance, Y. Wigley, "Me demand for 
fuel, 
1948-75", Vol. 8 of "A programme for Growth", Cambrid, -e, 1968, pp. 10 - 
14. 
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of the stock adjustment mechanism. The first fora is, of course, the 
differential equation of the standard logistic; the second is the differential 
equation of the Gompertz curve which is a skewed S-shape growth curve having 
a point of inflexion at n, t/nt = . 37 
(as opposed to .5 for the logistic. 
) 
Both authors prefer the Gommertz on the basis of its superior subsequent 
empirical perfor=ce. 
Apart from the fact that the estimating forms used are the differential 
equations, rather than their solutions, neither formulation differs radically 
from the epidemic model at first sight. However, nt is also IIrpothesized 
to increase with time. In both cases, nt = f(Xt, pt) where Xt is G.? 1. P. 
and pt the relative price of computers1; 
ant 
7 0, 
ant 
< 0. In other words, 
axt alt 
the equilibrium stock chances over time as G. N. P. increases lead. to increased 
scope for computers, and as relative price decreases lead to increasing cost 
savings effected by computer usage. Substituting in a specific expression 
for nt, the estimating Coertz equation is riven as: 
log Mt - log mt- i _ý 
(b0 + b1106 pt + b21o, c Rt)-1S1og m, _l 
(2,5.3. ) 
This is estimated for time series data on the post-war spread of computers. 
Chow estimates /3 at about . 25, but finds only log m, _, to be sirni. ficant. 
Stoneman's results are also a little disappointing at this stage. But as an 
extra refinement, Stoneman allows 
I, the coefficient of adjustment, to vary 
with certain economic variables. Briefly, his ar ent is that the extent 
to which the actual stock is adjusted towards the equilibrium stock trUl nary, 
depending on the extent to which firms are motivated to search for now methods 
of achieving their goals and also the efficacy of this search. This 
behaviouralist stance suggests deterninants of such as the growth of profits, 
costs and output (determining the goal achievement pressures) and the level of 
profits, the price of computers and the actual stock (determining the outcome 
of their feasibility and evaluation processes. ) 
1. Both authors -, o to considerable lengths to allow for quality changes in 
co"muters in measuring m and pt. 
Unfortunately, this refinement involves estimating equations that are 
under-identified - mainly because nt and 
ft 
are both now variable. Attempts 
are made to circurivent the problem by using ancilliar; information to estivate 
nt, for instance. Although zrowth of sales appears to have some explanatory 
power, generally, results remain inconclusive. 
Abstracting from the generally unexceptional results of both Chow and 
Stoneman, their woz represents an important deviation from the norm in 
diffusion studies. First, the emphasis is switched : the estimated growth 
Curve is not merely a notns of generating observations to be used in cross- 
industry comparisons but is, instead, an empirical end in itself. This is 
only worthwhile, of course, because they, particularly Stoneman, invest the 
differential equation with strong economic meaning based on an explicit theory 
of decision makin;,;. On the other hand, this does not rule out the possibility 
of using such an approach for cross-industry comparisons, although there is, 
no longer, a unique measure of the rate, of diffusion. Second, the skewed 
Gompertz curve describes their time-series data better than the synmetrical 
logistic. Third, they measure diffusion by the number of computers rather 
than the number of firms having adopted a computer - this is dictated by the 
nature of their data as well as by the theory. There is, unfortunately, a 
theoretical drawback; their model does not differentiate betiq-een the initial 
decision by any firm to adopt a computer for the first time and the later 
decisions to add to its existing stock of computers. 
1 Yet one can envisage 
different sets of variables influencini* these two quite different decisions. 
To {. ve an obvious example, uncertainty will be ismortant in the initial 
adoption decision, but less so when adopting further computers; on the 
other hand, the age distribution of a firm's existing capital stock is likely 
to be much more decisive to the second decision than to the initial decision. 
Nevertheless, this approach could be used to study inter-firm diffusion. 
However, such a model will not be pursued in the following study, partly 
because the Gompertz is just as restrictive, in its own bray, as is the 
1" In 21ensfieldI s terminolo , inter-firm and intra-firma diffusion are 
not differentiated. 
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lord stic and partly because , the adjustment coefficient, is still 
'. specified in a rather ad-hoc fashion. 
6. The Diffusion of Consumer Durables. 
Surorici"ly the study of the diffusion of new products (mainly consumer 
durables) has developed almost independently of the various studies already 
mentioned on new processes. Whilst the economic agents at the centre of 
the analysis are different (individual consumers as opposed to firms), there 
are sufficient common factors, such as the role of uncertainty and information 
flows, to suggest that both areas would benefit from cross-polination. 
No attempt will be made here to survey this area comprehensively, 
1 but 
one particular technique which has been used will be elaborated, given the 
central role it will play in chapter 5. Probit analysis has long been used 
in BiolorZr and other sciences to analyse such things as the efficacies of 
different dosages of poisons in exterminating insect populations. The 
technique has been employed with some success in the study of the diffusion 
of various consumer durables, notably by Cramer, Aitchison and Brown, and 
Bonus. 
2 
Only an exposition of the basic framework is submitted here, whilst 
it can not be attributed to any one of these authors alone, it does represent 
the common spirit of their work. r; o reference will be made to their empirical 
work. 
The central assumption is that an individual consumer will be found to 
own the new product at time t if his income, yit, exceeds some critical level 
yit' This critical or tolerance income may be thought of as representing 
I. For a fairly comprehensive survey, see A. Bain, "The growth of T. V. owner- 
ship in the U. ff. since the zwar, " Caxnbrid, r University Press, 1964, chanter 2. 
2. J. S. Cra'ter, "Empirical econometrics, " North Holland, Amsterdam, 1969, 
chapter 3; J. Aitchison and J. Brown, "The lognormal distribution, " Carbridge 
University Press, 1957, Chapters 7 and 12$ H. Bonus, "Quasi-En el curves, 
diffusion and the ownershin of major consumer durables, " Journal of political 
Ecor_o r, May / June 1973. See also, F. G. Pyatt, "Priority patterns and the 
demand for household durable roods", Ccnbrid; e University Press, 1964, for 
an extension of Probit analysis which fenerates, as a special case, a stock 
adjustment model not unlike those discussed in the previous section. 
the tastes of the consumer which, in turn, may be related to ary number 
of terconal or economic c1 racteristics Generally oxcluding income however). 
At army event, 7, it 
is usually retarded as the product of a lam, number of 
random influences. As such, the multiplicative form of the Central Limit 
theorem sugmsts that yit may be lognormally distributed across consumers. 
The third assumption usually made is that income, itself, is also lognor ally 
distributed across consumers. 
These three assumptions may be smitten as follows: 
P 
fqit 
=1J yit =P 
fyi 
t -< Sit 
(2.6.1. ) 
that is, the probability that concu'aer i owns the innovation at tine t, given 
an income of yit, is equal to the probability that his actual income is not 
less than his tolerance income. 
Yit isA( tt9 6t / (2.6.2. ) 
yit is 1i i Vt, 6t ) (2.6.3. ) 
that is, log yit is normally distributed with mean ýtt and variance 6 and 
*2 log yit is also normally distributed with mean vt and variance 6t 
This standard model generates predictions as to the share of the so-called 
Quasi or Pseudo Engel curve which relates the probability of ouneruhip to 
income: 
Pj Yit Yit =A (YitI t' 
6t2 ) (2.6.4. ) 
where the second expression represents the proportion of the tastes distribution 
having yit - f'it' Therefore P rises monotonically with yit. In fact, the 
Quasi-Engel curve is simply a positively skewed S shape; more specifically, 
a cumulated logmorria1 distribution 
Emire 2.6.1. The Q si-Enr 1 curve at time t. 
P(probabilitr 
of ownership) 
ncoin ) 
The model can also be used to generate predictions as to the'shape of 
the aggregate diffusion curve over time. In order to do this, however, the 
2 *2 time paths for µt, öt, rt and öt must be specified. The simplest and 
most coinon asnptions are that: 
Pt =jLa+g, t 
ö22 for all t t= 
60 
(2.6.5. ) 
1t =Voo -c2t 
ßt2 =6 for all t 
That is, constant growth of all incomes at the rate 61 , with the inequality 
of distribution remaininL unchangod and a constant rate of decline in all 
critical incomes, with each individual's attitude remaining the same relative 
to his peers. The first pair of assur, tions are fairly uncontroversial, the 
second pair amount to an overall charge in tastes towards the new product over 
time due to bandwagon effects, p'eater information about type product etc. 
Perhaps one might ar,, ue with the exact form of the time path of yit and the 
assumption that the growth in desire for the new product is uniform across the 
population, i. e. 6*2 = 602 ; these assumptions may be modified, however, without 
destroying the simplicity of the approach. 
One implication of these assumptions is that the Quasi-Engel curve shifts 
to the left over time. lo*. aever, rather more interesting is the implied shape 
of the aggregate diffusion growth curve. This is derived by ague Ling the 
Engel curve across the income distribution for each point in time. At tine 
t, the expected number of owners is given by the sum of the probabilities 
at each income level, weighted by the number of individuals having that 
income. Algebraically: 
f `(yt' fit 6*2) dA 
(ytI 1t, 62) (2,6.6. ) mt =n 
f' 
0 
It can be shown I that by employing assumptions (2.6.5. ), this agfre tion 
leads to 
mt /nt = r( zt 0,1) (2.6.7) 
1. The for-al, intermediate, steps are not presented here as the same sort 
of algebra appears in chapter 5. Alternatively, see Cramer, 
(1969, op. cit. ) 
nn. 36 - 37. 
üA. L. ;ýI. 
where zt = (po - iýoo) ( 
e2 
+6 
2) .4+ (Cl + 62). (6 
2+ 62)4. t. 
ected diffusion at time t is equal to the proportion of a Thus, the ex-p 
stanr. a d norm l distribution to the left of zt, where zt is ar increasing 
linear transfor^i of ti*ie. 
Graphically: 
Fä -ure 2.6.2. le a+pndard noral. 
(r+%n)t is given by the 
shaded area as a prop- 
ortion of the unitary 
total area under the 
curve. PIoreover, zt 
shifts to the right 
over time at a uniform 
cneed. 
Thus the growth curve predicted is a cumulative normal. distribution, i. e. 
a symmetrical S shape which is nearly indistinguishable, in nractice, fron a 
logistic clove. 
(nVn) 
t 
. 50 
time 
A brief co*nnarison with Uhncfield's epidemic model is quite interesting. 
First, the shape'of the growth curve is almost identical, but different 
assumptions about the time paths of yit and yit would modify this similarity. 
Second, a major theoretical improvement lies in the definite, if simple, 
lyroothesis of the decision making at the individual level. Consequertly, 
the choice of determinants of the speed of diffusion is not arbitrary but, 
instead, follows on as a precise result of this iynothesis, e. g, the growth 
rate of income and the mean and standard deviations of the income distribution. 
Fin^ire 2.6.3. The, cumulative nornel curve. 
Zt 0 
(µ4+ )/(g1+g2) 
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In chapter 5, this basic model will be modified and extended to describe 
the diffusion of industrial processes. 
7. A vintage annroach to decision n Jdn"m. 
It i^ quite obvious that very little of the research surveyed so far has 
used conventional econoriic theories of decision making. The lack of interest 
in the neo-classical theories is, perhaps, understandable; concepts of 
perfectly malleable capital and profit-maximizing seem a little inappropriate 
to an area characterised by uncertainty, imperfect information and vossibly 
embodied. technical progress. However, modifications to conventional theory 
are available which could render a potentially interesting analysis of 
diffusion. Specifically, the tintag model devoloped by SalterI and others 
muld seem to offer a useful basis for such an analysis. 
As a postscript to this eurvey, therefore, the i iplications of the vintage 
model are sketched very briefly. 
New technologies are assumed to be embodied in new capital equivment and 
so gross investment is the vehicle of diffusion. Old equivment is only 
scrapped when its onerating costs exceed the revenue it earns; new equipment 
is only installed if its total costs are covered by its revenue earning. 
This is, of course, the vinta"; model equivalent of mar; 4ral cost pricing, 
thus perfect competition and cost-minimizing are also assumed. Particularly 
important are the technological assumptions of indivisible plant, and that new 
technologj cannot be introduced on old equipment. Thus, each vinta,! 7, e of 
equipment embodies the best practice technology of its date of construction, 
and is then committed to this technolo'y (and a fixed lsbour complement) until 
its date of expiry. 
The appearance of a cost-saving process innovation, within this framework, 
Will have the following consequences. It becomes profitable to immediately 
replace some proportion of exj. stin,; equipment because the total costs of the 
new equipment (including a profit allowance yielding the normal rate of return) 
Is W. Salter, "Productivity and technical change, " Cambride University press, 
1960. 
Ln. 1. 
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are lot'. -er than the operating; costs of some old equi ent. 
1 
At the same time, product price will fall to equality with total costs of 
the new innovation - having previously been equal to the 
(higher) total costs 
of the latest vintage of the old technoloV-. This fall in price is effected 
by the creation of new capacity, chasing the spectre of super-nornal profits 
to be earned fro^-: installing the new innovation. 
Some of the nore efficient old technolor egidpment will still remain: 
its oaeratin, costs being lower than total costs of the new innovation. This 
equipment will gradually be replaced over the years, given a favourable 
movement in factor prices and vintage to vintage improvements in the ne-'s 
innovation. The important point is that 100`, 0 diffusion will not be instant- 
aneous, even given perfect infoi ation and profit Maximizinm. 
The above argument may be formalised mathematically fairly easily. 
Depending on the exact assn ptior_s made about ex-ante substitutabil i ty, 
industrial structure, the nature of post-invention improvements in the 
technolor (e. g. whether or not they are Harrod-neutral) etc., it can be shown 
that the diffusion growth path will be influenced by variables such as the 
growth in as relative to prices, the growth of innovation price any? the 
variance in the age of existing equipment etc. It Mould appear, however, 
that the assumptions of cost minimization, perfect information, indivisible 
plant and the embodiment hynothesis may only be relaxed at the cost of a 
considerable increase in algebraic complexity. 
In a recent paper analysing the mechanization of reapin, in the U. S. in 
the nineteenth century, David2 similarly, attributes a central role to the 
movement over time in factor prices. Whilst it koould be misleading to identify 
his moc'e1 as vinta., ge, it is beseel on similar behavioural assunntions. The 
basis of his expla=tion of the slow diffusion of mechanical reapers is that 
for nany years, a majority of farms did not on sufficient acreage for the 
1. The existing capital stock conArises a number of vintages embodying the old 
technolotr - the netter vintages being slightly more efficient than the old, 
due to minor improvements in specification over the years. 
2. P. A. Davic, "Technical choice, innovation and economic nrotrth, " Carbride 
University Pres°, 1975, chapter 4. 
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possible labour savin to nay for the cost of the neu innovation. Difnision 
only proceeded. vs the nrice of reaneir3 fell relative to im, rates an' as 
farm Elms increased. 
Mn noel ~k^y be surnarisecl briefly as follows: 
Aeontior is profitable where t-tt (L. Ot - Link) ? PINt 2.7.1. 
Z, nccrewt is the wage rate and PINTt the aver^ annual cost of a mechanical 
reagier, Llot and Link being the annual labour requirements of the old manual 
rlethocc and of the new mechanical reapers respectively for firm it all at time t. 
Asmmnv no scale economies in either method, Liot = ajSit (2.7.2. ) 
anO Lirt - a2 Si, 9 where a1 > a2 
(2.7.3" 
whore Sit is the size of farm i at time t. 
Combining (2.7.1. ), (2.7.2. ) and (2.7.3. yields the cordition for profitable 
adoption: 
plNt 1 
it Wt a1 _ a2 
(2.7.4. ) 
Thus, diffusion only proceeds as a) farms increase in size, b) the cost of 
reapers relative to wage rates declines over time and c) reapers are technologically 
insroved. 
Whilst David does not have sufficient data to test these predictions ri; orous1-7, 
he does provide some evidence which indicates that (a) and (b) may have been 
important factors over the period considered. 
As already mentioned, the vintage approach might be developed along similar 
lines and one would expect (b) and (c) above to figure centrally in any such 
development. The role attributed to firm size is particularly interesting: 
it derives not from economies of scale in the usual sense, but rather from the 
total lumpiness of the innovation - all farms must pay the same rental. Under 
such circumstances, large farms must always be at an advantage since the 
innovation price may be spread over a larger scale of operations. It is, 
perhaps, unlikely that this is the case for most 20th century industrial 
-* ý ., I 
-i . 
innovations and if capital costs are also proportional to the scale of 
operations, then the predictive power of this model largely disappears. 
Nevertheless, both David and Salter have provided a potentially richer 
framework for analysis, if only because of their concern with the individual 
firn adoption decisions. 
Clearly, it is necessary to examine the applicability of the technological 
assumptions of both models to innovations in the present sample before their 
value in this context may be assessed. 
Conclusions. 
It 4ras stated in the introduction to this chapter that one of its main 
aims was to summarise the state of our know1edxco about diffusion with respect 
to nenn process innovations. Sections 2 to 5 suggest that our knowledge is 
still very limited and tentative. It can be claimed, unequivocally, that the 
shape of the typical diffusion growth curve is sigmoid, but whether it is 
symmetrical or positively skewed is not certain. P. ansfield, Griliches and 
Metcalfe all produce evidence to suggest that a na; or determinant of the 
slope of the si, oid is the profitability of the innovation con^erned. Dut 
there is no conclusive evidence on the role of industry level characteristics 
in determining the speed of diff-sion. 
, 
Furthermore, very little is known of 
the reasons why some fires adopt innovations quicker than others. To 
particular probier, plague the empirical work, in this area. Conventional 
firm-level characteristics appear not to norress rauch, eiiaratory power, 
eut eütin, 7, perhaps, that non-quantifiable, technical factors play an important 
role at the individual firm level. Second it is relatively difficult to 
specify a dependent variable which will, not produce biassed estimates of 
coefficients; some of the research in this area has used statistically 
imperfect measures and this, as much as technical or ra^dom factors, may 
have produced the poor results. The one conclusion that night be tentatively 
drawn from this work is that the speed with which a firm adopts a new 
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innovation is directly related to its size. Finally, international 
differences in speed of diffusion can be rartia11v ascribed to technolo., cal 
and institutional differences between the countries. 
The second naior aim of this survey ýTas to search for a theoretical moc? el 
on which to be the e^. lpirim1 analvois to be attempted later in the study. 
Unfortunately, such a basis is not apparent in the -oast work on diffusion 
of new rrocess innovations. The epidemic model, used so rerularly, suffers 
from two drawbacks. It depends on certain assumptions (often not made ex licit) 
s-. hich are unlikely to apply in this context. Equally important, it produces 
an analysis that fails to recog. ize the individual firm's adoption decision 
as central to the aggregate diffusion process. Consequently, firms are viewed 
as an homogeneous mass thus pushing aside many of the more interesting; 
theoretical problems. Even in tre literature addressed specifically to 
explaining inter-firm differences, no attempt is made to formulate a flally 
worked theory of firm decision-making. The work on international differences 
makes only a very limited. theoretical contribution; on the other hard, it does 
indicate the importance of incorporating technological aspects into model building, 
even in non-international studies. Stoneman's use of the stock adjustment 
model does incorporate a definite theory of decision making but the overall 
framework is still inflexible and somewhat ad-hoc. 
Perhaps the two most nronising bases for theoretical development are to be 
found outside of the iinediately relevant literature. The probit model, used 
in the ar'alysis of the diffusion of consumer durables, whilst rather si. m-Iistie, 
does suggest a framewoi based on individual behaviour and which is flexible 
enough to be used in this area. Salter's vintage model also offers an avenue 
which, given certain modifications, night be used. 
In the light of these conclusions, two major tasks become apparent. 
A fairly 
comrrehensive survey is required of the technical characteristics of the sannle 
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innovations as listed in chapter 1. Specifically, the ttd. n technolocical 
assumptions of the simple vintage model (embodiment of new technology and 
indivisibility of plant) should be tested. More generally, it is essential 
to establish whether new innovations have certain coir.. on attributes which 
might influence firms' decision mad-ing. Secondly, a realistic but 
empirically manageable approach to the firm-level adoption decision -lust be 
provided. The following two chapters are directed to these two tasks. 
Ch. 3.1. 
Chapter 3: The Technical Characteristics of New Process Innovations. 
As a preliminary to model building, this chapter presents an analysis of 
various technological aspects that seem to typify the sample innovations. 
It is, in many ways, a summary of Appendix one but also draws on past research 
findings where necessary. Section one considers, briefly, how representative 
the sample might be, in order that the conclusions of this chapter may be 
placed-into some overall perspective of process innovations as a whole. Section 
two analyses the sources of the sample innovations; an important finding is 
that in nearly all cases, the innovations have originated from outside of the 
industries in which they are diffusing. Section three summarizes the main 
economic advantages and functions of the innovations. A crucial finding is 
that the technological assumptions of the simple vintage model do not fit a 
large proportion of the sample innovations. Section four assesses whether 
the innovations have fixed or variable coefficients of production. Sections 
five to eight investigate various aspects of the profitability of the innovations. 
Typically, profitability is found to vary over time and space for four main 
reasons. Across firms, differences in product, existing processes and inputs 
(Section five), all influence the returns from adoption; also important is the 
existence of scale economies in adoption (Section six). Over time, profit- 
ability often increases due to post-invention improvements in. the technologies 
(section seven) and varies cyclically with the business cycle (Section eight. ) 
1. The sample innovations. 
As can be seen from the Appendix, the industries in which these innovations 
are being adopted are distributed widely across the industrial spectrum: three 
process industries, five engineering, two textiles and three others. On the 
other hand, within these broad groups1 the Iron and Steel, Weaving and Paper 
and Board industries between them account for thirteen of the twenty two 
innovations. The innovations themselves vary from some whoße cost is measured 
1. See Appendix one for an explanation of these industry classifications(e. g. 
table A. 1.1. ) 
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in hundreds of pounds (e. g. EH, ADH, SF1) to others costing millions of 
pounds (e. g. BOP, CC, ATL); potential profitability also varies widely; 
SF, for instance, having a typical payback of less than one year whilst 
SPC might typically need about eleven years to pay back. 
It might be claimed, therefore, that the coverage effected is fairly 
broad2; whether it is representative of all process innovations must 
remain unclear, as very little is known about the characteristics of the 
typical process innovation. As is pointed out in the Appendix, the 
selection of the sample was non-random and so it is necessary to preface 
this chapter with the rider that the technical attributes which emerge 
do not necessarily apply to most process innovations. On the other hand, 
most of these attributes are common enough within the sarple, and can be 
confirmed by reference to previous research, to suggest that their 
significance extends beyond this sample. 
2. The sources of Invention. 
No attempt will be made to distinguish the proportion of the sample 
innovations which are based on inventions made by individuals, as opposed 
to large industrial laboratories. As a brief study of Appendix I (or the 
technical references upon which it is based) will indicate, for many new 
technologies it is impossible to select one crucial invention. (Indeed, 
in a number of cases, early inventions were made last century e. g. TK, SL, 
CC, even though diffusion of all twenty two is essentially a post World War 
II phenomenon. ) Moreover, the development of most of the innovations has 
been international and often the result of the coming together of ideas 
originating from totally different and independent sources. Designating 
a main source country for each innovation, it could be claimed that the U. K. 
was the originator or co-originator of six (but three of these are the minor 
I* Virtually always in the main teat, innovations will be referred to by their 
initials. .! any of them have rather long and technical names and their repeated 
use would be rather irksome for both author and reader. A key is provided in 
table 1.1. of the introduction and table A. 1.2. of Appendix 1. 
2. See table A. 1.1. of the Appendix. 
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weaving group); Germany and Austria of the four steel innovations, the 
U. S. of nine and Switzerland, Sweden and Canada each of at least one. 
This does not tell a very complete story however, U. K. firms played 
important roles in the development of at least twelve innovations; but 
then, this wider role also applies to the U. S. (more so) and Germany. 
One conclusion of Pratten's1, that is certainly confirmed by the sample, 
is the important role played by the capital goods industries and Research 
Associations. The Textile Research Association (better known_as the 
'Shirley Institute') was directly responsible for the three sizing 
innovations and the British Iron and Steel Research Association (B. I. S. R. A) 
was extremely active in the development of the steel innovations (particularly 
CC and VD. ) Even more substantial was the role of the capital goods sector. 
In no case did the invention result from within the industry for which it 
was intended. Even more surprising is the fact, that, with the exceptions 
of ATL, the steel innovations and perhaps TC, the consuming industry. played 
a totally passive role and did not contribute to the development of the 
innovation. 
The conventional view of a firm inventing a new process for its own use, 
perhaps patenting it and then letting its competitors use the process under 
licence, is therefore totally inaccurate for the sample innovations. Rather, 
typically, the innovation is supplied by a capital goods industry, often 
under more than one brand name, with patents being less important than might 
be expected (perhaps because most of the scientific knowledge, on which the 
innovation is based, is usually relatively old and freely available. ) 
Clearly, the nature of the capital good industry and its relationship 
with the consuming industry may well influence diffusion. This will be 
considered in depth in the following chapter. 
3. The functions and economic advantages of the innovations. 
The innovations may be usefully grouped into four types. Six are 
essentially supplementary - in each case they are introduced alongside 
I. C. F. Pratten, "Economies of scale in manufacturing industry, " University 
of Cambridge Department of Applied Economics, Occasional papers: No. 28, 
Cambridge University Press, 1971, p. 293. 
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existing processes in order to speed the latter up. Usually, no existing 
technolo®_is replaced. Six other innovations automate old manual 
operations or sometimes do, away with them altogether. Again, there is not 
normally an old technology embodied in existing equipment which is to be 
replaced. Two. others serve a different purpose from any existing equipment; 
for example, VD improves the quality of the product without replacing any 
old process. Only eight of the twenty two innovations conform to the 
technological assumptions of the basic vintage model. They embody the 
technique in new capital. equipment and supercede an old technology also 
embodied in (existing) equipment. However, even in these cases, one of 
the simplifying vintage assumptions is violated: indivisibility, of plant. 
For example, the Tunnel Kiln, (TK) replaces an old technology embodied in 
Hoffmann Kilns, however a ZK may be introduced without replacing the whole 
plant; the adjacent processes of clay-winning, shaping and drying do not 
need to be drastically altered and existing equipment may certainly be 
retained. 
At this early stage, then, the simple vintage: model, can be ruled out. 
In the embryonic model set out in the last chapter, the sole reason for 
non-instantaneous diffusion was the efficiency of some existing equipment; 
for the fourteen non-vintage innovations in the sample, this is clearly 
inappropriate. The divisibility of plant in the remaining eight cases 
removes the analytical simplicity of, the vintage model. No longer can 
product price be equated with the total costs of the latest vintage of 
the new innovation and the operating costs of the marginal equipment using 
the old technology. It is still possible to define the conditions for 
rational replacement of the old by the new equipment, but there is no. longer 
the mechanical near-certainty that entrepreneurs will follow these conditions. 
1 
1. In both cases of divisible or indivisible plant, rationality implies profit 
maximization. However, in the indivisible case, non-rationality leads to loss 
making on marginal plant as opposed to only a reduction in profits on the plant 
including the marginal equipment in the divisible case. Thus, it is much easier 
for entrepreneurs to 'carry' obsolete equipment when it is only part of the 
total process - the process, as a whole, still continuing to yield profits. 
See Salter, (1960) op. cit. pp. 64 - 65. 
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No doubt the model could be adapted by introducing imperfect information 
and uncertainty into the analysis and introducing a more complicated pricing 
equation, but then the analytical simplicity of the model is lost. 
I 
Returning to the sample innovations, it is possible to generalize about 
their main economic advantages. Labour saving is by far the most important 
attribute of nearly all the innovations. By definition this is true for 
the automation group, further the vintage group all have higher labour 
productivity than the old technologies. The main advantage of the 
supplementary, group'is in the speeding up of existing processes which, in 
turn, leads to more efficient use of labour (as well as other inputs. ) 
Fuel savings are less pronounced but still significant for most of the 
vintage group and the supplementary group (for the reason just mentioned. ) 
It is difficult to be precise about the extent of capital savings as this 
is"rather an elusive concept in practice. Certainly, however, the 
supplementary innovations do increase the productivity of existing machines 
without any increase in other inputs. On the other hand, the vintage group, 
with one exception, do have higher investment costs per unit of capacity 
than the old technologies. 
4. The coefficients, of production of the innovations. 
An-area of some controversy in the theory of technical progress and 
formalized growth theory has centred on the coefficients of production. Are 
they constant or variable? In other words, is the production function a 
smooth curve or merely a single point? This controversy has never really 
permeated through to empirical work. However, it is a matter of some 
importance in this particular study. If new process innovations imply 
fixed capital - and labour-output ratios, then a given capacity using the 
new innovation-can only be achieved with a given investment outlay: there 
will be no scope for firms to reduce their initial outlay by investing in a 
more labour-intensive version of the innovation. 
1. Similarly, these technological points might be better analysed within 
an activity analysis framework but only at the loss of simplicity. 
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In fact it proves rather difficult to assess whether the sample innovations 
are characterised by fixed or variable coefficients. Data has been collected 
in some cases from which underlying production functions can be estimated. 
However, these are invariably ex-ante 'engineering functions' based on 
estimates of manufacturers or engineers. Typically, they do suggest fixed 
labour intensity, for any given level of capacity. In fact, evidence 
presented in section 6 suggests that a number of the innovations exhibit 
economies of scale in both labour and investment costs. Therefore both 
the labour- and capital-output ratios may be decreased by increasing the 
scale of the installation. However, once the scale is decided, both capital 
and labour inputs are not, generally, variable. 
Nevertheless, given that these estimates are engineering or sales 
estimates, it is possible that they are geared to the prevailing wage rental 
ratio and it is not certain that under different factor price regimes, the 
manufacturers might not feel able to quote different specifications for their 
machines. A 
, 
concrete example from the Appendix might clarify this point: 
a manufacturer of tunnel kilns reports a unique labour output ratio for a 
kiln capacity of ten million bricks p. a. which implies a certain fuel cost 
and labour cost per 1,000 bricks. In the event of, say, a large rise in 
the price of fuel relative to labour, it might be possible (perhaps by 
reducing automation at some stage) for the manufacturer to produce a 
similar sized kiln which is more labour intensive yet fuel saving. Such 
possibilities tend to be glossed over when taking engineering estimates 
too seriously. 
This potential pitfall-apart, it would seem that those innovations in 
the process industries (TK, BOP, CC, VD, VM) do imply basically fixed factor 
ratio ti. except to the extent that scale economies are not necessarily the 
same for different factors. Given the nature of the technologies (highly 
complicated with various sub-processes being highly interdependent and the 
sum total often requiring only two or three operatives, ) it seems unlikely 
that there is much room for manipulation of factor ratios. Probably, 
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choice is limited to choosing between slightly different alternative 
versions of the technology offered by different manufacturers. 
A similar picture emerges for the innovations in the engineering 
industries (ATL, NCPP, NCTURN, NCTURB, SPC); although, for ATL at least, 
there is come choice in the extent of automation and for the other four 
there are a number of different brands on the market, each with slightly 
differing specifications. (However, most of these differences are due 
to variation in the tasks for which the machines are applied. ) 
The picture is a little hazy for the so-called supplementary innovations; 
four in the paper industry (SP, SF, F and WSB) consist simply of devices 
which are added to each paper machine and at this level, the coefficients 
are fixed quite clearly. 
1 
So too for Process control by computer of the 
paper machine (PCBC) although, again, the scale of the installation (dictated 
by the size of the paper machine) will determine the labour intensity of 
the installation. Computer typesetting (CT), although it involves 
substitution for a series of manual operations, is also characterised by 
fixed coefficients but the overall labour intensity of typesetting may be 
varied with the number of tasks which are computerised (i. e. the scale of 
the installation. ) 
Of the five innovations in the textile industries, ASB, Ell and ADH are 
all standard pieces of equipment with unique labour intensities, as are SL; 
for the latter however, there is a certain amount of flexibility which 
derives from the type of SL chosen (Sulzer looms, for instance, being more 
capital intensive than the others, ) and from the number of looms allocated 
to each operative. With tufted carpet machines, on the other hand, the 
only way of, say, reducing the labour intensity is by varying the size of 
the machine installed - but, as for the process innovations, different brands 
allow slightly different coefficients of production. 
A tentative overall conclusion might be, therefore, that all of these 
I. The same applies to GA in malting. 
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innovations involve basically fixed coefficients of production once the 
scale of installation (in terms of rated capacity) has been chosen. 
Certainly the continuous best practice production function of neo-classical 
, economics seems inappropriate. Consequently, the initial outlay (dictated 
by capital intensity) is largely fixed for any given level of capacity. 
5" Variability in profitability between firms due to technical factors. 
As a brief reading of Appendix one will confirm, every innovation in the 
sample possesses certain technical characteristics which lead to-sometimes 
quite large differentials in its profitability for different potential adopters. 
Probably the most important contributor to this variability is the 
of the product which is to be produced using the innovation. In most 
industries, one can usually point to a handful of main products (and 
sometimes, even only one. ) , However using a finer definition of 'product', 
, 
to include real or imagined brand differences, there are often as many products 
as there are firms.. Very often the attributes which differentiate products, 
in the same industry, influence the returns the producer can derive from 
adoption of the new process innovation. Usually, the more differentiated 
and less standard the product, the less profitable is the new process. For 
instance, certain quality type bricks are not easily produced under the 
automation of TK; similarly, it is more difficult. to produce carpets with 
a complicated design using TC; the continuous nature of CC makes it less 
beneficial for heterogeneous. product mixes; GA is said to impair the 
quality of certain beers if applied in large quantities, and so on. Probably 
. 
for just over half of the sample, it is the specialist products for which 
potential returns from adoption are reduced (but rarely removed altogether. ) 
However, certain other innovations have the opposite effect: using NC, VM, 
VD and SPC, the quality. and precision of the product can be improved 
considerably. Thus, although these innovations may be used for a wide 
variety of products, within the industry concerned, they are most beneficial 
for those products where quality is important. 
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In many cases, the nature of a firm's existing processes will also affect 
the returns to be gained from adoption. This is most obvious for the so- 
called 'vintage-model' type innovations. Clearly, the age and vintage of 
the capital equipment they replace will determine the returns from adoption. 
In the simple vintage model, of course, no firm ever replaces old equipment 
until it ceases to earn a surplus. But because, in practice (see section 3), 
plant is rarely ever indivisible, it is usually impossible to allocate to any 
sub-process the rent which it, earns. Under such circumstances, the 
replacement decision is not automatic, rather, there is much more likelihood 
that firms will differ in their attitudes to replacement. 
I 
On the other hand, certain of the 'supplementary' innovations operate more 
efficiently on relatively new equipment, e. g. GA, SP, SF,. F, WSB.. In these 
cases, therefore, adoption will be more profitable, the younger the firm's 
existing capital equipment. Similarly, SL are easier to accomodate in newer, 
better laid-out sheds, 
2 
The technology embodied in adjacent processes is also sometimes important. 
For instance, VD is more compatible with the Basic Oxygen Steelmaking process 
than with. the old-fashioned Open-Hearth; similarly, the use of GA only yields, 
large savings if the, kiln used for drying can handle the higher output-rate. 
A third main cause of variability lies in differences between firms in the 
nature of their inputs, particularly raw materials. BOP can only be used 
when scrap metal constitutes no more than a limited proportion of raw materials; 
GA depends, for its profitability, on the type of barley used;, TK are much 
easier to run when the clay used has a low carbon content; EH is less 
suitable for rayon and, nylon and both SL and TC are less suitable for certain 
types of textiles., 
1. Unless one is prepared to assume profit maximization and perfect information, 
both of which seem unlikely in these circumstances - these assumptions will be 
considered in more detail in the next chapter. Salter, himself, (op. cit. p. 85) 
doubts the realism of such assumptions in the divisible plant case. 
2. As Salter (op. cit. P. 85) points out'a modern machine may have higher operating 
costs or a greater installation cost when installed in an older plant than 
the same machine in a completely modern plant. ' 
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Fourth, and somewhat less tangible, the technical skills and educational 
attainments of managers, staff and labour force will also influence the 
returns to be gained from adoption. plany of the sample innovations are 
technically very sophisticated and can only be operated efficiently and 
balanced with existing plant if managers, staff and workers understand the 
technical complexities involved. 
I 
Finally, in addition to these four general areas, a number of the 
innovations have certain peculiar attributes which will lead to differences, 
between potential adopters, in the returns to be bad from adoption. For 
instance, Numerically controlled machine tools (NC) are most profitable if 
used to produce medium sized batches of output. Most engineering firms 
are limited in the extent to which they may vary their batch size, consequently, 
returns from adopting 1'C may vary, not only because of differences between 
firms in the areas already mentioned, but also because of different typical 
batch sizes. 
Clearly, then, the potential profitability of adoption for any firm depends 
on so many technical factors that any empirical work will face quite serious 
measurement and specification problems. 
2 Because this thesis will concentrate 
mostly on inter-industry differences, however, some of these problems can be 
circumvented. Without anticipating too much, what is fairly clear is that 
for any innovation diffusing in any industry, there will be a distribution, 
across firms, of the profitability of adoption. Whilst it is unlikely that 
an estimate of profitability for each firm can be obtained, there is, perhaps, 
more chance of discovering something about the mean and variance of the 
distribution, for each innovation in the sample. Indeed, estimates are 
available for the means in appendix one. Whilst estimates of the variance 
1. Of course, expertise may be 'bought-in' at the time of adoption, but this 
in itself will increase the cost of the new process. Either way, firms with 
less skilled managers stand to gain less from adoption. 
2. The rather poor explanatory power of past work on inter-firm differences 
is, therefore, hardly surprising (see section 3 of the previous chapter. ) 
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are usually unavailable, the above discussion suggests a number of 
measurable variables which might help explain differences between industries 
and innovations in these variances of profitability. 
For the moment, however, the empirical problems are postponed for later 
discussion. One interesting implication of this section which may be 
noted is that one of the basic assumptions of the logistic model appears to 
be unrealistic. Clearly, all firms are not equally susceptible to the new 
innovation. I 
6. Economies of scale and other size advantap s. 
A possibility, largely ignored in most past work in the diffusion field, 
2 
is that the savings emanating from adoption of any innovation may well be 
determined by the scale on which it is adopted. 
However, for the sample innovations, statements appear in the technical 
literature to the effect that the investment cost per unit of capacity 
decreases as the capacity of the installation increases. In some cases, 
data is available which suggests that a good algebraic approximation of 
this relationship is given by: 
s=a Sf (3.6.1. ) 
where 
S is the investment cost per unit of capacity and S is capacity. 
of and are constants. 
In the appendix, (3.6.1. ) has been fitted to data for 3 of the innovations, 
the estimates of 
fi being as follows: -. 453 (ATL); -. 32 (TK); -. 20 
(BOP). For 
VD, there is also a close inverse relationship of the same sort between 
investment costs and ladle capacity, which, in turn, will help determine 
overall capacity. 
1. Thus violating assumption (c) of the epidemic model as outlined in section 
one of the previous chapter. 
2. But see a footnote in Mansfield (1968) p. 160, which Mansfield then sub- 
sequently ignores. Furthermore, elsewhere he explicitly assumes that 
there are no scale economies: (Mansfield, 1963, op. cit., footnote p. 292. ) 
See also David (1966) for a notable exception. 
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Leckie and 14'lorris 
1 have found that a similar form to (3.6.1. ) describes 
scale economies in the investment costs of virtually all new processes in 
the Iron and Steel industry. Thus, it is likely that similar economies 
apply to the other two sample innovations in that industry (that is CC and 
V14. ) 
The conventional view is that computers, too, exhibit investment scale 
economies. This view has been challenged by Stoneman who presents 
econometrically estimated relationships between computer price and three 
aspects of computer size, which are not inconsistent with constant returns 
to scale. 
2 
Judgement is perhaps best reserved, therefore, for CT and PCBC- 
the two computer-using innovations in the sample. 
For the fifteen other sample innovations, there appears to be no evidence 
either way on this matter. It is noticeable that the seven for which some 
evidence was available are all relatively expensive, occur mainly in the 
process industries and fit the vintage model assumptions quite well. 
All of this should hardly come as a surprise; (3.6.1. ) has often been 
used in past research as a description of scale economies in investment costs 
of new plant, particularly in the process industries. Haldi and Whitcomb3 
have estimated A for 687 items of equipment, used mainly in the process industries, 
on the basis of data collected predominantly from industrial catalogues. For 
only fifteen items wasp positive, over 80"f had fl < -. 2 and over 70i'ß of these 
recorded -. 6<1<-. 3. Bruni4 reports similar findings for oil and petro- 
A 
chemical plants. His results yield a distribution fore with a mode between 
-. 3 and -. 4. This is broadly in agreement with the well known 'six-tenths' 
rule of engineering. 
I. A. Leckie and A. Morris, 'The effect of plant and works scale on costs in the 
Iron and Steel Industry', Journal of the Iron and Steel Institute, May 1968 
pp 442-452, in which they find -. 33< P<-. 25. 
2. Stoneman, (1974) op. cit. - he also presents a survey of the conventional 
empirical findings of increased returns. 
3. J. Haldi and D. Whitcomb, 'Economies of scale in industrial plants, ' Journal 
of Political Economy, vol. 75,1967. 
4. L. Bruni, 'Internal economies of scale with a given technique. ' Journal of 
Industrial Economics, June 1964. 
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It is usually argued that this rule applies to most equipment which 
consists of cylinders, spheres, tanks, tubes etc. In such cases (mostly 
process equipment) production capacity is determined essentially by volume, 
whilst capital cost depends more on the surface area of the vessels. 
Surface area, after all, dictates the quantities of materials and physical 
effort needed to construct the equipment. Basic mathematics shows, of 
course, that to increase volume, surface area needs to be increased by 
smaller proportions. 
1 Using the notation of (3.6.1., the rule can be 
expressed as 
K= oc s'6 (3.6.2. ) 
which is in line with a value of 
I of -. 4. 
Whether such economies have an upper limit is not certain; Bruni suggests 
that at certain very high capacities, stresses in the raw materials may 
appear that cannot be supported. The data which is available for the sample 
innovations does suggest that there are upper limits for BOP, ATL, and TK, 
but that these upper limits appear to be at capacities in excess of anything 
ever installed in the U. K. 
Finally it should be remembered that virtually all of the above evidence 
is based on ex-ante engineering data and not actual installations. 
2 These, 
then, are the theoretical scale economies, not the actual, achieved economies. 
Engineering data is also available on scale economies in the onerating costs 
of some of the sample innovations. A log-linear form again appears to be a 
reasonable approximation: 
OC 
_a Sb s (3.6.3. ) 
where OC = operating costs, S capacity, and a and b are constants.. 
The following estimates of b were obtained: -. 21(ATL); -. 13(TK); -. 3(BOP) 
and -"52(VD). That is, slightly smaller than the investment economies for 
ATL and TK but slightly larger for BOP. 
3 
1. When comparing two similarly shaped solids, the ratio of surface areas 
equals the ratio of their volumes to the power 2/3. 
2. One implicit assumption, for instance, being that large installations do 
not take longer to construct. If, in reality, they do, then higher interest 
costs will reduce the scale economies. 
3. It should be stressed that all these estimates are based on only a handful 
+F_1ýýrcraiinns and arA. as nch. verv rough. 
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Leckie and MorrisI used a slightly different functional formt to describe 
operating cost economies of Iron and Steel processes: 
b3 
SC _ 
býq + b2S (3.6.4. ) 
S 
where q= actual output and b,, and b2 and b3 are constants. 
This formulation differentiates between those operating costs which are 
relatively fixed (and thus related to capacity), and those which are more 
variable (and thus related to actual output. ) 
In fact, their estimates of b3 fell into the range . 67 to . 75 which implies 
a range for b in (3.6.3. ) of -. 25 to -. 33. It is likely, therefore, that 
had data been available in this study for VI%I and CC, similar economies would 
have emerged as for ATL, T{, BOP and VD. 
Für CT and PCBC, once more, there is no direct data, but Stoneman's analysis, 
this time, does suggest economies in operating costs for computers as a whole. 
Furthermore, it is known that the quality of service offered by computers 
for PCBC and CT improves as the scale of the installation increases. This 
is largely due to increasing scope for automation and thus labour savings. 
Again, there is considerable evidence, in past studies, of substantial 
economies of scale in operating costs for process equipment. IIaldi and 
Whitcomb 
3 
estimated (3.6.3. ) for a sample of 32 processes. In all cases, 
6<0 and in 19 -"341--"1" If only labour costs are considered, the 
economies are even more pronounced. Including some earlier results of 
Isard and Schooler 
4 in their sample, they conclude that 37 of 52 estimates 
of b are smaller than -. 6, when OC = labour costs. Br ni. 's5 work suggests 
an average value for b of -. 76 when only labour costs are considered. 
Similar substantial economies in labour usage have also been found using 
British data. Again for innovations in the process industries, Pratten 
6 
1. (1968) op. cit., on the basis of engineering data. 
2. Which differs from the approximation of (3.6.3. ) only in the inclusion 
of an additive constant. 
3. op. cit. 
4. W. Isard and E. Schooler, 'Location factors in the petro-chemicals industry. ' 
U. S. Department of Commerce, 1955. 
5. op. cit. 
6. op. cit., p. 12. 
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finds that in many cases, total labour requirements were relatively 
insensitive to the scale of installation and maintenance costs were largely 
proportional to investment costs (which, as has been suggested, exhibit 
scale economies. ) He also doubts1 whether there will be any significant 
dis-economies of management for individual plants, as the control problem 
is not notably increased. Yet again, however, the deficiencies of 
engineering estimates must be acknowledged. For instance, it is possible 
that factor prices will be sensitive to the scale at which the factors are 
employed - capital costs will quite possibly rise with scale, so. -too might 
wage rates. 
As far as is known, there is no engineering evidence of scale economies 
for the 15 other sample innovations. However, the technical sources 
considered in the Appendix suggest that, for a number of the sample, there 
are so-called Economies of large numbers. For example, although unit costs 
of shuttleless looms (SL) may not be sensitive to the size of the loom, they 
are to the number of looms installed, (typically, looms and some of the 
other innovations are installed in batches. ) For SL, TC, NC, SPC, CT and 
PCBC, such a numbers effect may be attributed to (a) economies in servicing 
and programming, (b) a proportional reduction in necessary stocks of spare 
parts, and probably most important, (c) a proportional reduction in 'setting- 
up' time. Another effect peculiar to SL and TC derives because labour is 
'lumpy' in some processes in textiles, that is, one operative is responsible 
for a number of looms. Thus, the larger the number of looms installed, the 
better chance there is of optimizing the capital-labour ratio.. 
It seems safe to conclude, therefore, that significant economies of scale 
in operating and / or investment costs obtain for virtually all of the sample 
innovations. They are, perhaps, most pronounced for the more technically 
sophisticated innovations which are often to be used in the process industries. 
Whether these produce greater incentives for large firms depends, very much, 
on the extent to which a firm's size limits the scale at which it can adopt. 
1. ibid., p. 299. 
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For the 'lumpy' innovations, there is little or no flexibility; for , 
example, a brickmaker with an output of 10 million bricks per annum will 
not be able to install a Tunnel Kiln (T; ) with a capacity significantly 
different from that figure. Apart from local demand conditions, he will 
be constrained by the capacity of the adjacent processes such as clay 
winning, shaping and drying. In other words, the need for balance will 
often restrict the scale of adoption. However, in some industries large 
firms are not bigger because their individual plants are larger but, rather, 
because they have more plants. Under these circumstances, it is possible 
that smaller firms are just as likely to install large units of the 
innovation as are large firms. On the other hand, just because the large 
firm operates more plants, it has a better chance of having what might be 
termed the 'ideal conditions' for adoption. 
Even should small firms be as able to adopt on much the same scale-as 
large firms, they may still be unwilling to do so because of the proportion- 
ately greater inroads it might make on other objectives. For instance,, it 
would be relatively more difficult for small firms to avoid the disruption 
of work-flow and loss of output during the change-over periodI involved by 
larger scale adoption. 
One possibility which might reduce the scale advantages would be the 
existence of scale economies in the old technology being replaced. . This can 
be discounted immediately for the six innovations replacing manual operations 
and the six supplementary innovations. For the other ten, the possibility 
remains although with one exception, there is no evidence either, way. For 
CC there is evidence that the old technology did also exhibit scale economies. 
Pratten provides some detail on this example in his comprehensive survey of 
scale economies in production processes. 
2 However, he does concluder: that 
"many new processes are increasing the economies of scale and increasing 
their range, and though some new techniques ...... reduce the economies of 
scale, the impression gained from the industry studies was that these are 
exceptional cases., 
3 
1. It may also be more difficult for small firms to retain flexibility: many 
new innovations increase the standardization of the end-product. 
2. Pratten, op. cit. 
L ", 
_" , 
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In addition, there are a number of other technical attributes of new 
innovations which make adoption more favourable, at an early stage, for 
large firms. First, large firms may be able to use new innovations more 
intensively: the importance of avoiding 'down-time' for CT and PCBC was 
stressed by manufacturers; similarly, large firms may be able to operate 
SL's for longer runs, not least because they are often able, through 
localised monopsonist power over labour, to demand shift working. 
Second, large firms are more likely, perhaps, to employ the skilled 
management and staff needed to understand the technical intricacies of new 
innovations, especially: GA, EC, TK, PCBC, CT and SPC. 
Third, most of the large innovations often require more than a year for 
proper installation. As suggested above, this can often lead to loss of 
output (where building on an old site) and problems of liquidity in the 
change-over period. Similarly, periods of retraining (and thus further 
loss of production) may be needed for managers, staff and workers., Because 
of their greater resources, larger firms may be better able to absorb these 
disruptive effects. 
Fourth, and as mentioned briefly above, is the higher probability of 
large firms having the ideal conditions for adoption. As indicated in the 
previous section, although all of the sample innovations are suitable for 
most firms in the appropriate industries, they are more suitable for some 
than others, (in terms of having the most appropriate product/process/input 
etc. ) "Large firms, because, they encompass a wider range of operating , 
conditions, have a better chance-of containing those conditions... "I 
A second possibility, also noted by Mansfield, is that larger firms will 
have a greater probability just because of their size, of having a unit of 
the old technology needing replacement (perhaps failing to earn rent or 
nearing the end of its physical life. ) At least, this is true, so long as 
there is no pronounced tendency for large firms to have newer capital 
equipment than small fires. McGee 
2 
postulates that this may not be'the 
I. E. Mansfield. (1968), op. cit. p. 156. 
2. J. S. McGee, "In Defence of Industrial Concentration. " New York, 1971, 
PP. 113 - 115. 
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case. He argues that if large firms are large because they have been 
progressive in the past, then it is possible that their capital stock may 
be younger than the average. However, this point is only valid if the 
large firm has expanded in recent years, which need not always be the case. 
Indeed, it is possible that due to their market power, they are able to 
'carry' old and inefficient equipment longer. Yet if this is the case, 
there seems no reason why they should decide to replace that equipment now. 
A$ Meyer and Kuh find1, "firms which, on average, have older equipment 
tend to keep it that way. " 
An indirect example of the strength of this 'ideal conditions' argument 
is provided by Hakonson's work on the international diffusion of Special 
Presses. 2 For a number of countries, he divided potentially adopting 
paper firms into four groups (according to the speed at which they had 
adopted the innovation. ) Having collected an enormous amount of technical 
information on the paper machines in all of his sample firms, he computed, 
for each of these machines, an expected pay-off period3 from the adoption 
of the innovation on to that machine. Taking only the most profitable 
case (machine) for each firm, he cites average pay-out4_and average size 
of firm for each of the four groups of firms. For each country, there 
is a quite obvious tendency for the groups with the largest average firm 
size to have the most profitable machines down to the groups with the 
smallest firm size having the least attractive machines on which to adopt- 
SP. 5 As far as is known, SP has no economies of scale; thus this tendency 
1. J. R. Meyer and E. Kuh, "The Investment Decision", Cambridge (Pass. ), Harvard 
University Press, 1957. Although this finding is to be found in the above 
reference, the quote is from Meyer's chapter in "New Industrial Processes", 
op. cit. p. 171. 
2. S. Hakonson, op. cit. S. P. is a supplementary type innovation which is added 
to existing paper machines. 
3. Based on technical factors such as age, speed and width of the paper machine, 
thus, this is an ex-ante concept. 
4. ibid. p. 77, table 4.7. 
5. ibid. p. 83, table 4.13. Strangely Hakonson appears not to have noticed this 
close relationship between profitability and firm size. A recognition of it 
might have helped him to interpret some of his later empirical results. 
0 
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for large firms to have the most potentially profitable machines can only 
be attributed to the 'ideal conditions size advantage. ' That is, large 
firms tend to find that their most profitable opportunity is more profitable 
than are the smaller firms; ' simply because the larger firms have more 
machines. 
7. Post-invention improvements in new innovations. 
Rarely, if ever, does the technological development of a new process end 
once it has been adopted for the first time. The manufacturers usually 
continue'to divert resources to effect post-invention improvements for some 
time after the date of introduction. 
' 
The technical literature surveyed 
in Appendix one repeatedly comments on 'rapid technological developments' 
(or similar phrases) over a number of years. Whilst numerical evidence is 
often unavailable, these developments appear to exist in four main areas. 
Perhaps most quoted, are improvements in specifications leading to increased 
productivity of the variable inputs (mainly labour) when using the new 
innovation. Also fairly common, are reports of a steady decrease in the 
quality adjusted price of the innovations. Other improvements sometimes 
lead to increasing applicability to wider operating conditions for the new 
innovations and, sometimes, increases in the extent of scale economies. 
Where numerical evidence is available, labour productivity, particularly, 
of later vintages of the innovation is often far higher than for the earlier 
vintages, (see, for instance, TK and TC within this sample. ) Similarly, the 
data that is available suggests that manufacturers are able to reduce price 
over the first years, at least, of the life of some processes, e. g. GA and CT 
and computers generally. 
Unfortunately, past work on diffusion has little to say, empirically or 
theoretically, on this matter. 
2 Yet as early as 1958, Enos presented data 
1. In certain extreme cases, these post-invention improvements may be so large 
as to raise the definitional problem of whether the same innovation is still 
being studied. One criterion for inclusion of innovations in the present sample 
was, in fact, that in spite of improvements they should exhibit broadly stable 
technological functions and designs over the diffusion period. 
2. With the exceptions of David's contributions (op. cit. ) 
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showing quite clearly that the investment costs of four innovations in 
petrol refining fell dramatically over a number of years. 
Hore generally, the considerable evidence on "learning by doing"' is 
particularly relevant to this area. The arguments for learning by doing 
are, by now, well known: as manufacturers have more and more experience 
at producing a new product, they acquire a better understanding of the 
technical relationships involved and their workers acquire new on-the-job 
skills. Thus, the costs of producing new innovations might be expected 
to fall in real terms for a number of years after the initial introduction: 
"At one firm it was suggested that the costs for the initial batch produced 
may be as much as three times the average cost of a machine tool after it 
had been in production for eighteen months or so. Another'rule of thumb' 
suggested was that the average cost for the first production batch could 
be reduced by more than one third. "2 
When statistical description is possible, the learning curve is usually 
estimated in one of two forms. Pnos, 
3 
for instance, found that a good 
description for the four petrol refining innovations was provided by the 
curve: 
Kt =A t7-45 (3.7.1. ) 
where Kt is per unit investment costs at time t (that is the unit price of 
the innovation), A, a constant and t the number of years elapsing since the 
innovation's first introduction. 
Alternatively, Hirsch4 used the form: 
Lt =a Yt (3.7.2. ) 
where Lt is labour requirements per unit of output at time t and Yt the 
cWmlative number of units of the new product produced by time t. His 
I. Stimulated by K. J. Arrow's paper, "The economic implications of learning 
by doing.,, Review of Economic Studies, June 1962. 
2. Pratten, op. cit., p. 167. 
3. J. L. Enos, "A measure of the rate of technological progress in the 
petroleum refining industry, " Journal of Industrial Economics, June 1958 
Pp. 180 - 197. 
4. W. Z. Hirsch, "Firm Progress Ratios", Econometrica, April 1956, pp. 136-143. 
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estimates of b varied between -. 29 and -. 41, the products concerned being 
22 new capital goods (including machine tools, textile machinery, construction 
machines, airframes and ships. ) In another study of airframes by 11artley, 
1 
an estimate of b=-. 32 was implied. (It should be stressed that Lt is labour 
requirements of the producer and not the user of the innovation. ) 
These two alternative specifications are only exactly equivalent given 
certain assumptions about manufacturers' pricing, the growth path of wages 
and other variable costs. 
2 As the whole question of manufacturers' pricing 
behaviour is discussed in more detail in the next chapter, at this stage, 
the only conclusion made is that manufacturers' costs of production, in 
real terms, are likely fall over time. Both (3.7.1. ) and (3.7.2. ) imply 
this. 
Switching the emphasis to the consumer (potential adoDter), this 
discussion is relevant to the price he pays for the innovation, but equally 
important is the movement over time in, say, the labour-output ratio 
associated with operating the new process. 
A distinction is needed here, between improvements due to learning by 
the consumer and by the manufacturer. Fr there to be any symmetry in the 
argumept, one would expect that, when a new innovation is installed, there 
will be a period in which the adopter gets to grips with its new technoloff: 
workexs learn new skills, engineers make running improvements peculiar to 
1. K.; Hartley, "The learning curve and its application to the Aircraft 
industry, " Journal of Industrial Economics, Naxch 1965, pp. 122 - 129. 
2. For instance, if manufacturers are average cost pricers, wages -grow according 
to the f nction wt = alt cumulative output grows according to the function 
Yt = alt 
2 
and labour is the only cost, then bbbb +b. b 
Kt = (1+M) wtLt = (1+M) alt 
1. 
a. a. 2 t 
2. 
= (1+11)(a. a1a2 )t12 
(M being the constant mark-up rate. ) 
Alternatively, marginal cost pricing with constant returns at every point in 
time would ensure the same sort of result. 
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the local conditions etc. It would also seem likely that there is some 
feed-back (especially given that an after-sales service will continue the 
consumer-manufacturer dialogue, ) to the manufacturer, who may then make 
adjustments to the underlying technology for future vintages. It is also 
likely that research and development work continues, even after the innovation 
has started to diffuse. This is certainly the case for many of the sample 
innovations; advertising material emphasises this aspect, especially where 
there appears to be competition between different brands of the sane innovation. 
It would not seem unlikely, therefore, to ascune for LNt - labour input 
per unit of output needed using vintage t of the new innovation -a relation- 
ship to the year of the vintage t of the force: 
LNt = A2 t$2 (3.7.3. ) 
where A2 and B2 are constants, B2 < 0. 
That is, the same sort of learning curve as above. Such a form is not 
inconsistent with the little data available from Appendix one and the 
frequent assertions, in the technical literature, of improvements from vintage 
to vintage in many of the innovations. 
There are a number of other conclusions drawn in the above past work on 
learning which are often corroborated in Appendix one. The scope for learning 
appears to be greater (a) the more technically sophisticated the process 
innovation and (b) the more discontinuities or breaks in production there are 
(for the manufacturer. ) Likewise, both factors tend to produce significant 
learning effects for a longer period. On the other hand, discontinuities in 
production tend to produce more 'forgetting', especially in the early years. 
Another tendency which is quite pronounced for some of the sample innovations 
(CC and VD particularly, but also most of the other sophisticated-innovations) 
is that of 'teething troubles'. In other words, significant technolog. cal 
stumbling blocks appear both in the production and the use of the innovations 
in the early years. Similarly, some of the innovations are so lumpy that 
each potential adopter will only ever need one or two units of them. Prom 
the manufacturers' point of view, this means greater heterogeneity in their 
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installations; this is especially so given the complexity of most of the 
lumpy innovations, which also tends to produce inter-site differences because 
of different operating conditions. 
For these reasons, it is worth differentiating two types of innovation. 
Group A can be defined as technologically simple, probably relatively cheap 
and produced off-site. Grown B are more sophisticated, expensive innovations 
which are produced on a one-off basis, often requiring lengthy periods of 
installation on the adopter's site. 
1 
Learning effects (as manifested in 
falling labour inputs, both in the production of the innovation and when 
using it) for group A might be initially quite lard+e, but soon falling away 
drastically. For group B, they are likely to be much longer lived and, in 
the long run, more substantial. Nevertheless, over the early years, whilst 
the manufacturer is overcoming teething troubles and building up a portfolio 
of knowledge about his customers' different operating conditions, learning 
may be quite limited for group B. 
These two alternative hypotheses may be stylized graphically as in figure 
3.7.1. 
figure 3.7.1. The learninF curves for Grout A and Grout B 
innovations. 
Labour 
productivity 
either in 
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production 
of or use 
with the 
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Group B innovations 
ýi 
ý+ Group A innovations 
troubles, 'forgetting' and portfolio building period. 
1 time 
1" Prom the technical descriptions of appendix one, most of the sample 
innovations fit quite clearly into one or other of these categories. A should 
include SP, SF, F, WSB, GA, ADH, EH, ASB; B should include BOP, VD, Vt. 1, CC, 
ATL, PCBC, and TK; the other seven share some characteristics with both 
g2'oups. 
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Thus, in the lone run, both curves settle down to the linear in logs 
mathematical form with decreasing returns; in the short run, Group B might 
possess a learning curve more akin to a rough exponential. This distinction 
is important. For instance, Enos's data (for what were obviously group B 
innovations), covered many decades, and thus might be expected to take the 
conventional form. In this study, the time span is much shorter. In 
considering inter-firm diffusion, in which only the first installation of 
the innovation for each firm matters, only a small part of the life of the 
innovation is analysed. In the steel industry, for example, (but also 
V 
many others), a technology may reign supreme for as long as a century, but 
it may be only two decades or less before all firms have made their first 
purchase of the technology. Consequently an exponential learning curve may 
be more appropriate for some innovations in this context. 
The two other aspects of 'technological learning' mentioned earlier are 
well documented: 
a) in many cases, the range of operating conditions for which the innovation 
is suitable is extended widely in the very early years. This would appear to 
have been true for at least F, SF, SLR SPC, TC, BOP, CC, VD and VM. 
b) in a few cases, the economies of scale inherent in the technology have 
been increased in the early years (probably only for VD, BOP and CC within 
the sample. ) 
Both of these phenmona- have been due, certainly, to feed-back from 
adopters. However, it should be stressed that most of these improvements 
were made before the innovation in question had diffused to any extent and, 
sometimes, even before it had been adopted at all in this country. Therefore, 
both cases will be largely ignored in subsequent model building, although it 
is interesting to note, in passing, that this might be considered an advantage 
in not being the innovating country. 
Finally, one other aspect of learning which should be acknowledged 
(although, again, it is doubtful whether it is of general relevance to the 
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sample innovations) is the so-called 'sailins shin effect'. 
1 
This is said 
to occur when the introduction of a new innovation leads to a sudden spurt 
of improvements in the old technology; this happened to a certain extent 
for TK (abroad but not in this country) and BOP (also mainly abroad), another 
example is cited by Nabseth 
2 in Sweden. 
8. The short-run averape cost curve of the new innovation and other 
cyclical considerations. 
For a number of fairly obvious reasons, the attractiveness of adoption of 
a new innovation is likely to vary across the trade cycle. Over half of the 
sample innovations are typified by high fixed costs relative to the old 
technology. These are due, variously, to the need to employ highly paid 
and highly skilled staff and workers, high capital charges and high start-up 
costs. Although variable costs are lower, reasonably. high output rates are 
still required for these to outweigh the fixed cost differential. This 
applies to the six continuous processes (usually replacing old batch-type 
processes) and the six innovations automating old manual operations. 
Figure 3.8.1. Short run average cost curves. 
Average 
costs 
typical old technology 
typical new technology 
Capacity usage 
. 
10ep, 
_ 
In terms of figure 3.8.1. capacity usage would have to be higher than a% for 
there to be any savings from using the new innovation. 
I. The name derives from the improvements in sailing ships that followed 
the first introduction of steam ships, see C. Freeman, "The economics of 
industrial innovation. " Penguin, London 1975, p"47. 
2.1abseth, (1973), op. cit. 
I 
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There is a further set of eight innovations which produce unit cost 
savings mainly by speeding up existing processes, (without an increase in 
most inputs), or by removing bottlenecks. For these too, therefore, 
adoption is only worthwhile given sufficient demand. Similarly for SL, 
most of the cost savings only result from long production runs which also 
depend on reasonably healthy demand conditions. 
Clearly, then, the returns to be gained from adoption will vary according 
to conditions and expected capacity usage. This may be particularly 
important if firms' investment decisions are based on simple rules of thumb, 
such as the pay-back method, which weight immediate returns, as over- 
whelmingly important. 
On the other hand, as has been already mentioned, many of the innovations 
require lengthy building programmes which lead to short-run disruption and 
output losses - these may encourage adoption in periods of low demand when 
disruption and output losses may be less real. 
The implications of the first argument are interesting. In industries 
with highly fluctuating demand, diffusion may proceed at a slower pace-if 
entrepreneurs prefer to operate along a reasonably flat short-run average 
cost curve as for the typical old technology in the diagram. Moreover, 
large firms may be at an advantage. They may be more able to optimise 
their technology mix so as to operate the new innovation at full capacity 
permanently, and to satisfy the fluctuating residual by retaining some units 
of the old technology. Indivisibilities may prevent many small firms from 
following this option. 
Conclusions. 
It was suggested in the concluding remarks of the previous chapter that 
a detailed analysis of the technological characteristics of the sample 
innovations was necessary before embarking on economic model building. 
Certainly, a number of quite important findings have emerged from such an 
analysis. First, on the negative side, the technological assumptions of 
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the simple vintage model do not appear appropriate for most of the sample 
innovations. Furthermore, at least two of the implicit assumptions of 
the Mansfield model of inter-firm diffusion seem to be invalid; the 
profitability of the typical innovation is constant neither across firms 
at one point in time, nor for the same firm over time. 
On the positive side, a number of characteristics of new innovations 
have emerged which will be incorporated into the model of chapter 5. 
Typically, new innovations originate from capital goods industries who 
subsequently offer them for sale to the consuming; industries. They are 
invariably mainly labour saving with fixed coefficients of production 
(both of these conclusions must be judged in light of rather poor quality 
data. ) The profitability of the typical innovation varies across firms 
according to the technical characteristics of the innovation and the firm 
concerned. Due to a number of factors, including increasing returns to 
scale in the use of many innovations, profitability should be positively 
correlated with the size of the potential adopter. Furthermore, the 
profitability will vary over time due to capacity fluctuations and post- 
invention improvements in the underlying technology, the latter being 
mainly due to 'learning-by-doing'. It is postulated that the learning 
curve may take one of two different shapes over the diffusion period due 
to certain important technical differences between simple, class A innovations 
and the more sophisticated, lumpy class B innovations. 
Finally, it should be stressed that most of the analysis rests on 
technical information (surveyed in appendix one) about the 22 sample 
innovations. Thus generality to all new process innovations cannot be 
claimed, although in many ways the sample is quite broad and perhaps 
reasonably representative. 
Chanter 4: The Montion Decision. 
The purpose of this chapter is to ni vide the economic basis of the 
model to be developed in chapter 5. STDecifically, some statement is 
neces^ary on the nature of the firm's adoption decieion with respect to 
new innovations. 
It is possible, straight awray, to rule out standard profit maximising 
as a description of the behaviour of entrepreneurs with respect to new 
process innovations. Ilona of the sanple innovations had diffused 1000 
in the relevant industries within the first ten years of their existence. 
Yet, in virtually all 22 cases, the average pay back associated %Ath their 
adoption was in excess of the typical rate aimed for by industry on capital 
investment, generally. 
I 
Moreover, for only 8 of the 22 innovations can 
this sluggish diffusion be rationalised b7r the classic vintage model ar^unent 
that some existing old technolopr equi-nment was still earnin, positive rent; 
for the 14 other innovations there was no old technoloTr PnbneliPd in exi. sti_nr 
end ent. At the very least, some maior modifications to the profit 
maximisiný* hypothesis are needed in order that it might analyse such a 
combination of facts. As Salter, himself, notes, entrepreneurs will often 
not act so as to maximise profits, if only because of uncertainty and 'the 
imperfect diffusion of technical knowledge' about new innovations. 
2 
Consequently, the first two sections of this chanter survey the state of 
our knowledge in two relevant areas. Section 1ýý consic1ers past emnirical 
research on the evaluation methods actually used by entrepreneurs in deciding 
whether or not to adopt a new innovation. Section 2 su Tarises the few oast 
studies concerned with the diffusion of information about new innovations. 
On the basis of this research, the most apironriate existing theory- of the 
I- cf. the government directives to nationalised industries to attempt to 
achieve an 8/1 rate of return on capital stock and the ty)ica. 1 rate looked 
for by private industry of 15-16P on mar! 'inal, low risk investment ('Tie 
U. IC. Econor. y, ' ed. A. Prost ane C. Copnock, Chanter 4 by J. R. Cable, n. 16", 
3rd ed. ) See appendix one for info ration on typical nay h^c? ýr for the 
sa'i le in ovations. 
2. W. Salter, (op. cit. ), o. 89. In fact Salter believes that cven th nodiified 
by otr. esis of profit nwarising u»der uncert inty with imperfect 1 ot: leo{Ye is 
u likely. He often refers to vigorous ynan rent, 'inertia' etc - concents 
more i, i 'Line tn''i a nana, eeria. l theory of the firm. 
firm 17ould appear to be the Behavioural theory as outlined by Cyort and 
? March. Section 3 exnlores, briefly, the implications of this theory in 
the diffusion context; one conclusion being that each firs in a narticular 
industry may be thought of as having an 'attitude' to each innovation. 
The influence on these attitucee of rerhanu the most irportant industry level 
characteristic - -the degree of competition - is conci. derecr ee'si tteiy in 
section 4. Finally, section 5 exaamireo the notenti. al influe^ce on the 
^dontion decision of the innovation-: v-o-nlvin. industry. 
1" Evrilmn-ion rletroT;; - tho evVence. 
One my of eyxuttnirg the nature of the entrepreneurial adontion_ decision 
is to actually ack entrepreneurs about it. Such a direct approach to the 
probte' doec have well known drawbacks: non-resno-se, evasive or misleading 
answers and interviewer bias in the way in which questions are posed. 
Invariably, the questionnaire or interview apnroach to decision-mr'idn 
produces the conclusion that firms do not behave in the relatively sophisticated 
manner suggested b- conventional economic theory. Just as frequent, however, 
is the response of many econor-asts that the rough, ad-hoc, decision-making 
uswtlly re'Dorted in such research could be sown to be consistent with 
maximising behaviour were sufficient information available. 
' 
It should cone as no surprise, therefore, that there is little evidence from 
the surveys to be consiOered below that fites behave" in an optimising way in 
decidinn whether or not to adopt row innovations. The earliest study in the 
U. K. relates to 116 firms in the 1950's. 
2 Carter and Williams asked these 
firms about the financial methods they used in deciding whether or not to 
invest in new innovations. A arently, only 18 used some standard yardstick 
by which to judge whether adoption was worthwhile; for riost of these, the 
1. A classic example is the mare4nal cost - fu l cost pricir-7 controversy 
stirulated by R. Hall and C. Hitch, "Price theory and business behaviour", 
Oxford Economic Pavers 1939, vol. 2. See, for instance, F. P; achlun, "Theories 
of the firm; rg. nalist, Behavioural and Managerial, " knorican Economic 
Review, March 1967. 
2. C. Carter and R. 1filliams, 'Investment in innovation. ' Oxford University 
Press, 1958 chapter 5. 
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standard was a pay-back period ran . ng from one to ten years; another 
thirty four claimed to make estimates of the likely costs and revenues, 
but said that no one pawl back perioc? was always used, or that they could 
not rely on these arithmetic calculations - 'commercial acumen' was also 
used. The reiainin,, T sixty four claimed to make no explicit calculations 
and acted rather on the basis of hunches or crude rules of thumb, such 
as whether their competitors had adopted. 
Stoneman1 reports some sample results on the evaluation methods used 
by firms when deciding whether or not to adopt computers. Of 360 firms 
sar! pled, only 71 responded, of whom 14 used the pay back method, 19 used 
2 
other methods (which Stoneman suggests were adaptations of the pay back) 
and 24 used the discounted cash flow (DCP) method. 25 used. no method. of 
evaluation and it is likely that an even larger proportion of non-respondents 
also used no formal method. As Stoneman points out, even payback criteria 
imply the principle of meeting targets rather than of obtaining a maximi 'n 
return.. 
Past work on the evaluation methods used by British industry for more 
general investments sugnst that both sets of above remelts are typical in 
the frequency of reported use of the pay back or no method at all. 
3 
A survey(also reported by Stoneman) into firms' reasons for non-adoption 
of computers in the hotel and catering industry, yielr's the interesting fifn1lr 
that 62 of the 95 firms had not even explicitly considered the possibility, 
the other 33 cleimin various other reasons äa rather general nature e. g. 
'too 
expensive. ' 
Whilst none of this evidence 'proves' non-optimisin{- behaviour - given 
the nature of the research nethod, this would not be possible - it would 
require the construction of a very sophisticated maximizin, model, with a 
1. P. Stoneman, 'The choice of technique: The exnle of comr, uterisation. ' 
Warwick Economic Research Paver no. 46,1974. 
2. Some firms~ave more than one answer. 
3. For a summary of U. ff. evidence, see P. Lund and D. Miner, 'Tho investment 
behaviour of small firms. ', part of Research report No. 11 to the Boulton 
Committee of Inquiry on small fir r, Their suz arr is not confined only to 
all firms. ) 
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large number of constraints, to rationalise such results. Alternatively, 
they can be interpreted as, by and laxe, indicating satisficing rather 
than maximizing behaviour. It will be conceptually useful, furthermore, 
to assume that each potential adopter has some yardstick measure, against 
which to judge its assessment of the returns from investing in a new process 
innovation. Even this much weaker assumption rests on the premise that, 
for some firms, this yardstick standard is implicit aM, at the time of the 
above surveys, very high. 
2. The diffusion of info oration about new innovations, 
Of particular interest to a study such as this is the process by which 
information about new technologies spreads throughout the populations of 
potential consumers. Unfortunately, very little is known about information 
channels in industry and economists, as a group, have had little to offer 
theoretically or empirically in this area. 
(a) First k owledre of the innovation's existence. 
Of crucial importance is the typical length of time that elapses before 
all potential consumers are aware of the existence of the new innovation. 
Clearly, it is unlikely that all firms learn of the existence of a new 
innovation immediately it is made available by a machine maker. Indeed, 
an extreme statement that sometimes appears in the economic literature is 
that many firms are totally ignorant, even of the existence of the new 
innovation, for a number of years after its, initial introduction. Carter 
and Williams' note that "the backward firm may not hear of an idea for several 
years after it is first made known, " but it should be remembered that their 
interpretation of the word 'idea' is much broader than the maior new 
innovations studied here. 
1. C. Carter and B. Williams, "Industry and technical progress, " Oxford 
University Press, 1957, pp. 178-9. 
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Plabseth1 presents data for to innovations which, at face vvlue, sloes 
cur, est that some firms were totally ignorant of the innovation for a 
number of years after its first appearance. arms i". *ere asked for the year 
in which they received their first information of the new innovations; for 
one inno- tion, the average time lap; in six different cou tries, between 
first installation and all sertplo firs imowing of it, was five years; 
for the other in- nc, vation, the avera ~e la. -, for the same six countries was 
three years. On the other hand, the tine la. ^7 bettreen the first cormercia l 
application and of sammle firms knot-: inrn of the existence of the innovation 
was mach shorter: for the first innovation, the averare was less than three 
years, for the second, slightly more than one year. These are relatively 
short lags when viewed a{s. inst the duration of the typical diffusion -process: 
for none of the sample innovations in the present study had all firris adopted 
within ten years and, in most cases, it is unlikely that diffusion will have 
been completed even within -went, years. 
Moreover, raboeth'e results are open to doubt on two counts. First, as 
he hinself ad. mito, the data used wa "not precise; it is difficult (for firms) 
to recall exactly what happened fifteen years a , even if - as in many cases - 
some of those (rangy,, rs) who introduced the now process are still tirith the 
company. "2 Furthermore, for those firms unable to remember exactly ! Then 
they first heard of the new innovation, 
3 it is quite probable that their 
answers would be biassed towards a recent date. This rni t be especially so 
for some non-adopters. After all, what better excuse to give for not 
havirt 
adopted a new technique than that one was not aware of its existence until 
recently? 
Secondly, it is not certain that all firme interpreted 'first information' 
in the sane way. In some cases, the phrase may have been taken to mean 
1. Concludii chapter of "Flew industrial processes", on. cit. 
(1974). 
2. ibid., P. 300. 
3. It would be surprising if they-could remember something so intangible. 
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'first substantive information. ' The distinction is not meaningless; 
'first information' will often appear 'like manna from heaven, ' substantive 
information, on the other hand, is more likely to result from a conscious 
search effort on behalf of the entrepreneur. Years later, he is much 
more likely to remember the latter than the former. 
With one exception, little of relevance on this matter was uncovered in 
the technical literature on the sample innovations. The monopolist supnlier 
of GA, ICI, apparently informed all potential adopters of the existence of 
its innovation once it was commercially available. It would be unlikely if 
this were the exception, especially as the ponuletion of potentially adopting 
firms for many innovations can be measured in tens rather than millions 
(as 
would be true for consumer durables. ) 
Total i orance by a si{; nificant number of firms for any length of time, 
seems vei-j unlikely, therefore. This is not to deny that, for many fi7ns, 
I howled, c may, initially, extend no further than awareness of the existence 
of the new inr_ovation. Nabseth's data strongly implies that firms may have 
forgotten or ignored. incoming information, nresuzkibly because they were 
unable to make much sense of it frith respect to their osm production methods. 
However, doubt as to the potential profitability of. the innovations may not 
be due solel to the consumer's ovm lack of technical expertise; the 
innovation supplier may also be unsure, both because of general teething 
problems and due to the technical idiosyncracies of the consuming firm 
concerned. 
jt Sources of info ition. 
It seems, then, that most firms learn of the existence of the innovation 
relatively quickly but that their initial k nowledpe may be patchy. Following 
on from this, how is this initial knowledge improved, and from what sources? 
The conventional view seems to be that most firms receive improved information 
from other members of their own industrj. According to Ray, "Good reports 
of a new technique from entrepreneurs already using it may carry considerably 
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more weight than reports in the press or publicity by suppliers. "I 
Similarly, the only real reference nade by pansfield2 to the quality of 
information available to the non-adopter, is that it im-troves as more 
of his fellows adopt (and. nrestiurably make their oxnertences available to 
ham. ) 
Yet it is clear from advertising literature and from correoponderce 
received from the innovation supDLierv, that they divert substantial 
resources into narketinp, their innovations. In fact, H konson's data3 
confirms that the suppliers and trade journals were the most often quoted 
sources of information, giver by potential adopters of the innovation he 
studied: over half of his respondents quoted then, as opposed to only 
infrequent mention of competitors as a source of information. Sirdlarly, 
Rogers4 claims that many (mainly sociological) studies eupport the hypothesis 
that impersonal info, tion sources are most important at the 'awareness' 
stage. 
Fortunately, cone more interesting findings in this area are appearing in 
a continuin; debate in certain market research journals. Webster, 
5 for 
instance, interviewed the 'purchasing a, -ents' of fifty New England manufacturing 
firms in a number of industries. Their general view of the best source of 
information about new products (which are, of course, the new nrocesses or 
materials for the consuming firm), was the suppliers' own salesmen. They 
wore considered by over half of the firms to be the most is source. 
Moreover, many respondents reported that they would divulge information about 
newly purchased products only with great reluctance, as they believed that 
the latter gave them a competitive edge. Further, the interviews provided 
little evidence for a bardwagen effect: only two of the fifty firms reported 
that certain other firms' purchases were important as an indicator of the 
worth of new innovations. 
1. ibid. t?. 9. 
2. (1968), o'D. cit. nv. 135 - 6. 
3. "l-yew indvctrial nrocesues. ", on. cit., cl nter 4. 
4. op. cit., cl^anter 4. 
5. F. Webster, "Infomal comimmicatior_ in inOtistrial markets, "Journýa1 of 
Tlar? cetir K Rere h, T ,y 
1970 p,. 186 - 9. 
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Sir liar finclinp are reported by Ozanne and. Churchill in their studyl 
of to adoption of to automatic riachino tool in the U. S: a. call from a 
caleu°i, ^n ras often the insti ator of a fim' c first seri. ous interest in the 
inno; ration. This wws usually followed by an increased interest on receipt 
of a foxrsal 'price quotation and toolin, 7 pro-yowl. ' 
On the other hand, there is some evidence to su-est that inter-cormetitor 
irforimtion chtrnels do exist. Martilla2 reports that in the competitive 
U. S. greetint^' card industry, very little technical information is excb=nged. 
But in the more localized, and thus less competitive, envelope industry, 
information was frequently shared among friendly firms. A sirilar nicturc 
emerges from Allen and Reilly'n 
3 
study of the sources of tecinical inforra. tion 
for Irish industry. 'Whilst interviewed firms claimed that they received little 
information from competing Irish or British firms, contacts tdth foreign firms 
were quite frequent - the latter, presumably, not being directly competitive 
with the Irish firma. 
Perhaps the most surprising finding in this area, so far, are those 
reported in Czepiel'c recearch4 on the role of inter-firtt contacts in the 
diffusion of continuous castinM in the U. S. steel industry. 
5 Erns trete 
asked 'whether they had regular opinion/advice relation hips with other firn, 
in the industry. Apparently all but one of the thirty two firms bad such 
contacts - on average, with two or three other firzs in the industry. 
Rather surprisingly, direct infor l interpersonal contacts among; decision 
makers in different firms happened about once a week. I"Tore specifically, 
1. U. Ozanne and G. Churchill, "Adoption research: inforoation sources in the 
industrial purchasin' decision, " Proceedinrs Fall Conference, American 
I arketinp; Association, 1968, np. 352 - 9. 
2. J. 1.1artilla, "Word. of mouth coin= nication'inthe industrial adoption process, " 
Journal of Marketing Research, May 1971, tip. 173 - 8. 
3. T. Allen and V. Reilly, "Getting the z", ord around", Report of a pilot study on 
technology trensfer to Irish inc? ustry. M. I. T., Alfred Sloan School of t°Lanagraeht. 
Working paper 650 - 73. 
4. J, Czepiel, "Word of mouth processes in the difftsion of a major technological 
innovation "Journal of Marketing Research, May 1974, np. 172 - 9. 
5. Not noted for a very marked degree of connetition. See Arms and Dirl en's 
paper (op. cit. ) 
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with respect to tie &articular decision to adopt the innovation, firms 
actively sought out information from other firms on top of these re,; ular 
relationships. On average, before finally adopting, they annroachec1 5.5 
other firms, some of whop were contacted on many different occasions. 
In this study, however, no attempt was male to assess the importance of 
the sippliers' salesmen. 
If Czepiel's findin73 are at all applicable to indu try as a whole, it 
does seem unlikely, (a) that any firn will be totally unaware of the existence 
of any major innovation for very long and (b) that inter-firm contacts do 
not T, lay _nrl, ? part 
in the diffusion of rieaninrfnl information. On the other 
haue, it socris Dlausible to suggest that both the frequency and irfornr. tion 
content of inter-firn contacts may be inversely rotated to the ee? -reo of 
con, etition prevalent in the indneti concerned. 
1 
Finally, there are two other reasons why technical informat,. on may be 
passed betti-reen comnetitors, either directly or indirectly, even when 
competition is real. First, some nana,; ere ny derive a sort of 'kudos' 
fro -1 info-An- their veers of their experiences vrith a new, technically 
advanced, innovation. Second, non-adopters should be able to glean some 
information about the effects- of the innovation, cinnly by observin^- any 
change in price or quality of the output of firms- which have already adopted. 
(c) Search ps a cAnsrious actiy±tr. 
It'-Ls clear from much of Vie above research that infomation collection 
is not merely a pa^eive activity on the Dart of the -potential adopter. The 
search for information, by any one firm, may continue over a number of years, 
involving discussions pith suppliers and, sometimes, co^lpetitors. Often, 
the sources of information may charge as search becomes more ri, ^orous. 
Both TIartilla and Webster found that as search proceeded, an increasing 
number of opinions were sought 
(mainly from engineers, both inside and outside 
of the firms involved. ) 
1. Althou& Research Associations, as purveyors of information, may act as 
an important substitute for inter-firm contacts in some industries, e. r,,. the 
Shirley Institute in Textiles. 
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Interestingly, nearly always the individual(s) res'onsible for 
collecting ar0 searching for information was an engineer, , purchasirg 
agent or production manager of some sort; in many cases they t, *i11 not 
be responsible for raring the financial decision to allocate the funds 
necessary for adoption to ta'_ýo place. 
(ý) Irmlic tiion^. 
Whilst this (ongoing) research does provide some interesting insights, 
only a very partial picture has emerged as yet. Nevertheless, a amber 
öf tentative in 1icationa my be inferred. 
At the firn 1eve1, ability to in and process infornati. on nay be 
)artially detexrii. ned by how cosmololite are its n, -, na, -Ors. In this contest, 
this may be measured by how receptive they are to trade jourial s, their 
'Propensity to attend industrial conferences and the level of their 
technical 
education. I'konson, 
1 follotiiin Carter and Wi11ia , s, 
2 has suggested, as 
Proxies for. such characteristics, the size of the fire's R and D department, 
the extent of its overseas interest3 and whether or not it belongs 
to a 
research association. 
A popular viev, is that larre fires nary be more able thron small firms 
to 
absorb and process information because they have lergor en7ireerir{ýOerartments. 
3 
An alternative rationale suggested by the above discussion is that 
lar. +e 
fires are likely to receive more information fron the innov'tion sui, '1ier 
because they present larger potential r. rcets for the innovation. 
4 Further, 
just because of their size, they may be in contu. ct with more of 
their. 
coranetitors. On the other side of the coin, information be less 
efficiently diffused within the firm because of bureaucratic control loss. 
1. S. I1akonson, op. cit. 
2. Carter anti Williams (1957) op. cit., chanter 16. 
3. E. Mansfield, (19605 op. cit., p. 156. 
4. &mirical eunnort is to be found in NTabseth's w± 
(o'. cit. 
)1973, in 
trhich large firric : ere found to receive, on average, 'first 
info nation' 
clig'-t1y earlier tb n small firms. 
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At the in(Inistrr level, as has been sur ested, the quality Pric' extent 
of information excr.. an{-, e may be inversely related. to the degree of competition. 
But it may also be inversely related to tYe number of firs in the industry. 
As Willia. *ison points out1, it becomes increasingly difficult to keen un 
comprehensive contacts with the rest of one's industry, the more firms there 
are in that industry. As IT (the number of firms) increases, the volume of 
'transmissions' necessary to koev each firm in touch with every other increases 
roughly in proportion to N2. Similarly, the efficiency of information 
transtissi6n. > by the innovation producer must decline. For instance, a 
market of 10 consumers, each with a potential purchase of 10 units of the 
innovation, can be more easily covered by a sales7. an than a market of 100 
consumers, each with a potential purchase of 1 unit. Thus a large N might 
act as an important drag on the diffusion of information if the -producer has 
a fixed supply of salesmen (typically, trained scientists or technologists. ) 
Certain characteristics of the innovations, themselves, may influence 
information floors. It is possible that a very profitable innovation will 
tend to be 'talked about' more often than others, thus 'word will get around' 
much more quickly and non-adopters may be encouraged to allocate more resources 
to search. Conversely, high profitability may lead to adopters keeping their 
experiences to theiselves. 
The technical sophistication of the innovation might be expected to 
influence the extent and returns to search. Using the classification 
developed in section 7 of the previous chapter, group B innovations may 
require extensive search before information is complete. Moreover, given the 
contiruing7 post-invention improvements to their specification, search will 
continue to yield new information for a relatively long period. For class A 
innovations, however, much less search will be required and it will be subject 
to diminishing returns at a much earlier stage. 
Finally, the innovation sun-pliers w^, if also determine the quality of 
information diffusion. This possibility will be consieered shortly, within 
an overall assessment of the role of the sue'lying industry. 
1. O. E. Williamsom, "A dynamic theory of inter-firm behaviour, " Quarterly Journal 
of Economics May 1965. 
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3" An urcler1yin theory of the firn. 
To sun arise, briefly, in sections 1 anO, 2, certain features of the 
adoption proceso have been : -u. T, sted. In deciding whether or not to 
adopt now process innovations, firms use various rules of thumb based 
on yardsticks, requiring little financial sophistication. Generally, 
perfect information about innovations does not occur. Whilst most firms 
'hear of' the innovations relatively quickly, the extent of their knowled e 
is initially limited, only improving with time due to 'active' and/or 
'passive' search. Some improvements in knowledge are virtually costless, 
resulting from advertising, (in come form), from the supplier: and social 
intercourse with competitors who have already adonted. however other 
improvements, possibly of a more substantial nature, do incur active search 
and thus certain costs; repeated discussions with suppliers and 'revious 
adopters often appear necessary. These discussions and technical evaluations 
may extend over a number of years and certainly exceed what might be called 
the normal level of social intercourse. Finally, it is probable that the 
extent of search behaviour and information receptiveness will vary depending 
on certain characteristics of the firms, industries and innovations involved. 
In order to use this description as the basis of a determinate theory of 
decision making, certain aspects must be developed; particularly, the 
motivation behind search and the determinants of the yardsticks used in 
evaluation. 
(a) The behrgvioural approach. 
One plausible approach to these problems is to assnnne that firms may best 
be described on behavioural lines. Certainly many of the findings of the 
Previous two sections are in accordance with the 'Behavioural Theory of the 
Firm' as outlined by Cyert and March. 
1 
The aspects of this theory most 
1. R. 1,1. Cyert and J. G. March, 'A Behavioural Theory of the F`ixa'. New Jersey, 
Prentice Nall, 1963., This is not to say that other rationalisations are not 
also possible. It could be argued, for instance, that none of these findings 
is inconsistent Vrith constrained profit maximising. If there are si^ni. ficant 
costs in evaluation, it is conceptually feasible that the use of rules of 
thumb in decision making may be o 1itimal behaviour for profit maximizers. 
Similarly, if there are siiificant search costs, a. state of non-perfect 
continued ... 
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pertinent in this context can be surised fairly briefly. The firn 
is viewed as a coalition of different factions, each with potentially 
conflicting interests (e. g. shareholders, financial rkanngers, technical 
managers, workforce etc. ) The everyday running of the firs is based 
on the irsuance of certain goals (for instance, sale--, profits and market 
shores . coals. 
) Search is activated when these goals are threatened or 
unfulfilled. Thins it is Droblem-oriented; moreover, initially, it will 
be simple-mi. need and localised; managers may only look outside their own 
fires if initial search is unproductive. Decision m. dng is based on 
catisficing rules: a course of action will be nur=cd if it is expected 
to satisfy certain minirnun criteria. 
In the present context, then, the new ir+nov4tion is a potential solution 
to the non-attnirrient of , roals 
(but afro, perhz ips, 
+. he reason for their 
non-attainment. ) Its probable success as a solutior, i i1'. be jud7eO bf- 
comoarinf; the expected outcome from a&aont±or ai irot cone rig ir^u*i , ardstic? c 
nerfor" vice t-hic`r "ust be satisfied (e. ^. ,, nl. riruri remzired or beck. ) 
If t'^e irnov^t4on is iriti^l'! y re ectecl nc a soitition, a nunber of 
possibilities arise: (F) it may be dismissed a an alter i tive until come 
later Or-to when i*rn over' incomirr irfornation ro-clirec': c attention back to 
it, (b) search for more information riaar be activated, rerha o it lyin, r 
approaches to other firms and the cuprliers, (c) the standards which it 
is Fs? ret to satisfxr are relaxed. Thus, a firm strives for a solution 
'eitrer by discoverin- an alterative that satisfies the coals or by 
revisir_, the ¬; oals. ' 
1 
(footnote 1. continued fron previous page ... 
) 
information about a new innovation ma' be onti=l. Unfortunately, the 
nreOi. cti_ve poor of the neo-classical theory of the firm is inversely 
related to the number of constraints added. Given sufficient constraints, 
the neo-classical theoryidll surely eve'? tuall« resemble the behavioural 
theory quite closely, but only at the cost of losin' its traditional simplicity. 
1. ibid. p. 121. Strictly speaking, ; ovals should not be confused t*i th rules of 
thimb. Hoirever, in certain cases the distinction is very fine. or instance, 
one -oal of the firm nay be the attainment of a rate of return of or all 
capital; at the same time, the decision to invest may d. ener. (I on the potential 
investment being required to satisfy a minimum return of y%. Thus, 304 is the 
coal an(' y1lo the yardstick used in the rule of thumb. At any event, however, 
a relaxation in the coal would surely lead to a similar relaxation in the 
yarc'. s tick. 
un. L. 74. 
(b) The y<? rdstick used in investment appraisal. 
Generally, but not always, or even uniquely, the yardstick used -in this 
area will be some critical rate of return or pa: -bac! c, 
I 
which rust be 
expected to obtain for adoption to be acceptable. There are rood reasons 
to cupoose that this critical rate will va377- across firms within the sane 
industry. 2 Loosely, it nay be conceptualised as representing the firm's 
attitude to the new innovation. As such, it may well be determined by 
inplicit bartoining between the various factions of the coalition, and will 
thus reflect the inoortance to individuals of various orals and also the 
bargaining strength of those individuals. Thus, a firm in a research 
intensive industry with scientists or en, i. neers on the board of directors 
ni, sht set a loner critical rate than might a family business in an old craft- 
industxy. 3 
One particularly interestin; 7 possibility is that the critical rate may 
be correlated with the size of firm. The arg=ents for and against large 
fii s having a greater tendency towards 'progressive' attitudes are, by now, 
well lmown. 
4 
Lar, ^u firns rsirtit be expecteO to err loy more scientists and 
en . neers and, have easier access to finance; further, should the innovation 
'fail', the proportionate consequences will be less serious, the larger the 
firm's overall operations. On the other hand, lar, ^! e firma may be more 
bureaucratic and thus, perhaps, more conservative. In behavioural terms, 
large firms night be more likely to use lower critiml rates because they 
usually have stronger technical lobbies vithin t! eir management; their 
I. In some cases, particularly family businesses, this may not be, explicitv even then' 
the concept of satisfying some minim= requirement may still be it evid. encev, however. 
2. But not in the limitin^ case of perfect competition in which the behaviour-list 
firm is forced, by the 'hidden hand', into a profit-nnaxi. micirr posture. 
3. In extreme cases, new innovations may actually be resented. In his study of 
numerical control (TNC) in the U. S. tool and die industries Mansfield renorts 
that some firms were on record as clai. min! ^ that TTC was a threat to the craft 
nature of their industry. Kýnsfield et al, o-o. ci. t., 1971. 
4. Mansfield (1969) op. cit., provides a useful list of references on this 
point, p. 156 footnote 2. A comprehensive survey is tobe found in F. T. T. Scherer, 
'Industrial Market Structure and Economic performance'. Rand, McNally, Chica ro, 
1971, chapter 15. 
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financial lobbies may be less antagonistic since the cost of finance may 
be lower, and the innovation poses less of a potential threat to the other 
goals. Alternatively, the larger the size of the firm, the more likely is 
decision making to involve more conflicting interests which may lead to 
conservative, compromise yardsticks. 
Another distinct possibility, which has received little attention in this 
particular debate, is that the oimershi1D-control split may influence decision 
making. Whilst adoption of a new innovation may be in the interests of one 
faction in the coalition - the shareholders - it may be less attractive to 
other factions - the managers 
(particularly production managers. ) More 
often than not, the quality and effort required of management by new processes 
is higher than for the older technologies. Problems of loss of flexibility 
in product mix and the added significance of high capacity working have been 
mentioned already. In addition, raw materials often have to conform to 
tighter specifications, expensive quality control is sometimes necessarty,: 
wage payments tend to become more rigid and extra and highly skilled staff 
often need to be employed. 
1 Generally, then, adoption may lead to extra 
profits for the ovmers (shareholders) but significant re-organisation for 
managers. Where management are not also the owners of the firm, the relative 
position of the ozrners in the coalition will presumably be weaker. This may 
lead to 'eater relative importance being attached to the disruptive effects 
of the new process. In turn, the critical rate, used to assess adoption, 
may well be higher than would be the case if there was no owner-control cnlit. 
To the extent that larger firms tend not to be oiemer-managod, therefore, there 
is a possibility that they will use hither critical rate yardsticks. 
A counter argument, however, is that smaller owner-sun business may be 
loathe to adopt, if to do 0o would require the introduction of new skilled 
1. See F. Eels, A. Hazlewood, K. Knowleo and C. Wincton, 'Innovation and. Automation, ' 
Bulletin of the Oxford. University Institute of Tech. olorr Statistics, Vol. 21 
(1959) )n. 131 - 203. 
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management rho right dilute the owners' power base. 
Needless to say, ma-iy other hypotheses have been su Bested ir the 
litorature as to the determinants of firn-attituc? er: education and am 
of management, the de^ree of internal financing, -profit trends, ^rowwth 
rtes etc. 
I 
The technical comnlexi. ter of the innow. tion will obvim ]. y influence firms' 
critical rates. There is always a risk with any new innovation trat it will 
not function properly technically and that, even if it does, the expected. 
cost irprovements do not live ui to exnectations. Both ris'. s 
(presumably 
more real the more complex is the underlying tech^olo , y) will undoubtedly 
be reflected in a risk premium to be aeded to the normal critical rate. 
A less obvious point concerns innovations underr, in raid trost-innovation 
improvements. Under these conditions, the prospective buyer may have a 
problem of timing - although the innovation mares already have been seen as 
sufficiently profitable at time t, by rraitin- until time t+ It 4n even more 
profitable vintare may be purchased. 
2 In such a case (moot likely where the 
technolo - involved is quite coiplex, tIms resulting in considerable le<u'ing 
by doing by the muuuiacturers) the decision r_kalcer matey require an extremely 
high present expected return to dissuade him from holding back. 
A number of indiistr7-1eve1 characteristics may also be of some importance. 
For instance, the less competitive in an industry, the more firms will 'be 
able to pursue m als other than profits, and the more scope, there is for the 
use of conservative3 rules of thumb; furthermore, there is likely to be 
greater diversity of the critical rates u^ed, if only because of the many 
alternative goals which may be pursued. 
1. See, for instance, the discussion of section 3 of the 2nd chaapter; also 
Carter and Willians, op. cit. 
(1957), chapter 16, particularly. These possibilities 
tan11 not be pursued here because of the lac': of widespread data on such variables. 
They have hardly over proved significant in past research-Probably c'ue to 
nensure-nent diff4. culties. 
2. However, the siriple minded search of the typical behavioural fir: implies 
a lower -probability of such waiting than would the conventio0na1 theory of the 
firm. 
3. Although some goals (e. g. growth) might lead. to the use of a less stringent 
critical rate. 
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Similarly, demand conditions may also be influential. Greater 
suspicion of rimy techniques night be expected where demand is static or 
ypically, lc. r e. falling and sr . ere 
fluctuations in demand are, t 
(c) Dynamic asrects of the adoption decision. 
Within this behavioural schema, there are two factors which increase the 
? probability of adoption with the passage of time. Search improves the 
quality of infor^iation available about the innovation a"d reductiors in the 
critical yardstick rate increase the chance of adoption, for a, . von level 
of information. Conceptually, improved infor ttion resulting from search 
increases the chance of adoption in two ways: it rLiy either improve the firm's 
view of the returns to be 7ni: ^ed frorni adoption and/or increase the confidence 
with which that view is held (in turn reducing; the risk nrainri. 
) The 
critical rate may be reduced either because rats are unfulfi11e'or., as 
just su7, -ested, because the risk attached to adoption declines. 
A useful distinction which may be made is between the exorencous and 
endogeneousI reasons for these chran, - es over time. Exoý^eneous influerceos, 
dich as labour s? -ortame, a slump in demand, pressure on existin7 capacity, 
may threaten certain coals within the firm. In response, the firn will 
search for solutions and, if these are not forthcoming , given e, dstin, 4 ýroals 
or rules of thumb, then the latter many, be revised dow"rwnrds. Of course, 
adoption of the new innovation may be only one of a number of alternative 
solutions. Intuitively, the more reputedly profitable the innovation, the 
greater the chance that it will be the solution to which most search is 
allocated. 
In adc'ition, other influences may be directly attributable 
to the innovation 
1. Basically, endoceneous influences might be attributable to the innovation 
itself. bcogeneous influences are more general, and would occur even if the 
innovation did not exist. The distinction is a little forced but it will 
prove to be convenient for the exnositzon in chapter 5. 
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itself. The most theoretically interesting, enc1o, neous influence in the 
mounting competitive pressure on non-adopters arising from competitors 
having adopted. 
1 
Again, the response of the non-adopter should be to 
increase search and perhaps reduce the critical rate used to assess the 
investment decision. Secondly the ris74: attached to non-adovtion will 
decrease for many firms, just with the passage of time: they will observe 
other firms using the innovation with apparent success (especially if 
adoption is seen to accompany a reduction in price or an imorovernent in 
product quality. ) 
Thirdly, the very existence of tl innovation may suggest a new goal 
for the technical members of the management coalition: certain manaitrs 
may derive utility from being 'technically progressive' and, thus, adoption 
of a new innovation may be seen as a manifestation of such progressiveness. 
Pursuit of this new goal may produce search, even if no existing coals are 
threatened. 
Thus, both exogenous and endo, eneous influences will im-)r^ove the chance 
of adoption because of increased search. However, whilst endo, eneous 
influences trill tend to persuade firms to reduce the critical yardstick rate, 
exogeneous influencarwill sometimes have the opposite effect. When the state 
of the world is favourable, coals will be achieved. and as Cyert and. March 
suggest, this ray lead to an unwnard revision of goals and yardsticks. 
Briefly, there are two na jor implications. For rkur non-adopters, the 
probability of a positive adoption decision increases with the oassam+e of 
time, due to endo, enoous factors. Over and above this, exo, eneous factors 
may increase or decrease this probability, depending on the state of the world 
facing'the industry. Aloreover, it seers nrnbable that the exo, eeneous influences 
will be cyclical; most of the examples quoted above (Labour shortare, for 
instance) do have pronounced cycles. Whether or not the net effect of the 
business cycle is positive is not certain. Some goals are more attainable 
under boom conditions (e. g. high profits and 7-owth), v; l. lot others may be 
1. Accordinpiy the fbl1oi ing section is allocated to a se mate consideration 
of tic influence. 
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easier to satisf* under slump conditions (e., -. avoidance of labour 
shorty v, and capacity shorty; s. ) 
4. The role of industrial structure. 
So far the level of co-iretition has aoneared in two contexts, First, 
as described in the last section, the attitudes of non-adopters will chance 
as diffusion -proceeds because they come under increasing nresrure. As more 
mid more of their competitors adopt, their increasingly deteriorating 
competitive position leads to the non-attainment of certair coals. This, 
in +urn, produces a re-ascessmeit of rats and/or increased search for 
solutions. Both factors ray leae to more favourable atti. tuder tot-*ar?. s 
the new innovation. Second, in section 2, cone evidence trau cited which 
suggests that the returns to informat. on search mitt bo inversely related 
to the level of competition in the industra. A third possibility, not 
considered so far, is that the actual returns from adoption mazy also be 
partly determined by the competitive structure of the industry. 
This section will be devoted primarily to the first and third of these 
possibilities. Specificallir, are the competitive pes zres on non-adopters 
and the returns from adoption greater, the more competitive the industry in 
which the innovation is diffusing? 
(a) Perfect connetition versus monopoly. 
Salter shows that there is 'no reason for a greater delay in the introduction 
of new techniques in monopolistic industzy compared to competitive industry, ti 
so long as firms are profit maximizers. This conclusion flows from the 
.. 
Anal new capacity with the equalisation, in both cases, of total costs of mar - 
operating costs of mar . na1 existing caoacit7. 
"However, the important 
difference is that the monopolist is'under no external pressuro 
(that is, other 
than his ovm self-interest) to scrar obsolete equiprrient; while the producer 
in a competitive industry is forced to do so by the price cranes resulting 
from the actions of his competitors. "2 The appearance of a now technique 
1. Salter, op. cit, p. 93- 
2. ibid., "'. 93. 
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with lower costs, then, -presents the same incentive- extra profits - 
but differing pressures. This analysis was based upon the classic vinta^'e 
assumptions, including indivisible plant, and whilst it becomes less clear 
cut when alloying for piecemeal changes in plantl the riain conclusion still 
stands. 
ii) oli; r^o-noly and inter ediate narket stxiictvres. 
On an intuitive basis, there is some disagreement as to whether oligroroly 
encourages rapid adoption of new techniques or not; Adams and Dirlam2 
suspect that oliropolists may tend to refrain from pioneering for fear of 
upsetting; the status quo, but say nothing about the reactions of other. firms, 
once a new technique has been pioneered. Salter, on the other hand, eug gists 
that the state of oliropoly places a premium on being one jump ahead with 
respect to new techniques, 'so as to ensure the expansion of output, which 
these allow, is achieved by his new capacity rather than that of 
his competitors 
3 (thus avoiding direct aggression. 
)' 
A useful theoretical construction which distinguishes the pressures and 
incentives resulting from the advent of a new process innovation 
is the 
4 
kinked dd e-nand curve. 
?: mre 4.4-1. The kinke(l deriand curve: Incentives to adopt. 
£ D' 
C 
D 
MR 
1. which means that it is impossible to allocate rent to any one part of. the 
now divisible plant. See the earlier discussion of this point in chapter 3- 
2. op. cit. 
3. op. cit., p. 93. 
4. See G. Stigler, UPhe kinky oligopoly demand curve and rigid prices, ' 
Journal of Political Econony, October 1947, for a general critici of 
the kinked den nd trage. 
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In the dia; *ram, as usual, D'D' is the demand curve facing the fir^i 
and DA13f1R its marginal revenue curve. If adoption of the now process 
would reduce the marginal cost curve from T'CI to MC2, then there would 
be no incentive to reduce price or increase output; if price- were reduced 
by the extent of the cost savings, all competitors would reduce their prices 
accordingly and only a srall increase in the firm's demand would take place. 
The reaction of the adopter would be, therefore, to leave product price 
unchanged. This does not mean that he has no incentive to adopt - quite 
obviously he does, his profit increasing; by an amount equal to the area of 
CDEF. But, his adoption does not affect his competitors at all. They 
lose none of their m, ax'cet share and are under no pressure to adopt, no matter 
how many of their competitors- have adopted. There are, however, two 
exceptional cases. If the cost savings are large enou to reduce PtC2 to 
such a level that it cuts the M curve below the point B, then there is an 
incentive for a profit maxirniser to reduce his price accordingly, thus 
putting pressure on non-adopters. Secondly, if the new innovation improves 
the ourtlity of the product, then non-adopters would be under pressure to follow 
suit, as they would be now offering an inferior quality, if not an inferior 
price. 
Siii Avera'^a cost nricin7 and product differentation. 
Given the theory of the firm followed in section 4, it would be quite 
inconsistent to base the analysis in this section entirely on models 
incorporating profit naxindLoation. Consequently, a brief analysis of a 
non-maximjoinr average-cost pricing model is norovided, in the hope that the 
above conclusion: might be somewhat +en_eraliced. It mist be acknowledged that 
the substitution of average cost for mar: . nal cost bricing 
is not sufficient 
reason for claiming; a behavioural analysis. (Indeed, the behavioural apnroach 
can rarely be translated easily into the for^. ialicrt of matheiatics. ) Never- 
theless it is instructive to e7-w-une the imilications of relaxing the 
optimicing aosuaption. Morcover, price setting; at some iaark up over averarýe 
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cost is broadly consistent with the behavioural view of decision-makin? 
based on crude non-optimising roles of thumb. 
Suppose that in an industry of N firms the demand curve facing firm i 
is -riven by: 
1i N li3 
q, °A Pi n pi 
3#i 
(4.4.1. ) 
where qi is the demand for firm i's product, pi its price and pj the price 
of its j th competitor, Ii is its own price elasticity, Ji3 the cross 
price elasticity of its demand with respect to J's price, and A reflects 
non-price determinants of demand such as incomes and tastes. 
Thus the industry is characterised by product differentiation, each 
firm facing a downward slopinC demand curve with demand also being sensitive 
to other firms' prices. 
Firm i sets its price equal to some un? cnoVm multiple (1 + Ili) of average 
costs (ACi) trhore P-ü is a constant mark-up 
1: 
pi = ACi (1 + H1) (4.4.2. ) 
The profit function is given by: 
'(Ti = ai 
(pi 
- AC, ) = giMMiACi 4.4.3. ) 
The char in profits from a fall in average costs due to adoption of a new 
innovation is d1i. whore 
agi 
,a Pi d 1Ti dAC3 
ftfq, 
+ ACi api aACi 
= dACi 
fITjqj 
- lig: j1ii = dACifligi 
C1- ýiý X4.4.4. 
Thus, since dACi < 0, so long as Ji > 1, it will always be profitable to adopt. 
The returns from adoption will alums be greater the less , nononoly nouer firn i 
has (or the bier is ºý{), the larder its existing output2 anc3 the greeter the 
1. There can never be a precise specification of Iii in average cost models: 
it might be related, hotrever, to the barriers to entry into the industry, and the 
relative bargaining positions of the various factions of the management coalition. 
2. Total increase in profits may be hi er the larger is the firm, but, unless 
there are economies of scale in the price of the innovation (see previous 
chapter), the immediate rate of return trill be insensitive to scale. 
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reduction in averwg costs effected by the innovation. On the other 
hard, returns are proportional to the size of the mark-wo (M1) which, 
as noted in the footnote, may be inversely related to the level of cor.: potition. 
Without specifyirr7 the deter^Anants of M, therefore, it is not certain whether 
incentives to adopt are hi gier or lower it pore co^metitive industries. 
In oder to use this noel to ana]-: se the nresstues on nor-, - opters to 
adopt, a number of no 1 crucial as ptio .sry 
be nade which considArably 
sin'lify the exposition. 
Let all non-adopters have the same avers e costs (ACo) and all ßrlopters 
the sane, lower, avera, r costs (ACN). 
Further, if all firms use the came -ark -up f, have the sane own price 
elasticity 71 and cross price elasticites ý1 and all rIeriand functions are 
homo, +eneous of det'ree zero; then: 
for all i. 
_ for all 1. (4.4.5. ) 
for all i and J. J#i 
AscuninC i is a non-adopter at time tv his demand function may, be 
written as: I 
-7 Nc 
qit = Apf. t Pit 
(4.4.6. ) j: t1 
If, at time t, there are m firme havi. n- adopted the innovation, using 
(4.4.2. ), (4.4.6. ) may be written as: 
-t 
(I-nt -1) 
1(' 
nt 
qit =A 
[AC. (14-rl) 
] [AC0 (1+H), /ACýý(1+21)ý 
or 
qit =A 
{Ac0c1+l+(PF-mt 1)5' JtCN (1+) 
=A 
k"c 
(4-4.7. ) 
Clearly, since ACNCAC0 and mt rises monotonically with t, qit gust 
decline over tine. Differentiating with respect to time, 
d1 CIn 1 [ACN1<o AC t qs N<1 (4.4.8") 
dt qt dt 
i 
ÄC0 ACo 
C1 
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) 
1 
C P-Ivr, ý from enrr'tir I- 
c' 1T = dAC4 q. 
ýý ?) ACi ri-. 
izc; Aryi Ci . '. C2 
Aonrin for : >7. ''m1iCitr 
: Ci 
A". 
11 
/AC Ici 
d'f ý=O AI, ',. qi fi (AC )-1 (4-4-4A. ) 
ow, the er_±; er^t to zTrý_^h wer ,e co-+ e, -ceec's ýýr -l rots ^t 
-ehe level 
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then j- 1 ICi - ACi = f(B1) 
substituting into (4.4. A), 
AC il d1Ti - 
c1 
AC i 
qi 
111 
ACi - (ý. i- 1)f(Bi)-(ii - 1)ACi - ACIJ 
_ _ACi 
qi (1 -'7i) f(Bi) (4.4.4B) 
AC. 
z 
As (1 - ji) must be nee . tive for positive profits ever to occur and 
eACi 
-c 0, adoption tiri11 a1Srays be profitable. Once a min, incentives 
ACi 
i, dll be higher the c'eater tre proportionate caving effected by the 
innovation, the larger the firm's size and the more elastic its cue m-d ; 
however, this time high entry bnrrier^ in. 11 also produce higher incentives. 
Thus a more precise nrodiction is possible if firms are profit maxiraicer. s. 
Alain, riakin^ assumptions (4.4.5), the elcmtid facing the nor-adopter 
at time t is p ven by 
MC tyL 
(4.4.7A) qit=A 
11IC 
0 
Thus, the conclusion that pressure is more intense the higher is if(and 
thus the more competitive is the industry-) is rinintai. ned. 
In conclusion then, the conventional pronosition may be accepter' on 
the basis of the above analysis. Clearly, coripetitive pressures on non- 
adopters should be more intense the more cormetitive is the industry 
concerned. In the monopoly and stsndard. kinked dem=cl curve cases, the 
only penalty incurred by non-adopters is a profit level below trat which 
could be achieved. In the product differentiation models, (whether 
as n, 7 average cost or ri-r. . ral cost pricing), 
demand for the non-adopter's 
product declines at a rate dictated by its price elasticity of demand --the 
more differentiated is the firm's product, the slower will be the decline 
in demand. In the extreme 'case of perfect competition, non-adoption evokes 
the ultimate sanction - loss making. 
In terms of the behavioural uralysis, these pressures will, to a greater 
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or lesser extent, dually increase the probabiliti of non-attainrient 
of goals: rate of return on capital, overall profits, r, ; et share and 
sales may all be reduced, Thus the extent of search and/or the t"illingness 
of non-adopters to reduce their tarMts and yardstick rules of thumb will 
be partly determined by the degree of competition in the industry concerned. 
Turning to the incentives to adopt (as reflected by the returns to be 
. gained from adoption), the position is far less clear, There 
is little 
in the conventional analysis of monopoly, perfect competition and the lcirl: ed 
demand curve to su; st that incentives will be smaller in less competitive 
industries. On the other hand, the analysis of product differentiation 
yields a confusing picture: incentives should be higher the more elastic 
is the potential adopter's demand curve, and the greater the barriers to 
entry into his industry. lIovrever, high own-price elasticities are usually 
associated with competitive industries whilst high entry barriers are 
associated with more oli opolistic industries. 
Finally, a reservation should be added. Für many of the sample innovations, 
adoption often produces an improvement in the quality of the end-product. 
Quite significant product quality improvements occur when VI!, VD, ITC, SPC 
and CT are used, and lesser improvements often occur after adoption of SP, 
F, SF, W3B, PCBC, SL, ASB and BOP. 
1 
In such cases, the incentives and pressures will occur not only because 
of the cost-advantagryeo of the new innovations. Artoption may result in 
increased demand because of improved quality, 
2 
as well an reduced price. 
Similarly, non-adopters will lose part of their rarlcet share partly because 
they are offering an inferior quality product. 
Thus, even in the most price-rigid of market structures 
(e. g. olimpoly 
facing a kinked demand curve, price leadership or collusion), quality 
differentials may produce powerful pressures on non-adopters. 
1. Thus, strictly speaking, product, as well as process innovation is 
involved. 
2. For instance, E. fansfield et al (1973) op. cit., reports trat the 
connetitive pressures on precision rtachininr, firm to adopt n erical 
control were much greater than for those non-precision rac'lining in the 
U. S. tool and die industry. 
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The role of the innovation etznnlier in the aclontion decision. 
As indicated in the previous chapter, all 22 of the sample innovations 
are cold or installed by a capital goods industry which ha:, uu alty been 
responsible for the original invention and development work. Yet, almost 
without exception, past research into diffusion has totall« i_ ored this 
possibility, both theoretically and eranirically. 
1 IRdlst most of the 
interesting aspects of diffusion do corcer'n the conm ers' decision -M. tdng 
behaviour, any analysis which totally ignores the role of the innovation 
producer is, at best, only partial. 
Three aspects of the s1Drlier's behaviour S, ri l affect his con. uners' 
adoption decisions: his recerrch e7cnenc1itures and -nricinM policy trill 
obviously determine the profitability and costa of the innovation and his 
ad. vertirin expenditures will influence the quality of infoxnation available 
to the consumer. For these reasons, it is unacceptable to define diffusion 
as only a demand phenomenon, assuring that cunrly is a passive onlooker. 
Havin,, T said this, data collection in this area has proved almost impossible 
in this study. The innovation manufacturers are usually prepared to sunny 
advertising literature, and, soniotites, quite useful qualitative data about 
technological developae. lts, but, not surprisingly, they are rather loss 
willing, or able, to provide more quantitative information. 
Nevertheless e. brief S= my of the characteristics of the eupplying 
industries does provide some important findings. 
iý) The sttnnliere of the sarrnle irnovation . 
Contrary to exvectation, the samolo innovations are not generally 
supplied byº nionopolists. 
2 Only four (all supplementarr and cheap) are produced 
by one fir.: GA, SF, Eff and ASB; for ASB and Eft monopoly power was allocated 
under licence to the firm in question by the Research Association responsible 
1. But see Stoneman (1974), op. cit., for a lengthy discussion of the role of 
the manufacturers in the spz'eadof computers in the UJ . 2. Although, initially, of course, most genuinely new innovations will be 
supplied by only one firm. 
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for the innovations, ICI's monopoly of GA appears to be the result of 
patents and superior technical 'know-how. ' The vast majority of the 
sample innovations are supplied by between two and eight firms; only 
two (NC and ATL) are produced by more than eight firms. Oli.!, npoly may 
therefore be defined as the typical case. (Invariably these 'industries' 
constitute parts of various 'minimum list headings' in the Mechanical 
Eng neering industry. ) 
A general feature of these industries is their international nature: 
for fifteen of the ttrenty two innovations, the supplying industry might 
be said to be an international oligopoly, in the sense that the firms 
selling the innovations to the consumers are internationally functioning, 
or are subsidiaries of foreign firms. This is to be expected, of course, 
p. ven the international nature of many of the inventions. Consequently, 
it is likely that the suppliers will have ready access to innrovenents in 
the technology emanating from overseas. 
The other notable aspect of most of these industries is their close 
historical links with the consuming industries. For nearly all of the 
innovations, producers are traditional suppliers, having supplied may 
previous innovations. In at least nine cases, the consuming industries 
constitute the main, if not the sole, marLet for the suppliers. For instance, 
the producers of tufted carpet machines supply a wide range of other products 
predominantly to the carpet industries. For only three innovations (GA, CT 
and PCBC) could the innovation producer be said to be breaking into a new 
market. Without more data the implications of this are uncertain. It is 
probable, nevertheless, that information should diffuse relatively quickly 
zrith percona1 contact having already been established in the past. 
1 It 
seems unlikely that potential constriors Frill be unatr.., ro for very long, of 
the existence of new innovations. Certain]. most of the advertising literature 
1- This may reduce the need for formal advertising. Interestingly, fo=al 
advertising expenditure is usually found to be truth lower in the capital 
goods industries than in the consumer industries. See Pratten, op. cit., 
chapter 31. 
-. 0 ýr .ý -7 , 
tends to emphasise the merits of the particular brand of the innovation 
rather than the generic advantages. 
(b) A stylised descri', tion of the trni1ier. 's role. 
Prom this brief survey and the previous discussions of learnir by doing 
and information diffusion, 
I 
a stylised description of the innovation 
supplier and his potential role becomes possible. Typically, the innovation 
is supplied by an o1i poly (but sometimes a monopoly) which is already in 
close contact with its market. Für technolo. cal reasons the p ical inputs 
required to produce the innovation i, zl1 decline over tine, 
2 
whilst the quality 
of the innovation will improve over tine. irthermoro, suppliers are frequent 
and influential purveyors of information about their innovations. 
Of central importance, are tho implications for the iicin of the typical 
new innovation, but, in addition, the previous di:: ei. tseions of post-invention. 
improvenents to 'the innovations and information diffu. ion may now be developed 
a little further. 
(c) A model of nri. cinr. 
There exists, in the literature, no theoretical model of, oli. cropoly ? iricin, 7 
Of new industrial pro(? ucts and very little of relevance is available on 
monopoly pricing. Of sorieirhat peri. oheral interest, is the interchanCe of 
articles and co -! ents bettreen Arro-r, Demsetz and Yamey; 
3 their controversy 
concerned the incentives for a monopolistic inventor to sup'Iy a new 
innovation to a monopolistic consumer, as opposed to a -perfectly conmetitive 
consuming industry. A consensus view did not emorre, but the most convincing 
ar ents do appear to be on the side of the competitive inc'ustry offering 
big, m r incentives. 
1. Section 7 of the previous chapter and section 2 of this chapter 
respectively. 
2. Because of the international nature of nartir firr s, the learning emve is 
best defined, for the U. y., vrith respect to time rather than cumulative output, 
as the latter may well depend on overseas production. 
3. See C. K. Rowley, 'Antitrust and Economic Efficiency' 1ý. acI4i lan, London 
1973, for a fairly comprehensive survey of this controversy. 
A recent model due to GlaisterI describes the optimal time path of 
Price and ädvertisi_n ex-nen0iture, for a rionor olistic seller 4rith a netr 
product. Do and is ascumed to föllotr a logistic mwth cUrve2 vith its 
slope pare-meter (a in terms of equation 2.1.3. ) bein7 a f'nction of product 
Price and advertising expenditures. Under these circumstnnces, Glaister 
shows that a lonm-tern profit mi inisinp nonopolist3 will continuously 
revise price such that it, too, follows a lop. stic-type curve over tine. 
This policy involves sellin a nu*nbor of units at belotr their proOnction 
costs, increasing price only slowly and only attaining the conventional 
rlononolist's price after a considerable time. A si. rd. lar sort of 
prediction emerges for the optimal ad. vertisin strate r. 
Needless to say, his analysis would become virtually impossible 
Mathematically if certain assunvtions are relaxed. For instance, the twin 
assumption of constant costs and elasticity of demand are crucial. Yet, 
as sut; gested in the previous chapter, costs are unlikely to be constant. 
Even more important, however, like all optinisinn models of this sort4 it 
is prescriptive rather than descriptive: it is doubtful whothor firms are 
capable of operating so as to maxi. iise their discounted net vrorth. Indeed, 
Glaister himself admits to firms not operatinry according to his model's 
predictions. 
5 
Clear1 r for any dyrt n is rtodel of pricing to yield testable predictions, 
a fair degree of abstraction is necessary. In this case, certain asnects 
1. S. Glaister, 'Advertisi. n' rlicv and returns to scale in markets where' 
info-. ration is -passed between indiv&_duals, ' Econorilca, 1, Liy 1974, ? )n. 139-156. 
2. Whilst this'is plausible for nett non-durable nrocucts for. ich the model 
is developed, it is less likely for durables or process innovations in wich 
replacement buyin,; ýis far les3 important. In there cases 5. bell ,. a--)ad curve 
is ? noch more lxkelyy: whilst t' e mrnber of ot*nern of the new nro, ýess M-ýr -row 
, kccoxdin7 to an S-shano, the nw er of nm-7 -purchases idll not. 
3. One * iio niaximses his net worth into the futixre, object to his demand 
Curve. 
4. For surveys of such models, see Glaistor, ibi. d, orcd A. Jacquemain are J. 
Thisse, 'Strategy of the firm and rýarlcet structure : an apnlication of optimal 
control theory, ' in 'market a+ructttro -nd coroorato hhehavi. our, ' ca. R. Cw. rlin,;, 
Grr-Tills London 1972. 
5. o; ý. cit., p. 154. 
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of the problem merit particular attention: for instance, it is not really 
satisfactory to assume constant casts over time. In the model to be 
presented below certain simplifying assumptions are made on the less 
crucial aspects in order that the implications of the stylised description 
offered above may be examined. 
The typical supplying industry, being oligopolistic and having close 
traditional links with its consumers, is likely to be characterised by 
product differentiation. Such a situation can be most appropriately 
analyzed assuming either average cost pricing or marginal cost pricing 
subject to a downward sloping demand curve. 
Let all suppliers have a production function with only one input (labour)' 
and constant returns to scale at every point in time: 
MCit = AC it = UtLit 
(4.5.1. ) 
Where Wit and ACit are the marginal and average costs of firm i at time t. 
Lit its labour input per unit of output and wt the wagw rate, both at time t. 
Following section 7 of the previous chapter, the learning curve may take 
one of two forms: Lit = At g (4.5.2a. ) 
or Lit = Ae 
gt (4.5.2b. ) 
Now , if all firms are average cost pricers: 
PINit a (1 + Mi) ACit (4.5.3. ) 
where plNit is the price of one ton of the innovation as supplied by firm i 
at time t and Mi Jr. its mark-up. Thus, the time path for price is given by: 
pINit = (1 + Mi) wt At 79 (4.5.4a. ) 
or piNit = (1 + Mi) wt Ae 
gt (4.5.4b. ) 
If all firms are marginal coat pricers: 
pINit ` 
i- 
1 Mcit 
(4.5.5") 
Is This maY not violate the real world too much. Stoneman, (1974, op. cit. ), finds that the computer industry, for instance, by technological necessity, 
uses very labour-intensive methods. 
(4.5.6a) PIF? it = 
(ji 
1) V At 76 
or = (i ý) trtAo ; 
'ý (4.5.6b) 
where -li is firm its ow- price elasticity of der, ýand. 
1 Assuming 
(1 + 2f. ) or (li ) to be constant over time, and a gowth in z-rac 'jam s at 1 
a constant rate 
e, 
the o th path of innovation price is as shown in 
figure (4.5.1). 
Firnarn 4.5.1. The r2olfth rath of innovation price. 
Group A innovations(4.6.4a. or 4.6.6a) Group B innovations(4.6.4b. or 4.6.6b) 
Pint PIiat 
e-ý 
e <ý 
t 
Of course this hi . ly simplified noeel 
fails to take into account a 
number of plausible possibilities. For instance, in the, early years, 
producers nay be prepared to sell at below cost in order to establish 
their innovation. Alternatively, they may prefer to sell, initially, at 
a relatively high price i. util sufficient capacity has been created to meßt 
the accelerating, demand which might be expected. Siri, larly, if they are 
forced. to produce at a point of diminiohinc returns, because of capacity 
constraints, price will be high initially, until capacity is expanded by 
enough to permit production on the flat portion of the cost curve. 
Another possibility is that the mark-up or elasticity will change over 
time. As diffusion proceeds, the rvarl: et nears saturation and replacement 
bti71ng may not occur in some cases for a number of years. At the same time, 
1. Where max, na7 revenue price 
2. Some manufacturers were approached, by letter, on the question of caracit, 
constraints. In the handful of replies received to this question. they were 
Iý? it = 
(i 
1) Wt At 
c (4.5.6a) 
or =(i ý) 1.7 Ac 
(4.5.6b) 
L7 
where -i is firm i's own price elasticity of derýnnd. 
1 Assuming 
(1 + M. ) or` (li ) to be constant over time, and a growth in was at ? jl 1 
a constant rate 
0, 
the growth path of innovation price is as shown in 
figure (4.5.1). 
Fi ? re 4.5.1. The pi rth path of innovation nri. ce. 
Group A innovations(4.6.4a. or 4.6.6a) Group B innovations(4.6.4b. or 4.6.6b) 
Pipit nINit 
e>g 
e=ý 
t 
Of course this highly simplified model fails to take into account a 
number of plausible possibilities. For instance, in the early years, 
producers my be prepared to sell at below cost in order to establish 
their innovation. Alternatively, they may prefer to sell, initially, at 
a relatively high price until sufficient capacity has been created to merit 
the accelerating demand which might be expected. Similarly, if they are 
forced to produce at a point of diminishin{; returns, because of ca-nacity 
constraints, price will be high initially, until capacity is expanded 
by 
enough to permit production on the flat portion of the cost curve. 
2 
Another possibility is that the lark-up or elasticity will chance over 
tine. As diffusion nroceedo, the r^arlcet nears saturation and replecenent 
buying may not occur in some cases for a number of years. At the same time, 
1. Where mar, -, final revenue = price (1y1). 
2. Some manufacturers were aporoachedd, by letter, on the question of capacity 
constraints. In the handful of replies received to this question, they wore 
claimed not to be a problem. Further, no mention of this possibility has 
.. continued ..,. 
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suppliers will have built up capacity to satisfy the period of fast growth 
in deiand. The producers may be thus forced into a price-cutting war as 
they fight over a declining mar2cet. In terms of equation (4.5.4), Ni may 
drift dowu"rards over time cnd similarly -ji in (4.5.6. ) This situation may 
be ameliorated to the extent that capacity can be switched to the production 
of newer innovations, of course. 
On balance, therefore, it is likely that the do, =-Yard trend in innovation 
price will be re-inforced by these factors, but this can only be a very 
tentative conclusion. 
Althourýh the state of competition in the subnliers' industry night 
affect the level of innovation price (through T"1i orb), there is little 
to suggest that it will influence the growth rate of price. Perhaps the 
possible price-war in the later stages of diffusion may be more pronounced 
the more competitive is the industry. Probably more important, however, 
is the likelihood that learning will be more rapid the fewer sellers there 
are. Assuming learning is not transferable across producers, 
1 
any given 
output will clearly produce more learning, the fewer firms by which the 
output is produced. 
Unfortunately, the whole area of pricing of new processes is largely 
uncharted empirically. As already mentioned, the little evidence available 
from appendix one is consistent with falling price, but Enos's research is 
the only known example of a tine series large enough to permit the curve 
fitting neceseary to test the hypotheses suggested above. 
" .. footnote continued from previous pa, et... 1. been found in the technical literature. One alternative manifestation of 
such constraints would be long order books; again no evidence of this has 
been found. "evertheless, this question is re-examined in chapter 10, 
section 2. 
1. Even this possibility is lessened by the international nature of many of 
the sun lying industries. British firms should have access to the learning 
experienced by their foreign subsidiaries or parents. ! Toreover, technical 
journals may tend to diffuse the results of learning quickl; r in such research 
intensive industries. 
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Ld) Other areas of coMnotition. 
The rate at V. iich the innovation improves in quality1 may also be 
sensitive to the market structure of the supplyin, ý industry. Because 
of the oligopolistic nature of many of these industries, comoetition may 
be more concentrated into quality rather than price differences; 
consequently quality improvements may be less pronounced in the few 
sample innovations sold by monopolists. However, as was argued above, 
learning may be more rapid the fewer producers there are. 
Similarly, the quality of information flows may be hieier the more 
sup=pliers there are and the more competitive they are. Potential consumers 
may feel they are receiving a better balanced view if they have access to 
more than one supplier. Furthermore, the problem (mentioned in section 2) 
of a limited pool of information-purveyors (i. e. salesmen) may be less acute 
the more suppliers there are. Crudely, the extent of supplier-consumor 
contact should be greater, the fewer consumers and. the more suppliers there 
are, other things being equal - which, of course, they may not be. 
Conclusions. 
it as argued in chapter 2 that the najor 'theoretical urea' pees of the 
epidemic models is their rather cursor, analysis of the adoption decision 
at fisnr-level. The purpose of this chapter has been to provide a somewhat 
deoper analysis, partly on the basis of empirical findings in certain areas. 
The evidence considered in section I Bugreste that the evaluation nethoc? s 
used in the adoption decision are often rudimentary and satisficing, rather 
than optimising. From the evidence considered in section 2 it is obvious 
that the diffusion of infornation is non-trivial. Whilst there are rod 
reasons for supposing that most potential adopters 'hear of' new innovations i 
fairly quickly, they may continue in a state of at least partial ignorance 
1. As measured, for example, by the labour productivity attained in 
usinr- the innovation. 
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for a number of years. It would appear that the suppliers of rew innovations 
are a main source of information, -Particularly where effective competition 
in the consuming industry limits the extent of information interchan e 
between potential adopters. 
1 
Taken together the evidence cited in sections 1 and 2 seensto be lar, ^ely 
in accordance with the behavioural theory of the firm. Section 3 nresents 
a brief formal statement of that theoryº, from which further implications 
emerge. Specifically, certain hfrotheses are cu-, rested as to the determinants 
of firms' attitudes to a new innovation. Similarly, some irsi ! is are gnir. eO 
into the reasons w: y these attitudes m: oy char, over time. Potential non- 
attainment of Coals may lead to both increased search anad a revirion c'ol-m arils 
of goals; the former reduces the uncertainty attached to non-adoption and 
the latter may be reflected in less demanding requirements of new investment 
projects. Both factors will tend to reduce the critical rate a -ainst which 
expected returns from adoption are jud,; ed. In turn, non-attainment of goals 
may be due to two trines of chance in the environment. zoreneous pressures 
(not directly related to the innovation itself) will probably be cyclical, 
whilst encýogeneous pressures (caused. by other firms having adopted t? 'e innovation) 
Will continually increase over time. Section 4 considers, in come depth, the 
proposition that the endogenous pressures on non-adopters are directly 
related to the competitive structure of their industry. It is sugmsted 
that this proposition is indeed generally correct, whether marginal cost or 
average cost pricing is assumed. A less equivocal ansz-rer is possible to the 
question of whether or not incentives, or returns, to adopt are greater the 
more effective is competition. Finally, section 5 briefly describes the 
industries responsible for supplying the sample innovations. On the basis 
of this description a number of implications are dra'"m as to the influence on 
the adoption decision of the characteristics of the supplying industry. 
1. This constitutes another reason for doubting a close conceptual link 
with the spread of diseases as is assumed in the epidemic models. 
vuIj1I0 
Chanter 5: A Model of Diffusion. 
The objective of the simple model 
1 
presented in this chapter is to 
provide a theoretical analysis of the diffusion of new process innovations, 
which is capable of predicting (a) the typical shape(s) of the diffusion 
growth curve and (b) the reasons for the parameters of that curve varying- 
between industries and innovations. Thus, it may be seen as a direct 
comaetitor to the epidemic model as uced by Mansfield and others. 
2 
The descriptions and a-alysis of chapters 3 and 4 provide the basis for 
two conceptual improvements on the epidemic approach. It has been arcued 
that the latter is deficient, in that it largely ignores the technical 
characteristics of process innovations and 1glosses over' the adoption 
decision at the individual firm level. It is honed that by close reference 
to the findings of the previous two chanters, the model tiaill, at least 
partially, avoid these deficiencies. 
Section 1 contains a rmneral mathematical statement of the adoption 
decision at the fire level in the form of six basic general equations. 
Section 2 sutgests more specific forms for these equations and introduces 
three basic asstmptions which simplify the ensuing algebra. Both these 
specific forms and assumptions are discussed in awendices at the end of 
the chapter. Section 3 examines the predicted relationship between firm 
size and the probability of having adopted the innovation - the so-called 
Quasi-Engel curve. Section 4 uses this cross-section prediction, with the 
added assumption that firm size is lopnormally distributed, to generate the 
'Predicted shape of the diffusion growth curve. However, at this stage, 
diffusion is defined with respect to 'innovation-tine'. Section 5 discusses 
the relationship between innovation time and calendar time; it is concluded 
that, as a special case, the two coincide and that the diffusion growth curve 
then takes on a symmetrical S shape similar to the logistic curve. 
1. Based on Probit Analysis (see chapter 2, section 6. ) 
2. See chapter 2, sections 1 and 2. 
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Nevertheless, this will often not be the case and a nuriber of other 
curves are equally likely. Up to this point, the model has been 
framed within the context of a given innovation diffusing; in a given 
industry. Section 6 examines the ways in which the parameters of the 
model nicht vary between industries and innovations. At the end of 
the chapter, three appendices are added. The first two offer some 
support for the choice of specific mathematical fords and certain 
assuriptions used in section 2, and the third develops the relationship 
(rot tested in the ensuing empirical work) between the expected date of 
adoption for any firm and its size. 
1. A probabilistic statement of the adoption decision. 
In a study of inter-firm diffusion, 
l 
only the first adoption by each 
firm is considered. Thus the term 'adoption' implies only that the firm 
begins to produce some of its output using the new process innovation. 
For instance, a brick firm is defined as an adopter of Tunnel Kilns 
(TK) 
as soon as it installs one TY., even althougril part of its output may still 
be produced using old technolo 
(Hoffman) kilns. Consequently, the 
adoption decision, in this sense, concerns what the potential adopter 
considers to be his most potentially profitable installation of the new 
process. To use the tunnel kiln example again, this nrL ht be the 
replacement of the oldest and least efficient Hoffman kiln. Of course, 
for certain innovations in certain firms (e. g. the Basic Oxygen Process 
(BOP) in small steel firms), adoption often implies a 100lo change-over to 
the new process, but this is not always the case. 
Throughout, it is assumed that the new innovation is embodied in new 
capital equipment surplied by a capital goods industr^r which has no vested 
interest jr. any firn in the consuming industry. tr1oreover, all potential 
adopters are assumed to 'knoTx-of' the existence of the innovation once it 
is commercially operational. Thus, no potential adopter is barred from 
1. Otherwj e known as the imitation process. 
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adopting because of i oran_ce or patent restrictions - both assumptions 
seem fairly reasonable given the evidence of the Drevious chanters. 
1 
Finns are assumed to use simple pay-back methods, based on undiscounted 
calculations, to evaluate their investment projects. 
2 Thus by time t, 
firm i trill have adopted, if its expectation of the nay-back period required 
(for the cost of the innovation to be recouped from increased net earnings) 
is less than, or equal to, some mum critical period. This critical 
pay-back reflects the firab attitude3 to the new innovation and will be 
deternined by a number of variables (to be discussed presently). 
Denoting the state of ownership (that is, having adopted the innovation), 
for firn i at time t, by qit =1 and the state of non-ownership by qit = 0, 
then: 
qit =1 if (ER)rlit 1 Rit (5.1.1. ) 
qit =0 if (ER)Nit I Rift 
Where (ER) 
Nit is 
the expected pap-back from adoption4 and Rit is the 
critical. maximus tray back which would be tolerated for adoption to be 
acceptable, both for firm i at time t. 
5 
The probabilistic counterpart of these expressions is: 
P fgit =1=P 
f()iS (5.1.2. ) 
1. Chapter 3 section 2, Chapter 4 sections 2a and section 5. (In all remaining 
footnotes to this chapter, chapter will be abbreviated by 'ch' and section 
by 'sn'. ) 
2. See Ch.. 4, sn. 1. 
3. See Ch. 4, sn 3(b). 
4. Thus (ER) 
Nit is 
inversely related to the firm's assessment of the profitability 
of adoption. If factor prices and demand are constant over the pay-back period, 
then (ER)jat is simply the reciprocal of the expected immediate rate of return. 
5. At face value, this assumes away the problem of 'timing' i. e. of entrepreneurs 
not adopting when (E1)Nit S Rit in the hope of earning a better rate of return 
by waiting, say, for future improvements in the technolomr. This point may be 
partly covered by assuming that the level of "It may be determined by 
expectations of future (ER) Nit 
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that. iss the probability of osrnership, at time t,, is given by the probability 
that e: pect"ed pay back will be shorter than-the critical payback period. 
LPerhaps a slightly-more realistic formulation for (5.1.1. ) might be that 
i 'rill have adopted by time t so long as at some time before t (or at t itself). 
the ea-pect"ed pay back was (is) shorter than the critical pay. back period. Ist 
which ca$e, (5.1.2. ) would be replaced by: 
Pf qit= If = I'{ (Ei)Ni'r S R*. for some Yt 
Having said this, the specifications for EItr, and It to be presented in the 
remainder of this chapter suggest that (5.1.2. ) will probably approximate 
quite closely.. Consequent. lyp (5.1.2. ) will be retained in the 
following as development of the model soon becomes unmanageable if based on (5.1.2a 
(Eß)Idit is defined as the product of two components; tdie actual pay back which 
could be achieved by firm i (RNit. ) and the degree of ignorance of i'about the 
capabilities of the new process, (H. it, 
)I both at. time t: 
(5.1.3. ) (E")Nit " Nit . "it, 
It. is tempting to assume that IIit ? 1; that is, t-hat firm i never over-estimates 
the profitability from adoption because it has imperfect information about. the 
innovation. However, the possibility must be allowed that for some firms, _ 
imperfect 'rnowwledge causes over-optimism. 
From the arguments of the previous two chapters, the following specifications 
are adopt-ed. , - 
dit fl Sit, ; 
Ct I. Xi jt where j- 
Ifit = f2 ( Sit ; Ct ; t" ; Yi. t : where j= 
12.... r2. ) 
3f(S; C; t; Z.. where j 1ý..... r )(5.1.6. it. it ? t, + ? ißt. 
3. 
where Sit is the size of firm i at time ty C. is the singe in the business cycle 
at. time t" 
2y. I. is the number of years after the first. commercial appearance of 
the innovation and X.. t Y.. and Zijt a number of other, unspecified, y t. 
characteristics of firm i at time t". Expected signs of first order partial 
ol- 
derivatives are shown under each variable. 
1. For a more detailed discussion, based on the estimates of later chapt"ersy 
see Appendix 4 to this' chapter. 
i nrn%iPCmir+hf. be used for C. inc. 
in2 indust"rT...... 2-4 *, '?, +r of Pr1-ý?, it, 
vno, t), 
footnote 2. continued... 
unemployment, the rate of ca?, )acity usarT, investment expenditures etc. 
As a matter of convenience, C. is defined as having high values at or 
near the peak of the cycle and low values at or near the trove h. 
At this sta-Ce, only inter-firm differences are considered. Obviously, 
the characteristics of the industry and innovation will also influence 
RPtit' Hit and Rit but discussion of this is postnoned, until section 6, 
when, the. model is broadened to incornorato innovation and-industry 
differences. 
Although previous chapters provide the rationale for the inclusion. of 
these variables and their expected derivatives, a short recapitulation is 
nerhapa nece3cary. 
(a. )The actual pay-back, it 
Six reasons were offered in chapter 3 for new process innovations being 
more profitable (and baying lower 1 i, 
), ceterus paribus, for large fir-w. 
' 
(i) Often, they exhibit economies of scale in both operating costs and 
investment costs. 
(ii) Where this is not the case, economies of large numbers often occur. 
(iii) Because of their continuous nature and/or high fixed costs, most new 
processes require high capacity usage to produce significant savinrs over 
the older technologies. Larger firms may be better able to achieve this, 
because of their greater flexibility: downturns in demand can be acco aoeated 
by slowing down usage of other, older, technoloiy procecses whilst maintaining 
capacity output from the new process. Small firms may not have sufficient 
demand or resources to retain sufficient old capacity to cushion the new 
process in this way. 
(iv) Large firms are, perhaps, more likely to employ staff and management 
with sufficient skills to operate the often complex new technologies efficiently. 
(v) The disruption often caused by adoption may be easier to absorb for large 
firms. 
1. Ch. 3, sn 6. 
2. Ch. 3, sn 8. 
W.,. i. -0 
(vi) 'Large firms, just because of their size, are more likely to contain 
the ideal technical conditions for adoption. 
Evidence was also provided to suggest that the potential profitability 
of new innovations will depend on a number of technical characteristics 
of the firms involved. 
1 Particularly relevant are the nature of a firm's 
product, existing; equipment and inputs. Xijt in equation (5.1.4) represent 
such characteristics. Clearly, their effect will vary from innovation to 
innovation, but, without detailed information for each firm in the 22 sample 
industries, there is little chance of being able to measure these 
characteristics. Nevertheless, they may account for significant inter-firm 
differences. 
2 
The stage of the trade cycle 
(Ct) might also influence the returns from 
adoption in two ways. At or approaching the peak of the trade cycle there 
is a greater probability of being able to onorate tho new process at full 
capacit, º over they back period. Giver the nature of the short-run avera, ^to 
cost curve for m<nny new innovations3 this may be essential for adoption to be 
profitable. On the other hard, the dicruntion often ca""eed by adoption will 
be less costly in periods of slack demand. Thus the overall influence of 
Ct on RITit is uncertain and will probably vary from innovation to innovation. 
It was also argued earlier that the new innovation, typically, becomes more 
profitable over time. Learning by doing by its ma'ufacturer produces 
improved later vintages, not only in reduced variable input 
(notably labour) 
requirements, but also through a reduced per unit price relative to the cost 
of labour. 
4 
2-Iuch of the discussion was concerned with the different tyoee 
of learning curve that might be expected; this aspect will be considered in 
section 5 of this chapter, at present all that is assumed is that the actual 
pay back declines over time. 
1. Ch 3, an 5. 
2. An empirical assessment is made in Ch 7, en 2 of the cost (in loss of 
explanatory power) of not being able to specify these and other variables 
tore precisely. 
3. Ch 3, en 8- 
4. Ch 3, en 7 and Ch 4, sn 6. Appendix 1 to this chapter provides an exam-pie 
of how these two factors work together to influence RN. 
v11e J" 10 
It is possible that the returns from adoption might be increasingly 
depressed over time (leading to a rising payback) through the effects of- 
competition. However, the analysis of section 5 of the last chapter 
provided no justification for this hypothesis. Certainly, early adoption 
may -produce super-normal profits, whilst late adoption merely transforms 
a position of loss ma: cinp into one of normal profits, but it is not clear 
whether early adoption will actually produce a greater increase in net 
revenue. 
(b) The level of ifnorance , t. 
Equation (5.1.5 g', sts that the quality of information that a firm 
has about a new innovation will be determined by a number of its character- 
istics and that this information will improve over time and vary across the 
trade cycle. 
It was argued1 that larger firms are likely to possess better information 
because (i) on average, they might have larger enpi. neering departments and 
better technically educated nanaggers. 
(ii) suppliers are likely to divert greater sales efforts to larger 
potential consumers and 
(iii) they may have more extensive links with other firms in their industries. 
(In other words, not only are they more receptive, but they actually also 
receive more information. ) 
On the other hand, much of this information may be lost in the internal 
bureaucracies of large firms. 
There are, of course, many other characteristics of firms 
(: EYijt) 
which may be relevant, but no attempt will be nade to specify them - as for 
Xi jt above. 
The quality of information changes with time because of search. 
2 To a 
certain extent, an improving understanding over time is inevitable, given 
the advertising effort of suppliers and social intercourse with firms who 
1. Ch. 4, on. 2d. 
2. Ch. 4, sns. 2b and 2c. 
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have already adopted. Probably more important however is active search 
which is often motivated by non-fulfillment of goals. 
I Pressures to search 
on non-adopters should build up over time because an increasing 'Orovortion 
of their competitors are achieving competitive advantages from adoration. 
In addition, pressures might vary across the trade cycle, but in what iay 
is not certain. It might be expected, for instance, that, under boom 
conditions, most ¬, oals are beim- achieved (e. g. rrofits, sales etc. ), but 
if significant weight' is attached to avoidance of nrossure on can, ^cit*r and 
labour shortages, search nay still increase. 
2 The extent to which this 
search produces better information may denend on the nature of the 
innovation.. A; ain, discussion of this point is delayed until section5 of 
this chanter. 
j The criticnl raarbnck Rat 
Ac has been arcued, the critical payback used in the adoption decision 
my be thought of, crudely, as representing, the fizz's 'attitude' to the 
innovation. As, such it may be determined by the firm's {roals, the extent 
to which the innovation is seen as an aid to achievonent of these foals, 
the relative barraininý; power of the various factions in the martweiont 
coalition and the amount of risk which adontion implies. 
The discussion in the previous chapter3 suggested a number of reasons for 
and against large fir-is having more favourable atitudes to new innovations. 
On the one hand, largo fires may 
(i) possess more scientifically trained managers who might be expected to 
argue for early adoption, 
(ii) have easier access to the funds necessary for adoption of, sometimes, 
quite costly innovations and 
(iii) view adoption with less apprehension as the consequences of failures 
are not proportionately so harmful. 
1. Ch. 4, sns. 3c and 4. 
2. Clearly, the position might vary between industries and innovations. 
3. Ch. 4, on. 3(b). 
On the other hand, the bureaucracy which characterises many large firms 
may lead to conservative rules of thumb being used in the assessament of 
any risky project. Similarly, the fact that maragement is often not 
the function of the owners in many large corporations may mitigate against 
a favourable attitude towards new innovations. 11hilst new innovations 
are usually very profitable, 
I they do often require extra effort from 
managers. In such cases, if the influence of the owners is weak, 
managers may uce an extremely conservative critical pay back rate in 
evaluation. 
Once afzdn, it must be acknowled ed that there are other characteristics 
of firms 
2 (, '! ýZiýt) which may be important determinants of Rit but, for 
the moment, no attempt is made to specify them. 
Within the behavioural frame-work, there are two reasons why Rit might 
vary with time: improved information resulting from search may reduce the 
risk premiwi required before adoption can take place and non-fulfillment 
of goals nay lead to relaxation in yardsticks used in decision makin. 
3 
Generally, the passing of time should lead to a reduction in Rit: the 
so-called endogeneous influences, caused by co etitors having adopted 
the innovation, should both reduce risk and lead to non-fulfillment of 
goals. However, the more cyclical, exogeneous influences (represented by 
Ct) could lead to either upwards or domw rds revisions in Rit 
30 As has 
been explained, the exact influence of the trade cycle is not clear: certain 
goals are easier-to attain under boom conditions whilst others are easier 
to fulfill in times of slum". 
2. A more specific form. 
Equations (5.1.4) - (5.1.6) have co far been expressed. as epenerally 
as is iossible for the sake of simplicity. The more specific forms 
assumed in this section are, to a certain extent, arbitrary. In the 
1. See, for instance, the typical paybacks quoted in appendix one. 
2. Ch. 4, sn. 3b. 
3. Ch. 4, on. 3c. 
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first appendix to this chapter, however, a number of argL. i. -jents are 
presented which cug{; est that the form chosen (linear-in-loc; s) my be 
the most appropriate. 
Let 
Tit = Of S 
t1 01 (t, c) E1 (5.2.1) 1 lt 
Hit _d2siA202(t, c 
)£12t (5.2.2. ) 
(5,2.3. ) Rit = °Si it t3 
(t, c) E 13t f3 "3 
In other words, each of %it' HAt and R*it are the oroduct of four 
component parts. In (5.2.1), for instance, Nit is partly determined by 
a constant set of variables common to all firms (0(1) and a further set, 
aitn common to all fix --s, but which will vary over time and across the 
time cycle ( 01). In addition, firm its size also influences R, Tit, but 
with an elasticity common to all firms; the error term, Eilt, represents 
the influence of the other unsrecified firn-level determinants, Xjjt. 
The precise mathematical forms of 
O19 02 
and 
83 
will be discussed in 
section 5, the only restrictions assumed at present being that 
de 
ate ` 0; 
dO cO 
0 and a`t2 
(5.2.4. ) 
2Tow, fron (5.1.3), 
Rit Rit 
Hit. -1Vit 
which, using (5.2.1), (5.2.2) and (5.2.3), 
1 
ß3 -A-ß1 8 Ei3t 
S 
(5.2.3) 
°(1012 it 12 ilt' Eil t 
Then, defining 
r"3 i2 
A-3= 
oý v 
E13t 
Eit a=9(tpCt) 
e 
(5.2.6) 
' °t1°-2 
Z12t Eilt ' 
where d0,0 
at 
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yields: 
R *it 
= «Sit 
at Eit 
(T)i 
t 
(5.2.7) 
Together with equation (5.1.2), this expression provides the basis for an 
analysis of diffusion, which is firmly based on individual firms' decision 
making behaviour. However, the transition to the industry-level diffusion 
curve may only be effected by facing up directly to the agýre ation problem. 
1 
In the following two sections, (5.2.7) is developed, by specifying the 
distribution across firms of first bit and then Sit. In section 5 
precise mathenatical forms are specified for 
et. 
3. The Qua^i-En, -e1 curve. 
The multiplicative form of the Central Limit theorem states that if a 
variable, V, is the product of a large number of independent variables, then 
lop V will have a normal distribution. Thus, V will be lognornally distributed. 
From (5.2.6. ), Eit is the product of three separate error terms, each determined 
by a large number of other variables (: -: Exi3, 
: 7Ci3,, ýZij. ) Furthermore, it 
% 
seems likely that these variables determine the individual error terms in a 
multiplicative way. 
2 It is also probable that the technical characteristics 
represented by ýX 3 will be largely independent of the management 
characteristics represented by fZ i3. 
Althourh one night expect that cone 
of: ýZi j will be correlated with some of, 
ýYij, there should still be a large 
number of independent variables in these two groups, especially given the 
alnoct infinite number of influences on information fathering and decision 
yardstic'cs in the behavioural firm. 
N1ot unreasonably, therefore, a lonornal distribution will be assured for 
Eit 
1. Past models derived fron the theory of epidemics by-pass this problem 
because they iMiore the determinants of the indi-rid»a. l firm's behaviour, see 
sections 1 and 2 of chapter 2. 
2. -It seems unlikely that they will act ih an additive manner. For instance, 
if Xi1 is defined as the nature of firm i's product and X 12 , as the age of 
its 
existing; machinery, one woulc? expect that the influence on profitability of Xi1 
would be partly affected-by the level of i2 - 
this is certaihly the case for 
SP, for exainle. This interdependence of influence should also apply to: gYijand £Zi1. 
Ucin7 Aitchison and Brovm's notation let 
2 
E 
it be 
A(0, ö2) ma 
d=0 (5.3.1. ) 
01 t 
That is, the lo{, of the error term is normally, distributed, with ^ýen 
0 and variance 62, the latter bei"n constant over tine. 
It, 
is merely for expositional The assumDtio'1 of a mean of zero for log 6. 
convenience: it merely confers on to oC the role of the ; geometric mean of 
(R /E 
j)it, after allowing 
for the influence of firm size. The constant 
variance for the error term implies that each firm has a value for (R /ERN) 
which is stable relative to all other fix=t, (abstracting from the 
differential changes in firm size. ) This is not to say that this ratio 
remains constant over time, but only that it trill chance in the same tray 
for all firms. 
2 
Whilst these as^uzaptions are not enough, on their o4m, to provide a 
prediction for the ohape of the diffusion o th curve, they do have 
implications for the cross-section relationship between firm size and 
adoption behaviour. 
Equation (5.1.2. ) may be re-exoreooed as: 
P{ qit_ 1=P 
(( 
it 
and, from equation (5.2.7. ), 
p qt =1=p (dS it 
=p sit ? (ot 
9t Ei) ý1I1ýý 
0, fi)-1 1 (5.3.3. ) 
for ft ?0 (5.3.4. ) 
The assumption thatß>O is retained for most of thin chapter. The 
cross-section empirical Yrork of chanter 7 cugr; ests, fairly conclusively, 
1. op. cit., chapter 2. An alternative ray of expressing; (5.3.1. ) is 
'log fit is N (0,62),. 
2. The implications of a variable ö2 are considered in appendix 2 to 
this chapter. 
that this is the case for all of the sample innovations. 
I 
At this point, the exposition nay be eased by the folloiring definition: 
Scit = (ol 
Ot Ei)-ýýl' 
Then, the probability that firm i has adopted the innovation bn time t may 
be re-expressed as the probability that its size is not less than some 
critical size, 5cit'2 
Thus, P 
fqit 
=1 
I 
Sit p Scit i5 Sit (5.3.6. ) 
Given that Ei is ii( 0p 62) and oC and 
0t 
are constant across firms at 
time t, then Seit will also be lo, ormally distributed: 
3 
Seit is 
. 
n, - logo! 
f- 
lohet 
' F62) 
(5.3.7. ) 
In which case, 
P 
fq 
1SS -loCX - lohet 62 it =I it = it º2 
(5.3.8") I 
That is, the probability that firm i will have adopted by time t is 
equal to the proportion of the critical cize distribution that lies to the 
left of the point S. . 
In terms of fir ro 5.3.1. P this probability is 
equal to the shaded area as a proportion of the total area under the curve. 
1. It has been suggested earlier that economies of scale would ensure that 
ß1<0, but the signs of 
ß2 
and 
ft3 have been left unspecified as there are 
arguments both ways (see section 1 of this chapter. ) The weight of these 
arguments does tend to su^cest a positive sign, overall, for 
fi, but the 
matter is by no means certain. Under such circumstances, this question is 
best resolved empirically. It should be stressed that the model is capable 
of handling ner-ative values forß , however. 
2. It is not suggested that entrepreneurs see the adoption decision in this 
way however. The concept of a critical size is introduced purely as an 
expositional convenience. 
3. See Aitchison and Broi-m's theorem 2.2., op. cit., p. 11. 
Fimure 5.3.1. The critical size distribution. 
frequency of 
Scit 
Therefore, P rises monotonically with Sit. Specifically, the probability 
of havin7 adopted, bbr time t, increases with firm size according to the 
curril. a. tive lo ormal Qiiasi-ße1 cl=e of figure 
(5.3.2. ) (This is analogous 
to the Quasi-Engel curve in aast work on the diffusion of consumer durables, 
which relates probability of ownership to consum.. or incomes-. 
I Because of the 
close similarity, the same term is retained in this context. 
) 
This curve is, of course, the cumulative version of the distribution in 
the ? previous figure, with mean and variance as in equation 
(5.3.7. ) 
FS. pure 5.3.2. Thp _2! Iasi-Enm curve. 
P 
it 
1. See chapter 2, section 6. 
Sit scit 
If, as has been assumed, and ,2 do not change over time, then the 
variance of thin distribution remains constant over the diffusion period. 
The mean, however, will decline over time as 
et becomes larcer. I Thus 
the Quasi-Engel curve will always be cumulative lognormal, with a stable 
variance but a mean falling as diffusion proceeds. This change over 
time in the curve is portrayed in figure 5.3.3" The probability of 
having adopted rises for all firm sizes as the curve shifts continually 
to the left, and the point of inflexion approaches the origin. 
Apart from its intrinsic interest value, the Quasi-En, 7el curve also 
Provides a potential test of the above assumptions. Clearly the curve 
will only be cumulative logno2^la1 if Ei is lomosma]. 1y distributed. An 
inspection of empirical Quasi-Engel curves should provide a test of this 
Fiteure 5.3.3: The shift over time in the Qtvii-En'e1 curve. 
P 
it 
assumption therefore. Secondly, the relative importance of Si and Ei, 
as determinants of Rit' H and "edit' can 
be deduced indirectly fron the 
variance of the Quasi-F , del carve, 
6/x2. If indeed, Sit in an'important 
2 
determinant, then 62 should be low relative to fi. In chapter 7 these two 
tests will be applied to curves estimated for the sample innovations. 
Finally, the imnlicatior. e ofR<O can be versr briefly explained. If 
ft <0, the inequality of (5.3.4) changes direction: 
P qit =II=P fsit < (0 t et Ei)_1Jr (5.3.4. a) 
1. See equations (5.2.6. ) 
v+ i" u. 
and correspondingly, 
P 
fq3. 
t =1 
I 
Sit =P Scit sit3 (5.3.6a) 
=I- A(sit I =10 -loPet, 
62/ 2) (5.3.8a) 
Thus the Quasi. -Engel curve is the complement of 5.3.8, as in figure 
5.3.4.1 In this case, the mean value of Scit increases over time and 
the curve shifts to the right as diffusion proceeds. Ag . in, the probability 
of having adopted increases for all Sit as time nasses, but in this case, 
smaller firms always have a higher probability. 
PF', ro 5.3.4" The Qu isi-Fnee1 ciuve forß<O. 
P 
sit 
A. The time aerie: diffusion curve. 
In this section, the Quasi- nge1 curve is ap; re . ted across the 
firm size 
distribution to produce an expression for the ay rer to -probability of 
adoption at time t. The time path of this expression is the nrubabilistic 
counterpart of the diffusion curve. 
Let Qt be the probability of any firm, taken at rardom, having adopted by 
time t, then 
=P 
fsst Qt (5.4.1. ) 
TTozr, to proceed. e_y further, the second gart of the a xe, tion question 
raust be resolved: the distribution of St must be formally specified. Once 
1. And firn i only adontz zyhor its critical size exceeds its actual size. 
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again, a lo oral distribution is assumed. 
htis st is 
. _( pt' 
62 1 t) 
(5.4.2. ) 
Certainly, on the basis of the tests in Ap*oenOix 5, this annoars to be 
a clearly acceptable apnrozi1ation. 
1 
row, assu*ting that So and S are inde?, endent, and there is no reason trh; r 
they shou1rl. not be, their joint density may be iTritten as the rrochuct of 
their mar, rinal Oenoitiee; 
2 
substituting in (5.3.7. ) and (5.4.2. ), 
ý 
-loký; oc- l07 /t, 62 ) d11 (St Iµstp 62ßt) (5.4.3. ) Qt (st 
8 
o P2 
By the convolution properties of norm, 1 distrLbutions, 
3 this may be Irritten 
as: 
Q =11i 1I -logo? - 
lo__ 
-2 rot , 
G/ 
2+ Es tt) 
(5.4.4. ) 
In other words, (5.4.3. ) is the curl of the r robabilitiec of adoption at each 
firm size, weighted br the probability that that firm size will occur; that 
is, the Eh, --al curve is ae . ted across the firm size distribution. 
Because both Scit and Sit are lognormally distributed, (5.4.3. ) may be 
simplified as in (5.4.4. ), which states that the a,! 7rre ate »robability of 
ownership of the innovation, at tine t, is equal to the shaded area, as a 
proportion of the total area under the curve in figure 5.4.1. 
1. See appendix 5. In only one industry was the data inconsistent with 
this asswnption. The considerable literature on the applicabilit7 of 
the lognormal to size distributions is also surveyed in ApOendix 5. 
Generally it has been found to be the most applicable of the usual, 
distributions advocated. 
2. See, for instance, Cramer, op. cit., p. 37 and Aitchison and Brovm, 
op. cit., p. 1390 
3. ibid. p. 11. 
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Pi! 5.4.1. A pTanhica. l renresentati. on of Q. 
frequency 
of z 
1z 
22 
where z is ^ 
(_ioo(_log8t 2, 
- Pst + 
Ga 
t 
11 
Prom (5.4.4. ), it follotzs that 
Qt _NrI -1ogd - 
10- Ot 
Pst ' 62Iß 2+ 
6at) 
After manipulation, 
I this may be expressed as 
Qt = N(lo, g 
etI 
-loot -! "pst 
62 + A2 6 at) 
(5.4.6. ) 
Once again, the meaning of this expression is more clear. from a diar pia 
(figure 5.4.2. ), in which Qt is equal to the shaded area as a proportion 
of the total area under the curve. 
1" From (5.4.5" ), Qt =N 
logol+ 1og et + 
ßr'st 
0,1 
2t)1/2 62/ 2 +68 
= PJ 
loc at +(lor o(+pr t) 22 1= 21( 10; 7 
8t I-lobo( 
st, 
42 + 
+2 
10, 
st (62 E 2st) 
12 
un. ti. i y. 
Piastre 5.4.2. An alternative representation. 
frequency of 
log z 
1ogOt -logo(- ýýst log z 
where log z is N( -logck-hL to 
62 + p2 62 ý 
s st 
To derive the growth curve for Qt, more information is needed, First, 
the time paths of ist and 62t must be specified. 
For the moment, PS and 6t are assumed to be invariant with respect to 
time. 1 In which case, as log , and 
62 are also constant, the mean and 
variance of the distribution (5.4.6. ) must be stable over time. Therefore, 
the relationship between Qt and log 
Ot 
is described by the cumulative form 
of a stable normal distribution, as shown in figure 5.4.3. 
Fi re 5.4.3. The a=erate prot-rth curve plotted at'ai. nst 10, E 
Rt 
1 
.5 
cot 
In other words, Qt =0 
1oJ_t-r-oo 
Qt = 1/2 at 1oM 
Ot 
=-locct -pro 
Qt =1 
(5.4.7. ) 
1og0t'>0 
footnote 1. at top of next page... 
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1. There is little evidence to su, est that Est does chance si^: ificantly 
over the time span of the t; *aical diffusion process (cay 20 years. ) See, 
for instance, L. En wall, 'Models of industrial stnist'u'o, ' Lexington 
Brooks (1973). In the only sample industry for which adequate data was 
available over a twenty year period, Lancashire weaving, 62t changed by 
less than . Both assumptions will be relaxed in Appendix 2 to this 
chanter. To anticipate its conclusions, a variable µst can be accommodated 
in the model quite easily, but whilst the implications of a variable 62 
are fairly clear intuitively, they are rather difficult to handle 
mathematically. 
Thus, Qt follows a sTnetrical S shape (not dissimilar to a logistic1) 
With respect to 1of; 
0 
t. 
5. Innovation tine: 1on 
8ý. 
One last step remains before the time series implications of the model 
emerce: lo7; 
et 
must be specified, For tho sake of convenience, lo ,4et 
is defined as "innovation time"; and the purpose of this section is, then, 
to iiecify* the relationship between "innovation tine" and conventional 
calendar time, t. 
From (5.2.6. ) 
O(tr C 
(t, c t) 
t) =tctc 
2 ýi ,t 
where 
ä@1<09 X02<09 a =>O and, therefore, ö8 >O, but 
ä8 0 
ý" at at act 
In other words, 
Bt increases with time, holding; C. constant, but the 
effects of Ct on 
et, holding t constant, aro more armbi uous. 
(a) Theinfluence of time. 
The reasons for aAýa t> 0 may 
be briefly Eumma. rised as: 
1) Improved specifications and reduced price, relative to labour costs, of 
later vintages of the innovation. 
2) Improved information from 'passive search and active search motivated by 
endogeneous pressures2 (e. g. increasing lack of conmetitiveness for non- 
1. See chapter 2, equation (2.1.3a - 2.1.3c). 
2. For a definition of endogenous, as opposed to exogenous pressures, see 
chapter 4, section 3c. 
V-0 l* C-1 0 
adopters. ) 
3) Reduced ris'c attached to adoption, due to improved information from 
the above-mentioned search. 
4) Dovmward revisions in the critical rate (R*) because of non-fulfillment 
of goals due to endogeneous pressures. 
Throughout the previous -hro chapters, it has been argued that the form 
of 0 may vary depending on the type of innovation. Most of the discussion 
has concerned (1) in the above list, but similar implications must apply 
for (2) - (4). Ignoring;, for the moment, the effect of Ct, tko alternative 
forms that mirht be appropriate for 
B1 
are: 
I 
0it 
=t_I (5.5.1a) 
or Olt =e (5.5. lb) 
(P. ven the existence of the constant intercept term, oc, in (5.2.7), there is 
no necessity to include an initial value, 
010, in these expressions. ) 
That, is, the profitability of adoption increases over time (and thus the 
pay-back decreasat in both cases, but in (5.5.1a) with a decreasing growth 
rate, as opposed to a constant growth rate in (5.5.1b). 
2 Retaining the 
nomenclature of chapter 3 section 7, (5.5.1a) might be expected to annly 
to group A tyre innovations - 'technically simple, probably relatively 
cheap and produced off-site, ' whilst (5.5.1b) is more applicable to Group 
B 'more sophisticated, expensive innovations which are produced on a ore- 
off basis, often requiring lengthy periods of installation on the adopter's 
site., 
By extension, furthermore, similar time paths . might be expected for82. 
For Group A inr_ovations, 
-y 92t 
=t2 (5.5.2a) 
and for Group B: t 
2 62t 
=e (5.5.2b) 
1. Bearing in mind the conclusions of Ch. 3, Sr. 7 and Ch. 4, on. 6. 
2. Appendix 1 to this chapter. gives a nrecice exariole of how thece forms 
m1_ t be derived fron the ar=- ents of the nrevious chanters. 
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that is, search will shots diminishing returns much Aare readily for Grun AI. 
Similarly, Groun A innovations will be characterieed by far less risk 
initially w', ich -v,. ll hardly decline, give: - the diminishing extra information 
resulting fron search. In the same way, because of the declining reite of 
vintage-to-vintage improvements in Group A, the co'netitive nressurec on 
non-adopters caused by the innovation are much less likely to accelerate as 
they might do for Group B innovations. 
2 
Thus, again, for Group A: 
03t= 
t43 (5.5.3a) 
and for Group B: 
Vat =e 
'r3t 
(5.5.3b) 
Combining (5.5.1 - 5.5.3) sieldo: 
(I +Y+l et 
=t321 for Group A innovations 
(5.5.4x) 
am + 
Y2 + Y3) t 
t^e it to B it 
(5.5.4b) 
Filn'ro 5.5.1. Innovation verreis calendar time. 
of et 
t 
1. See Ch., 4 sn. 2(d). 
2. Ch., 4, sn. 4(iii). 
Groun B innovations Groun A Innovations 
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(b) The influence of C.. 
At this point, at the loss of some mnerality, but with a compensating 
increase in clarity, Ct miit be defined as the degree of capacity usage 
in the industry at time t1 which, conceptually, nirht vary from 0 to 1. 
The effects of Ct on 
01,02 
and 
e3, holding t constant, can also be 
summarised briefly: 
1) The profitability of the innovation, and the real cost of any disruption 
caused by its installation, will vary (in oprosite ways) over the trade 
cycle. 
2) ATon-fulfillment of rpals (and thus search) will also probably vary over 
the cycle and, in turn, this could effect: 
(i) the rate of improvement in information about the innovation 
(ii) the critical rate (R*) used to evaluate the innovation. 
The net effect of C. on 
8t is still unclear, however, for there is no 
way, other than empirically, of telling whether gals tend to be unfulfilled 
at the peak or the trough of the cycle. 
Assuming for the moment that Ct has a net positive effect (namely that 
the profitability factor outwoi. gs disruption and that non-fulfillment of 
coals and search activity is more probable at the peak of the cycle), a 
reasonable specification mit'-ht be: 
st ct et 
aet for Group A (5.5.5a) 
32 Ct + 'Pt 
and e for Gzmup B (5.5.5b) 
where SZ is constant and positive. 
Which has the graphical counterpart: 
0 
;p 
C 
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1. Of all empirical measures, capacity usage probably best reflects the 
state of the cycle. Nevertheless, it does only represent one aspect of 
the cycle; other aspects which might be relevant, but not perfectly 
correlated with capacity usage, are industry unemployment, profits, orders, 
investment etc. Hopefully all such variables will be sufficiently correlated 
with Ct, as defined, to justify its use as a pro-,. 
The inrlication is that 0 increases at an increasiw rate (ö20 /ýC. 0) 
the nearer the industry is to full capacity and the peak of the cycle. 
Alternatively, if pvala are unfulfilled more often at the trou'h of the 
cycle and the disruption effect outwei s the r'rofitnbility effect, Ct has 
a net negative effect: 1L<O. This time, 
0 
increases at an increasing rate, 
the nearer is the industry to the cycle trough. 
0 
F pure 2.5 2. b for. SL<O at tirin t. 
C 
(c) Implications for the clifflision rmzrth curve. 
Given the sirn1e fors for 
0t in eouations (5.5.5), the imnlications 
follo*. r very easily. Substitutin into (5.4.6) the exnrescion for loc 
0t 
for P. Group A innovation (5.5.5a): 
Qt = 11 (%Floff t +JICt 
j 
-loCd_- lat 62 + 
f62) (5.5.6a) 
or for a soup B innovation (5.5. b): 
Qt =N (T t +. QCtl -10g01-ß/13,6 
2 q262) (5.5.6b) 
Abstracting, for the reorient, from the effects of Ct and settingJ2 =0, 
these may be re-expres^ed: 
Qt =N 
(logt I -lo -Ps 62 +2 6a 
) 
T2 (5.5.7a) 
_. A(t 
I _loýd-Pius ö2 + 63 
. __. 9ý ý2 
-logo(- Q2+ Q' 62 
and Qt =NtI IF 
r ýs .P 
%P2 
In other words, the growth curve of diffusion (as represented by Qt) 
if platted a, g. 1nst calender timet, will follow a cumulative lornornal 
curve for Group A innovations and a cum lative nom-il for Group B. 
Fl-mire 5.5.3. The a Trep'tte mwth mlz"72 abstract3. n fr Ti the 
inf1u ncc of C,,, C, 
(a) Group A innovations (b) Group B innovations 
Qt 
Qt` " 
t 
Qt 
.5 
Re-introducing Ct into the argument involves only a minor complication. 
Given that Ct will exhibit a number of cyclee over the diffidion period, but 
gill have no pervasive underlying trend, the Uffasion growth curve will 
also sthw cyclical variations around the underlying trends as shown. in 
figure 5.5.3.. 
The mean and variance renaln unchanged in 
(5.5.6. ) but the variate does not 
increase at a uniform pace over time: rather, it sloz-rs down and speeds up 
according to the trade cycle. 
I Because Ct his strict upper and lower bounds, 
1. It is just possible that innovation time could go backwards, given a 
sufficiently large positive SZ and a large negative change in Ct for example. 
This would require dC <-t( for 5.5.6a. 
) or A-C <-j 
(for 5.5.6b. ). 
Estimates derived from the empirical diffusion curves suggest that these 
conditions are never satisfied for any of the sample innovations. 
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innovation tine must, in the long run, approximate t or log t, but in the 
short-run it will only coincide at the mid-point in the trade cycle. 
Graphically, the 4 broad alternative cases may be considered as in 
fig^u e (5.5.5). Part (a) shows the diffusion curve for a Group A innovation 
with . 
ý. # 0. The curve in the second quadrant portrays the common factor 
in all 4 cases: namely that diffusion follows a symmetrical S shape if 
plotted against innovation tine, log 
8t (as in equation 5.4.6. ) The curve 
in the third quadrant chows the relationship between innovation time and 
time (log 0t =W1ogE +SICt). The fourth quadrant is empty, the 450 degree 
line simply serving to transfer measurements on the y axis to the x axis. 
Finally, the first quadrant shows the ensuing relationshin between Qt and 
time; the y ordinates are taken across from the fourth quadrant and the x 
ordinates, by a process of transformation, from the fourth via the third and 
second quadrants. 
Similarly, part (b) constructs the diffusion curve with SL =0 for Grour 
A innovations and parts (c) and (d) perform similar functions for Group B 
innovations. 
To ease the exposition of this already complicated dial, the curve 
drawn in the third quadrant for parts (a) and (c), (that is, the relationship 
between t and logo t) were first constructed 
in a separate diagram (figure 
5.5.44) assuming, as an example, a -perfectly syr-metrical cyclical behaviour 
for Ct. 
hire 5.5.4" Innovation time versus calendar time ircluLina 
the influe'ce of C,, 
(a) Group A (b) Groom B 
loggt loget 
`flogt log8t_'TV1. pgt +S LC 
W 
and 
t logAt_'lýt +Sý: t ýL 4'log t A Ct . pct 
/ 
. 00 
, ftCt g' 
SLCt 
dotted line represents log e+ 
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T'i 
. tro 
x. 5.5: Diffusion plotted ar , inst "Innovation" and, 
calendar time. 
(a) Group A innovations with lop 
0t 
=`rloc t +RC 
(b) Group A innovations with lo^' 
0t= ¶log t 
Lve 1ognox na]. 
t 
T. B. In order that 1oeOt may pass throws the orir"in, Co , 
for convenience, 
is cet as equal to zero. In other words, C. for all other t4 0 measures 
the deviation of capacity 'rozd. h in sear t from the level in year 0. 
Thus, it will sometimes take on negative values. 
Un. 7. Zts. 
5.5.5(d) Group B innovations with loge = ft 
I 
illative normal 
t 
5.5.5(c) Group B innovations with loh; 
0t=, Ft +SICt 
Thus, there are four alternative basic forces for the diffiieion Growth 
curve. It is interesting to note that one of these (see figure 5.5.5.0)), 
is a perfectly symmetrical 5 shape, which might be approximated by a logistic 
curve, 
1 but this is only a special case: Group B innovations for which 
cyclical influences are unimportant. 
The follotring chapter 5. -111 be concerned with fitting these alternative 
curves to the time series diffusion data collected for the sample innovations. 
6. Inter-industry Lard inter-innovation differences. 
So far, this chapter has been concerned with the diffusion of a, . ven 
innovation in a single industry. However, chapter 8 involves a crow -industrt 
and innovation study of the determinants of the estimated parameters of these 
time series diffusion curves. From equations (5.5.6. ), it can be seen that 
these narametero vri11 be amlr,, ns of the seven structural parameters of the 
rnodel: d, 6 
2,62 
and ýs" Thusr inter-industry differences will be 
the result of differences in these parameters. 
This section paves the way for chapter 8 by drawing together the arguments 
of the previous chapters concerning the likely detominants of five of those 
Structural parameters. An explanation of the other two, 6 and rºe - the 
parameters of the size distributions, is outside the score of the present 
study, 
2 
moreover, estimates are readily obtainable3 for these parameters, 
unlike the other five. 
i 041 
For an innovation diffusing in industry j, from (5.2.6), 
aj 
- d1 
1. But, as vill become apparent in the next chapter, there are small, but 
sometimes crucial, differences between the cumiative normal and the loristic 
curve. 
2. Involving, as it would, a theory of the determinants of industrial structure. 
3. See Appendix 5. 
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Thus, it is a ratio based on the initial meanI values of R*, H and N. 
Crudely it will be determined by the initial mean pay-back (tiIj), the 
initial mean ignorance (d2j) and the initial mean yardstick pay back 
(O 
3j)$ 
a(Ij is simply related to the initial profitability of the innovation as 
claimed by its manufacturers' ('Rpj) and, perhaps, the degree of competition 
in the consuming industr72 (CCj). 
(ý 2J . may also be determined 
by the degree of competition in'the consuming; 
industry3 (CC 
J 
), the number of firms in the consuming industry (N)4, the 
typical profitability of the innovation, as claimed by the manufacturers 
Or )4 and the technical complexity of the innovation (TIj)4. 
at3j should be influenced b"r competition in the consuming industry 
(CC 
the initial outlay involved in adoption (Ki), the technical complexity of 
the innovation (TI 
J .) and 
the typical state of demand in the industry5 (as 
represented perhaps, by the mian capacity-usam, rate and the variance of 
that rate i. e. (Ci ) and (V. Cj)., 
Thus, let 
aj _ E1( öJ; CC ; 
TTT; 'il' ; TI ; g3; cj; ß'c3) (5.6.1) 
The expected signs of the fkrot order rartial derivatives are Shown under 
each variable. 
ii j 
From (5-2.6), fj= ß3 j-f2, j ý !"1j" 
As has been stated, the shapesof the estimated Quasi-EnM,; 1 curves imply 
ýj>0, for all j. 
PUP J 
2j and 
# 
3J reflect, respectively, 
the extent to which firm size 
influences (a) the profitability of adoption, (b) the level of a firm's 
information and understanding of the innovation and (c) the firm's attitude 
towards the innovation. 
10 After allowing for the influence of size. 
2. See ch. 4, on. 4. 
3. See ch. 4, on. 4. 
4. See ch. 4, on. 2(d) 
5. See ch. 4, on. 3b. 
6. See ch. 7. 
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Generally, there is little in the discussion of the previous two 
chapters to suggest the probable determinants of 
ýý, Adana and Dirlan's 
evidence on the U. S. Steel industryI suggests that 
ft3i 
may be smaller, 
and possibly negative, when the industry concerned is not very competitive. 
(cci) On the other hand, scale economies are usually more pronounced 
for costly, technical, complex innovations (K3 and TIC), particularly in 
the process industries. Similarly, large firms may be at a greater 
information advantage for such innovations. 
Therefore, let 
! 'ý`ý2(c:; Ti i ; xi 
iii 62 
(5.6.2) 
Fron (5.2.6), Eia =6 Thus should be the 
1 3j 
i2j. il j 
sum of the variances of each of the individual error terms. 
2 As with 
fit 
previous chapters only provide a partial explanation of the determinants 
of each of these error terms. 
The variance of fij3 should be larger the greater variability there is 
in the products sold, the inputs used and the arge of the capital stock used 
by the industry concerned. 
3 
Generally, none of these are measurable, but 
one might expect greater homogeneity in product and inrutc the more industrially 
and geographically concentrated is the industry (CCi and GC3 respectively). 
4 
1. See ch. 2, en. 3b. 
2. If the three error terms are independent, 
ö 
= (12 + 62 
2+ 632; otherwise, 
covariance terms will also enter into the expression. 
3. See ch. 3, sn. 5. 
4. On the other hand, industrial concentration often leads to greater product 
differentiation, thus the effect of CC i 
is by no means certain. 
lalle ). fie. 
A proxy for the variability in age of existing capital stock is suggested 
by Salter. He argues that for industries in which new plant in capital 
intensive (and thus requiring him investment outlays), existing older 
equivment will have longer economic lives before being replaced: 
I it 
follows, therefore, that a wide range between the labour requirements of 
co-existing techniques is likely in highly mechanised industries. This 
is as we should expect; adjustment is most costly when highly mechanised, 
techniques requiring large amounts of investment are involved. '2 Thus 
the higher the labour intensity of the industry (LIA), the lower might 
be the variance in age of existing machinery. 
The variance of Ei2J and E13J are more problematic; one might expect 
both to be larger the more complex and costly the innovation 
(K and TI 
and smaller the more science-based the consuming industry 
(SC). In addition, 
there may be less scope for widely divergent attitudes in highly competitive 
inclustries. 3 
Thus let 
ý2 _c (CC j; CC ; 3; TI ;K1; 
SC j) 
from equations (5.5.4), ýý=Yýý3+`ý2j+y3J. 
'Yl 
j reflects the -: - - 
improve ent over time in the profitability of the 
innovation. Therefore, from the discussions of learning by doing, 
4 'f' 
shoulrO, be hier, the more com-ýlox is the technology on which the innovation 
is based (TI 
J . 
), The effects of the rarket structure in the sui, o1 Ing irdustrt 
1" This follows fron the usual vintage assumption that machinery is 
replaced only when its operatinC costs exceed the total costs of now 
equinrlent. Obviously, total costs (which include canitai charMs) will 
be larger, the more capital intensive the new equii rent. 
2. Salter, on-cit., p. 71. 
3. See ch. 4, on. 3b. 
4. Ch. 3, on. 7 and Ch. 4, on. 5. 
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(cs) are uncertain, but may be important. Two other characteristics 
of the supplying industry t-rhich may have an influence, but which are 
probably =quantifiable are the closeness of its historical lins with 
the consuming industry1 and how far it is internationally based. it 
is also conceivable that the competitive structure of the consuming 
industry (CC may determine I", 3 , but the analysis in chapter 42 could 
offer no hard conclusions on this matter. 
The rate of improvement in firms# information about-new innovations 
('t'2j) will depend not only on the extent of search but also its yields. 
It has been argued that search will be relatively less productive 
(i. e. 
result in little improvement in information) the more competitive 
is the 
industry (CC1)3, the more firms there are in it 
(1T1)3 and the simpler is 
the underlying technolo[y (T13)3 of the innovation. The extent of search 
may be positively correlated with the level of competition in 
the consuming 
industry (CC as endogenous pressures should be greater. 
4 
Similarly 
more profitable innovations (Tr) should create more competitive pressures 
on non-adopters; 
4 furthermore, they are more likely to be seen as a 
potential solution to non-attainment of ; oals. 
5 These influences may be 
lessened "somewhat by the reduced williniess of competitors to divulge 
information on profitable innovations6 thus reducing the yields of search. 
Further, although exoreneous pressures have 
been envisagedýas having a 
cyclical effect on search? 
(and thus detcrminingJ below), it is 
Probable that they never subside altofether. Thus, -the underlying - 
non-cyclical component of these pressures will have a continuous effect 
on search, regardless of short-term fluctuations. For instance, an 
industry characterised by a higher trnicnl level of capacity vorldng 
(C3) 
1. Ch. 4, en. 5. ' 
2. Ch. 4, sn. 4. 
3. Ch. 4, sns. (b) and (c). 
4. Ch. 4, sn. 4. 
5. Ch. 4, on. 3(c) 
6. Ch. 4, sn. 2(b) and (c) 
7. Ch. 4, sn. 3(b) and (c) 
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may be under consistently greater pressure to search if only because 
more investment opportunities will arise. The effect of fluctuations 
in Ctj mar simply accentuate or lessen this underlying pressure. 
93ý (the rate of improve^nert in attitudes to the new innovation) 
should be higher a , ain where search 
is more intensive and productive 
if only because the risk premium is likely to be inversely related to 
the quality of infor. mtion. 
1 In addition, not only do nressureo lead 
to greater information search, but also to a tendency to revise finals 
downwards. Thus, much the same set of variables should determine 
Y3J 
as was postulated for 
V2j. irro other variables which mitht also affect 
the rate of increase in Rit are: (TI and (K1); costly, technically 
com-olex innovations are most likely to be viewed, initially, with great 
suspicion, leading potential adopters to require a high risk nremi. um. 
But, by the care token, as diffusion proceeds, and information improves, 
there is more scope for a continual revision downwards of the rink orernium 
and revision upwards in Rit' 
Thus let 
ý3 = 64 (TI1; CS1; CC1; N1; 1T ;Cj, K3) 
(5.6.4) 
+?? - (+) (+) + 
Mil 
i 
. 
Qj may be defined as a measure of the sensitivity of %, H and R* 
to 
cyclical variations in the industry concerned. The effect on the profit- 
ability of installation (RQI 
) will pre---=ably be far greater for costly, 
complex innovations (TIj, K3): there, particularly, require intensive 
usage to function efficiently and, on the other band, produce the most 
disruptive influences. 
2 The other influence of Ct on - stems from 
to search and revision of gala. the exogeneous pressures it causes, leading 
1. Ch. 4, sn. 3(b) and (c). 
2. Ch. 3, en. S. 
; n. 5. )5. 
Followin the arguments used above, the yield of this search and the 
extent to which entrepreneurs react by changing their investment yardsticks, 
may be influenced by: 
Thus, let 
cci , 
1r , TIC and N1. 
A_65( Ti ; g3, CCi, 1T', 
?? - (+) - 
Sumnarr 
The model presented has attenpted to incorporate the evidence retorted 
in previous chapters into a simple theory of decision making, based on an 
underlying behavioural view of the firm. It yields predictions in three 
areas. First, unlike in past theories of diffusion, the growth curve may 
follow one of two alternative trends: symmetric or positively skewed S 
shapes. Furtherl cyclical fluctuations may be superimposed on these trends. 
In most past research, curve fitting has been a descriptive device, devoid 
of much economic interest -a means to the end of generating measures of 
the speed of diffusion. In this case, however, because the exact shape 
of the growth curve will depend on the characteristics of the innovation 
(and perhaps of the industxy) involved, curve fitting will be an en(i in its 
Own right -a test of the model. For instance, one would expect only 
certain types of innovations (Group A) to diffuse according to a cumulative 
lo, riornal trend curve. 
Second, whilst the epidemic models simply assume that the steed of 
diffusion is determined by an ad hoc set of explanatory variables, the 
above model generates seven parameters, each of which will be seen to 
influence the speed of diffusion. The descriptions and analysis of the 
previous chapters suggest a wide range of variables as -plausible determinants 
of five of these parameters. 
Third, a cross-section prediction of the model concerns the shape of 
the Quasi-Engel curve at any point in time, for a ri. ven industry. In 
chapter 7, this curve will be estimated for each of the sample innovations, 
thus providing a test for two of the major assumptions of the model: namely, 
that size is an important determinant of firm behaviour and that the error 
term in (5.2.7) is lognormally distributed. 
The following three chapters are concerned with testing these -predictions. 
Chapter 6 fits the alternative growth curves to the diffusion time series 
for the sanple innovation., Chapter 7 estimates the parameters of the Quasi- 
Engel curves and Chapter 8 provides a cross-industry study of the determinants 
of the speed of diff sion. 
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Annend. ix 1 to chanter S: The reasons for choosinn tho linear-in-low 
form in section 3. 
The choice of linear-in-lom specification for 
, fit' 
Hit and Rit in 
section 3 is basec1 on tiro considerations, other tb r the obv! ous one of 
riathe^, atical convenience. First, it allows the effect of S to increase 
at an increastn or decreasint rate, denendin; - on the value offl, this 
sears desirable, _-iven r ny of 
the arr ine"ts used for the inclusion of 
this variable. Similarly, the srultinlicative form ensures that the 
effect or each of the independent variables (S, 
0 
and E) will be dependent 
on the levels of the others. Thus, to use just one example, size may only 
help information-receptivenecs, if a number of other characteristics of 
the firm concerned are favourable e. g. cosmopolite mana, rxars. Algebraically, 
this requires, of course, that 
a2I f S. WO, which will be true for the linear- 
in-logs form but not, say, for a linear form. 
Second, and more specifically, the nature of the scale economies 
mentioned in chaster 3 suggest this mathematical form. 
To use a highly simplified example; consider the case of a firm 
replacing old technolopy equipment with the latest vintage of the new 
innovation. If the new innovation saves only labourl and output remains 
the same before and after adoption, then the paybacl: will be given as: 
TINt K 1171 t Rlit =W- 
t 
(L' 
it LNit 
where Wt is the wage rate at time t (a: su! ied rouply constant over the 
payback period'); Lrit and Ldit are the labour inputs »er unit of output 
for firm i, using, vintage t now technolo r equipment and old technoloCy 
equipment respectively at time t; PINt is the price of one ton of the 
1. See Ch. 3, sn. 3. 
2. Not too much of an approximation given that many new innovations have 
psybacks of less than 2 or 3 years (see Appendix one. ) 
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new process of vintage t and Kijat is the capital input (in tons), per 
unit of output required for vintage t of the new process. 
If the innovation has fixed coefficients of production1 
b1 
F1Ijt = a1 Ii (5. A1.2) 
and (Lpit - LI1it) = a2tI1 
2 (5'M 3) 
where Ii is the capacity of installation and b1 < 0, b2 >0 on the basis 
of the estimates included in section 6 of chapter 3. 
Because of learning by doing by the manufacturers (section 7 of chapter 
3 and section 6 of chapter Or for a group B innovation, 
t- g1 t PiNt - PiM e (5. A1.4) 
where g3 is the growth rate of wares and g1 the learning rate 
62t 
and a 2t = a20 e 
(5. A1.5. ) 
where g2 is the learnin rate in terms of the specification (or quality, ) of 
the innovation. 
Substituting in (5. A1.2 - 5. A1.5) into 5. A. 1. yields: 
tb 
= 
PING e(73 
- g1) 
a1Ii (5. A1.6. ) 
Nit 
g2t b2 
Wt a20 e Ii 
and if wages in the consuming industry grow at the same rate 63 as in the 
UAD1ying industry, 
týý _ 
DINO a1 -(61 + 192) t bI - b2 
RNit -ö a20 e 
Ii (5. A1.? ) 
Finally, if the capacity of installation is fixed by the size of the firri: 
Ii = a3 S. (a3 =1 in some cases) (5. A1.8) 
bý b2 - 
KNit 
= 
PII'tbala3 
WO a20 
(bý - b2) -(g1 + '72)t 
Se 
i 
(5. A1.9. ) 
1. See ch. 3, en. 4. 
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Such an expression is quite compatible, of course, with the form 
actually chosen for RTJit in equation (5.1.7). The argument is unaltered 
for Group A innovations, except that now, 
PTM0 a1 a3 
b1 - b2 
(b1 - b2) -(ý1 + ; 2) R1nit Si t (5. A1.10). WO a20 
AA-nendix 2 to chapter 5: Relaxing so-iß nsstxrmtinn-1. 
This ao'endix considers the inplications of chanr. n7 certain aoo rations 
made in the in tort; nmely that, 
2 
this 
y 
d6 2a= d6 
= 
dt dt dt 
As an e nle of the effects of changin,; these assum tions, con^ider the 
expression for Qt for Growl, B innovations: 
Qt . IT (T t +SA Ct 
+- log-( - 
ýNs. 62 q2 6 2) (5-5.6b. ) 
The following; algebra is simplified by expressing (5.5.6b) in terms of 
the standard normal distribution and (non-crucially), cettin, q, cL = 0. 
Qt _N( (2 
+2w 
t2 
2-i0,1) 
(5. A2.2. ) 
(6 +ý 6a) (62 +f 6) 
_ IT (qt 
ý 0,1) where qt = a+bt (5. &2.3. ) 
and logo(+ Pes 
bV a=(62+ 
fit 6 2>_ (62 + Q2 6s) 
So long as assumptions (5. A2.1. ) are retained, qt is a , 
simple linear 
transform of t aril a cumulative normal diffusion curve obtains. 
If, however, 62 or 62 increase over time, then both a and b will decrease 
r 
2 
and the rate of increase qt will decline over time: 2 40. If, on the 
22 d2 dt other hand, 6s or 6 decreases over time, then 
dt2 
0. 
The implications of these alternative possibilities can be seen intuitively 
from figure 5. A. 2.1. 
PLmare 5. A. 2.1: The irmlications of variable 62 Ana 6 
2. 
As usual, Qt is . ven by the ratio of the shaded area to the total area 
under the curve; so long as qt moves to the right at a constant rate over 
time the diffusion curve will be the cumulative normal. However, if qt 
increases at a declining rate, the cw nilative curve will be positively skewed 
with a longer upper tail; if qt increases at an increasing rate, a negatively 
skewed cumulative curve will ensue, with a longer lower tail. 
As there are, in fact, no a priori grounds for assuming that these 
variances will change over tine, 
I these possibilities are pursued no further. 
The third ascunption noted in 5. A. 2.1. is rather more inportant. 
Fortunately, it is also somewhat easier to relax. 
Let the geometric mean size of the industry grow at the exponential rate 
2 
_e st Then aeN+At (5. A2.4. ) 
1. See footnote 1 to page 20 of this chapter. 
2. Given the assumption of no change in 62 this new assumption implies 
that the size of the industry as a whole grows at the rate lf. 
q. t o 
v aas;;, 1+1 " 
Substituting into equation (5.5.6a): 
Rt = If (trlog t +SZCt 
I 
-1o ; of -fi1go - 
St 
, 
62 +ý2 68) (5. A2.5. ) 
which might be re-expressed as 
. sot 
Qt =N (`Ylon t +ASt + SLCtl - lobrot -14" 62 +ßs) (5.1,2.6. ) 
Similarly for equation (5.5.6b): 
et rý 
(c''+&t 
+Act - io 4t-ýur 62 +ý26s) (5. A2.7. ) 
In both cases this presents no problem for estimation purposes. However, 
for Group A innovations (5. A2.6), the simple 1o, norna1 pattern is blurred as 
'innovation time' now includes a term in t as well as for t. 
Annendix 3 to chanter 5: The expected date of Mention (clj 
as a function of firm eine. 
Firm i has been assumed to adopt when 
Rl t 
, 
dit 
(5. A3.1. ) 
That iep when 
Sit 
ý .etEi=1 (5. A3.2. ) 
Aseutting, for sinilAit r tbatJL = 0, the Group A version of (5. A3.2. ) is 
dSip tw Ei =1 (5. A3.3. ) 
and the Group D version is: 
OlsiP e Ei =1 (5. A3.4. ) 
If di is the value of t which eatisfies (5. A3.3) or (5. A3.4) for firm i, 
then -1/tv 
"' 
-I'V 
Ei (for Grour A) (5. A3.5. ) i -- °l it 
"ILO 7). 14e. 
or di = -`t /q)1o g o( -V/W)10(, " Si --fir lo! 7i (for Groun 3) 
(5. A3.6) 
I: owever, as vao described in section 3(b) of chanter 2, Mansfield and 
others have estimated relationships of the form 
It 
dz =Q Si ui 
tiahero ui includes a variety of other postulated determinants of di. 
AN trill. be noted, (5"A3.7) in the equiva. 1ort of the relnti. onsiiin nrodicted 
by this model for Groun A innovations i. e. those raving a cvnulative lo norr ßa. 1 
diffusion curve. Now, uantesc Si or ui are not 1o, orm. 11.7r d . strihuted 
unt, rittin{-1y, Mancfio1 h't used a mathematical form, in this ni. rt of his irorlt, 
which is inconsistent with the etrico. 1 1orth is (closo to the cu u1ative 
normal) that he uses in hie other" trork. on diffusion curve fittin17. To have 
beer corcictent, he nhou]. d m =e3,,, Savo u^od the mathenatic^1 fora: 
di = 1o Q+a 1o Si + 1017 ui (5. A3.9) 
trat is, the equivalent of (5. A3.6). 
It could be argued, of course, that Si and uj need not be lognormally 
distributed. There is, however, considerable evidence (see Annendix 5) 
that most size distributions can be at least rou zlv approxirated by the 
lognormal. Further, ui represents the effects of six other' independent 
variables which Mansfield includes in the equation in a ºaultiplicative fashion, 
(see equation 2.3.1 of this thesis), this ci ^ests that a lo orrnal distribution 
nay be roughly assured. Indeed, Mansfield makes just this assumption when he 
omits these other variables from his estimating equation leaving; only 
log di = logQ+ a log; Si + lop u1 
certain statistical problems would eIor& if lo, -T ui were not normally 
distributed. 
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Appendix 4. A closer look at the adoption decision. 
In the model! the probability of ownership of the innovation (i. e. having 
adopted) at time t for firm i has been represented by: 
r 
I(En)Nit, 
14 Il. f to rlt (say) (5.1.2. ) 
An alternative formulation (mentioned on page 5.4. ) which has not been 
pursued is. P ERNiT Rid, for some%t. e P2t (say) (5.1.2a. ) 
8.1.2. has been preferred as it. provides a far more manageable and fruitful 
basis for the model. On the othertihnnd, 5.1.2a may be considered preferable, 
theoretically, in that. it avoids the implication that an adopter at 14 t 
disadopts (i. e. is no longer an adopter) at a later date if R* 
subsequently falls below Efl . 
This implication of 5.1.2. may be considered unreasonable for the 
following reason. For a firm i to have disadopted by time tp two conditions 
must be fulfilled in reality: a) an installation of i's using the innovation 
(as adopted ate i) must at time t. no longer use the Innovation, b) it must. 
not be profitable for i to re-adopt. the innovation at. time t.. IIoxevery 
the condition for disadoption accordin6+ to 5.1.2. is merely that (Ef)Nit.; I 
ßiß (assuming i had adopted at i< t.. ) This may be seen as satisfying only 
condition (b) above. Int"uit. ively, one might. suppose that condition (a) 
would rarely be met, when considering successful innovations (i. e. offering 
substantial cost savings over the old technologies - as all of the sample 
innovations do. ) For (a) to be satisfied, the resale value of the innovation 
must exceed any disrupt-ion costs caused plus future net. revenues from 
operating the innovation. 
It seems safe to assume, t. hereforep that. 5.1.2. overestimates the 
probability of diaadopt"ion and underestimates the probability of 
ownerahip. (It should be noted t. hat" this is a general problem in all- 
economic applications of the probat model to date - see-chapter 21 section 
0- as in the present, case, past researchers have retained formulations 
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such as 5.1.2. on the implicit assumption that. the analytical simplicity 
they provide outweighs any potential loss in realism. ) 
Of course, 5.1.2a. also involves a potential approximation as it. in 
turn, totally excludes the possibility of disadoption; clearly, it 
assumes 'once an adopter, always an adopter. ' 
however, at this point it. should be noted that no case could be found 
of any firm actually disadopting any of the sample innovations. Under 
these circumst. ances, then, 5.1.20,. is surely preferable and the obvious 
quest-ion which arises is how close an approximation is 5.1.2. to 5.1.2a.? 
Defining P3t. MP 
I(MI)Nit 
> Rit. 
I 
(ER)Nir SRi. for some 7't 
I 
(5. A4.1. ) 
then P2t - pit - Pat 2t 
(5.14.2. ) 
Clearly, a sufficient condition for Pate 09 and thus for Pit to coincide 
exactly with. P2tr is that (R 
/_ )it, should increase monotonically with 
t" for all i. From (5.2.7. ), 
(*/) 
it, Q dSý 
et Eit" 
Thus, a sufficient condition is that,: 
I 
log O. - log 
et-l)7 -(log Sit - log Sit-1) - (1ogEit - log E it-1) 
for all i and t. (5. A4.3. ) 
(Of course, a number of other, substantially weaker, conditions would 
suffice, but. (5. A4.3. ) is probably easier to handle given the available 
information. ) 
From the results of chapters 6-89 it is possible to calculate 
(log et, 
- log 
et_l) for all innovations and for all t. 
From egn. (5.5.5. ), 
j (logfit - logOt. -1) (C,: -Ct-l) + log(t_1) for Group A 
mä (Ct-Ct_1) + for Group B innovations. 
Table 5. A4.1 presents the distribution of minimuur and arit-timet-ic mean 
Ch. 5.45. 
values for Ilf (logOO, - 1oge, _1) 
for the 22 innovations. (Of courser these 
estimates are based on a model which assumes (5.1.2. ) and they may, 
therefore, be biassed. IIoweverrthe following analysis is only weakened 
if the bias,, if it exists, is positive - there are no obvious reasons for 
supposing this to be the case. ) 
Table 5. A4.1. Observed minimum and arithmetic mean values for 
1/ft (logst, - logfit-1) 
Range of values Minimum Arithmetic mean 
0-. 029 00 
. 03 - . 059 3 innovations 0 
. 06 - . 089 20 
. 09 - . 110 10 
. 12 - . 199 3 it 2 innovations 
. 20 - . 299 5 is 5 if 
.38 it 15 it 
Sources: Appendix 3, tables 6.6. l., 6.7.2. and 8.3.1. 
Orr the basis of these estimates, then, innovation time (et) increases 
monotonically with calender time for all 22 innovations. This is a very 
encouraging result in ."- 
itself. 
Assuming for the moment that Fit is constant over time for all ij it can 
be seen that so long as log (5i 1/Sit) < "03 for all i and tq then 5. A4.3. 
Will be satisfied for all 22 innovations. This implies that no firm should 
decline in size by more than 3%. Indeed, so long as no firm declines in 
size by more than 12% in any year, 5. A4.3. will be satisfied for 16 innovatio: 
(For 16 innovat. ionsý V (logo loggt^l) never falls below . 12. 
) Even for 
the other 6 innovations, a 12% decline in firm size will not contravene 
5. A4.3. so long as itti occurs at. a time when innovation time is proceeding 
at average or faster pace (column 3 of the table. ) In fact for two of the 
six, 1/P ( log et - log 
0 
t. -1) 
only ever falls below . 12 in one year in 
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the observation period. Now whilst the 12% figure iss by necessity, arbit-raryq 
it might be fair to assume that the probability of any firm contracting in 
size by more than this amount will be small: the feasible sets of adopters 
for the innovations have been defined so as to include only those firms in 
operation at both the start. and the end of the diffusion periods (see Appendix 2. ) 
Needless to say, the picture becomes more confused, and probably less 
favourable, if Eit is at all variable over time. Howeverr a fairly good case 
can be made for rough constancy over time. It is perhaps unlikely that the 
random variables whose influences are represented by Eit, (gij. j"°l... rl .9 
Yi3 j=1... r2 ' Zig S-1... r3) will change by much in any firm from year to year. 
For inst. ancep the technical characteristics of the firm and the educational 
attainment of its managers should both be fairly fixed over short. periods. 
lioreover, any systematic changes, common to all firms in the indust"ryq will 
be represented by changing values of 
eta by definition. Nevertheless, one 
cannot entirely rule out the possibility of large negative values for log Eit. 
- logEit"-1 for some i at some t. For most innovations these values would 
need to be fairly high if 5. A4.3. is not to be satisfied. Unfortunately no 
data is available on this matter. Having said this, if such values did occur 
fairly frequently, this would almost certainly result in an upward drift over 
time in 62 (the variance of log Eit. ) This would violate one of the crucial 
assumptions of the model (see egn. 5.3.1. ) One of the consequences would then 
be that. the time path of diffusion would not follow the predictions of the 
model (see Appendix 2 to this chapter. ) If this is the case (and the results 
of the following chapter do not suggest. any widespread tendency- for the 
observed time paths to diverge from both the cumulative normal and lognormal 
curves) then any approximation involved in the adoption decision equation 
is likely to be far less important than the erroneous assumption of 
constant 62, 
Chapter 6: Time series econometrics. 
The time series implications of Chapter 5 are reasonably straightforward: 
the diffusion growth curve may have a cumulative normal or lognormal trend 
with cyclical variations superimposed on the trend (see equations 5.5.6. and 
figure 5.5.5. ) In this chapter these predictions are tested against diffusion 
time series data for the 22 sample innovations, with fairly encouraging results. 
Section 1 explains the few remaining steps needed to transform equation 
(5.5.6) into a form which may be estimated using standard regression techniques. 
Section 2 suggests, however, that there is a problem of heteroscedasticity which 
may be satisfactorily overcome by using weighted least squares as an estimating 
technique. Section 3 explains how the variables have been measured and 
discusses one or two problems which have emerged. The remainder of the 
chapter reports the results obtained and assesses the empirical success of the 
model. As a first step, section 4 evaluates the results of fitting the 
cumulative normal curve without any cyclical fluctuations and compares these 
with the logistic curve suggested by Mansfield. Similarly, section 5 evaluates 
the success of the cumulative lognormal, again omitting cyclical fluctuations. 
Section 6 reports the results of fitting both curves but also allowing for 
cyclical fluctuations. Section 7 assesses how far all of these results fit 
the expectations generated by the theory, and attempts to rationalise the 
fact that two or three of the sample innovations are not adequately explained 
by any of the alternative time curves. 
1. The estimating equations. 
From equation (5.5.6), the probability of any firm, taken at random, having 
adopted the innovation by time t is given as: 
Qt =N (flog t +SLCtI - Toga-PF", 62 +2132 ) (5.5.6a) 
or @t =N( If t +SZCtI - logo( - 
pµ8 
0 
ö2 +12 g2 )(5.5.6h) 
Neither of these forms may be estimated directly, but a simple transformation, 
using the standard normal distribution ,N 
(0,1), easily overcomes the problem. 
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(5.5.6) may be re-written, quite generally, as: 
logoc+Q +` log t +-SLO 
) 
Qt N I' t 0,1 (6.1. la) 
(6 2 +ý2ö82) 
or Qt =N 
logos+ftµs +i't +SLc o, 1 (6.1. lb) 
(ö2 + 
V42)-j 
That ist Qt =N(a +b log t+c CtIO, T) 
(6.1.2a) 
or Qt = 11 (a+ bt + cCt 10,1) 
(6.1.2b) 
where a_ 
lo c+ sb=o= 
(ö2+ý26s2ý cö2+f g2y (62 +f2 
gs2) 
Now let zt =a+b log t+ cC. 
(6.1.4a) 
or zt =a+ bt + cCt 
(6.1.4b) 
In which case, of course, zt is the standard normal equivalent deviate 
1 
of Qt 
zt uý2 
Qt =N (ztJ0,1) =r (nr) e du. (6.1.5) 
JJ o0 
Equations (6.1.4a) and (6.1.4b) form the basis of the time series estimation 
of this chapter. Et may be read off from normal distribution tables, given 
known values of Qt, and thus, this transformation permits the use of simple 
linear estimation techniques. 
2. The method of estimation. 
At first sight there seems no reason for not using ordinary least squares 
to estimate equations 6.1.4. However, it must be remembered that the theory 
has been couched in terms of probabilities. Whilst it might be quite 
acceptable, for empirical purposes, to equate the probability of a randomly 
selected firm having adopted (Qt) with the actual proportion of firms having 
1. As defined by J. H. Caddum (1953), see Aitchison and Brown, op. cit., p. 68. 
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adopted (Qt), this does entail a non-trivial assumption. 
]bllowing convention1, Qt is assumed to be a random variable binomially 
distributed around a mean Qt with variance of Qt(1-Qt)/nt, where nt is 
the sample size at time t. 
Quite clearly, however, this violates one of the assuinptions of the 
normal linear regression model, namely that of homoscedasticity (constant 
variance of the disturbance tern. ) Thus, it would be incorrect to estimate 
equations (6.1.4) using ordinary least squares. 
In fact this problem is always encountered when using probit analysis. 
In the past, two alternative estimators have been advocated and used: 
maximum likelihood 
2 
and the so-called 'minimum normit X2. ' 
3 Both methods 
have been shown to yield asymptotically efficient estimates, 
4 but their small 
sample properties are less unequivocal. Berkoon, 
5 
usinga hypothetical small 
sample experiment, found that both methods yielded bias which was quite small 
but that the variances of the estimated coefficients were smaller for the 
normit X however, Finney also reports some hypothetical experiments 
26 
of Cramer's which came out in favour of maxim likelihood. 
Both methods are equivalent, - then, at the limit but one or the other may 
perform better for finite samples. As there are no definite grounds for 
preferring one to the other, the minimum norm it X2 has been ucod for all time 
series regressions in this study, as it requires slightly less computation.? 
I. see, for instance, Bonus (op. cit. ) pp. 659 - 660. 
2. see, for instance, D. H. Finney, 'Probit analysis, a Statistical Treatment 
of the Sigaoid Response Curve. ' Cambridges The University Press (1947) and 
Aitchison and Brown (op. cit. ) Chapter 7. 
3. J. Berkson, 'Estimate of the integrated normal curve by minimum normit 
chi-square. ' Jourria], of the American Statistical Assoc., June 1955, p. 529. 
4. W. F. Taylor, 'Distance Functions and regular best asymntotically normal 
estimates. ' Annals of Mathematic Statistics, 24 (1953) p. 35 - 92. 
5. J. Berkson, 'Tables for use in estimatinc*, the normal distribution function 
by norr_it analysis. ' Biometrica, Vol. 44,1957. 
6. Finney, (op. cit. ) 
7. Mansfield (1968), op. cit., p. 141 also prefers the minimum lop. t method (the equivalent to minimum normt X2 when estimating logLstic curves. ) 
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The basis of the method lies in minimiaing- the quantity: 
nt (Wt2/Qt(1-Qý ))(Zt - Zt)ý (6.2.1) 
where zt is the norm al equivalent deviate (or normit) of Zt (observed 
diffusion) and zt is the predicted normal equivalent deviate. 
Wt is the ordinate of the standard normal curve at the point where its 
area is divided into Qt and (14t). 
JZinimising (6.2.1) can be effected by using weighted least squares 
regressions with each observation being weighted by (nWt2) 
1 
ýt(1-fit) 
Thus minim= normit 7e is merely a special care of the standard method 
of correcting for heteroscedasticity: namely to weight the observations by 
the inverse of the variance of the theoretical error term. 
2 
Strictly speaking, of course, the quantity which should be minimised is 
t'I tee- - Rt >2 
(6.2.2) 
But Qt is unknown, of course (and also the data has been transformed into 
nomLts. ) A formal argument of the case for using (6.2.1) as a first order 
approximation to (6.2.2) is given by both Berkson3 and Finney. On a more 
intuitive level, however, the argument can be summarised fairly simply. 
_- is an estimate of the accuracy of the approximation of the 
Qji-- t) 
probability by the observed frequency and Wt2 may be thoupht of as a measure 
of the accuracy of the transformation from proportions to normits. As can 
be seen from the diagram, for Small changes in Qt at low and high levels, 
the change in zt is far greater proportionately. Consequently, an error in 
1. Berkson, (1957), op. cit., provides tables of values for these weights. 
2. See, for instance, J. Johnston, 'Econometric Methods, ' lot edition, 
I"icGraw lull, New York (1963), pp. 207-211. 
3. Berkson, op. cit. 
4. Finney, op. cit. 
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qt at low or high levels would result in a far larger error in ät than 
would be the case for middling levels of Qt 
zt 
(normits) 
0 
_ 
Zt 4 u42 
Given that qt = (211) .e du. 
-00 
-2 
dzt 
= (21T) e 
t/2 
ýýt dQt 
(proportions) 
Therefore, the expected variance in zt caused by a small deviation in 
$t is 
A 
given by 
'/ 
and the weight for the observed err6r 
(zt - zt) is given 
by the inverse of Qt(1-Q. t) 1- 
-n wt 
Berkson suggests, as a measure of goodness bf fit, the value of 
(6.2.1), 
2 
which can be tested for significance using :C tables. . 
however, this is a 
rather weak test and inappropriate for evaluating alternative time curves. 
Of the commonly used test statistics, the Durbin-Watson is perhaps the best 
suited to testing for appropriate specifications of mathematical form, although 
a satisfactory R2 or%2 statistic is also necessary for acceptance. 
3. Measurement of variables. 
(i) The dependent variable: Appendix 2 presents the data from which-'z t 
has been computed. Qt measures the observed cumulative number of adopters 
ire 6.2.1: Nomits and vrorortions. 
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as a proportion of the total number of potential or feasible adopters' in 
the industry at yearly intervals. Qt is transformed into zt by using 
standard normal distribution tables. 
(ii) The cyclical variable, Ct : as mentioned in the previous chapter the 
empirical measure of Ct used is capacity usage in the industry as a whole 
in year t. This, in turn, has been measured as the ratio of actual output 
to total capacity. In general, of course, data on capacity is rarely 
available and so capacity figures have been computed using the most simple 
Wharton school technique for every industry in this sample. It is 
assumed that full capacity working occurs at the peak of each cycle and 
estimates of capacity for the intervening years are derived by using 
straight line interpolations between the peaks. Thus capacity working may 
vary between 0 and 1. However, for these purposes Ct has been defined as 
the deviation of capacity working in year t from the level in year 0 (i. e. 
C0=0. ) This will not alter the estimates "C" ( as var(C) is unaffected), 
and is merely a way of correcting for differences between industries in the 
typical level of C which would otherwise be inversely related in 
ä. 
Two deficiencies of this variable both stem from poor quality data. 
First, better methods of computing capacity from production figures are 
available but require ancillary knowledge on capital stock and/or fuel 
consumption; unfortunately, such data is unavailable at the level of industry 
disaggregation necessary in this study. Second, for some industries, even 
production data was unavailable and sales or demand figures had to be used 
in their stead. 
2 
Three alternative measures of Ct were used in place of capacity usage: 
1" The feasible set for each innovation was computed on purely technical 
grounds, see Appendix one. Qt is the equivalent, then, of Mansfield's 
(m/n)t, see Chapter 2, sections 1 and 2. 
2. See Appendix 3 for more detail. 
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industry unemployment, gross deflated investment and demand. But, as 
reported in appendix three, these were based on very poor quality and 
inappropriate data and the results obtained using them in the estimating 
equations are not reported. For the record, none of these three variables 
proved to be sirificant for more than two or three innovations and in each 
case a more satisfactory fit was obtained using capacity usage. 
(iii) Time, t: when estimating the cumulative normal form, the date of the 
first adoption is designated as t=1. In this case, the choice of origin 
does not influence 
b 
or 
c (in egn. 6.1: 4b. ) but a will be affected as the 
least squares formula is, of course: 
a z-bt - cC 
Thus, had t been measured by calendar yearn such that 1 was, say, 1960, 
ä would have been far smaller. Given that the choice of the time origin is 
arbitrary, then so too will be the absolute level of 
ä for any innovation. 
However, so long as the same convention is used for all innovations, the 
variance of a will be insensitive to how time is measured and the cross- 
section analysis of a in the next chapter is still valid. 
A more serious problem is encountered, however, when estimating the 
cumulative lo urmal form. In this case, the variance of log t will depend 
on the choice of origin and, therefore, so will 
t. To put the point another 
way, as the cumulative lognormal 
(unlike the cumulative normal) is constrained, 
by its mathematical form, to pass through the origin, this rules out certain 
choices for 'the start of time' as unreasonable. Consider the following 
hypothetical example of an innovation which is adopted by the first firm in 
1960, followed by 2 firms in 1961,4 more in 1962 and so on. If there are 
100 firms in the industry and time is measured by calendar years, the curve 
will be fitted to the following points: (0; 0), (1960; 1), (1963; 3), (1962; 7) 
and so on. Obviously both 
tb 
and the overall fit would be different from 
those obtained measuring time as for the cumulative normal and generating 
the points: (0; 0), (1; 1), (2; 3), (3; 7). Although these differences will be 
1. Nor-the overall goodness of fit. 
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less pronounced for other choices of origin (e. g. assuming first adoption 
takes place in year 2), they may still be important. Of course, were the 
choice of origin one year before first adoption based on the definite 
knowledge that the innovation was, indeed, first available at that date, 
then the problem would disappear. However, in general, it is impossible 
to tell precisely when any given innovation was first made commercially 
available. 
Thus, since the choice of origin must be arbitrary, a number of 
alternative origins were used for each innovation. Limits were imposed, 
however, on the lag implied between availability and first adoptions it 
was fairly obvious from the technical literature that in no case was any 
innovation available for more than four years before it was first adopted. 
Therefore, for each innovation, first adoption is assured to have taken place 
at any one of the following: t=5; 4; 3; 2; 1;. 7;. 5;. 1 or . 01. As it happens, 
for half the sample, the fit is poor regardless of 'when time started' but 
for others, notable differences (particularly in the Durbin-Watson statistic) 
do occur when using different origins. In these cases, the choice of origin 
which provides the best overall fit is reported. 
I 
4. Results - the simple cuiulative normal. 
As a first step, the line 
zt = a+bt (6.4.1) 
is fitted to the diffusion data for all 22 innovations. The twin assumptions 
made initially, then, are of cumulative normal growth paths without cyclical 
variations, that is, that all innovations are Group B with JL(and thus c) = 0. 
1. In this instance, because the choice of origin is arbitrary anyway, this 
procedure seems quite valid. There is no question of it leading to the 
acceptance of the lotnormal hypothesis when, in fact, the data follows a 
symmetrical or negatively skewed S-shape. In such cases, the fit will always 
be better for the cumulative normal, no matter how time is measured in the 
lognormal; unless S< 0 (which is impossible, given that diffusion increases 
monotonically with time), (6.1.4a) always implies a positive skew. 
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The graphical counterpart of this line, in term of 4t is given by figure 
5.5.5., part (d). 
As a matter of interest, the linear transformation of the logistic curvet 
was also fitted: (using weighted least squares. ) 
log (t.. -)= a1 + b't (6.4.2) 
This provides a useful yardstick against which to judge the results of 
this chapter, as well as a further test of Mansfield's epidemic model. 
Given the close similarity between the shapes of the logistic and the 
cumulative normal, 
2 it would be surprising if any marked differences in 
'goodness of fit' emerged between the two alternative hypotheses. 
and Durbin-Watson Table 6.4.1. presents the estimated coefficients, R2 
(D-wry) statistics for all 22 innovations. 
Judged by corrected R2 and t statistics, both logistic and cumulative 
normal offer fairly convincing explanations. For the cumulative normal, in 
19 cases H2 >. 75 and for 17 of the 22 innovations, the R2 for the logistic 
exceeds . 75" All 88 coefficients are significantly 
different from zero 
using a 5; ' test and the vast majority are also significantly different at 
the 1% level. 
3 This is hardly surprising, however, and is certainly not 
conclusive. As all of the sample innovations are successful, diffusion must 
rise monotonically with time, and given that Qt is constrained to lie between 
0 and 1, an uiaard sloping S shape is almost assured. Therefore, whilst high 
R2 and t statistics are necessary conditions for non-rejection of hypotheses, 
they are certainly not sufficient. 
In this particular case, the D-W statistic which teats for non-randomness 
of residuals is a more appropriate test. If, for instance, the true relation- 
ship is a skewed S shape, then fitting a synmetrical S shape to the data should 
generate a set of residuals positively serially correlated (and thus a D-W 
statistic below the lower critical level. ) 
1. see equation 2.1.4, Ch. 2. cn. 1. 
2. See IT. Johnson and S. Kotz "Continuous univariate distributions -2", 
Foughton I-iifflin, Boston(19705 pp. 1-18. The main difference is the relatively 
longer tails of the logistic. 
3. The estimated intercept terms for the logistic, ä, are not shown in the 
table as they play no part in the ensuing cross-section analysis(following Mansfield) 
Ch. 6.10. 
Of course, the D-W test is also not sufficient on its own: it would hardly 
be satisfactory for the residuals to be randomly distributed over time if at 
the same time a large proportion of the variance in Qt is not 'explained' 
by the equation. 
Thus ä fair yardstick by which to judge each result is the requirement 
that it should exhibit a high R2, significant coefficients and the absence 
of positive serial correlation. 
Table 6.4.1. Results using the sinule cumulative normal curve. 
Inrroovation Cumulative Normal Lonistic 
ba R2 D-W b1 R2 
A)Cumulative 
normal acceptable 
set. 
T. K. 
V. M. 
W. S. B. 
NC. TURB. 
A. T. L. 
P. C. B. C. 
B. O. P. 
T. C. 
G. A. 
C. T. 
F. 
S. F. 
B) Cumulative 
normal unaccept- 
able set 
NC. PP. 
C. C. 
S. P. 
A. S. B. 
A. A. H. 
E. H. 
S. L. 
NC. TURN. 
S. P. C. 
V. D. 
. 093 -2.274 . 978 (29.07) (52.18) 
. 190 -1.997 . 906 (10.41)(14.39) 
. 076 -2.083 . 904 (11.54)(32.45) 
. 161 -1.603 . 906 (11.72)(10.01) 
. 179 -1.174 . 924 (12-67) (10.66) 
. 140 -2.399 . 816 (5.35) (20.36) 
. 151 -1.549 . 836 (7.11) (10.85) 
. 046 -1.498 . 708 (6.00) (21.30) 
. 204 -1.349 . 863 (7.65) (8.45) 
. 186 -2.137 . 818 (6.52) (11.32) 
. 307 -2.129 . 906 (9.41) (10.29) 
. 213 -1.664 . 899 (9.04) (11.44) 
1.647 
1.410 
1.296 
(*) 
1.1147 
1.786 
1.847 
1.403 
1.261 
1.146 
(*) 
1.128 
(*) 
1. (1)9 
1.022 
(*) 
. 176 (20.76) 
. 330 (10.09) 
. 156 (11.51) 
. 281 (11.56) 
. 292 (12.00) 
"359 (4.65) 
. 250 (6.36) 
. 083 (6.02) 
. 320 (5.31) 
. 320 (7.26) 
. 506 (7.74) 
. 346 (7.87) 
D-W 
. 958 1.189 (*) 
. 901 1.434 
. 903 1.283 
i*) 
. 904 1.223 i*) 
. 916 1.777 
. 765 1.474 
. 777 1,223 N 
. 710 1.184 (*) 
. 849 1.014 
i*) 
. 743 "776 
. 866 . 793 
. 870 . 385 * 
. 131 -1.297 . 849 . 910 . 213 . 820 . 802 (7.26) (11.99) * (6.57) * 
. 108 -1.596 . 633 . 576 . 174 . 540 . 471 (4.58) (9.02) * (3.86) 
. 202 -2.249 (6.32) (10.49) . 
851 . 548 * . 
345 
(4.93) . 
776 . 334 * 
. 056 -2.020 . 796 . 375 . 108 . 778 . 
346 
(7.79) (28.04) * (7.39) * 
. 044 -1.371 . 429 . 272 . 068 . 395 . 272 (3.74) (11.08) * (3.53) 
. 057 -1.684 . 765 . 212 . 095 . 714 . 231 (8.39) (17.64) * (7.38) * 
. 116 -2.910 . 944 . 334 . 260 . 948 . 385 (16.56)(33.67) * (17.12) * 
. 151 -2.282 . 865 . 475 . 269 . 841 . 442 (9.92) (13.81) * (9.01) 
. 113 -2.258 . 868 . 681 . 217 . 848 . 
677 
(10.04)(18.52) * (9.25) * 
. 150 -2.157 . 937 . 953 . 272 . 937 1.241 (14.53)(21.17) * (14.47) (*) 
Uli. ö. 11a. 
Notes to Table 6.4.1. 
1. Bracketed figures underneath coefficients denote t statistics. 
2. * underneath D-W statistics denotes significant positive serial 
correlation of the disturbance term at the level. 
3. (*) underneath D-W statistics denotes that the test has proved 
inconclusive at the level. 
4. Fbr definitions of the two sets, see the text. 
Vu. O. IL" 
On this basis, the cumulative norm-a1 performs satisfactorily for 12 
of the 22 innovations, in that R2 exceeds .7 and the D-W statistic does 
not confirm the existence of sip . ificant serial positive correlation of 
the error term at the 5% level. 
1 
In the table, these 12 are designated 
as the 'cumulative normal acceptable set'. For the other 10 innovations, 
whilst t values and R2 are still very high, the D-W values suggest strongly 
that autocorrelation exists. An obvious explanation for this second set 
is that the mathematical form has been mis-specified and/or a significant 
variable has been omitted from the equation. The following sections 
attempt to answer these possibilities by fitting the cumulative lognormal 
and including the cyclical variable Ct, in the equation. 
Rather surprisingly, the logistic curve offers an inferior explanation 
for virtually all of the innovations. For 19 of the 22, R2 and the t 
statistic for b are higher for the cumulative normal than for the logistic, 
but probably not significantly co in most cases. More interestingly, 
for only 3 of the innovations can significant autocorrelation be ruled out 
and for 12 (as opposed to 10 for the cumulative normal) there is conclusive 
evidence of significant autocorrelation. 
At the very least, then, the cumulative normal definitely offers no 
worse overall explanation than the logistic; as can be seen from the table, 
only 8 of the cumulative normal acceptable set could be defined as logistic 
acceptable. 
" Results : The simple cumulative lognormal. 
In table 6.5.1. the results are reported of fitting the line 
zt = a+blogt. (6.5.1) 
Thus again the cyclical influences are omitted, but this time a cumulative 
lognormal growth curve ie hypothesised. The graphical counterpart of this 
equation is figure 5.5.5., (Part (b)). 
1. Although in 7 of the 12 the D-W test is inconclusive: that is, it is not 
certain that autocorrelation does not exist. 
Ch. b. 1 3. 
As in table 6.4.1. the usual statistics are reported. In addition, for 
each innovation, column 5 reports the value given to t at the time of the 
first adoption. As explained in section 3 this is decided on the basis of 
the choice of origin which provides the best fit. Thus for TC, the time 
series for t reads: . 3; 1.3; 2.3; 3.3; and so on: this implies that the 
innovation was first adopted 4 months after it was first available. 
' 
Having said this, for exactly half of the innovations (usually those for 
which the lognormal is obviously inappropriate), differences in the choice 
of origin have virtually no effect on goodness of fit; in those cases, 
arbitrarily, the results achieved assuming T1 =I are reported. 
As before, 82 and t statistics are nearly always high; 18 of the 22 
R2 exceed . 75 and all coefficients are significantly different from zero 
even at the 1% level. But also as before, the D-W statistics often sug est 
significant autocorrelation. 13 of the 22 fall into a , 
cumulative lormorrial 
acceptable set with high R2, t statistics and no conclusive evidence of 
positive serial correlation in the error tera. 
2 Of the other nine innovations, 
eight quite clearly do not have lognormal diffusion curves as both R2 and D-W 
statistics are relatively low. In the case of EH, however, whilst the D-W 
value is below the lower limit, the R2 is very high, especially when compared 
with the cumulative normal and logistic fits shown in table 6.4.1. 
A comparison of the cumulative lognormal and logistic over all 22 innovations 
again suggests that the logistic comes off second best. For, 13 of the 22 
I- It will not be argued, however, that the variance between innovations in 
the 'optimal origin' has any definite economic meaning. Thus the (tenuous) 
implication that SP9 for instance, was available for 3 years before any firm 
adopted will not be pursued. 
2. Although for 2 of these innovations the test is inconclusive and for one 
other (NOPP) the D-W suggests negative autocorrelation. It is tempting to 
dismiss the latter as a statistical fluke. Given that the data series is 
not in first difference terms, it seems iinlikely that this result is due 
to mis-specification of form. Indeed no obvious explanation suggests itself. 
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Tat 
Innovation. 
a) Cumulative 1opnormal 
acceptable set b 
A 
a R2 D-W T1 
TC. . 238 -1.546 . 816 1.467 .3 (8.01) (26.36) 
GA. . 766 (14.65) -1.334 (16.08) . 
959 2.165 .5 
CT. 1.328 -3.719 . 892 1.695 3.0 (8.75) (8.75) 
F. 2.107 -4.571 . 930 1.505 3.0 (11.06) (11.70) 
Sr^. 1.231 -2.701 . 962 1.738 2.0 (15.17) (17.73) 
ASB. . 339 -2.168 . 983 2.089 .3 (29.47) (89.06) 
ADH. . 311 -1.570 . 816 2.150 . 
01 
(8.56) (20.13) 
NCPP. . 509 -. 1.334 . 979 3.358 .7 (20.38) (32.93) ** 
CC. . 742 -2.323 . 792 1.068 
2.0 
(6.63) (10.17) (*) 
SP. 1.494 -4.080 . 926 1.663 3.0 (9.38) (12.14) 
ATL. . 882 -1.479 . 845 1.251 1.0 (8.54) (7.58) (*) 
PCBC. . 424 -2.375 . 784 1.830 1.0 (4.88) (19.09) 
BOP. . 752 -1.859 . 815 1.358 
1.0 
(7.61) (10.04) 
b) Cumulative lognormal 
unacceptable set 
EH, " 549 (26.40) -2.250 (43.97) . 
971 . 877 "3 
TK. . 772 -2.963 . 897 . 
601 1.0 
(12.94) (19.70) 
MI. . 877 (5.99) -2.260 (8.06) . 
755 . 987 * 
1.0 
WSB. . 441 -2.302 . 786 . 945 1.0 (7.32) (17.92) 
NCTB. . 890 -1.945 . 744 . 630 1.0 (6.53) (7.02) 
SL. . 725 -3.265 . 712 . 285 1.0 (6.44) (11.95) 
NCTURN. . 866 -2.641 . 686 . 356 1.0 (5.90) (7.94) 
SPC. . 647 . 2.525 . 690 . 426 1.0 (5.95) (10.26) * 
VD. . 854 -2.560 . 768 . 369 1.0 (6.96) (9.64) 
Table 6.5.1. Result using the simple cumulative lognormal curve. 
cn. b. 14a. 
Notes to Table 6.5.1. 
1. Bracketed figures underneath coefficients denote t statistics. 
2. * and (*) as for table 6.4.1. 
3. For definitions of the two sets see the text. 
4. TI indicates the value given to t at the time of the first adoption. 
Thus the first observation on t for TC is . 3, implying that the 
innovation was available for .3 pf-a year before -i it was first 
adopted. These values of T, have been chosen using the criterion 
outlined in the text. 
5. denotes significant negative schal correlation of the disturbance 
term at the 5% level. 
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innovations, R2 and the t statistic for t are higher for the cumulative 
1o0nornal than for the logistic, and for only 9 is there conclusive evidence 
of significant positive autocorrelation as opposed to 12 for the logistic. 
A comparison of the cumulative lognormal and normal curves is not attempted 
as the model suggests that each will be applicable for different types of 
innovation (Group A and Group B as defined earlier. ) A brief glance at the 
two tables will confirm, however, that each curve performs better for roughly 
the same number of innovations. 
6. 
_ 
Results : the inclusion of cyclical variations. 
Table 6.6.1 reports the results achieved when both 6.4.1 and 6.5.1 are 
extended to include the variable Ct: 
zt =a+ bt + cCt (6.6.1 ) 
and zt =a+ blogt + cCt (6.6.2) 
That is, the cumulative normal and lognormal curves with cyclical fluctuations 
superimposed. The graphical counterparts of these equations are shown in 
figure 5.5.5, parts (c) and (a). 
Before considering this table, one added complication must be mentioned. 
The model is based on the decision to adopt yet data is available, in 
practice, only for the date at which firms first started to use the new 
innovations. The extent of the time lag between the decision to adopt and 
the first use will obviously vary between innovations, (depending on how long 
they take to install and whether any experimentation period is necessary. ) 
Thus, as Ct refers to the state of the trade cycle at the time of decision, 
in these regressions it should be lagged. In general, there is insufficient 
information available to decide, ex-ante, which lag is most appropriate for 
each innovation, therefore, three alternatives have been tried in each case: 
Ct 
- i, 
Ct 
-2 
or Ct (where the time units are measured in years. ) 
In general, the inclusion of this variable produces only minor improvements 
in the fits reported in tables 6.4.1 and 6.5.1. In the majority of regressions 
the coefficient, , is insignificantly different from zero. Table 6.6.1 
Ch. 6.16. 
reports only those cases in which the explanatory power of the original 
equation (as measured by p2) is improved by the inclusion of the extra 
variable. 
1 
Even for these results, however, Ct is insignificant more 
often than not. 
More specifically, Ct has a significant influence (at the 5"% level) 
in equation (6.6.1) for five of the 12 innovations in the acceptable 
cumulative normal set; using the weaker 1O t test, another innovation 
(VM) may be added to the five. For only two of the thirteen innovations 
in the 'acceptable cumulative lognormal set' does C. have a significant 
influence in equation (6.6.2); again another innovation (8P) may be added 
if the weaker 10% test is used. 
For the innovations outside of these two sets, Ct never has a significant 
influence, even using a 10`o test. Interestingly, however, for two 
innovations (NOPP) and (VD) there is no longer conclusive evidence of 
positive autocorrelation when fitting the cumulative normal curve. 
Probably the most notable positive aspect of this table is that the 
'best' lag for each innovation is generally in line with expectations of 
the probable installation periods. BOP, ZK, Vld, VD, PCBC, and, to a lesser 
extent, CT are all large pieces of equipment which would require a 
relatively long time to build, install and balance with adjacent plant, 
and the two year lag suggested by the regressions seems quite reasonable. 
IICPP, SPC and TC are less fundamental and 'lumpy', but each probably requires 
non-trivial installation and testing periods of about one year. F, SP, IIi 
and ASB, on the other hand, are cheap, mainly supplementary innovations 
which can probably be installed almost instantaneously. Only GA and SF 
(relatively minor innovations for which no lag might be expected) run 
against expectations, with a one year lag providing the best fit. 
1. This is roughly equivalent to reporting only those regressions for 
which the computed t statistic on c exceeds 1" 
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Table M. I. Results usini cumulative normal and lopncraal diffusion curves 
rth cyclical fluctuations. 
Innovation Best lag cumulative normal Cumulative lomormal 
i on Ct-i 
ba c. e D-W bac R2 D-W 
PCBC 2 . 142 -2.377 -2.967 . 951 1.551 (10.49)(19.58) (3.46) 
BOP 2 . 148 -1.511 -1.662 . 875 1.946 . 782 -1.858 -0.990+. 841 1.607 (8.47) (10.02) (2.30) (8.23) (8.47) (1.33) 
CT 2 . 205 -2.395 7.178 . 892 1.982 1.359 -3.770 3.336902 1.910 (7.86) (8.10) (2.41) (8.31) (6.68) (1.31) 
GA 1 . 192 -1.366 1.267 . 940 1.673 . 753 -1.195 4.376+: 962 1.439 (8.45) (6.53) (3.19) (10.70) (15.59)(1.21) 
F 0 . 310 -2.018 -5.688 . 943 1.302 2.152 -4.626 -5.489 . 968 2.368 (12.15)(9.42) (2.36) (16.44) (10.30)(3.06) 
SF 1 . 220 -1.618 -2.277+: 899 . 757 1.268 -2.691 -3.046 . 986 1.904 (8.96) (10.23) (1.00) * (24.50) (16.19)(3.53) 
TK 2 . 096 -2.279 . 400+: 978 1.747 (25.81)(37.46) (1.14) 
Vill 2 . 187 -1.900 . 932+. 922 1.652 (11.20)(14.57) (1.69) 
TC 1 . 238 -1.572 . 608+. 828 1.321 (8.28) (24.96)(1.36) (*) 
SP 0 . 208 -2.199 3.439.852 . 624 1.487 -4.138 -3.069+. 951 1.611 (6.52) (10.38) (1.23) * (10.55)(12.01)(1.73) 
IdCPP 1 . 144 -1.166 -2.527.865 1.201 (7.32) (10.62) (1.35) (*) 
ASB 0 "337 -2.153 . 158+. 984 1.776 (29.73)(69.01) (1.21) 
EH 0 "550 -3.253 . 257+. 971 . 946 (2 6.78)(22.12) (1.23) 
SPC 1 . 115 -2.251 -1.466+. 874 . 703 (10.34)(16.81) (1.27) * 
2 . 153 -2.130 . 739+. 940 1.225 (14.75)(15.05) (1.27) (*) 
Motes: 1. t statistics in brackets. 
2. "* and (*) as for table 6.4.1. 
3. + denotes a coefficient si mificantly different from zero at the 
2g1, level but not the l evel. 
++ denotes a coefficient no t sie ificantly different from zero at 
the 253 level. 
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The most important conclusion of this section raust be, however, that 
the trade cycle does influence the diffusion growth curve but, only in a 
small minority of cases. For four innovations (PcBc, BOP, F and. SF), 
periods of hi &- economic activity tended to slow down diffusion, whilst 
low economic activity increased its speed. Bat for two other innovations 
(GA and CT) the opposite effect obtained. For the remaining sixtoen 
innovations, however, there is no significant evidence either way. Given 
the generally poor quality of data used to measure Ct, however, it would be 
wrong to generalise these results too strongly. 
Finally, a tail piece conclusion which may be drawn is that the estimates 
of a and b are fairly insensitive As to whether Ct is included or excluded 
from the equations. This suggests that Ct is not seriously correlated with 
either time or the constant term and therefore, a and t should not be biassed 
in tables 6.4.1 and 6.5.1 by the exclusion of Ct at least. 
?. The time series success of the model. 
As the model developed in chapter 5 generated four alternative hypotheses 
as to the shape of the diffusion growth curve, its explaratory success must 
be judged in the light of all the results reported in the previous three 
sections. Thus, the fact that the simple cumulative normal curve, for 
instance, proved to be an acceptable explanation for only just over half of 
the innovations is only disappointing if none of the other alternatives 
Provided an acceptable explanation for the other half. 
In comparison with the simple logistic curve, the model clearly provides 
a better overall explanation. Even discounting the regressions in which Ct 
was included, either the simple cumulative or lognormal curves provided better 
fits (as measured by R2 and t statistics) than the logistic for twenty one of 
the twenty two innovations. I Similarly, whilst the loristic produced 
I* This success rate for the cumulative noinal and lopzormal (i. e. 
21/22) is 
significantly different from 2/3 at the 95) level. That is the hypothesis that 
this result could have come from a binomial distribution with mean 2/3 may be 
rejected at the 95% level, 2/3 might have been expected if each curve was 
equally applicable. 
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significant positive autocorrelation in twelve cases, for only five innovations 
did both cumulative normal and lognormal curves fail on this score (and for 
one of these - VD - the result became inconclusive when Ct was added to the 
equation. ) Indeed, for only eight of the twenty-two was the model incapable 
of producing an equation for which autocorrolation could be conclusively ruled 
out (as opposed to nineteen for the logistic. ) 
A more stringent test, however, is whether the model can explain which 
innovations will have a cumulative normal and which, cumulative lognormal 
diffusion curves. It has been argued' that relatively cheap and simple 
innovations which can be produced off site (Group A) should be characterised 
by lognozmal diffusion and more sophisticated, expensive innovations which 
must be at least partly built on the adopters' premises 
(Group B) by cumulative 
normal diffusion. 
On the basis of the technical descriptions . ven in Appendix one, 
fairly 
unequivocally, 7 of the sample innovations fall into Group B and 8 into 
Group A. The remaining 7 innovations each share certain characteristics 
with both groups, 
2 for instance, numerically controlled machine tools are 
technically complex, but relatively inexpensive and can be built off site, 
and they do not require lengthy installation periods. As it happens, these 
three groups could have been almost exactly predicted had the innovations 
been ranked according to cost, but then this is not surprising as technical 
complexity and physical size must largely determine cost. 
Table 6.7.1. The cost of innovation P. rouns A and B. 
Y. O. of Range in cost of typicali 
Innovations. initial outlay. 
Group A8 All £15,000 and below. 
Group B7 All £100,000 and above. 
Unclassified 7 All £20,000 - £55,000. 
ii 
i. typical figures ta'_cen from Appendix one, ideally to represent the cost of 
the average installation at the mid-point of the diffusion period. 
ii. except for one innovation, S. L., which only cost £3,000 per loom. However 
looms are always installed in batches, therefore the typical installation cost 
of a batch of S. L's would probably lie in the £20,000 - £55,000 range. 
for footnotes see next page - 
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I. See chapter 5 section 5 and chapter 3 section 7. 
2. Of course, some ambiguities and overlaps are bound to occur in any 
simple two way classification; for terms such as technically complex and 
cost, there are no obvious cut-off levels below which an innovation may 
be defined as 'cheap' and 'simple. ' There is, rather, a distribution 
of these characteristics and any innovation may be more or less as 
described by'Group A' or 'Group B'. 
Table 6.7.2. -lists these groupings and pools the results of the three 
previous tables of results. Generally, expectations as to the most 
appropriate curve are fulfilled. For all but one (CC) of the Group B 
innovations, a cumulative noxral diffusion curve is most appropriate; as 
predicted by the model. Ilioreover, except for CC the recorded R2 exceeds 
.9 in every case, and for all but CC and VD, the hypothesis of significant 
positive autocorrelation may be rejected. 
1 Even for VD, when Ct is added 
to the equation, whilst it does not appear as a significant influence (see 
table 6.6.1), its presence is sufficient to raise the D-W statistic from 
the range indicating significant autocorrelation into the inconclusive range. 
Similarly, for all but one (SISB) of the Group A innovations, a cumulative 
lognormal diffusion curve is most appropriate - again as predicted by the 
model. Only 2 of these 8, WSB and EH, exhibit aipnificant autocorrelation. 
Interestingly, whilst each curve performs woll for its 'own group'.. of 
innovations, neither of them is as imprescive in explaining diffusion for tho 
'other's group'. Thus the cumulative lognormal provides an acceptable 
explanation of`the diffusion for only four Group B innovations and, for three 
of these,, the r12 are considerably lower than those recorded for the, cumulative 
norrial. 
Thisi ,a fairly encouraging result in that it indicates that the data is 
precise enough to allow a differentiation betwwen the alternative hypotheses. 
'T' here is always a danger with diffusion data that aTOr upward sloping time trend 
will provide an adequate explanation, regardless of the chape of the true 
1-Only those regressions reported in table 6.4.1 and table 6.5.1, and the 
regressions in 6.6.1 with significant Ct are considered in this assessment. 
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relationship. In this case, however, at least for the obvious Grouu A 
and B innovations, this problem has not materialised. 
It is not surprising that the picture is not so clear cut for the 
unclassified innovations. There is not sufficient technical information 
to be able to decide beforehand which of the two types each one of these 
innovations should most resemble. Generally, one might expect neither the 
normal nor the lognormal to perform so well for this group as they did for 
i3 and A respectively, rather, it mimst be expected that the two curves will 
be closer together in their explanatory performance with respect to individual 
innovations. As can be seen from the table, both of these expectations are 
largely borne out. The cumulative lognormal provides the better fit for 
two and the cumulative normal for four innovations (for CT the fits are almost 
identical. ) Secondly, for throe of these innovations (TC, NNCPP and CT), both 
curves yield acceptable fits and for three of the other four, neither curve 
provides an acceptable fit; therefore, for only one unclassified innovation 
(PNCTB) does one of the alternative curves provide a fit which is both 
acceptable and obviously superior to the fit offered by the other curve. 
If anything, the cumulative normal performs rather better for this group 
as a whole: it provides a better fit than the loanoroal in four of the seven 
innovations, an almost identical fit for one and an acceptable fit for the 
two cases in which the lognormal yields the better explanation. This 
conclusion must be seen in the light of the discussion of the previous 
paragraph, however. 
Finally, what are the reasons for the model's failure to adequately explain 
the diffusion of certain innovations? From table 6.7.2, there are five 
innovations for which an acceptable fit was not obtained in any of the 
regressions: VD, EH, SL, SPC and INC 1. In each case R2 was fairly high 
(particularly so for VD, EH and SL) but the recorded D-W indicated conclusively 
the presence of significant positive autocorrelation. Tdow the presence of 
1. The generally poor performance of the logistic also tends to re-inforce 
this particular conclusion. 
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Table 6.7.2. The most annroTriate time curve for each innovation. 
Grouts B Innovations. (a) most annronriate (b) Corments. 
curve. R2 D-W n2 D-W 
BOP C. rTorn . 875 1.946 C. Lognorm . 815 1.358 
acceptable. 
CC C. Lomorm. . 792 1.068(*) (*) 
ATL C. Norn. . 924 1.786 C. LoCnorm . 845 1.251 
acceptable. 
TK C. Norm. . 978 1.647 
VD 0. Norm. (but . 937 . 953 * If insignificant 
(*) 
unacceptable fit) C, t included, . 940 1.225" 
acceptable. 
VM C , Norm. . 906 1.410 
PCBC C. TTori. . 951 1.551 C. Lo norrz . 784 1.830 
acceptable. 
Group A Innovations. 
SP Cam. . 926 1.663 
WSB C. Norm. . 904 1.296(*) 
ASB C. Locnorrt. . 983 2.089 
P Cam. . 968 2.368 C. 2: orm . 943 1.302 acceptable 
Sr Cam. . 986 1.904 
CA C. Lonnori. . 959 2.165 C. Norn . 940 1.673 
acceptable 
ADII C. LLoo ; norm. . 816 2.150 
EH C. Lornom. (but . 971 . 877 * 
unacceptable fit) 
Unclassified. (*) 
TC CLo org. . 816 1.467 
C. 2Torm . 708 1.261 
acceptable (*) 
NCPP C. Lornorm. . 979 3.358 C. rrorm . 865 1.201 
acceptable 
CT C Lo. ^orn. . 892 1.695 
C. 1"orM. . 892 1.932 
NCTS C. Norrl. . 906 1.147 
(*) ' 
SL c. Norr,. (but . 944 . 334 
unacceptable fit) 
SPC C. IN'orm. (but . 869 . 681 * 
unacceptable fit) 
NCTIIRr1 c. l'orri. (but . 865 . 475 * 
unacceptable fit) 
Notes: I. The most appropriate curve is defined, for each innovation, as the one 
which achieves the highest R and D-W. See tables 6.4.1,6.5.1. and 6.6.1; however 
only those regressions with c significantly different from 0 are considered. 
2. An unacceptable fit is defined as one for which significant autocorrelation is 
present and/or R2 <. 75. 
3. (*) and * as defined in table 6.4.1. 
-- 
autocorrelation mist always drastically reduce the usefulness of the equation 
concerned, 
I but in this case the problem is particularly damning if it can 
be shown to be the result of mis-specification of mathematical form: after 
all, the main point of the exercise is to teat the predictions of the model 
about the true mathematical forms of the diffusion curve. 
In the case of VD, as has been mentioned, when C. is added to the cumulative 
normal curve, the D-W statistic moves into the inconclusive range, indicating; 
that there is no longer conclusive proof of serial correlation in the 
theoretical disturbance term. This suggests that the apparent autocorrelation 
for the simple cumulative normal nav have been due to an omission of the 
cyclical influence on Qt, rather than a fundamental mir-specification of 
mathematical form. The fact that Ct, as specified, is not sirnificant, when 
included, may simply indicate that it does not accurately represent the 
cyclical influences on Qt. 
For EH, there is no evidence to suggest that omission of a cyclical 
influence is the reason for autocorrelation, a visual inspection of the 
residual plot for the cumulative lognormal equation indicates under-prediction 
in the early years of diffusion, followed by consistent over-predictions for 
the rest of the curve. Thus, whilst the residuals are small in magnitude 
(r, 2 = . 971), they are quite obviously serially correlated - quite possibly 
because of mis-specification of form. As can be seen from table 6.4.1, the 
cumulative normal seems to be even less appropriate than the lognormal: an 
exceptionally low D-W and relatively low R2 being recorded. 
Bor SL, SPC and to a lesser extent, NCTURN, the serial correlation in the 
residuals might well be due to errors in the measurement of the dependent 
variables. As is explained in Appendix 2, diffusion data for these three 
innovations was computed from information from samples of firms in the 
industries concerned. Whilst the sample for )CTURI seemed to be fairly 
1. Typically, inefficient predictions, underestimates of the standard 
errors and invalidation of t tests result. 
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representative, 
I 
for SL and SPC they were certainly not random but rather 
rough and ready. Assuming that biassed estimates of the population 4t 
resulted from these poor samples, and that the bias was pervasive over 
time, this could quite possibly produce serial correlation in the disturbance 
term. Of course, one cannot rule out mis-specification of form as an added 
possibility, but it is notable that SPC and SL are the only two innovations 
for which serious doubts are justified as to the adequacy of the samples from 
which the diffusion data has been computed. 
Given that autocorrelation is apparent using either curve for these five 
innovations, the obvious question is does this necessarily reduce the 
information value of the estimates 
b and ä in these cases? After all auto- 
correlation, of itself, does not produce biassed estimates. However, the 
factors leading to autocorrelation may also produce bias. This is certainly 
true for mis-specification of mathematical form which leads not only to serial 
correlation of the disturbance term but also to correlation between the 
disturbance term and the explanatory variable, t, and in turn, therefore, to 
biassed S. On the other hand, neither measure^lent errors in Qt nor the 
omission of the cyclical variable, Ct, should lead to bias as neither the 
measurement errors nor Ct should be correlated with time. 
In other words, for EH and perhaps NCTURN, the estimates of 
band ä are 
quite possibly worthless, but for VD, SPC and SL there is sufficient reason 
for retaining them, at least initially, in the set of diffusion parameters 
to be used in the cross-section analysis experiments in chapter S. 
1. As was true for the other handful of innovations for which data was 
computed from samples of firms. See Appendix 2. 
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Ste. 
The results of this chapter have been fairly encouragin. rr. Both the 
simple cumulative normal and lognormal curves offer a better explaration 
of the diffusion of the 22 sample innovations than does the logiätic. 
Taken together, as the model suggests they should be, their superiority 
is even more pronounced. All but five of the innovations' diffusion 
curves can be adequately explained by either the normal or the lognormal 
and for only two of these five does the evidence surest that an alternative 
trend curve would necessarily have offered a better explanation. Perhaps 
more importantly, the model has been fairly successful in predicting which 
innovations will have lognormal and which normal diffusion curves. 
On the other hand, the introduction of the cyclical variable, Ct, into 
the analysis has been only partially justified by the results reported in 
table (6.6.1). In some cases inclusion of this variable does produce an 
improved fit, but for the majority of innovations there is no evidence that 
diffusion is sensitive to the cyclical influence suggested by the model. 
However, the rather poor quality of data available for measurement of Ct 
makes this particular conclusion very tentative. 
I 
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Appendix One to Chapter 6: Chanpin, - industry size. 
This appendix reports an attempt to broaden the empirics, by allowing 
for the effects of changes in the sizes of the industries in the sample. 
A 
The results reported in this chapter are based on the assumptions that 
µst and 6$t are invariant with respect to time. While there is no 
evidence to suggest that öst has changed radically in any of the industries 
over the diffusion periodsl it would be surprising if the overall size of 
these industries has remained constant. Given a consistent lognormal 
distribution of firm size and constant 42 ,a change in the overall size 
of an industry must be reflected in equivalent changes injist- 
If S3, n3 and Si denote, respectively, the aggregate industry size, the 
number of firms and arithmetic mean firm size in industry j, then 3 1=n 
As the arithmetic mean of a lognormal distribution is given 
2 by 
FU s* 
s 
e, then 
lop, 33= log n1 +P$j + (1/2> 
2 
8j 
and if n3 and ý 
28jare both constant over time3, any changes in industry 
size must be reflected by changes in ýlgý . 
1. Indeed, past research suggests that 6s2 may be, generally, a fairly 
stable parameter. See footnote 1, page 19 of the previous chapter. 
2. See Aitchison and Brown, op. cit., p. 12. 
3. In the two sample industries in which new entry and deaths have been 
significant in the periods considered, diffusion has been studied only 
for those firms existing at both the start and end of the time period. 
Therefore nj should also be stable. 
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Unfortunately, annual time series data is generally unavailable for 
Si for most industries, mainly because the level of aggregation required 
in this study is much lower than that for which official statistics are 
Provided. As a second best solution, the level of S at the start and 
end of the periods considered have been used to calculate trend growth 
aj t 
rates of the form Sjt = Sjoe 
S has been measured by industry employment, the source being the five 
yearly Census of Production reports for the years nearest to the dates 
required. Even then, however, the M classifications used in the Census 
by no means always conform to the industries considered here. (Fbr instance, 
the Printing Press manufacturing industry in which numerical control is 
diffusing - NCPP - is only one very small part of the r1H 'Other 
mechanical engineering. ') 
Nevertheless, estimates of S were made for all J. These estimates were 
then used in a new set of curve fitting exercises using the analysis in 
appendix 2 to the last chapter. 
I 
From equations (5. A2.6) and (5. A2.7) if Sit = 33o e and 
iý St j so j +6p 
then t=N ilogt+ß 
Sjt +Q Cit I- logalt-&LsojAUSi+ 
22 öi2 
or Q it 
&t+SLC I -logos Q, 
2ý2 
+2 ) 
it i rý j it j- 13 sJ 1 
The inclusion of the extra tezm, 
/st, leads to new estimating equations 
(in place of 6.1.4a and 6.1.4b): 
(6. A. 1) Zit = aj + bi1og t+ cictj +dit 
or 
it = aj + bit + ciCtj +dit 
(6. A. 2) 
where das 
(6j2 +I$ 6 eJ) (6'ý + 
6$ 2)+ 
(6. A. 3) 
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Estimation of equation (6. A. 1) would be almost certainly pointless, however, 
as it is probable that 
b 
and d would be imprecise due to collinearity 
between t and log t. Therefore the best course of action to take seemed 
to be to impose on the equations as follows: 
Zit - 
dot 
= aj + bi1og t+ ciCJt (6. A. 4) 
z jt - 
ä3t 
- aýý. + bit + cýcýt (6. A. 5) 
This required a prior knowledge of 
di 
of course, but a method is available 
for deriving estimates independently of the time series data. The three 
constituent parts of dý in (6. A. 3) are 
S 
j, 
68j and (S/r i. Estimates 
of were derived as above, ö 
8j 
were available from Appendix 5 and 
(öýý 
j) were computed 
by fitting Quasi-E ; e1 curves for each innovation. 
(As this forms an integral part of the empirics reported in the next 
chapter, the discussion of the exact method used is postponed until then. ) 
Thus it was possible to compute the new dependent variable (12tj - di t) 
for all of the sample innovations. The regressions reported in the main 
text of this chapter were then re-computed using this now variable. 
Results were, generally, rather disappointing. Flor the cumulative 
normal, of course, R2, D-W, ai and cj all remained unchanged and, in every 
case, 
bi 
was reduced by an amount exactly equal to ds. Indeed, it was un- 
n 
necessary to recompute these regressions as the new bi must be simply the 
difference between the old bi and dj. For the cumulative lognormal, there 
were very small changes in all test statistics and coefficients but only 
for bi did these amount to more than a change in the second decimal place. 
Again, bi were reduced, but in this case, of course, the new 
bi 
could not 
be predicted from a knowledge of the old 
Si and dJ. 
Overall, none of the conclusions of table 6.7.2 are altered. Moreover, 
because of the, generally, very low values of 
S3 
and thus di (a typical 
A 
value for (6si + (ö/ß )i)ls about 3 to 4), chances in bi for both 
cumulative normal and lognormal curves were also very small. Tb re importantly, 
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their estimated variance across innovations bras virtually unchangod. 
Consequectly, the cross-section ana]ysia of chapter 8v which attempts 
to explain inter-industry and innovation differences in and 
b are based 
on the estimates reported in the main text. It see= probable that much the 
same results would ensue using the estimates derived from the above 
alternative regressions. At any event, the data problems mentioned are 
sufficient reason for doubting the value of these now estimates. 
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Chapter 7: F irical Quasi-Engel curves. 
This chapter provides an alternative test of the model using cross-section 
data for each innovation. In addition, however, it yields a further set 
of observations across industries for two of the parameters of the model. 
In the next chapter, a cross-industry explanation will be attempted for both 
the diffusion curve and Quasi- hgel curve parameters. 
In section 3 of chapter 5, it was shown that, at time t, the probability 
of having adopted is related to firm size by an upward sloping S shaped 
curve - the cumulative lognormal. The mathematical formulation of this 
relationship is: 
-logo(- logß 
P qit =II Sit = 
i, ( Sil t, 
6? 12 (5.3.8. ) 
Given the assumptions made about 62, f2 and 
Qt, this implies that the 
variance of this distribution is constant over time, but that the mean 
decreases over time. Thus the probability of adoption rises monotonically 
with time for all firms. As the variance does not depend on the specification 
of 
O 
t, Group A and Group B innovations will differ, in this context, only 
in 
the way in which their Quasi-Engel curves shift to the left over time. 
Section 1 of this chapter explains the empirical method used to test these predictionE' 
and discusses the problems resulting from the limited quantity of data 
available. Section 2 presents the results obtained and discusses their 
implications. 
1. The empirical method and data limitations. 
Denoting the conditional probability of a firm of size Si having adopted 
by time t as Pit, (5.3.7. ) may be expressed, quite generally, as: 
-logo -log 
0t' 
62ý 2 Pit =P 
fqit I Sit} _ r( log Sit 
(p (7.1.1. ) 
log Sit + logd + log At 
N( 6I 0r 1) 
(7.1.2. ) 
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If zit = a1+ b1logSit where a1 = 
lopot+ loP ßt 
and b1 =ý/6 (7.1.3) 
then Pit =N (zit10,1) 
That is the norciit, or normal equivalent deviate, of. the probability 
is a linear function of the logarithm of the firm's size., But to make 
(7.1.3) operational requires an empirical measure of the probability itself. 
As with the diffusion curve, the probability is replaced by an observed 
frequency. Fbllowing; the convention of Quasi-Engel curves, the poculation 
is split into a number of size ranges and pt for each range is measured by 
Pkt (the obeerved proportion of firms in the kth range having adopted) and 
Skt is measured by the mean size of firms in the range. So long as the 
ranges are not too kwide, this should provide an adequate approximation. 
1 
Therefore, the empirical counterpart of (7.1.3) is given by: 
zkt =a+ b1 logSkt (?. 1.4) 
where zkt is the nor it of the observed penetration (frequency of adopters) 
in the kth size range at time t. 
Because observed frequencies have been substituted for probabilities, 
as for the diffusion curves, the theoretical disturbance tei will not be 
homoscedastic and the choice of estimating technique again rests between 
minimum normst and maximum likelihood. 
2 
However, as can be seen from appendix 4, the number of firms for which 
data is available in most industries is relatively small (usually less than 
50). In order for the penetration rates of size classes not to be too 
sensitive to the behaviour of individual firms, it is considered advisable 
that each size class should include at least eight firms. Further, for some 
industries, the only data available is already grouped into size classes, 
and usually only four classes at that. The unfortunate upshot of this is 
1. By fitting the curve to class or range means, all firms in any range are 
treated as if they had the sane size - the class mean. 
2. The argument is exactly equivalent to that already described in section 
2 of chapter 6. 
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that on average, only four observations are available for each industry. 
Quite obviously it would be pointless to use sophisticated empirical 
techniques under such circumstances. Instead, a purely graphical method' 
is used which amounts, quite simply, to drawing a straight line through 
the observations plotted on a graph, with the horizontal axis measuring the 
logarithm of size and the vertical axis the normits of Pkt. The fitted 
line has a slope, equal to the inverse of the standard deviation of the 
-f critical size distribution and cuts the line: zkt a0 at: 
og04+logOt 
log S that is the mean of the critical size 
distribution. 
-12 z 
1 
Eiaare 7.1.1. The transformed lop-normal Quasi-rng+el curve. 
slope = P/Ö 
-1 
-2 
log (ý ) ý/t 
log Si 
N. B. This is equivalent to logarithmic probability paper2with P and S measured along the 
axes* 
AA a rough way of incorporating the weighting scheme implied by the more 
sophisticated statistical techniques, it is sugpested3 that the observations 
closest to P= .5 
(z1= 0) should be more important to the drawn line than are 
those close to P=1 or 0 (z =t cO). 
To gote Aithison and Brown: 'Although 
(this graphical method) can hardly 
be regarded as a rigorous statistical test of lognoznality, it provides a 
quick method of judging whether the population may be feasibly lognormal. 
Moreover, the parameters ( of the distribution) may be estimated. ' 
1. Suggested by Aitchison and Brown(op, cit. ), PP-31-34- 
2. ibid. PP-31-33- 
3-ibid. and also by Finney (op. cit. ) 
For each innovation it should be possible to fit the Engel curve at 
-ýogot+ 
loggt 
any and every point in time, and whilst the estimate of 
will vary over time, the slopeI of the straight line (P /6) should be 
insensitive to the point in time considered. Again, however, data limitations 
severely restrict the options available. For some innovations, this sort 
of cross-section data is available for only one point in time, for others, 
whilst penetration data is available for a number of alternative years, 
information on firm size is not. Moreover, in a few canes in the later years, 
penetration in the largest size class reaches 100; as the normit of 100° is 
plus infinity, it is impossible to draw the Engel curve under these circunr- 
stances. 
2 Therefore, the Quasi-Engel curves have been calculated at only one 
point in time for each innovation, and where there is a choice of date, the 
most recent year is chosen. 
As it happens, this is hardly a serious limitation. If the lognormal 
hypothesis is true at all, it must be true for every point in time and, 
similarly, riven the assumptions of the model, the variance of the distribution 
will be the same at every point in time. 
3 
2. ReFUIts and imrmicationa. 
The data used to compute the empirical curves in presented in Appendix 4. 
For each innovation the normit of penetration is plotted against the logarithm 
of mean size in each size class as in figures 7.2.1.4 From each diagram, 
the mean and variance of the critical size distribution, (5.3.7. 
), are 
1. In terns of nozmi. te and log. size, not in terms of proportions and size. 
2. Unlese one is prepared to approximate 100, by 99.9 which has a norritt of 
+3. This is, of course, one of the rroblerm of the normst transformation: 
whilst a QuFasi-En -el curve can predict very hi, ^h penetration rates (in excess of 949 
it can never predict 100 ö (or e lo) penetration for any size clam. 
3. For three innovations, it in poncible to ostinate the curve for a number of 
alternative years. Typically, (6 does not vary rasch between years. For 
example, for SP, (6 in 1.7 in 1966,1.825 in 196 ard. 1.825 in 1970. 
4. An alternative approach wan pursued for ATL, see the note at the end of 
Appenr&ix 4. 
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calculated and reported in table 7.2.1. These diagrams and estimates are 
useful in a number of respects, three of which relate-directly to equation 
5.2.7, -which is, of course, quite crucial for the whole development of the 
model: 
1R* 
-a Sit 
ete. 
t 
it 
Only if the error term ei in this expression 
(5.2.7) 
is 1ognorr^, a11y distributed 
z111 the critical size distribution (eqn 5.3.7) also be 1ornor glly distributed. 
Now, to the extent that the time series implications of the model as a whole 
have proved fairly accurate, there is already some indirect support for this 
assumption. A more specific test is possible however. For the critical 
size distribution to be lotnorrial, clearly, the transformed Quasi-Engel 
curves shown in the figures should be described by strai&-t lines; any 
systematic divergence from straight lines would eurgest an alternative 
specification for critical size and thus ei. Unfortunately, . ven 
the snail 
numbers of observat,. ons on which these figures are based, no stronr; test of 
the linear hypothesis is possible; moreover, the deliberate intent of fittin'* 
these curves closely to the certral points and attaching less weight 
to extreme 
values of zkt will give the impression of a poorer fit than is actually 
achieved. 
I 
Visually, the straight line provides a fairly accet, table fit for most 
innovations. For all but 4 of the 21 innovations, there is an obvious 
monotonic relationship between penetration and firm size. For 10 of the 
innovations (F, SF, PCBC, BOP, E lt AD11, ASB, rTCTNJ, h'CTB, SPC) the straight 
line provides a close fit2 and for another 7 
(SP, WSB, VD, 717, IF? CPP, SL, TC) 
a fairly acceptable approximation which v have been bettered by some other 
1. For instance, an observed error of +. 5 normits at z, ý1 . 
-0 means an error in 
Pkt of . 1915, but a similar error at z,, t= -2 translate 
tinto 
an error in Pkt 
of only . 0166. 
2. But for SPC and ICTB thin is hardly surprictn, r as there are only ,2 
observations for each! 
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sort of curve in some cases. However, for both CC and TK, one pair of 
observations show no increase as class size increases and for two others, 
CT and GA, one pair of observations show an actual decline as class size 
increases. 
The shortage of observations rules out the possibility of strong overall 
conclusions one way or the other but it is fair to claim that these figures 
at the very least, do not exclude the lognormal hypothesis - often the largest 
residuals occur at relatively low penetration rates where random influences 
will cause large distortions in the observed zkt. 
For the record, the standard x2 test of normality has been used (table 7.2.1); 
as can be seen, for none of the innovations can the hypothesis of a lognormal 
Quasi-Ehpe1 curve be rejected at the W level. 
Secondly, it is now possible to be definite about the sirA of A in (5.2.7). 
As was shown in section 3 of chapter 5, the Quasi-Engel curve will be upward 
sloping for positive fi and downward sloping for negative 
Q. Fairly unequi- 
vocally, all of the empirical curves are upward sloping. Pooling all 
innovations, ' there are 51 pairs of adjacent observations of which only 2 (as 
reported above) show a decline in diffusion between classes as size class 
increases, and two others show no change as size class increases. Thus over 
921 of the observations are consistent with the hypothesis of positive p for 
all S. Clearly, then, size does matter : large firms on average do have a 
higher probability of havinr adopted at all times. This result should not 
be interpreted as meaning that larger firms are more progressive, however. 
From equation (5.2.6), ß_ ft3 - 
f2 
-A' and from the evidence of chapter 3, 
section 6, there are good reasons for believing that 
A, 40 , that is, that new 
innovations are more profitable for large firms, for purely technical reasons. 
It would be necessary to show that fl+fi1, is positive (namely that large firms 
are more favourably disposed to new innovations and are bettor at gathering; 
and interpreting information), before claiming that large firms are more 
progressive. Unfortunately, there is no way of testin, this hypothesis. 
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Third, again with respect to equation (5.2.7), it is now possible to - 
ascertain the relative explanatory power of Sit vis-a-vis Bit. Of course 
one might test this equation, for each industry, by regression, using the 
form: 
log ( it = log 
(oe 0t) +P log sit + lop; Eit (7.2.1) EFý 
on a cross-section basis'at time t with observations of ( )it and Sit 
for all firms. However, R and (ER) 11 would be impossible 
to measure for 
most firms, even if the. -j- were willing to co-operate. 
Supposing, for the moment, that this data were available for all firms 
2 
and equation (7.2.1) was estimated using, ordinary least squares, then tho R 
would be calculated , as usual, by: 
ß2 115Eyi- where yi = log (R ) loh 
(, ) 
Yj 
LRIJ it BIS t 
and yi = 
ý(log5it 
- 1ot) 
Using the symbols of, crapter 5, 
(1o Sit 1o I t) +lof-Eit 
(7.2.2) 
A2ý 
Est =glofit - logst)2 , 
öt 
= 410ý+2 (7.2.3) 
nn 
¶There n is the number of oboervations. 
R2 
e2 2 Thus, A Est 
- 22 bat+ t 
1 (7.2.4) 
1+ (6/ýý2 Y42 t 
A^ estimates of Est are available for all industries' 
('ass<ming no significant 
cno over time) and (6 
/ß ) have been ectimatod from the fiuarca, R2 may be 
calculated for all industries for the years in which the empirical Quasi-Ezv! ol 
curves have been estimated. 
2 
1. See Appendix 5.1 
2. Indeed, if ,62 and 
62 are all relatively constant over time, these 
R2 should apply to all years. 
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Interestingly, therefore, it is possible to cormute R2 for regressions 
which have never been calculated, because there are no observations for the 
dependent variable. This result is not only of interest value, however; 
given the quite central place afforded to the firm size variable in this 
model, a test of its explanatory power is vex-, r welcome. 
Column 5 of table 7.2.1 lists the R2 (in percentame terms) that have been 
computed in this way. The results are surprisingly powerful` : for 7 of the 
22 innovations, over half of the variance in () is explained by the ERN 
inclusion of S as the only independent variable and for another 4, R2> . 4. 
Using an P test, all 22 calculated R2 are siCnificant, of course, and in only 
4 cases does R2 drop below . 2. The biggest limitation on these 'back door' 
11 2s is of course, that they have been computed using estimates of (ö ýý ) 
which must be rough and ready; on the other hard, there is no reason to 
suspect that these estimates are systematically biassed downwards which would 
result in an upward bias of R. 
2 
On the face of it, then, these results do justify the central role attributed 
to firm size but having said that, there is substantial unexplained variance 
in (J) in all industries, which in this aodel is reflected in the error 
term Eit'1 
The fourth main point in estimating the empirical Quasi-Eire1 curves rests 
with the estimates obtained for (61ß ). These may be used in a cross- 
section study to test certain hypotheses presented in section 6 of chanter 5 
as to the causes of inter-industry and inter-innovation differences in and 
ý3. 
P! o attempt, will be made to use the estimates of the means of the empirical 
Quasi-Engel curves; their interpretation depends on the forms of 
0t 
used and 
the point in time to which they refer, moreover they add no new information 
over and above that already available from the more reliable time series 
regressions of the previous chapter. For the record, estimates of 'lo o(-low 
are noted in column 3 of the table. 
1. Clearly, any further development of this model must be concerned with 
attempts to identify the other variables whose effect is being 'picked up' 
at present by E 
Lt- 
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Table 7.2.1. Estimated Quasi-Eng el Curve Parameters. 
Innovation(3) ()ý -logo(- log 
et 
(- 
Q )ý t3ý y2 A. 
Erg naýjor'Jr Dower of 
°ý3S? jt it Ei j 
(%) 
SP 1.825 6.1 9 . 236 46.9 
F 1.800 6.25 5 . 007 47.6 
SF 1.425 6.7 5 . 014 59.1 
WSB 2.9 7.925 14 "335 25.9 
PCBC 2.625 10.425 6 0 29.9 
BOP 0.96 8.86 11 . 001 55.4 
cc 3.75 10.40 11 . 217 9.0 
VD 3.125 8.05 14 . 807 13.3 
Vii 1.65 6.00 11 . 092 39.0 
Eli 0.86 6.01 22 . 798 68.7 
ADH 1.15 6.35 9 2.360 55.2 
ASB 2.45 9.45 6 . 078 21.3 
INCPP 2.25 6.00 9 . 079 35.4 
D. CTURN 1.20 5.85 15 . 009 48.8 
NCTB 2.234 5.616 14 - 28.2 
GA 3.35 2.225 9 . 310 12.0 
SL 1.687 6.00 16 . 210 50.4 
TK 1.212 4.862 19 2.351 65.2 
SPC 0.645 7.945 11 - 62.8 
CT 1.34 6.76 9 2.09 25.3 
TC 2.375 4.80 12 . 239 40.5 
ATL* 2.81 - - - 11.2 
Notes: 
+j 
j and 
(- lo _ lo 
8t-) 
have b een computed from figures 7.2.1 - 
7.2.21 
t3 denotes the number of years between innovation i's first introduction 
and the year for which J's Quasi-Engel curve has been estimated. 
The sixth column denotes the R2 from the hypothetical regressions (7.2.1) 
* For the method of calculating (4) for ATI,, see Appendix 4. 
The x2 have been calculated usint7 the observed and predicted 
I 
kt 
transformed from the zkt in figure 7.2.1. None of these values 
is significant at the level. 
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Summary, 
Perhaps the most important finding of this chapter is that, for all 
innovations, firm size has an important role to play in the diffusion 
process as indicated by column 5 of table 7.2.1. The estimated Quasi- 
Engel curves suggest quite strongly that fi is always positive and that 
the assumption of a lognormal distribution for critical size may be 
reasonable. (The lack of extensive data requires that the latter 
conclusion be only tentative. ) For each innovation an estimate of 
(G /') has been calculated which will be used alongside the estimated time 
series parameters from the previous chapter in the cross-industry analysis 
of chapter 8. 
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Eipure 7.2.1. The ermirical Qua i-Ene1 curyett. 
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Chanter 8. Cross - industry errnirical analysis. 
As the final stage in the enpirical analysis, this chapter atte-ints an 
explanation of the causes for inter industry/innovation differences in the 
speed of diffusion. In doing so, it employs the estimated oaremeters of 
the diffusion growth curves and Quasi-Engel curves reported in previous 
chapters. 
In section 1, for both cumulative normal and lognormal diffusion curves, 
measures are derived for 'the speed of diffusion' which can be computed 
from the parameters estimated in chapter 6. In section 2, these measures 
are shown to be somewhat complicated amalgams of the structural narrmoters 
of the theoretical model: c, 
ýQ ý'j, 6 j, P, 
,j and 
ös3. An the model 
provides predictions as to the causes for inter industr7/innovation 
differences in these parameters, the implications for differences in the 
speed of diffusion follow quite easily. There are, however, three obstacles 
to be overcome before econometric testing of these implications is aossible. 
These are discussed, in turn, in section 3. First, the mathematical 
connection between the speed of diffusion and the structural parameters is 
sufficiently complicated to rule out direct estimation of the relationship 
between the speed of diffusion and its industry and innovation level 
determinants. Instead, it is necessary to break down the speed of diffusion 
into a number of constituent parts which may be more easily explained, 
independently, using atraipttforward regression techniques. This amounts 
to a transformation of the dependent variables using the cross-section 
estimates provided by the Quasi-Engel curves and empirical firm size 
distributions . Second, precise functional forms for the relationships 
between the structural parameters and their industry innovation level 
determinants must be assumed arbitrarily in the absence of any definite 
suggestions emanating from the model. Third, a number of the explanatory 
variables are somewhat intangible, or at least difficult to quantify, and 
suitable proxies must be decided upon. (Appendix 6 discusses, at some length, 
the problems of measuring the level of competition. ) These obstacles 
I 
Ln*tl*; e" 
resolved, four estimating equations (two for each growth curve) emerge to 
form the basis of the empirical analysis of this chapter. Sections 4 and 
5 include the results of testing these equations for those innovations having 
cumulative normal and cumulative lognormal diffusion curves respectively. 
Section 6 reports two yardstick- tests for these results. 
1. The speed of diffusion. 
It was shom in chapter 2 that given a logistic diffusion curve, 
(n )t -(1+ (8.1.1) 
A ray be usefully represented as the speed or rate of diffusion. 
It, alone, defines the time lapse between diffusion reaching two levels x 
and a2 where 1 7x2 > i1 >o. For example, the time span between diffusion 
attaining 2(rß and 80 n is 1. ven by 
1 16 
01 
Given, however, that the model predicts cumulative normal or loriormal 
diffusion, is there an equivalent parazaoter for these two curves which 
provides the same function as 
ý in the logistic form? 
The estimating forms used in chapter 6 were: 
ät =a+ bloct + cCt (e. i. 2) 
and zt =a+ bt + cCt 
(8.1.3) 
Using the above definition of the speed of diffusion (SD), 
2 
SD=t2-t1 
where t2 and tI denote the nunber of years elapsing before diffusion 
(Q. 
t as defined in chapter 
63) reaches Q2 = a2 and s x1 where I x2>a1, O. 
If z1 and z2 are normits of @1 and q, Z, then from 
(8.1.2): 
log t1 = 1/b (zI -a- cC1) (8.1.4) 
log t2 = 1/b 2 -a- cC2) 
(8.1.5) 
As c was found to be riot siF7Aficantly different from zero for 20 of the 22 
fitted cumulative lognormals, let c=0,4 in which case the expression: 
1. page 2.4, chapter 2, section 1. 
2. Thus SD is an inverse measure of the speed of diffusion. 
3. Qt is exactly equivalent to (m/n)t 
4. Alternatively, C1 = C2 =0 has the same effect. Essentially, then, c only 
affects the speed of diffusion if capacityu. age deviates in 1 and 2 from its 
SDV _ t2 tl (8.1.6. ) 
reduces to 
_a 
Z2 Z 
-eb SDIS =eb e7- 
For fixed values of z1 and z 2' then, the speed of diffusion is determined 
by b and - a/b. Indeed, in the special case of zI = 0, and a2 = . 50 
(z1 =- co and' ; 2=0 
) 
SDLN =e 
a/b 
. 1. (8.1.8) 
that is, -a/b uniquely determines the speed. 
The picture is simpler for the cumulative normal, from (8.1.3) 
SDN =b (z2 - z1) -b (C2 - C1) (8.1.9) 
Assuming that c=0 or C2 32 C11, this reduces, simply, to 
s=b (Z2 - z1) (e. t. io) 
and for fixed xI and x2, the speed is determined, uniquely, by b. 
As an example, if xý = 2CJ and x2 = m, 
SDN =1 b68 
Consequently, b will be used in the en$uin analysis as a measure of the 
speed of diffusion in the cumulative normal case. For the cumulative 
lognormal, -a/b is probably the more appropriate measure, as for many 
values of x,, and a2, b on its own, will have only a marginal influence on 
SD2. 
2, The implications for cross-industry explanations. 
On the basis of these two measures, inter-industry/innovation differences 
in the speed of diffusion may be analysed as follows. 
From (6.1.3), for the innovation in the jth industry: 
aý _ 
(logo( +fj 
(ý2 +22 ýj 
sj 
b 
(62 + 
(8.2.2) 
ir 
1. In this case, c only affects diffusion speed if capacity usage differs 
between the two years considered. In either case, however, it is surely 
correct to normalise for the effects of capacity usage. 
2. For values of x2 close to . 50 and x1 close to 0, the term in brackets in (8.1.7) tends to unity regardless of the value of b as z2 0 
and z, ^- - oo and thus, ýLN' e 
alb 
and, therefore, _ --. 
3 
-- 
(107«1-+ 
/i1 si) (8.2.3) bi tYj 
Thus, the speed of diffusion will vary between innovations depending on 
the values of the six structural parameters: alj, 
p3, yJ, ý20 an 62 
SJO 
These, in turn, are determined in terms of the model 
1 
by: 
cCý 1 (1T , Cci, Nir 
719TT 
j; Kcr Car VC J) 
(8.2.4) 
j= g2 
( CCM, TIjr Xi) (8.2.5) 
6=g3( CCM, CCM, LIA, TIj, i, SC3 ) (8.2.6) 
%F = g4 TI , CSC, CCj, Nj, 
ljr Ujr Kj (8.2.7) 
µaj and 62 are, of course, exogeneous to the system, being the parameters 
of the jth industry's size distribution. 
A cross-section explanation of the estimated bi and aj/bi should be 
conceptually possible, therefore, given observations for all j of/. j, 
6 
ej and 
the independent variables included in functions C, to g4. 
3. The estinating equations. 
Substituting equations (8.2.4) - (8.2.7) into (8.2.2), then, the speed 
of diffusion will vary across industries having cumulative normal growth 
curves according to: 
64 (TIY CS jV CCi, ýrrir 
Cj' 1C ) 
bi fe3(cci' 
cci'ýý1, rr x, sci)+52(ccJ'ý. i'xýý726e j 
(8.3.1) 
and, for those industries having cumulative lognormal diffusion growth curves, 
according to: 
(a) 
logg t1Toi; CCi; NJ; 11,1; TIi; Ki; -, j; yc1)+C. 2(CC ;T ; I1 i4 si3 
b 
P4(TIJ; CSi; CCi; i ; fj; Uj; x. ) (8.3.2) 
Before these two relationships can be tested against the data, the 
precise form-of functions g1 to 64 must be specified and empirical measures 
must be derived for the 12 different explanatory variables which appear in 
those functions. However, a potentially more troublesome problem arises 
1. That is equations '(5.6.1) - (5.6.4) of chapter 5. 
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concernin. 7 the method of estimation. As they stand, neither of these 
relationships may be estimated using standard linear re? Tession techniques 
no matter how g1 to g4 are specified; there is no transformation of the 
right hand sides of (8.3.1) and (8.3.2) which could yield linear 
relationships. One way round this problem would be to ignore the precise 
mathematical forms of (8.2.2) and (8.2.3) and, instead, to assume general 
functions G1 and G2: 
bj°GI (1j; £; A{; 6 )a 
c3 (TI ; csJ; ccJ; N ; 11 ; cj; xý; acj; LZj; scj; ýgj) (8.3.3) 
and 
a3/b3 
G2 (o(, ' 
Qjº 118 ji 
'I1 ) 
G4(1r ; CCýi Ný; 1T ; TIý; 1c ; C3; ýji "a ji 
Csi ) (8.3.4 
Then G3 and G4 might bo approximated by some simple functional form - say 
linear in logs - which might be estimated using ordinary least squares. 
This possible approach is rejected, however, as it would largely reduce 
the model to an irrelevance in this area of the eripiric3. After all, 
equations (8.3.3) and (8.3.4) could be produced by purely ad-hoc reasoning: 
all of the independent variabler, with , DerhaDa the exception of µ8i and 
ö ýj 
, might be suggested as determinants of the speed of diffusion on a 
purely intuitive level. 
Fortunately, a more acceptable alternative is possible which uses 
explicitly the mathematical specifications of (8.2.2) and (8.2.3) and which 
is therefore much more within the spirit of the model. Basically, it amounts 
to a transformation of the dependent variables bi and -(aj /b so as to 
partly remove the non-linearity of (8.3.1) and (8.3.2). 
i Transformation of the dependent variables. 
(8.2.2) may be re-written as: 
2 
(V/1)i (VJ/ p+ 68 2) 
r 
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2 
and thus b 
6J/ 
2+ 683), (8.3.6) ý3 
For each industry, estimates are available for ( 611)2 and 62s 
the former is the variance of the Quasi-Engel curve, estimated in the 
previous chapter, and the latter is the variance of the logarithim of 
firms size in the jth industry, which is estimated in Appendix 5. Thus, 
n 
it is possible, by combining the time series estimates for (b and cross- 
section estimates (Ö2 )j and ( 
83), 
to compute, for each industry, 
estimates of )j, as in table (8.3.1). As this new dependent 
variable is determined across industries as the ratio of two ; general 
functions, g4 and jr2, the only arbitrary element retaining in the ensuing 
estimating equation will be in tho choice of specific forms for these 
functions. In addition, of course, the estimates of used in 
001- (8.3.6) to generate ('P/ý)3 must themselves be e=nlained across industries 
as (e )3 is only one constituent part of 
b,. 
The 
/transformation 
for the cumulative lognormal speed of diffusion 
follows much the same linen. (8.2.3) may be re-written as: 
- (a/b) j °'{ 
1' 
i- 
WIN Psi (8.3.7) 
and thus, 
3 
(8.3.8) 
- (a/b) j+ 
(ß/'P)1 its j=- 
(IV) 
For each industry, estimates are available for (ß/f and rlsýs the 
former may be computed from (8.3.6) (although the used will be those 
generated by the cumulative lo1ormal curves in this case, ) and the latter 
is the mean of the log. of firm size in the jth industry, which is estimated 
in Appendix 5. So, again, a combination of time series estimates 
(- (a/b) 
i and 
b 
and cross-section estimates (( /ß )j andrsj ) produces 
estimates of the transformed dependent variables as in table (8.3.1). 
As -( log. /'j') j constitutes only one part of -(a/b) j, an empirical 
explanation of (ý ý)3 is also necessary, of course. 
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Table 8.3.1. The transformed dependent variables. 
(a) Cumulative normal 
_ 
b () " 
(ý )2 (`rýý) b 
f(61 
)2+ g2 
1 /2 
3 g3 33) 
BOP . 148 0.96 1.145 . 212 
ATL . 179 2.81 . 364 . 514 
TK . 093 1.21 2.756 . 192 
VM . 190 1.65 1.742 . 401 
PCBC . 142 2.62 
2.941 . 446 
WSB . 076 2.90 2.941 . 
261 
F . 310 1.80 
2.941 . 772 
GA . 192 3.35 1.531 . 
685 
TC . 046 2.38 
3.842 . 142 
NCP? . 131 2.25 
3.063 . 373 
CT . 205 1.34 . 
608 . 319 
NCTB . 161 2.23 
1.960 . 454 
VD . 150 3.12 
1.501 . 503 
SL . 116 1.69 
2.890 . 278 
SPC . 113 . 64 . 
701 . 120 
(b) Cumulative lognormal 
-(a/bj) bi i 
Psi -(10 i -(a/b)i + 
(! 
'ý ja j 
BOP 2.472 . 752 . 927 8.68 10.518 
ATL 1.677 . 882 . 395 10.16 5.690 
CC 3.131 . 742 . 338 8.45 5.987 
PCBC 5.601 . 424 . 751 5.15 9.469 
SP 2.731 1.494 . 268 5.15 4.111 
ASB 6.395 . 339 1.069 4.67 11.387 
F 2.149 2.152 . 187 5.15 3.112 
SF 2.122 1.268 . 354 5.15 3.945 
GA 1.742 . 766 . 366 3.10 2.877 
ADH 5.048 . 311 1.869 4.67 13.776 
TC 6.496 . 238 1.364 4.07 12.047 
NCPP 2.621 . 509 . 689 5.23 
6.224 
CT 2.800 1.328 . 485 5.82 5.623 
Notes: bi for the cumulative normal are taken from table 6.4.1. or table 
6.6.1. The estimates from the latter are only preferred if they occur in. 
regressions in which Ct is a significant variable. Otherwise, and therefore 
in the majo *v of cases, the estimates from table 6.4.1. are preferred. 
for the Similarly (-a b) cumulative lognormal are from tables 6.5.1 and 1 001% 6.6.1. (6/, )i are from table 7.2.1. 
A 
Psj and 
ti 
are from ApDendiz 5. 
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To cummarise, for each innovation having a cumulative normal diffusion 
curve, the sped of 4 b, is split into its three constituent 
parts: (y'/, )3, (6 /, )i and 6sj and the first two are to be econo- 
metrically explained separately. Likewise, where the diffusion curve is 
cumulative lognor: ial, the speed of diffusion, - (a/b)4, is split into its 
three constituent parts, - (logo! /%P)3, (ý/V)3 and U and, again, the 
first two are to be econometrically explained separately. It will be 
possible, in both cases at a later stage, to 're-assemble' the speed of 
diffusion and to provide an overall explanation of it. 
3(1±) Specific f tictiona l forms: 
The potential estimating equations may be expressed as follows 
4 
(Tl,; CS1ý; cc,; iy T1ý; Ci; Ki) 
cr1 f )i _= PI (TIi; Cs j; CC j; 11i; 
TV ; Ký) 
ö2 (CC j; TIj; K) (8.3.9) 
for both cuxrnxlative normal and lognormal curves, 
(CC; (I:; LI; TI; S"SC)]+ F2(CCj; GCj; LIj; TIj; Kj; SC3) (8.3.10) 
62 CCJ; TIi; Ki) for cumulative normal curves, 
_ (load) 
-lo'f 1(1F0 ; CC ;N; 
1I ; TI ;K; C; VC) % 
a g, T13; CSj; CCj; 11 j; 1r ; Cj; Kj 
) (8.3.11) u j; VC j; CSi = F3 (ro j; CC3; "J; 
71'J; I; I. 
for cumulative 1oMorna1 curves. 
Up to this point the precise mathematical specifications of C, to g4 have 
been left open: there is nothing in the model to suggest any s'ocific form 
for these functions. Therefore whatever formulation in selected for Fly F2 
and. P3 murrt be sonewhat arbitrary. C1ear1y, for linear rerreseton techniques 
to be applicable, a fairly eimplo form is preferable. - 
1. The equation raust be estimated separately for the two sots of estimates 
as Ij does not have the same meaning in the different curves. In the 
cuý. ative 1o norma1 =d -z 1 and in the cumulative normal, `t' = c1 1 
äV "jtt z jt 
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Probably the most appropriate choice for F1, F2 and F3 is the familiar 
Cobb-Douglas or linear-in-logs specification. This may be rationalised 
on two grounds: (i) because Fi, P2 and F3 are each ratios of two other 
unspecified functions, the partial derivatives with respect to any of the 
independent variables must depend on the values of the other independent 
variables 
1- this suggests some sort of multiplicative form as an 
approximation, (ii) of the conventional multiplicative functional forts, 
the linear-in-logs is perhaps, the most flexible in terns of the signs of 
the second order derivatives. 
2 
As an example then, FI will be approximated by: 
F1 = AOT13A1 CSiA2CCi NiA4 fl 
5C3A' KJA7 
It is readily acknowledged that this is, by definition, an almost arbitrary 
choice. 
3(iii) Measurement of explanatory variables. 
g1' g2' g3 and g4 together include 12 separate variables which need to 
be measured in order for estimation to be possible (plus ößß andtt 
computed from the empirical size distributions in Appendix 5. ) These 12 
variables fall into 2 groups: industry-level characteristics (CCj; NJ; ýJ; 
VCj; CCj; L13; SCj; and CS3) and innovation-level characteristics (K1; ö1; 
1Tj and TIi). 
1. As an example, consider F1= 4g / 2, a F1 /a cC=ate/a CC *1/ "2 
/x'1 /a 
CC 
= 
1/ (a iCC 
- 
aý//CC'G4/ý), 
even if g4 and g2 were linear functions 
aF 
and thus ago/ cc anda; 2JCC both constant, the value of 1/CC would still 
be determined by all of the other variables in g2 and g4. Approximating F1 
by 
A1 
Xjk(i. e. the Cobb-Douglas) where Xk refer to the 7 arguments in g2 
and g4 (and CC=X3 ), then 
aF11 
= (no) 
A3/X3, that is, the partial 
derivative with respect to CC will be, similarly, dependent on the values 
of all other X. 
2. Using the eaan18 of the previous footnote, it can be shown that the second 
order derivative, a2F/CC2, may have a different sign fromaF1/CC, even if ý; 4 
and g2 are, themselves, linear functions. Whilst the linear-in-logs form does 
allow the second order partial derivative of any variable to have the opposite 
sign to the first order derivative, Atis 
is not true fV the other two commonly 
used multiplicative forms: p_nek kor e 
F1 
- (º Xk k 
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Before discussing how these may best be measured, three general 
considerations should be mentioned. First, given that there are at most' 
22 observations (and usually rather less) for the dependent variables, 
degrees of freedom are at a premium: 12 explanatory variables are clearly 
'too mart'' in this context. Second, some of the variables are so similar 
(for instance, of and 1T. and Ki and TIi) that there is a good case for 
amalgamating them into one empirically feasible measure 
(especially as 
öý and TIC would be difficult to measure anyway. ) Third, at least one 
variabla, GCi (C+eo saphical concentration), but also to a certain extent 
SCj, requires far better quality data than is in fact available. As CC, 
is considered to have probably only a minor role, it will not be included 
in the ensuing empirics. 
In the light of these considerations the number of explanatory variables 
has been reduced (hopefully without much loss) to the coven empirical 
measures (plus µs and 62) described below. In each case, data problems 
and sources are mentioned alongside the connection between the empirical 
variable and its theoretical counterpart(s). 
(a) Innovation-level variables. 
1i 
: the typical pay-back associa i with Adoption of the innovation 
in industry 0_ 
1T' is used as an empirical measure of the typical profitability of the 
innovation, which appears as an argument in functions C, and U4. In 
addition it is used as the best available measure of'RoJ (the initial 
profitability of the innovation as claimed by its manufacturers) which also 
appears in g unfortunately, reliable widespread information on 
TTý is 
o 
just not available. As the extent of post, -invention improvements will 
vary from innovation to innovation, there will not be a direct proportional 
relationship betweenl ' and 11'ß but, nevertheless, they should be fairly 
highly correlated across industries. 
Vn. cj. 11. 
17'ij is measured, where possible, by the pay back achieved from adoption 
by an average sized firm at approximately midway in the time series estimation 
period, (i. e. typical, both across time and space. ) Often this ideal 
measure is not possible and what seems to be the most typical estimate 
available is chosen. Appendix One discusses, for each innovation individually, 
the available estimates, whose sources are usually the manufacturers, consuming 
firms and scientific and trade journals. Payback is defined simply as the 
number of years required for the extra revenues generated by adoption to pay 
back the initial investment outlay; thus it is inversely related to the 
profitability of the innovation. 
K. : the tvnical capital outlay required for adoption of the innovation 
in industry 
Xi is used as an empirical measure for two theoretical variables: Ki and 
TIi (the technical complexity of the innovation), each of which ap-ooar in 
gi, g2, gý and g4. Fairly certainly the more costly is an innovation;, the 
more technically complex it is likely to be; an intuitive ranking of the 
sample innovations by their technical sophistication supports this hypothesis. 
At any event, alternative proxies for TIj, such as capital intensity or the 
necessary s&d. lled labour complement, would prove difficult to measure in 
practice. 
K3 is measured, where possible, by the average capital outlay required for 
adoption where, again, 'average' is interpreted spatially and temporally. 
Whilst much more data is available for Ki than for irj, this ideal average 
is not always possible and thus the most typical estimate is often used. 
The estimates and sources are given for innovations individually in Appendix 
One. The units of measurement are thousands of pounds. (Experiments were 
performed at a late stage with an alternative specification of 'relative' 
cost, in which Xi was 'normalised' by the average size of potentially 
adopting firms, measured by employees. The explanatory power of this 
alternative measure proved to be almost identical to that of-K, 3 - absolute 
size. ) 
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(b) Industry level variables. 
LI. : the labour intensity of theindustry. 
LIi is used as an empirical measure of SCi - the extent of the science 
base of industry j (which appears in C3 ) and LIi - the labour intensity 
of industry j (which also appears in 63. ) It is measured by the share 
of value added (net output) allocated to wages and salaries at the mid-point 
of the diffusion veriod; data is obtained from various Census of Production 
M. L. H. reports, u lly 1958 or 1963. 
It is used as an inverse proxy for SC3, largely on the basis of a number 
of findin(n of Carter and Williams in the late 1950's. It is ar, ued that 
when the wage share is high, mechanisation is likely to be low and thus the 
industry concerned is more likely to be characterised by a craft, rather 
than a science, base. Alternative proxies which might have been used, had 
sufficiently disaggredated data been available, are the proportion of managers 
or work force qualified as scientists or engineers and the proportion of total 
costs accounted for by Research and Development expenditures. 
Because LI6- reflects two independent theoretical variables which have 
opposite effects, 
1 the expected sign of 
a 3/ýLIý is unknown. 
C the avern e level of caracity uenge over the diffusion period in the 
industry. 
Ui enters as an ariunent, in both functions g, and p, 4, as representative 
of the typical state of demand and level of capacity usage respectively. 
It is measured, simply, by averaging C. over the diffusion period; the 
sources of data are discussed in Appendix 3. (At a preliminary stay, 
alternative measures such as the annual growth rate of demand and the 
investment - sales - ratio were computed, but these were not used in the 
ensuing empirics due to a lack of adequate available data. ) 
1. See chapter 5, section 6(iii) for the exvected influence of labour 
intensity in its own right. 
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TIC.: the variance in canacity usage in the industry over the diffusion period. 
VCi enters the analysis bLs a deterninant of the attitudes to risk in g,, 
in other words, it is a proxy for the state of uncertainty in industry demand. 
It is computed, for each industry, from the data for Ct, the sources for which 
are listed in Appendix 3. Given the method used for computing Ct, the 
implication of this variable is that an industry which grows at exactly 
per annum will face perfect certainty (VC = 0) as opposed to high uncertainty, 
reflected in high VC3, for an industry with demand which fluctuates wildly 
around a basically static level. 
There are, of course, other potential measures of demand uncertainty, 
I 
but these all require the collection of large amounts of extra (perhaps 
unavailable) data. 
Ný s the number of potential consumers in the industry. 
N1 is included explicitly in a, and g: it is argued that in industries 
with large N, information will be initially more sparse and will also improve 
0 
at a slower pace. In addition, however, Nj may be thought of as representing 
at least one dimension of competition in the consuming industry (CCi). It is 
conventional to argue that the larger is N, the more effective is competition, 
other things being equal. In Appendix 6t the important problerz of how to 
measure CC i is discussed at some 
length. It is sur, ^ stcd that there can be 
no unique measure, but rather that the three parameters of the firm size 
distribution (N4,62 and jºs4) each represent different aspects of 'the level 
of competition', Thus N3 is used as one measure of CC 3 such that 
aCCJ/a'J17 
00 
In which case, N1 is also present, implicitly, in 61 ; 62; r3; ý'4" As, the 
diffusion data used excludes firms which enter or leave the industries during 
the diffusion period, there is no problem of when to measure Ni : estimates 
are taken fron Appendix 5. 
1. See, for example, D. Schwartzman, 'Uncertainty and the size of firn, ' 
Economica, 1963. 
ITS= : the number of firms eunnlyinr the innovation to the conr; imii. nt industry. 
TJSi is used as an empirical measure of CSi - competition in the sui lying 
industry-- which appears in g4. It is assumed that competition is more 
effective the more firms supply the innovation, thus 
t, R. 
S > 0. 
Clearly, 
this is an imperfect measure but more sophisticated alternatives are ruled 
out by the lack of widespread information on individual firms' market shares. 
In any event as t'S3 is often very small, 
I 
measures such as 5 firm concentra- 
tion ratios would not be fine enough to differentiate between most of the 
industries. Estimates of N5i are available in Appendix 1. 
622i: the variance of the lop rithim of firm size in industry 1. 
6äi does not appear explicitly in any of g,, g2, g3 or g4, but estimates 
are required in order to compute the dependent variables as defined in (8.3.6) 
and (8.3.8). Moreover, it is used to represent another dimension of competition 
in the consuming industry (CCj); as explained in Appendix 6, the higher is 68 
the lower should be the degree of effective competition, other things being 
equal. High 
ös will be associated, statistically, with industries exhibiting 
great inequality in firm size: where a handful of firms dominate, 62 1 will 
be high, for given 21 Thus 
CC 
400 and implicitly, therefore, 62 is included 
in each of gI, g2,03 and g4. 
s Estimates are presented in Appendix 5 on 
the assumption, seemingly justified, that all of the sample size distributions 
may be approximated by the lognormal. 
µsj 
: the isometric rean firm size in industry i. 
The argument here is exactly analagous to that for 6e Estimates of Ftei 
are required to compute one of the dependent variables (see 8.3.8) and Psi 
may be seen as an implicit argument in gý, g2, g, 3 and g4, in that it represents 
a third dimension of competition in the coning industry. In Appendix 6, 
it is argued that it reprecento certain barriers to entry such that 
aVC/a 
eNs 
<00 
that is, the higher is mean-firm size, the higher will be certain entry. barriers 
and the less effective competition. 
1. See section 5 of chapter 4 
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Estimates of r1sj are presented in Appendix 5; the only measurement 
problem is the choice of year in which to estimate - arbitrarily, the 
most recent year for which data is available is selected. Given the 
large differences in industry size, it is unlikely that the ranking of 
industries byý, will be sensitive to the year of observation. 
On the basis of these empirical considerations, equations (8.2.4) - 
(8.2.7) are therefore approximated, for urposec of estimation by: 
o(j _ '; 1 
( TTY; K j; 
U 
j; VC j; Pik; CC J) 
(8.3.12) 
ýj 
_ 672 (K3; CCj) 
(8.3.13) 
6 
j2 _ c3 
4; 
FT CC3) (8.3.14) 
yl3 = g4 lxs; fl ;cJ; tl J; cc j; I: S) (8.3.15) 
+ (-) (+) -?? 
JJ e5 (K j; 
1TJ; 11 J; CCM) 8.3.16) 
where CC3 = g6 (Nsj; j; w) 
(p. 3.17) 
The expected si is of the rnrtial derivatives are shown underneath each 
variable. Accordingly, the ectirating forma for F,, F2 and F3 are 
given bey: 
2 
001%% A A3C A 4, 
ýA5NS3A6= Ftý 
(E3.3.18) b3 (6ý/ ?_+ 6II2) = (ýýý)3 = Ao K CC jAZ 
T% 
ý B1 B2 B7 (61P)j = Bo K CCJ 2LI j F2j 
(8.3.19) 
??? 
C C, Cý. 
ý 
CC C6ýý C 
( a3/bý f (ý ý8ý) = -(ý10 rOt \ja oA 
1CCý 
(1ý (i 
' 
rJ 
5113J 
Y\i{ =F3j 
(8.3.20) 
?J? (+) (-) (+) ? +J 
D1 D2ösý D 
where CCi = Döl3 ee (from Appendix 6) (8.3.21) 
It should be noted, in parsing, that concrete expectations of sigrs are 
not always possible either because of alternative hypotheses or due to the 
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possibility of cancelling. For instance, Ki is postulated as a positive 
influence on both 62 and 
fi, therefore its overall influence on (6/fl) must 
be uncertain. 
4. Results : the constituents of the cumulative normal speed of diffu. zAon. 
Table 8.4.1 presents the results of estimating equations (8.3.18) and 
(8.3.19) 
- each having been locarithimically transformedl - for two sub- 
samples of the innovations. Initially, the only innovations excluded 
from the full sample are those seven (CC, SP, ASB, SFB ADfi, NCTURN, and EU ) 
for which the cumulative normal diffusion curve is an obvious mis- 
specification; VD, SL and SPC are each included even though autocorrelation 
existed., when the cumulative normal was fitted, 
2 
on the grounds that in these 
cases the reasons for this may have been other than mis-specification of 
form. 3 However, in the second part of the table, results are reported for 
the sample excludin? ý these three innovations. 
Reducing the sample size in this way does reduce the number of degrees 
of freedom rather drastically: there are only 15 observations for the 
equations in part (a) and only 12 in part (b) of the table. Clearly, it 
is unrealistic to expect equations including up to seven variables to 
perform outstandingly under such circumstances: one outcome of this shortage 
in degrees of freedom is that a number of the explanatory variables are 
spuriously correlated. 
When equation (8.3.18) is fitted to the first (larger) sample of 
observations, three variables, NSj, Ki and rsj (as 
,a 
measure of CC quite 
clearly contribute nothing to the overall explanatory power. 
4 
1. In all estimated equations, 62 and r1j are not logged as log CCj= log Do+ 
D1loCT +D2 62 + E3 rtsj from (8.3.21) 
2. See table 6.4.1. 
3. As was argued in section 7 of chapter 6, 'where autocorrelation is not 
caused by mis-specification or an omitted variable with a trend element, it 
is less likely to be accompanied by biassed estimates. Therefore, there are 
reasons for believing that 
b3 for these 4 innovations may not be biassed. 
4. Not shown in the table. 
Omitting these variables (equation 1 in the table) in-proves the fit as 
measured by the corrected R2; of the four remaining explanatory variables, 
N and1F1 have coefficients with the expected suns and significantly 
2 
different from zero at the 95% level. Whilst 
'sj 
and both remain 
insignificant, they cannot be confidently rejected as they are themselves 
highly positively correlated. 
1 
Therefore, to establish rhat happens in 
the absence of multi-collinearity, the equation is ro-estimated excluding 
first 62 and then C3 (equations 2 and 3). Aa expected, the R2 remains 
virtually unchanged in both cases and each variable, in turn, has an 
increased t statistic, such that the weaker 90/1ä test identifies their 
coefficients as significantly different ß'o m zero. However, in both cases 
the possibility of biassed estimates now arises. Equations 4 and 5 are 
estimated merely to establish that KC and TISi remain insignificant in 
even these revised equations. (When p, j in included alongside only 1dß, 
Wý 
and 68j, it, too, adds nothing to the overall explanation' 
z) Finally, in 
equation 6 oniylT and 2-Ti are included, and as can be seen they do provide 
the bulk of the explanation offered in equations 1-5. 
Overall, these results are fairly encouraging: both Ir and Ni are 
robustly significant, regardless of which other variables are included in 
the estimating equation and Ui and 6äi can certainly not be ruled out as 
explanatory variables :a more definite conclusion on these latter two mint 
have been forthcoming given a larger sample size. 
Unfortunately the results are not as impressive for (6/ý)1. When the 
full form of equation (8.3.19), including all three measures of CC3, is 
estimated, only one variable, LIA, has a significant coefficient and two 
others, Ps3 and K3, have extremely low t statistics. 
3 Omitting these two 
from the equation (equation 7) changes nothing, LIi remains significant 
1. With a" coefficient of correlation of . 7. 
2. Not shown in the table. 
3. Not shown in the table. 
, still have low t statistics. whilst the other two variables, Ni and 
6s2j 
Omitting each of these in turn (equations 8 and 9) does not improve the 
significance of the other, and it must be concluded that the fit achieved 
from the inclusion of only LIi (equation 10) is probably the most 
satisfactory. 
In part (b) of the table the results are reported of fitting the most 
interesting of the ten above equations to the smaller sample of innovations, 
excluding VD, SL and SPC. As such, this may be seen as a crude form of 
sensitivity analysis. In general, the results hold up well, even although 
there are now only 12 observations: R2 usually improve although r, 
2 
some- 
times decline, NN and f are still significant determinants of 
and so is LI3 for (ö/ß)j. On the other hand, the t statistics for and 
62 decline sufficiently for them to be no longer quite significant at the 
90% level, and although the t statistics for 62 and NT improve slightly in 
equation 15, neither is significant at even the 903 level. Perhaps most 
important, however, is the fact that the coefficients of NVITT and Lid 
seem fairly stable. 
overall then, three consistently significant determinants of the cumulative 
normal speed of diffusion have been established (1T j, 
11 and LI and two 
other variables (Cý and 62j) cannot be entirely ruled out of the reckoning. 
For both of the constituent parts of the rate of diffusion thereatill remain 
largo elements unexplained by the explaratory variables considered. This 
is not too surprising,, given that they are, themselves, only estimates 
generated by the empirical work of the previous chapters; consequently they 
may contain large errors in measurement. 
The economic implications of these results are investigated at some length 
in the following chapter. 
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Table 8.4.1. The cumulative normal speed of diffusiono 
a) Including only those innovations for which the cumulative normal is not 
an obvious nis-specification of form. i. e. n= 15. 
Dependent Estimated coefficients of independent VRriables. 
variable.. Const. 1_ oP. 1? Lo 11 for lop K lorN3 lopes I, Iý R2 
2 
log 
1. 1.385++ -. 437 -. 323 6.387'`ß. 108'+ . 690 . 577 (1.31) (5.44) (2.30) (1.46) (. 99) 
2. 1.208 -. 517 -. 345 7.091+ . 672 . 599 (2.73) (5.38) (2.36) (1.79) 
3. 1.239 -. 471 -. 282 . 339+ . 671 . 599 (2.21) (4.84) (2.31) (1.90) 
4. 1.091+ -. 493 -. 264+ . 299++ -. 031+ . 673 . 554 (1.81) (4.05) (2.05) (1.71) (0.59) 
5. 1.239 -. 511 -. 243 . 309+ -. 146 . 685 . 570 (2.21) (4.84) (2.30) (. 182) (0.41) 
6. 0.799+ -. 351 -. 374 . 614 . 555 (2.05) (4.86) (3.48) 
lore 
7. . 347++ -. 113+ . 143++ -1.083 . 341 . 176 (. 62) (1.21) (. 79) (2.28) 
S. . 185++ -. 076++ -1.234 . 297 . 1119 (. 36) (0.95) (2.42) 
9. - . 030++ -1.292 . 267 . 154 (71) (. 29) (2.45) 
10. --. 203++ -1.331 . 264 . 211 (. 66) (2.63) 
b) Including only those innovations in tYe cumulative nor-il accep table 
sot i. e. n= 12. 
Estim-tad coefficients of indenendent varinblpn. 
Denen dent Conet. Los' Lo AT Ln-, C j Ir LTi R2 
2 
variable. 
log (ý/ý)1 
11. 1.315++ -. 433 -. 311 . 232' . 679 . 559 (1.79) (2.35) (2.63) (1.65) 
12. 1.570+ -. 533 -. 332 8.311++ . 689 . 572 (2.00) (3.13) (3.08) (1.73) 
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Table 8.4.1... continued ... 
Dependent Const. loh 11 ý Lorýýýý low 
C3 AJ lore LIA 
variable. 
n 
log ('Y/! ') 
13. . 030 -. 325 -. 376 (0.93) (2.47) (3.25) 
OON 
log (6/A) j 
14. -. 039 -1.032 (. 97) (2.34) 
15. 
a-+ 3 
. 235 -1.327 (. 86) (1 56) (1.41) (2.31) 
R2 R2 
. 573 . 478 
"352 . 287 
. 430 . 216 
Notes: Figures in parentheses beneath estimated coefficients are t statistics. 
+ denotes a coefficient not cicnificantly different from zero at the 
99/Z' level. 
++ denotes a coefficient not significantly different from zero at the 
90% level. 
Ch. 8.21. 
I. 
- 
Results: the constituents of the cumulative lobnormal speed of diffusion. 
Table 8.5.1 presents the results for equation (8.3.20) and, again, (8.3.18), 
but this time using the values of b3 and a (- /b) 
i 
derived from the cumulative 
lognormal diffusion curves. The sample comprises only those innovations 
for which the cumulative lognormal provided an acceptable fit in chapter 6.1 
Thus, 9 innovations are excluded from the full sample (TK, V! ), VIII, WSB, EH, 
NCTB, SL, SPC, NCTUR2t), as there were strong reasons for believing that the 
cumulative lognormal constituted a mis-specification of their diffusion curves. 
As can be seen from the table, the results are very similar to those 
reported in the previous section. For equation (8.3.20. ), four of the 
potential explanatory variables, Kj, My VCj and Psi, appear to have no 
influence on when all eight variables are included in the same 
equation. 
2 When they are omitted and the equation is re-estimated (equation 1), 
the corrected R2 improves slightly and both Ni and Ttj have coefficients with 
the expected sign and significantly different from zero, but Ui and 6sß remain 
insignificant, even at the 90; level. As already stated, however, these two 
variables are collinear. Not surprisingly, when 
e is then omitted, 
(equation 2), is t statistic does improve, but not sufficiently to establish 
the significance of its coefficient. On the other hand, ösj's t statistic 
hardly improves at all when Ci is omitted (equation 3). Equation 4, in which 
only Trr and Ni are included, establishes again that these two variables account 
for nearly all the explanatory power of the previous three equations. In a 
aeries of (unreported) repressions, each of K,, IS j, VCi and µsj have been 
added, in turn, to these two variables but none of them over approaches 
significance. 
The, by now faniliar, pattern re-ei ergmwhen equation (8.3.18) is estimated, 
using the lognormal estimates of Ni and 1Tý account for most of the 
explanation achieved, Uj and 62 record t statistics usually in excess of unity, 
but far short of the required critical level, and the remaininn explanatory 
1. See tables 6.7.2 and 6.5.1. 
2. ITot shown in the table. 
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Table 8.5.1. The cumulative lognormal speed of diffusion. - 
Based on observations for the cumulative lognormal set only, n- 13 
Dependent Estimated coefficients of indenendent variables 
variable. 
log -(10 ) Conet lo- N lo los' R2 
2 
1. -. 031+ . 245 . 227 -8.179" . 102 . 829 . 744 (. 60) (2.52) (2.06) (1.49) (. 99) 
2. . 234 . 232 . 183+ -8.980 . 802 . 736 (. 57) (2.43) (1.35) (1.67) 
3. -. 113 "316 . 317 6) ( . 
125 
2) 
. 766 . 688 (. 21) (3.48) 3.1 (1.1 
4. . 212 . 311 . 273 . 724 . 
669 
(. 47) (3.37) (2.92) 
. log 
5. 1.739 -. 409 -. 188+ 6.964++ -. 052+ . 785 ,. 
678 
(. 92) (2.31) (2.01) (1.37) (. 75) 
6. 2.008++-. 325 -. 192+ 8.290++ . 748 . 664 
(. 62) (2.29) (1.92) (1.43) 
7. 2.093++-. 371 -. 290 . 095++ . 722 . 629 (. 35) (3.17) (3.02) (1.01) 
8. 2.299++-. 406 -. 234 . 702 . 642 (. 64) (3.24) (2.54) 
Notes. Figures in parenth6ces below estimated coefficients are t statistics. 
+ denotes a coefficient not significantly different from zero at the 
9% level. 
++ denotes a coefficient not sit, ^-Ificantly different from zero at the 
90% level. 
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variables K, p I. tsj and I3j add nothing to the overall explanation. 
Therefore, as in the previous section, results are fairly encouraging: 
corrected R2 exceed .5 and two variables prove to be significant determinants 
of both constituent parts of the cumulative lognormal speed of diffusion. 
However, there remains a substantial proportion of the variance in -(lo 
y') 
and that is unexplained by the eznlanatory variables suggested by the 
model. 
/ 
6. Results: usin, - untrarsformed time series parameters end the 1or*istic 
Lneed of diffusion. 
The results reported in the previous two sections, whilst encouraging, 
are somewhat inconclusive. Given the rather unusual form of the dependent 
variables, 
I it is not clear what would constitute an acceptable fit in these 
circumstances. To provide some sort of perspective, therefore, two alternative 
approaches have been pursued. 
First, regressions are computed on the basis of the estimating equations 
suggested by (8.3.3) and (8.3.4). In this way, it is possible to assess the 
advantages (if any) to be gained from splitting up the speed of diffusion into 
its constituent parts. It will be recalled that these alternative estimatiný,, 
equations ignore the precise mathematical form of the relationship between the 
structural parameters and the speed of diffusion. In other words, the inter- 
mediate role of the structural parameters is by-passed, and the estimating 
equations relate the speed of diffusion directly to the explaratory variables. 
Assuming that a linear-in-logs specification adequately aporoximates both G3 
and G4, (8.3.3) and (8.3.4) are estimated using the samples described, 
respectively, in the previous two sections. 
When (8.3.3) is tested in full, none of the 11 explanatory variables has a 
significant coefficient at the 9556' level, but then this is not surprising 
given that there are only 4 degrees of freedom. As a more appropriate test, 
the equation is re-computed, using only those variables which were significant 
1. Namely, estiriaten of population parameters derived from time series 
regressions rather than observed data. 
in section 4 plus 62 (equation 1). As can be seen, only 711 and 1r are 
significant at the 9 level and C3 at the 90; level; the corrected R2 
is substantially lower than that typically attained for ('/, ) j but higher 
than for (ö /fi)3. Perhaps most interesting, however, in the negative 
and insignificant coefficient on 62 . From the definition according 
to the model (equation 8.2.2), b3 should be inversely related to 62j# but 
on the other hand, there is some faint evidence, in section 4, that, acting 
as a measure of the degree of competition, it has a'spositive influence on 
(f/ß )J. Partly because these two effects may cancel each other out on 
averag, but probably also due to the approximation of mathematical form 
used, neither of these influences are 'picked un' in equation 1. This 
tends to suggest that this alternative approach is perhaps not as sensitive, 
as well as having an inferior explanatory power. Similarly, the influence 
of L13 (as a determinant of is not reflected significantly in 
equation 1. 
The same sort of results appear when using this cruder approach to 
explain the 1oiozmal speed of diffusion 
(equation 8.3.4). Aimin, when 
including all of the explanatory variables, none appear as sicnificant. 
1 
Including only those variables which were shown to be sipmificcnt in 
section 5, plus Psi, (equation 2), the corrected ß2 is lower. than that 
achieved for -( lo; ol/`l)j and about the same as for 
('f/, $ )j, but rather 
curprisingly, 1 is only sip; ificant at the 90% level. Interestingly, 
much of the explaratory power of the equation is due to the inclusion of 
Ps6. This variable has proved to be totally insipnificant as a 
determinant of either of the constituent parts of -(! 
ýb)61 
but the 
definition of -(a/b)j, according to the model, includes PsJ 
(equation 8.2.3) 
as a constituent part in its own right. Its significance in this (albeit 
incorrectly specified) equation is all the more intere©ting because it is 
not really a variable which could have been included as a determinant on 
the basis of ad-hoc reasoning. 
I- Not shown in the table. 
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Paradoxically then, these two results do provide some justification 
for the decision tö imrose Psi and ö2i in the regressions of the previous 
two sections. 
1 At the same time, because of the greater approximation of 
mathematical form required by this alternative approach, a number of 
influences, which have been demonstrated by splitting un the speed of 
diffusion, now become blurred: notably, the role of 6sj2 and LI i in the 
cumulative normal curve and Psi and lI in the cumulative lognormal case. 
A second test is whether riansfield's model2 would have been able to 
explain the data any better. In chapter 6, it was established that the 
logistic curve offered a slightly inferior description of the diffusion 
time paths. However, a good explanation of the variance of bi from those 
equations may still be possible. In his own wor? k, N, ansfield found that 
TTY (the pay-back from investing in the innovation, relative to the pay-back 
achieved on more typical investments in the industry) and Si 
(the cost of 
the innovation relative to the total assets of the average sized firm in 
n 
the industry) explained virtually all of the variations in b from 12 
estimated logistic diffusion curves. 
For the 22 innovations in this sample, data was not available for the 
typical investment pay-back and average assets of the adopting firms; 
therefore it is impossible to run exactly the sane regression. However, 
equation 4 in table 8.6.1 is a close approximation, Ili is as defined above 
and R /eN is used in place of S, where Kj/e 
si is the cost of the 
innovation divided by the mean employment size of firms in the industry. 
As can be seen, neither of these variables approaches significance and a 
very low corrected R2 is achieved. Even althou. h the independent variables 
are not quite as Mansfield would wish, this collapse of explanatory power 
is quite startling. Equation 3 confirms that even using; the 'best' 
explanatory variables from the earlier regressions, the fit is still mediocre, 
1. The transformations of the dependent variables amount to imposing 
1-1 
coefficients on fand 
(6/A )iin equation (8. `'. 2) and Iµs jin equation 
(8.2.3) 
2. See chapter 2, section 2. 
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Table 8.6.1. Untransformed time series stare ters as denenrlPnt vßriribles. 
Dependent Estimated coefficients of indeýiender. t variables 
rariable. Const. for loflj log -C öß`1 lorLI 12 
i2 418 
Log bi from the cumulative normal, n= 16 
1. . 929 -. 39026 . 9+ 8.134+ . 054+ . 834++ . 663 . 495 (1.01) (4.53) (2.20) (1.98) (0.75) (1.14) 
n 
log -(a/b)j from the cumulative lognormal, n= 13 
2. . 562 . 410 . 309+ -. 084 . 706 . 647 (1.42) (2.32) (1.94) (2.24) 
bi from the loe. stic n= 22 
Cost. "t ý3 =j R2 R2 
3. . 401 -. 003 -. 024+++. 024++ -. 031+ . 563 . 460 (6.45) (4.50) (1.09) (1.31) (1.77) 
4. . 295 . 011++ -. 002++ . 101 . 006 (7.09) (1.23) (0.56) 
Notes: figures in parentheses below estimated coefficients are t statistics. 
+ denotes a coefficient not significantly different from zero at the 
9 level. 
++ denotes a coefficient not significantly different from zero at the 
903 level. 
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with only significant (although the negative coefficient on 62 is 
interesting. ) The only explanation of these poor results gust be that 
the logistic curve is not a good enough approximation to the diffusion 
data for these 22 innovations at least; consequently the estimates of 
bj are rather meaningless and difficult to 'explain. ' 
Summary. 
An overall evaluation of these results is rather difficult. On a 
purely statistical level, the only limited degrees of freedom available 
have led to spurious correlations between a number of explanatory variables 
which has prevented an unequivocal statement of their influence on the oneed 
of diffusion. By the same token, of course, it would be wrong; to attribute 
too much credence to those variables which have appeared as si ificant in 
the above analysis, given the smallness of the samples considered. This 
problem would have been ameliorated had it been possible to assume the came 
functional form for the diffusion curves of all the carzple innovations; in 
that case, the cross-section analysis would have been based on 22 observations 
as opposed to the 15 and 13 used, respectively, for the cumulative normal 
and lognormal parameters. Given that this vas not possible, the best , solution, 
clearly, would be to increase the overall sample size in order that, say, 
20 
observations were available for each alternative curve. Having said this, 
it must be remembered that the only other systematic study along those 
lines 
to date is that of Mansfield, in which he used only 12 observations. 
Further, 
of these 12,3" at least, may not have been appropriate, given the existence of 
autocorrelation in his time series recessions used to gonerate observations 
of the speed of diffusion (see section 2 of chapter 2. 
) 
On the positive side, a fairly acceptable explanation has been possible 
for 
the two constituent parts of the cumulative lognortial speed of diffusion. The 
procedure of Splitting the speed of diffusion into these constituent parts 
seems to have been justified, given the added precision possible, especially 
Ch. 8.28. 
as compared to the regressions, reported in table 8.6.1, which ignore the 
nature of the relationship between the structural parameters and diffusion 
speed. Pbreover, the results obtained are particularly impressive when 
compared with those Generated by the logistic epidemic model. 
On the negative side, the results reported in sections 4 and 5 sus; Cest 
that there are lar, unexplained residuals in the conetituont parts of 
diffusion speed - particularly for 
(6/P )3. This my be partly due to 
the problems of measurement of these constituents (especially (6 
but also, it is probable that a number of important explanatory variables 
remain unidentified. 
A discussion of the economic implications of the significance of 1119 
and LIA (and, to a 1eseer extent, 62 and C has been postponed until 
the following chapter. 
Ap-nendix 1 to Chanter S. Two sundry rr-silts. 
One seemingly anomalous conclusion of this chapter is that the determinants 
of the speed of diffusion are different for the two alternative gxvwth curves. 
Thus, rsj determines the speed of the cumulative' lognormal but not of the 
cumulative normal and vice versa for 62 and L1 j. It should be stressed, 
however, that this is due to the different measures used for the speed of 
diffusion and not because the structural parameters themselves have different 
explanations for the two curves. 
This can be seen quite clearly when equation (8.3.19) is fitted for those 
innovations having cumulative loiormal diffusion. As for the cumulative 
l 
normal set, LI3 is the only significant determinant:, log(6 
/a )ja-. 104 - (1.1) 
1.204 log LI n2 a . 192 (2.31) 
Similarly, when (8.3.20) is fitted for those innovations having cumulative 
normal diffusion, only 11 j, 
1Tj, and (. 3 appear to be significant: 
2 
1. cf. equation 10 of table 8.4.1. 
2. of. equation 1 of table 8.5.1. 
Ch. 8.29. 
log (lord) 
.=9.154 +. 3341ogN +. 262log 
TP -7.601 loi. -. 058 62 (2.75) (5.13) J (3.05) (2.15) (0.66)S3 
n2 = . 655. 
Thus, each of (y'/ý )ý, (1 Y, 
d)j 
and (ö/ý) j are determined by the 
same set of variables regardless of the fora of the diffusion curve, the 
difference lies in the fact that (- ILO )j does not influence the speed 
of diffusion for the cumulative normal curve and (6 /, does not 
influence the cumulative lognormal speed of diffusion. 
I 
Abnendix 2 to Chanter 8: Crass-section anal is of c from tho tirili 
, series regressions. 
In the main text of this chapter, no explanation has been offered for 
inter-industry differences in the estimated values of ci '. ven in Chapter 
6. The reason for this is that using the 97/of sirrificance test, the null 
hypothesis of cj =0 can only be rejected for 5 of the 22 innovations. 
Crudely, then, there is very little to explain; 5 observations on cj Trill 
obviously not support any rigorous cross-section analysis. 
Out of interest, however, the tabulations presented in table (B. A? _. 
1) 
Were compiled, bearing in mind the hypotheses of section 6(V) of chapter 5. 
Table R. A2.1. Classification of innovations bye 
K(ux oo) 1T(yro) ö2 
Average value for innovations for which c is positive and significant at the 75% level. (7)57.1 3.7 
Average value for innovations for which c is 
insigi. ficantly different from zero at the 
75% level (8) 750.0 5.0 
Average value for innovations for which S is 
ne five and significant at the 75% level. (7) 885.0 3.7 
Sources table 6.6.1. 
N 
1.78 212 
2.03 150 
2.4 74. 
1" Strictly this is not true, (6/ß)j influences bi which in turn will affect 
SDI as defined in (8.1.7. ) In this chapter it has been convenient, however, 
to concentrate attention on -a/ 
) ( 
b3 as the main part of SDIZJJ. 
Ch. 8.30. 
It should be stressed that no real sijnificance may be attached to this 
table as it is based on a significance level below any usually accepted 
level. 
It is mildly interesting to note, however, that the average cost of 
innovations with a positive Sc is far less than those for which c=O (at the 
75% level) which iss in turn, less than the average coot of innovations with 
negative c. Had these results been based on 9 significance tests, it 
might have been worthwhile to use axz to test the igpothesis that, on average, 
more expensive innovations have a greater probability of boing installed in 
periods of low capacity usage, whilst cheaper innovations have a greater 
probability of being installed in periods of iiighcapacity usage. 
There also appear to be slight tendencies for the positive estimates of 
e3 to occur in more competitive industries (lowor 6ej and hiChor but 
azin, this is a strictly non-rigorous result. 
Chanter 9: Imnlications of the cross industri / innovation emnirics, 
with special reference to the role of industrial structure. 
This chapter is concerned solely z; i th the implications of the results 
rerorted in the previous chapter: the ira"lications of the emnirical findinpa 
of the thesis as a whole are explored in chapter 10. Section 1 discus-res 
the significant detersinants of the cumulative noxnal speed of diffusion, as 
identified in chapter 8, and section 2 repeats the procedure for the cumulative 
lornorial speed of diffusion. The role for industrial structure which wertes 
from those two sections is somewhat complex, therefore, it is discussed 
separately in section 3. In section 4 the non-si nificnnt explanatory 
variables are considered briefly. 
1. The cumulative normal sped of difAi lion. 
The cumulative normal speed of diffusion for the innovation in the j th 
industry has been defired1 inversely by: 
z 
SDNj - 2-ib 
zil (9.1.1. ) 
i 
where z2j and z, j are the normito of 2 yardstick levels of diffusion. An 
a specific example, consider the timo lapse between diffusion reaching 
and 95, ß, z2 j_1.645 and 
lj= -1.645, in which case, 
SDNj = 3.29 
3 
(9.1.2. ) 
where b, )3 + 62) -1/2 (9.1.3. )2 
From the previous chapter, excluding that set of innovations for which the 
cumulative normal is an obvious mis-specification, 
3 
and including only those 
1. Section 1, chapter 8, particularly equation 8.1.10. 
2. Equation 8.3.5. 
3. That is excluding SP, ASB, SF, ADH, EH, CC, NCTUMIs thus the results to 
be quoted are fron part (a) of table 9.4.1. As the estimated coefficients are 
very similar when VD, SPC and SL are also excluded, the implications will be 
almost identical and will not be discussed here. 
Ch. 9.2. 
explanatory variables found to be simi. ficant, )j and (6/ýQ )j 
may be 'explained' as follows. 
/, *- . 799 -. 351 -. 374 
=e tdi 1T (9.1.4. ) 
-. 203 -1.331 (ö/f)ý =e LI 1 (9.1.5. ) 
Substituting equations (9.1.3) - (9.1.5) into (9.1.2. ), 
-. 799 "351 . 374 . 406 2.662+ 42 (SD)IT J=3.29c I '(T3 
e LIi + 6si (9.1.6) 
which identifies 4 'variables' as being responsible for crocr, -industry 
differences in the speed of diffusion: the typical ply-back rained on 
adoption (IT)j, the labour intensity of the industry (LIý, the number of 
firms (Ni) and the inequality in their eizee (ac measured by the variance 
of log. firm size, ö 
2j)" 
The elasticity of SDN with respect to each variable may be calculated 
as in table 9.1.1. 
Table 9.1.1. Estimßted elasticities. (ctMUlntine norrial. ) 
B nlanatorv variable )SDýý ý Value at the roan 
(Xj 3) axSDij N 
N3 +. 351 . 351 
irk +. 374 . 374 
Lip -1.331/(+ 6äJ/63) -. 841 
2222 
3+ . 5/0+6 
ß3 68 
j) . 184 613 
Evaluated at the mean values of (6 /fl )ý and 62 (for the 15 innovations 
considered), SDNJ is most sensitive to charges in LIi and least sensitive 
to chances in 62j. Ao 42 rises and (6 1fi )2 falls, the elasticities with 
respect to these two variables converge, b'it, an can be seen, those for Ni 
and T1'ß are constant. 
Whilst the possibility of biassed estimates cannot be ruled out (particularly, 
perhaps, for LI i in 
(9.1.5)), taken at face value these results provide 
considerable food for thought. 
Un. y. 3. 
The elasticity with respect to L13 is surprisingly large and even 
its sian is not totally expected. In section 3 (iiib) of the previoun 
chapter it is argued that ö3 will be influenced by LIA in two (opposite) 
ways. First, where labour intensity is high, according to the vintage 
model argument, there is likely to be less hetero. reneity in the operating 
conditions of the firms in the industry. 
1 On the other hand, the more 
labour intensive is the industry, the less science-based is it likely to 
be and, so it was argued, the more heterogeneity are firms likely to show 
in their ability to assess new innovations. Apparently the former hypo- 
thesis seems better founded than the latter. Indeed, it is possible that 
the latter is the opposite of the truths it may be that in craft-based 
industries, firms' abilities to assess are consistently poor2 and that 
it is in the more science-based industries whore lange differences (and 
more heterogeneity) exist. However, no matter which of these hypotheses 
is most intuitively appealin! r, the sheer size of the elasticity is a little 
difficult to accept at face value. Clearly, it would be particularly 
interesting to see how this variable performed for a different set of 
innovations. 
The elasticity with respect to11 is as expected and appears to 
consolidate Mansfield's and Griliches' findings. 
3 
A 1% increase in the 
typical pay-back gained from adoption leads to a . 370 increase in the time 
lapse between and 9 diffusion. That is a 1% decrease in typical 
profitability leads to a . 374x% decrease in the speed of diffusion. In 
terms of the model, therefore, the extent of and returns from search seem 
to be greater for more profitable innovations: non-adopters are under more 
pressure, are more likely to see the innovation an a solution to that 
pressure and find it easier to obtain information. 
4 
1. See section 6(iii) of chapter 5 for an enlargement of this point. 
2. Strictly spea'cing, this findinf, does not rule out the possibility that 
such industries are consistently better in assessment. 
3. See section 2(b) Chapter 2. 
4. See section 6(in), Chapter 5. 
ßu. 7.4. 
The elasticities with respect to IT , and 
6gß are considered at some 
length in section 3. At this point it is merely noted that there are 
opposing implications repardine; the influence of industrial structures 
a reduction in both 211 and 68j appears to increase the speed of diffusion, 
yet whilst smaller Ni will be associated with increasing concentration, 
smaller 6 83 
implies decreasing, concentration. 
All of the elasticities may be seen in a better oerspectivo by returning 
to the precise measure of SDITJ used here. For the 15 innovations considered, 
bý . 15, which implies that it will take 21.93 years for diffusion to 
increase from to 9" To shorten this time span by one year, any one 
of the explanatory variables would need to be changed as shown in table 9.1.2. 
_Table 
9.1.2: the chn. nree needed to Breed un difflision iy one . Aar. 
chafe O required. 
N1 -13.0' 
8 -24. rß. 4 
'R3 12.22,, a 
LIA 5.84% 
Ahaoluto chanro roquired. (at the megn. ) 
-10 firms. 
-. 665 
-. 551 years 
+ Y; ö of value added to labour. 
2. The cmulative loa=o RI nnnpd of diffusion. 
The time lapse between and 95ö diffusion with a cumulative lognormal 
growth curve is given by: 
I 
SD, a-(e/b)j 
(e (1.645/bj) 
-e 
-(1.64.5/bj)j 
Tý =e`J 
'(9.2.1. ) 
However, this will not be used as the measure of diffusion csreod in this 
cection for reasons which beconc obv1 ou s when t mical values of (-O, -ýtb)` 1 and 
n 
b3 are inserted into the expression. For the 13 innovations in the 'cumulative 
2 Of, loCnormal acceptable cots, ( /b)ý = 3.23 and (b) a . 862; with thgee values 
SDLjjj = 1£30. That is, IM years must pass before diffusion reaches 95%t To 
all intents, then, on avera. r; e, an innovation with cumulative lognormal 
1. From equation (8.1.7). 
2. See table 6.5.1. 
Ch. 9.7. 
I 
diffusion t: ß11 never diffuse completely. The reasons for this will 
be discussed in the following chanter, but on a surely tathe^vttical 
level, it can be seen that this ourprising recult in due to 'innovation 
tino'1 slowi. nn down drastically at a very early ctapo in diffusion. 
In this case, therefore, a more meaninrful measure of diffusion speed2 
sight be the time lapse between 5% and 60ä diffusion, thence 
SD e 
-(n/b)I j (e(. 253/b3) 
_e 
(1.645/bj)) 
(9.2.2. ) 
LNj 
where -a_ 
(lonol+Pµs)i 10°01 
J= 
4/ß'1j1 
ej 
(9.2.3. ) 
-4 
J 
and b6a+ 
62/2, (9.2.4. ) 
33(3a 
From the previous chanter, considorin! -, only the cumulative loMorcaal not 
of 13 innovations, and including; only those explanatory variables found to 
be significant at the 95FI level, 
3 
. 212 . 311 . 273 A,; ýýý 
ae Ný 
ýý 9.2.5. ) 
(tip) 
3_ 02.299 Ni 
-. 406 it . 234 (9.2.6. ) lýr 
(i )e . 104 LIJ -1.204 (9.2.7. ) 
Substituting equations (9.2.3. ) - (9.2.7. ) into (9.2.2. ) yields a rathor 
conplea expression, from which the olnsticities of SDLNj with respect to 
N LI J, µd3, and 
623 may be derived, as in table 9.2.1. ý ýý 8 
Tßble 9.2.1. Eltiruited elaaticitinfs (curulative 1o? norrº1. )_ 
Explanatory 5DLN . 
44iß Value at the 
variable (xil) 
xij sDjj; j mean. 
Ni 
sj+(K/b)jl . 
311( 1-r )ý . 406[(ß/l') jp . 952 
in 
i . 273 ( 
1- ). 234 
[IM 
j Ns j+(Kf b) j 1.239 
LIA -1.204(1 + p2 62 /12)-1(K%b)i -. 430 
62 .5 (1+63/ 
32 )-1 (fb) . 067 
e 
Psj - (ý /i')1 -. 697 
Footnotes from previous pate: - 
1. See chapter 5, section 5. 
2. Rote that in this chapter, the minor influence of bi is also considered. 
It has been expositionally convenient in the previous chapter to refer to 
_(a/b)i as the influence on SDLTTJ. 
3. As shown in table 8.5.1. and Appendix 1 to the previous chapter. 
1.898 
where K =. 154 e1j +1=. 53 for the mean observed value of bj. 
b 
. 61 ei-1 
It is quite noticeable that the elasticities with respect to 211 and1Ti 
are both much larger, and those for LIA and 42 both much smaller, than 
for the cumulative normal curve. However, in this case, the sines of the 
elasticities are partly determined by the diffusion levels used in the 
computation of SDLNj. For instance, had SD j represented the lapse 
between V and 9 diffusion, the elasticities with respect to Ný, TTY, 
LI3 and 62 would all have been hither, particularly the latter two. On 
the other hand, had 52 and 5C been chosen, all four would have had lower 
elasticities and, indeed, for LIj and 6s3, they would have been equal to zero. 
For this reason no detailed analysis of the magnitudes of these elasticities 
will be pursued, although it is suspected that the ordering of the elasticities 
of all but that for e 
µsj 
is insonsitive to the exact choice of diffusion 
levels. 
The signs of the elasticities are all as for the cumilatine noxial which 
provides further confiriiation of the 17potheses discussed in the last section. 
In this case, 0P of appears as an extra determinant, by virtue of its role 
an a structural paranoter of the model. The inolications of this will be 
considered in the next section. 
When mean values for (-a/b) i and bj are inserted into expression 
(9.2.2. ), 
it can be seen that the average time scan required for cumulative lognormal 
un. y. "t. 
0 
diffusion to increase from 5 to 60 is 30.6 years. (Quite clearly, 
slower than along a. typical cumulative normal growth curve. ) To shorten 
this time span by one year would require a chance in any one of the 
explanatory variables as shown in table 9.2.2. 
Table 9.2.2. Tho chan, +es roguir-d to crreed un diffusion by 
one near. 
III i 
Gsj 
Ti' 
Lip 
ýsj 
0 
; 'aage change required. 
-3.442 
-48-005 
- 2.642 
+ 7.60; 
+ 4.69 ä 
Absolute change required. (at the ran. ) 
- 5.06 firms 
- 1.01 
-. 078 yearn 
+3.98 % of value added 
to labour. 
+138.79 employees 
3. The role of industry structurn. 
In appendix 6, it is argued that the best tray to measure industrial 
structure, in the absence of much dtcapgrogated data of relevance, is by 
the three parameters of the industry firm Size distribution. N and 62 
the number of firme and the variance of the 1orprithms of their sizes, 
provide a representation of industrial concentration which is more flexible 
than the more conventional measures such as the concentration ratio or the 
iierfindahl index. Similarly, eý 
sj, tho Geometric mean' of firm size, is 
probably the best avtilnble measure of entry barriers. 
As can be seen fror tables 9.1.1. and 9.2.1., two of these parameters, 
N and 62 j, have been found to be inverse determinants of the speed of 
diffusion both for the cumulative normal and lo noinal curves. e 
"sj 
is 
a positive determinant, but only for the cumulative lognormal. whiist the 
estimated elasticities provide the first real evidence that industrial 
I. Assuming a 1ocnorial size distribution. 
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structure does have an influence on diffusion, there is no simple 
relationship such as 'greater competition leads to faster diffusion. ' 
Following the analysis of Appendix 6, reductions in the number of 
firms and increases in the mean firm size are both associated with loss 
competitive industries - both changes would increase diffusion speed on the 
above evidence. On the other hand, a reduction in the inequality of firm 
sizes (6 
2) 
would also increase diffusion speed, yet lower (83 are 
associated with more competitive industries. 
Consequently, in this context, the conventional measures of concentration 
would be quite inappropriate for the analysis. ? ot only is there no monotonic 
relationship between diffusion speed and concentration measured in these 
ways, but also, at any given level for, say, the Herfindahl index, an increase 
in the value of that index may be associated with an increase or decrease in 
diffusion speed. Consider the following three cases: industries A and B both have 
the same number of firms (Na - Nb), but the inequality in sizes of firms in 
A is greater than in B, (62 > 6s ) Therefore, ceterus paribus, diffusion 
speed will be faster in industry B. Almost certainly, the H index will 
have a greater value for A, indicating that it is more concentrated than B 
(which it is, of course. ) However, in a third industry, C, if the number 
of firms is smaller than in A or B, ( Nb >NC), and the inequality in the 
sizes of firms is equal to that in B. (62 - 6sý , then, ceterus paribus, 
diffusion speed will be faster in C than in B. Again, almost certainly, 
the Herfindahl index will have a greater value for C than for B, indicating 
I that B is less concentrated than C. Thus: 
a Hb and diffusion is faster in B. 
H Hb and diffusion is faster in C. 
62 
1. If firm size is lognormally distributed then H=es/N (see appendix 6), 
in which case, one can be certain that a> Hb and He > Hb . Even in the absence 
of this assumption, however, it is likely that this conclusion will still hold. 
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Before considerin-; the indications of this result, it is helpful to 
identify the econo'nic reasoning behind these elasticities. It has 
been arpued1 that the level of comnetition nary be a determinant of Iri 
and o( and, to a lesser extent, A3 and 62. In the re, ession analysis i 
of the last chapter, however, of the three dimensions of competition, 
/-- 
only N4 was found to be significant in the exolanatione of 
and (-lone/ ); the inclusion of e 
µs3 
in these equations had no 
effect whatsoever and, although 
6 
8j sometimes approached significance, 
its coefficient could not be established as different from zero at the 
9 level-2 It is possible that this lack of significance forlusj 
and 6 Sj 
is due to a cancelling effect (for exaiplo, that 
ö$i has a 
roughly equal influence on each of j, 
' 
j and 
(-lopd) and thus, when 
these parameters are expressed in ratio form, these influences cancel 
each other out. 
) But this would require a concsic? erable co-incidence. 
On the face of it, then, the only evidence is that greater concentration 
(through lower Ni) leads to hifter YJ and perhaps lower (-lorot )3, and 
thus to faster diffusion. However, there is an alternative hypothesis 
to account for the sijnificance of N which seems more attractivo, given 
the non-significance of the other dimension of concentration, 42 . It 
was aromed above4 that information diffuses, proportionately, at a slower 
rate, the more firma there are in an industry. In terms of the model, 
this would be reflected in lower5 if this alternative h' potheeis 
is accepted, then it might be fair to conclude that there is no apparent 
causal link between concentration and any of the structural parameters. 
Nevertheless, an increase in concentration so lone er. it in effected b7 
a reduction in N should increase the speed of diffusion. This is a 
1. See aprendix 6, section 1 for a summary of these aroaments. 
2. Interestingly, the sign of 62 to coefficient was different for the two 
curves, Had these coefficients been significant, this would have implied 
that greater size inequality leads to higher Iri and lower at for the 
cumulative normal but the reverse for the cumulative loormal. 
For footnotes 3,4 and 5, see top of following page... 
un. y. iU. 
3. As PTA is not a signiffiant determinant of (6 /ß) j, it is unlikely 
that its influence on derives from Aj. 
4. Chapter 4, section 2(d). 
5. And also highero(3 if the initial quality of information is poorer 
where Iii is larm. 
particularly interesting findinp,, as a new dimension is added to the 
lone-running controversy on the effects of concentration on verfornarce. 
Yet this is only the logical extension of the am old Dresumption that, 
where Nj is small, collusion is more likely as firms find it easier to 
get together and exchange information. In this particular context, 
however, information excha. n, is desirable, unlike in other areas Duch 
as pricin, 7 and output decisions. 
Whilst 6 
2J has been found to be an ireignificant determinant of the 
13 
structural parameters 
ö3 and d it still sustains an influence 
on diffusion speed by virtue of its role as a structural parxnotor in 
itself. (AssuminC that firm size does influence tho speed of adoption 
of individual firmsI and that firm size is lo ^orr. ially distributed, then 
indisputably, the variance of lo size mist influence the speed of 
aggregate diffusion. ) There are certain similarities here with the 
above discussion of Its: hiCher 62 does not slow down diffusion bps 
concentration, in itself, has detrimental effects. Rather, high g2 ej 
tend to occur in concentrated industries and a decrease in concentration 
so low, an it is' effected by a rsduetion in 
g 2J should increase the 
13 
speed of diffusion. In this model, high 62 reduces the speed of 
diffusion because it increases the heterogeneity of the populations not 
only is the profitability of the innovation more variable across firms, 
but also firms$ ability to assess its value and their attitude to new 
innovations in general may be more variable. 
2 Thus, any reduction in 
1. And the various results of chapter 7 confirm this to be the case. 
2. Some of this variability v be self-cancelling e. g. the innovation may 
be more profitable for large firms but, on the other hand, large firr_is may 
be more conservative about new techniques. There is no way of assessing this 
possibility. Nevertheless, as already noted the net effect in established in 
chapter 7 as increased firm size leading to a higher probability of adoption 
at each point in time (i. e. > 0). Further, it can be shown that no ong asp >0 
large firms will adopt earner on avera¬; e. (Appendix 3 to chapter 53 
un. y. 11. 
2 6rß must decrease this hetero-rneity and, in consequence, reduce the 
importance of the to tails of the S shapod diffusion curve. 
2* 
Fipzrn 9.3.1. Effects of s. reduction In 6 s 
Diffusion 
diffusion curve, after reduction in 62 
liffucion curve, before reduction in 62 
time . 
* ascmminC cumulative nomwil diffusion. 
Similarly, the influence of ©ýo`ý ( in the cumulative loCnonxtl ci co 
only) derives from the fact that ti,,, ins itself, one of the structural 
parameters of the model. 
I Because of the connection between firm size 
and both R*i+ and (ER), jit, 
the moan initial probability of ndobtion is 
higher, in any industry, the higher is mean size (and the greater are 
the benefits from large scale. ) In the cur. ulative normal curve thin really 
only influences diffusion in the very early years, but in the cumulative 
lognormal case this influence is more sustained. Thus an industry of large 
firms will adopt more rapidly because of the scale effect, but not because 
entry barriers are high per. se. (Acsuminro that industries with high moan 
firm size have high entry barriers as rug, ý^nsted in Appendix 6. 
) 
Policy implications. 
As has been indicated, the sizes of these three influences vary in the 
cumulative lognormal case, depending on exactly how diffusion speed io 
measured (namely, which yardstick levels of diffusion are used. 
) Consequ©ntltiy, for 
numerical simplicity, this discussion of the policy implications of these results 
will concentrate on the elasticities derived in the cmMilative normal case. 
2 
1. See section 2, equation 9.20. - 
2. For the cu. ulative lopornal the analysis is similar in essence, however. 
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On the face of it, the policy implications are straf htforwardt firn 
numbers should be reduced and the inequality in sizes of the reraininp 
firms should be ironed out as far as possible. Two reservations need to 
be made, however. First, it wo»1d be trron, ^ to extrapolate the remato 
to values of N And 
ös below those observed in the sample -t ho elasticitice 
were estimated with only one exception (ATL), on data having a rnnr; e, for 
6 s, from .6 to 3.8 anal, for N, from 20 to 584. Thus, there is not 
sufficient evidence to suggest that these elasticities would also apply to 
very high values or, more importantly, to very low values of g2 and N. 
The aprarently logical conclusion - that a duopoly of two equally sized 
firms would be optimal in this respect cannot be made with any confidence. 
1 
Second, it ceemn very improbable that rovornment policies to reduce 11 
could be effected without, at the cane time, increacinC äfl and, possibly, 
it would also be difficult to reduce 6ä without incr©acimer N. Once theca 
secondary effects of policy are admitted, tYe simplicity of the policy 
implications collapses. 
(i) The effects of a reduction in firm runbern. 
From Section 1, equation 9.1.6., the total effect on SD1 of a chance 
in N may be defined as: 
dSD31 
= . 351 
S% 
+ .5 
d IT 11 
whence, 2 DId N= 
. 351 + .5 
a6 
s 
dN SIN aN 
n2 S_T1 us 
(62/, 82 + 62) 
2ý 
a 
"N 
(&2, /22)+1 
42 
(9.3.1. ) 
From table 9.1.1 ý. 5 
aSN 2 
'ý 
ß 62 SDI, 
g 
(9.3.2. ) 
(9.3.3") 
1. Indeed, the only industry within the sample which approximates the pure 
oligepoly of theory - cars - records large reciduals in the crow-industry 
empirics of the Are7lous chapter, sur stinrg, perhaps, that the general 
effects of N and 68 do not aptly at the extremely low observed values for 
these 2 variables. 
Ch. 9.13. 
2 
Table 9.3.1. 
SDTI 6s 
for individual innovations. 
a6i SDIdj. 
Innovation. 
u; . 326 
V14 . 195 
WSB . 130 
NCTB . 141 
ATL "056 
PCBC . 150 
BOP "277 
TC . 203 
GA . 060 
CT . 126 
F . 238 
SF . 296 
IICpP . 177 
VD . 066 
SPC . 314 
Average . 184 
Ch. 9.14. 
and defining 
then dSDN 
dN 
a6$ tr _ 
r1 62 
ý62ir 
2 öSD11 6a 
.= "351 + 
SDN 
n 
6ý1 62 SDt1 
s 
(9.3.4. ) 
(9.3.5. ) 
Thus, whether a decrease in N will lead to an increase in the typical 
creed of diffusion (dýNN . Std 
>0 )1 will depend. on the valued of ýi 
aSDIT 6ä 
162, and a62'ß' 8 The mean value of the latter for the sample is given in table 9.1.1. 
as . 184, but, as can be aeon 
fron table 9.3.1., for a number of innovations, 
the elasticity is well in excess of . 184. It is quite impoesiblo to 
generalise about the effects on 
öäß of char nC ITS - quite clearly, it will 
depend crucially on just how the chan+o in N is effected. Usually, however, 
one might expect: 7ý6ýT< 0. That in, as N rises, 
62 will fa11.2 
. 
61 
In table 9.3.2., 4 alternative valuoa of 6ýt 
are aacu^iod and against 
each one is listed the innovations for which a decrease in IT would increase 
diffusion speed. t 
Table 9.3.2. The effects of n reduction in N. 
0 aSDN' 
6Q SDN 
-1 
,ö 
SDN 62 
-2 
a SDrt 
ä 
aÖä DIJ 
Diffusion Pnocd incron. iorl for: 
: all values i. e. all 15 ovations. 
< "351 
. 175 
n i. e. 11 it 
i. o. WSB, ITCTB, ATL, PCBC, 
GA, VD. 
-3 
asDN 62 
s . 117 i. e. AT,, GL and VD. 
a-62 FD-,,, 
13 
1. Recalling; that SDN is an inverse measure of &tff"sion speed. 
2. This is not to say that, in practice, industries with hirh N w611. have low 
this is certainly not true for the sample industries. The ardent refers, ö 87 
rather, to the effects, in a riven industrr, of chanr-, 4. n!,, IT holdinn other thins, 
notably aggregate industry size, constant. 
theti. cal value for 71 6 2N 
Ch. 9.15. 
Thus, so long as 16211 is inelastic, reductions in N will obviously 
increase diffusion speed. But for more elastic values, the policy will 
be counterproductive for a number of innovations. Indeed, for all values 
of 162_ <-2, a reduction in N will decree diffunion speeds' for most 
innovations. 
asnrI 602 
Similarly, the larger is a62. SFJ , 
the more chance there is of a 
s 
reduction in N being counterproductive, for given 62ýJ. 
ö2 
Now, fron the definition of 
aSD2 
SD in 
(9.3.3), this, in turn, 
a6ß rz 
implies that at larger values of 6 
s, there is more chance of a reduction 
in N beint counterproductive. In fiiur© 9.3.2, the effects are shown 
of different values of 162Id and 6, assuming; a value for (6 /fi )2 of 
4.9 (the mean for the sample. ) 
fiiire 9.3.2: The influencß of N undor diffnront nsnurmtionn. 
. 351 =0 ý62N 
Growth in 
diffusion 162_ = -'S 
speed from a 
ýY 
= 1.0 2 
1% reduction 
2.65 2 in N. 6 
1.5 
-3.0 
ý62N 
62 N 
(ii) The effects of a reduction in size inn wt1ittea. 
Much the came sort of analysis applies to policies aimed at roducinC 
ö8: the mean elasticity shown in table 9.1.1., or the individual ones 
in table 9.3.1, suggest that the diffuzion speed2 may be increased by 
acting to equalise firm sizes. In practice, however, this my only be 
possible by increasing the number of firms. Ucint similar algebra as 
1. Or more correctly, a reduction in 11 would decrease the industry's 
propensity to diffuse innovations in the future. Obviously a chance in 
11, now, will have little influence on the speed of diffusion of the cacnnle 
innovations, given that they are all well into the diffusion process already. 
2. A-ain, this is used as a shorthand for the industry's propensity to diffuse innovations in the future. 
Ch. 9.16. 
above, the total effect on SDN of a change in g2 is even by: 
22 
ßr1 
" 
6°- 
. 351 1N62 + 
aSD (9.3.6. ) 
J12 SD1T a6 SD, z 
where 2 2-- 
?. 6N 
and 
öýD2 
S D= .5 
(62ýý262) +1 
_1 (9.3.7. ) 'ýN6 as )6 3a 1J 
Thus, the effects of a decrease in 62 will depend on the value of 
N62 and of 
62 Figure 9.3.3. shows the effects of reducing g2 for 
different values of 62 and 1 X62. 
(Again assuming (Ö/' )2 . 4.9. 13 I 
of ö2 uniler different anrimrti 
% growth in 
diffusion 
speed from a 
1,15ro reduction 
in 
6Q 
Of course, if 68 can be reduced without increaeintý N, then, arg can be 
seen from the diaram, given any reduction in 6a, diffusion speed raunt 
increase. However, for the entire elastic ran, 7e of values for 1+, 62 and 
for all realistic values of 42 P the effects of a decrease in 
ös 
mist be 93 
to decrease diffusion speed. In fact, using the observed values, )2 
and (62), for each innovation and asc unin,, only a reduction 
in ö2 would. actually slow dorm diffusion for coven innovations in the enrr'le. 
To nunnarise then, policies aimed at reducin(, IT are less likely- to increase 
diffusion speed (a) if in reducing ! T, 62 is increased and (b) if this in the 
case, the higher is 62 in t1, e first -place. Sird. larly, nolicier aired at 
increacin- diffusion snood by reducing öE are less likely to Succeed (a) if 
in reducint; öä , 11 is increpcoc3 and (b) if this. in the care, tie lower is 
in . the first tilace. 
Reductions in TT and 6s rar be effected by a nunber of- rovernruont 
policies. lbr instance, the former might be achieved by any of the 
follod. r : 
1. An active merger policy encoura3int; acquisitions bottreen large and 
medium-1 rx e, firms. This would certainly increase concentration and the 
market s? gare of the leading firms would thus increase, without any reduction 
in the numbere of email firs. Under these circumstances V. ni t be 
f 
expected to be large, absolutely. 
2. As above, but with the emphasis on take-overs of smaller fir. -Is by lar, -e 
or medium-larpv firms. A; ain this would increase the market share of the 
leading fir-mop but less so than in 1. In that the number of small firms 
is reduced, the variance of lor; size might not increase as much an in 1, 
and the size of 742N is less certain. 
3. An active merger policy, encoura(. ng mergers between small and modiin- 
small firms. This would produce no increase in ti; o market share of the 
leading firms. Overall, size inequalities might even decrease, as a 
larger proportion of industry output would be concentrated in firms of near 
average size. 
In terms of the above analysis, alternative I would quite probably lead 
to a reduction to diffusion speed, altornative 2 night incroaco diffusion 
speed, so, lonC as 6g was relatively low in the first place, and only 
alternative .3 would unequivocally 
lead to an increaso in diffusion speed. 
One other possible method of reducing It would be to: 
4. Impose legal or institutional restrictions to discourage new entry 
and rely on natural wacta ro to reduce N.. In the short-run this night 
reduce the inequality between fixte sizes as the number of small firms is 
reduced. In the long run, however, if the potential new entrants are 
'more dynamic' than the existing population, this would impose loss restraint 
on the internal growth of the larger firma at the expanse of small firms, thus 
leading to an increase in concentration. With such a policy, therefore, 
vn. y. 1ti. 
there Mould not necessarily be an increase in the indumtry's tyoica7. 
speed of diffusion. 
Reductions in 62 night be effected by incroaainý; the number of firms 
with near average size, at the expense of firms with extreme size at 
either end of the size distribution. This mirht be relatively difficult 
to achieve, using conventional policies. Two obvious possibilities, 
however, might be: 
5. To encourage mergers between small firms (that is, as in 3, above), 
which, if successful, would not only reduce GES but also N. In such 
an eventuality, ýNC2 70P which would definitely improve the chances for 
more rapid diffusion. 
6. A policy of'breakin; ý up large firno. This rii, 'at also reduce 
ö2 
aj, 
but only at the expense of increasing, Ni. Such a policy would be most 
likely to have beneficial result -. if (a) concentration (and thus 62) is of 
high in the first place ard (b) if the largo firms were broken up into 
medium-sized, rather than wall, firms. 
In general, then, an ind"txy'a propensity to diffuse more rapidly may 
be enhanced by incroasin,,, the share of output of rtediwi sized firm, at 
the expense of stall firms; not only will this decrease size inogtm1ities, 
but for a given a, ^, xregate in . astry output, 
111 must also fall. An statod 
initially, this cort of policy implication miy only be valid for the 
ranges of 62 and Ni observed in the sr-'ple. 
For the cumulative 1oCnorial diffuelon curve, the c=, e sorts of 
conclusions apply. However, in this case, tiore is the ended complication 
that increasos in the mean size of firm also incroase the axed of diffusion. 
Reductions in Ni must, fairly certainly, also increase otherefore, in 
this case, there is more chance that a mor, +er policy of any kind would prove 
beneficial, but precise conclusions do depend on just how SDvTj is 
measured. For instance, if it is defined as the time lapse botween 5% 
and 9 diffusion, then the elasticities with respect to Ni and 68j are 
%; u. y. Iy. 
much hi Cher, relative to that for e 
rBJ 
than if the time lapse between 
.0 and 
5VIOf difft Sion is used. 
'1"hus, if one is concerned with reducing the duration of the later 
stages of diffusion, much the =me conclusions may be drawn as for the 
cumulative normal. If the speed of the early stages is considered more 
important, then it matters very little whether policies increase the 
share of the larger firms, and thus 6 
2, 
as the elasticity with respect 
to 62 Will be relatively mall. 
One seemingly ano. Ilous part of the analysis in that a decrease in 
the market share of large firms, under certain circumstances, might 
actually increase diffusion speed. This seems, at first sight, to be 
in conflict with earlier evidence that the larrer is a firm, the earlier 
it will adopt. However, by definition, any decrease in the top firms' 
market ehare must increase the size of other firms in the induotry (for 
a constant aureate industry output. ) To be cure, a decrease in the 
size of larger firms will slow down diffusion in the early stage bit 
it will aDnroach 1COIS' auch earlier, as more of the curve is concentrated 
in the middle years of the period (see figure 9.3.1. ) In the cuniul. ativo 
nox a1 case then, overall diffusion speed is increased only at the expense 
of a slower take-off. 
I From the point of view of productivity, this may 
not be a bad thin, -, since substantial improvements in the nett innovation 
are more forthcoming in the later years (oven the form of the learning 
curve for Croup B innovations. ) The speed of the take-off should not be 
confused, moreover, with the date of innovation. The model does not 
predict that the first introduction of a new proceca will be earlier in 
an industry in which firms are large than in one typified by smaller 
fires. The process of innovation is taken as given, of course, in this 
1. In the cumulative lognormal case, however, there is leer chance that a 
reduction in the share of the leading firms will produce faster diffusion 
due to the probable negative effect onµ . But even here, reductions in the 
numbers of smaller firms would still help to reduce the characteristically 
long upper tail of the dif_fu, ion curve. It is this long uprer tail, of course, 
which causes the typically lengthy time lapse before diffusion attains 9% 
isee section 2. i 
Ch. 9.20. 
context. In fact, from evidence to be presented in the next chanter, 
I 
it seems unlikely that the first introduction will be earlier for industries 
characterised by 1argm size firms. 
4. The non-sirnificant determinants of diffusion speed. 
Altogether, the model generated 9 rielriirable variables which might 
have been expected to influence diffusion speed. Of these, 4 variables 
(Cj, VC3, Xi and NS j) proved to be consistently non-significant in all 
regressions at the 95n level and are now briofl'r considered. 
(the typical level of canacit; -, uoago in industT7 j throe. out the 
diffusion rerioci) was postulated as a possible determinant of fires' 
attitudes and the extent of their search (as ropresented by di azld f j). 
In the repressions, this variable had an estimated coefficient which vran 
always consistent (but not sigificantly) with the hypothesis that high 
capacity usage encouraged more active search; moreover the cizo of the 
coefficient su,,,, ested that only small chnnCes in Cj produced lard chnn, noe 
in ýý. Indeed, for the cumulative normal, this variable was significant 
at the 900 level in cone ecquations. 
2 In this case the verdict must be 
'not-proven' with some evidence to summest that further investiiation may 
be worthwhile. 
VCi (the variance of capacity usage in industry j) was used as a proxy 
for the underlying uncertainty in demand conditions: this night have been 
expected to have an effect on firms' investment yardsticks (as represented 
in o( 3). This variable was not expected to provide substantial explanation 
and its total lack of significance is not too surprising. A query as to 
the appropriateness of this proxy must remain however. 
Ki (the typical initial outlay required for adoption, also acting as a 
proxy for the technical complexity of the innovation. ) The very poor 
performance of this variable in all regressions is a little surprising. 
1. Chapter 10, section 2(a). 
2. If there had been stronger, a priori, reasons for expecting a positive 
coefficient, then a one tailed test would have been justified. In that case, 
the estimated coefficient would have often been significant at the 95% level. 
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It was postulated as a determinant of all five structural para-aeters of 
the model and the argztients for its inclusion were often very strong. 
Because all three dependent variables (VIP ) j, 
(ö )1 and (-local 'P) 
are ratios, it is possible that K3 may still be a significant influence 
on each parameter individually, but that due to cancelling, it fails to 
show up as a determinant of anj of the ration. ! Moro probably, howevor, 
as specified, Ki is not an accurate measure of those influences (notably 
technical complexity. ) It is difficult to conceive of any butter 
quantifiable measures, but one alternative approach is possible, never- 
tholes$. In table 9.4.1., the innovationn are 'Duped into 4 technolo cal 
categories and the mean valuoo for ('rý, ý, (6ý, $ and (-lord/yt) are 
computed for each catet3or7. Definitions of these term are provided in 
Appendix one; briefly, nunnle"entlr-r innovations are, typically, added to 
existing capital equipment and do not replace any existing equipment; 
vintage-model type innovations involve the replacement of an old tochnolo(y 
embodied in exiotin, equipment; new flinctionn innovations entail the 
creation of a new sub-process in the exiatint overall process of the 
adopting firm a'^d rntQnltinn innovations are as usually defined. 
Technologically, one might expect each of these rsoups to be homoponeoun 
in a number of respects (including, to a certain extent, cost and complexity. ) 
'table 9.4.1: Tho influence of teehnoloý3 cal chlrneteri stun on 
the structural rrr'notPrn. 
Innovation type. 
If ) 
Structura l nrtraaetors3. 
23 oy/p (O 
i 
ý n 
Supplementary. 2.01(6) 1.72(3) 3.03(5) 5.56(5) 
Vinta o-model type. 1.96(8) 1.64(6) 1.56(4) p. 64(4) 
New function. 2.39(2) . 45(2) - - 
Autonatin, z. 1.69(6) 1.40(4) 1.67(4) 8.04(4) 
N. B. Numbers of observations in each cell shown in brackets. 
1. For all 22 innovations. 
2. For those innovations for which the cumulative norr'.. al in not an obvious 
nm-specification. 
3. For those innovations for which the cumulative 1or ormal, is not an obvious 
mis-specification. 
Vu*ioGG" 
A simple-minded inspection of these mean values would curmet az ber 
of noticeable differences, (for instance, that I may be higher, on averaue, 
for vintage-model type innovations. ) Bow-ever, the analysis of variance, 
which takes into account the intra- and inter-croup variances around these 
means, yields F values which show that them are no airnificant inter-rýroup 
differences in any of these 4 ratios. 
NS : (the number of firms supplying the innovation. ) This was used 
as a very crude prow for the level of competition in the cupvlyins industry. 
Its lack of sicnificance cannot be attributed to a^7 cancelling effect, as 
it was postulated as a determinant of only. Howovor, more rigorous tests 
are needed before a definitive statement is possible on the role of structure 
in the supplyin industry. As an alternative tost, the analysis of variance 
was used to test the hypothesis that for innovations supnliod by 
n 
monopolists were significantly different from (T/ý)i for all other innovations, 
but no significant difference erorred. 
um. 
A number of points of interest have erior, od from the reculto of chapter 
8. First, in com ion with the major finding; of past research, the profit- 
ability of the innovation is clearly an important determinant of the cooed 
of diffusion, whether along a cwuu ative normal or lognormal growth path. 
Second, and somewhat surprisingly, labour intensive industries will tend 
to have faster diffusion, ceterus paribus, than more casital intensive 
industries. Whilst this result may be easily rationaliced by equating; 
labour intensity with homogeneity of operating conditions in the potentially 
adopting population of firma, the estimated elasticity of this variable is 
surprising. More research on this particular result is surely desirable. 
Third, the cost of the innovation appears to have no influence on the speed 
of diffusion, as opposed to a weakly significant result to the contrary of 
t, 1.7 
.2" 
? dansfield's. Fourth, the industrial structure of the consuming industry 
is clearly of some importance, but its influence on diffusion speed is 
particularly complex. 
Fir-ally, an interesting implication, which has emerged in passing, is 
that diffusion a1onf a cumulative lognornzi1 growth path will, typically, 
slow down so quickly that 100% diffusion is never attained. 
Ch. 10.1. 
Chanter 10 : Imnlications. Suru'arv and Conclirsionr3. 
This chapter falls into three distinct parts. First, the broad implications 
of all of the empirical results of the t"esis are considered. Partly to add 
some perspective to these results, section 2 attemnts an assossmont of the 
successes and limitations of the theoretical model and the empirical relation- 
ships it suggests. Finally, section 3 considers one or two developments which 
might be made and which provide interesting implications for tho study of 
economic growth. 
1. Imrlications. 
The more interesting empirical findings of this thesis may be iroupod into 
three broad areas: the influence of firm sizo and industrial structure, the 
effects of demand conditions facing; the consuming industries and the role of 
the technological characteristics of the innovations concerned, 
(a) Firm size and industrial struct»re. 
Fauch of past research into the determinants of technical proees in general 
has concentrated on the role of firm size and industrial structure. A partial 
concensus appears to have emerged. 
I Reverting to the invention-innovation- 
imitation classification outlined in the introduction, this conconsus may be 
summarised briefly. The propensity to invent (as measured by patents and/or 
R&D. expenditures) appears to rice with firm size but usually at a slower 
rate proportionately; industrial concentration tends to be mildly positively 
correlated with inventive activity, but the causal direction is by no means 
certain. Turning to innovation. in what is generally agreed to be the most 
exhaustive study to date, Vansfield 
2 finds that the number of major 
innovations made by firms rises as a cubic function of their size. Willianeon, 
3 
using I. lansfield's data, finds that the ratio of the top four firms' share of 
1. See L. Weiss, "Quantitative studies of industrial orrn cation", pp. 389- 
397, in "Frontiers of Quantitative Economics, " ed. 2i. Intrilipator, North ThIlard, 
Amsterdam, 1971. anfl. Kennedy and Thirlwall, op. cit. pp. 43 - 62. 
2. I-iansfield, (1969) op. cit. chapter 5. 
3.0. Williamson, (1965) op. cit. 
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innovations to their share of capacity declines as concentration increases. 
The only findings in the area of diffusion have already been discussed in 
chapter 2. To recapitulate, Mansfield and others find that, on average, 
the length of time a firm waits before adopting is inversely related to its 
size. Further, Mansfield's estimates of the speed of diffusion for 12 
innovations (but in only 4 industries) are not inconsistent with the hypo- 
thesis that diffusion is faster the lower in industrial concentration. 
In this thesis, it has been found that industrial structure does have 
an influence on diffusion speed,, but in such a way that it is impossible to 
say, for instance, that high concentration always leads necessarily to faster 
or slower diffusion, As the discussion of the previous chapter 
1 is fairly 
-self-contained there is little point in any repetition here. On the other 
hand, a brief summary of the main findints on firm size is provided, if only 
because a number of important conclusions have anerbed at different stages in 
the empirics and an overview is helpful. 
First, however, as a digression, the data collected on the sample innovations 
does provide the opportunity to test the relationship between firm size and 
the propensity to innovate. 
2 For each of the 18 sample innovations for 
which data is available, table 10.1.1 shows the size of the innovating. firm. 
As can be seen, in only 6 of the 18 is the innovator larger than the 
arithmetic mean sized firm in its industry. In this context, however, the 
median size is perhaps more meaningful: if, in each industry, each firm has 
an equal nronensity to innovate. then one. might expect 9 of the 18 to have 
been innovated by firms with size in excess of their industry median. In 
fact for 13 of the innovations this is the case. Apparently, the larger 
halves of these industries have innovated more than the smaller halves. 
Fiore interesting perhaps, is whether large firms do 'their share' of 
innovating, given their share of total employment. This would be true if 
each fir" has a vropensity to innovate which is proportional to its share of 
industry employment. There are a number of ways of testing this hypothesis; 
1. Section 3 chapter 9. 
2. In the sense of being the first adopter of the new process. 
'LL. V. 2. 
in the event, a relatively simple test is used. 
In each industry, firms have been ranked in order of size and then 
categorised into four groups: 'large' firms, 'media -large', medium-small' 
and 'small' firms. Each group accounts for one quarter of the total 
industry employment. For each innovation, the group which includes the 
innovating firm is shown in column 4 of the table. 
On this basis, quite clearly, large firms have not accounted for their 
share of innovating: for only one innovation is the innovator a large firm, 
3 are medium-Iarce, 3 small-medium and 11 are small firms. For the record, 
ax2 test at the level rejects the hypothesis that these differonceo are 
not sigaficant. 
To return to the rkin theme of this thesis, however, the model renoratos 
tiro alternative specifications of the firn-rizo &ontion-nerfor,, rnco rolntion- 
ship. The Quasi-Encol curve describes the rolationchin between probability 
of adoption and firm size at any point in time. Alternatively, the delay 
before adoption can also be shown to be a cimnle function of firm-size. 
I 
This second relationship has not boon tested directly for the anmplo, due 
to the problem of bias which arises because diffusion is rot yet complete 
for most of the sample innovations. 
2 Howovor, it can be shown that this 
relationship adds no information which could not be deduced fror. tie Quasi- 
Ee+e1 curve and the diffusion curve par motero. 
3 In pasainC, it has been 
noted that Mansfield's use of the adoption-delay vercua firm-oizo relationship 
seems to be inconsistent with his"lonistic diffusion curves. 
4 
Due to the limited degrees of freedom with which the Quasi-En e1 curves 
have been estimated, it would be wrong to be too definite in the conclusions 
drawn, but on. the face of it, they seem to establish fairly conclusively 
that firn size-is an important dete=inant of behaviour in thin context. 
1. Appendix 3 to chapter 5. 
2. See the discussion of this point in section 3(b) of chapter 2. 
3. See the note on ATL in Appendix 4. 
4. See Appendix 3 to Chapter 5. 
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Table 10.1.1. The size of innovating firne. 
Innovation Size1 of first g4onter Arithmetic mean McAian sinn First Mo, ter'e 
employees for inrkustrr for industry nizn Blass 
1C TUMT 65002 614 283 Med-large 
SPC 66532 1048 739 Large 
SL 7502 168 40 Med-large 
NCTURB 50002 1686 992 lied-small 
GA 1102 45 22 Med-largo 
NCPP 12002 527 186 Med-small 
BOP 8400 8628 5884 2MMed-small 
WSB 7002 768 172 Small 
Vt1 1100 1336 665 Small 
F 4292 768 172 Small 
SF 4292 769 172 Small 
PCBC 323 763 172 Small 
SP 2122 768 172 Small 
CT 325 462 337 Small 
TK 272 98 34 Small 
VD 1500 5714 3213 small 
ATL 10401 27536 25360 Small 
CC 350 7609 4675 Small 
1. Size in the most recent year for which data is available, not at the 
time of adoption. 
2. First adopter in the cample of firms for which data is available. 
See Appendix 2 for details of these eamplee. 
For definitions of 1arro, medium-large etc., see text. 
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A visual inspection of the eanirical curves, backed up by 72 testa 
confirm that for all of the sample innovations, probability of adoption 
is, indeed, positively related to firm size. foreover, in no case is 
the data inconsistent with the hypothesis that the relationship follows 
the cumulative lobnormal curve cug(ested by the model. 
As an interesting extension, it is possible to use the parameters of 
the estimated Engel curves to assess the importance of size an a determinant 
of (R* /E11 )ijt - the ratio which is fundamental to the construction of the 
theoretical model in Chapter 5. In all cases, size is shown to be a 
significant determinant and for 8 innovations it explains half or more 
of the variance between firms in this ratio. 
1 
It should be stressed, hotrever, that these recultn do not establish 
large firms as boing more progressive. The survey of the technical 
characteristics of the sample innovations and industries shows that there 
are a number of pervasive technical reasons. 
2 
vrhy moat now processes should 
be more profitable for larcor firma. Thus, it would be curprioing if there 
was not a positive relationship betwoon probability of adoption and firm 
size. As it is not generally possible to quantify these technical advantages 
very accurately, the results cannot establish whether, for instance, lar(e 
firms are bettor information gatherers and/or are more favourably disposed 
to new innovations. 
Finally, on firm size, Weiaa3 chides Mansfield for not attoraptinC to use 
hie revults (which are, of course, consistent in broad terms with those 
presented in chapter 7, ) to answer 'the more basic question of whether 1arco 
firms were quicker to imitate (adopt) than g oupa of smaller firma with about 
the same number of investment decisions to make. ' On reflection, there seems 
1. See column 6 of table 7.2.1. Rit is the yardstick used by firm i to assess 
whether adoption of innovation j is acceptable, II jt is its expectation of 
the profitability to be gained from adoption, both at time t. 
2. See section 6 of chapter 3. 
3. op. cit., p. 396. 
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to be little point in attempting such an aralysis, however. Für instance, 
if it were shown that, say, one large firne with 20,000 employees in the steel 
industry adopted earlier than did the average of 10 small firms, each with 
2,000 employees, but at least one of these 10 smaller firms adopted earlier 
than the large firm, the policy implications would be unclear. Certainly, 
this would not provide enough evidence to support splitting the larger firms 
into 10 parts. The objective, presumably, is to enable at much of the 
industry output to be produced, by an soon as possible, using the new process. 
Yet in the above example the 20,000 employees in the large firm have access 
to the new process before even 10,000 of the employees of the smaller firma 
(abstracting from intra-firm diffusion, in both cases. ) 
As it happens it would be possible to use the parameters estimated in 
chapter 7 to answer Weisses point. 
I But because of the preceding argument 
this possibility is not pursued. 
(b) The effects of the trsde cycle and demand conditions. 
In that the adoption decision at the firm lovel ma, 7 be viewed as only a 
special form of the investment decision, one might expect that the ©tato of 
demand for the potential adoptere' output would, play a ci tificant role in the 
diffusion process. Indeod, as was reported earlier, Gold et a12 provido come 
(non-conclusive) evidence that fast growth in demand is a necessary, but not 
sufficient, condition for rapid diffusion. In the other areas of technical 
prowess, Schmookler3 finds that inventivA activity is at least partially 
detez fined by demand conditions but }4mnsfield finds no support for the hypothesis 
that innot activity varies over the trade cyclo. 
4 In the theoretical model 
of chapter 5, deranr conditions were hypothesised as havinr, two rain influences. 
I. As an example, the probability that a firm of size S will adopt before one 
of size 2S can be computed fron xnowledpo of (6/fl). Then, if the probability 
is Greater than 1/4, the implication is that, on average, one of two finis of 
size S will adopt more quickly than a fixen of size 2S. 
2. See section 2 of chapter 2. 
3. J. Schmookler, "Invention and economic growth", Cambridge (! acs. ) Flarvard 
University Press, 1966. 
4. E. Mansfield. (196E3) op. cit. 
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First, at the peak of their trade cycle, adoption should be more beneficial 
because the adopting firm may be better able to run the new (often continuous) 
process at near full capacity; on the other hand, the disruptive influences 
of adoption are likely to be more costly if demand is hi&. Second, it was 
postulated that firma' efforts to search for more information about new 
processes will be influenced or even caused by their external environment, 
although it was not specified whether buoyant demand for their product would 
discourage or encourage potential adopters' search efforts. The empirical 
extensions of these arg unents are twofold: demand conditions might influence 
not only the s= of the time series diffusion growth curveI but also its 
parameters. In fact, the empirical findings provide only sketchy cupport 
for either hypothesis. For a minority of innovations, a cigificant cyclical 
component, superimposed on the underlyingS shape, is apparent. In some cases 
diffusion appears to have been speeded up in times of high capacity and retarded 
when capacity was low, but for others the reverse is true. As this effect in 
only sipi. fYcant for a third of the sample, 
2 however, any systematic explanation 
of its size and sign is impossible. Because of tho poor quality data used it 
would be wrong to read too much importance into this result, one way or the 
other; the inevitable conclusion must be that more research is needed in this 
area. 
In some ways the second hypothesis - that the parameters of the growth curve 
may be affected by the level of economic activity - is the more fundamental from 
the policy viewpoint. 
3 If it could be shown, for instance, that diffusion speed, 
as represented by the parameter bj, is positively related to the level of economic 
activity, then, through demand management, the government would have at least 
come potential control over the pace of technical nrojoss. 
Unfortunately, euch a recult is not forthconing; uciný- tho usual 95 cir ificanco 
test. For the cumulative normal rxotrth curves, Ui (the average level of camcit-y 
uwage in industry j over the diffusion period) is found to bo a positive deter- 
minant of but thin remit is only cirnificant at the 90Fä level. 
1. See fig res 5.5.5., for instance. 
2. See table 6.6.1. 
3" Cyclic flnctuations around the trend growth have no effect on the long-tezm 
speed of diffusion, after all. 
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(Footnote continued from previous page: ) 
4. This relationship, if significant, would identify as a positive 
determinant of diffusion speed in this cane. 
Por the cumulative lognormal growth curves, is a positive determinant of 
('I'/ft) 
i and an ative determinant of 
logo(c 1 but in neither case 
significantly so, even at the 9 level. 
Once again, therefore, the question remains unresolved, these results are 
perhaps sufficiently pervasive not to completely rule out a connection between 
high capacity usage and more rapid diffusion, but their lack of statistical 
significance prevents any definitive statement. It is tempting to surgest 
that other xneacures may have been more appropriate, but, as is co often the 
case at this micro-level, severe constraints are imposed by the lack of adequate 
data. 2 
(c) The characteristics of innovttiors. 
Somewhat ironically the otronr; est findinin and conclusions to have omorr ed 
from the empirical aide of this thesis have occurred in this area. It was 
intended that the examination of the technical aspects of now innovations 
should act merely as a backcloth to discussion of other factors, auch as the 
roles of industry structure and demand conditions in the diffusion process. 
However, at least three sets of conclusions deserve some emphasis, in their 
own right. 
First, and fairly unequivocally, a major part of the differentials 
between innovations in the speed at which they diffuse May be attributed to 
differences in their profitabilities. Not only in profitability robustly 
significant in the cross-section eipirics of chapter 8 but also, the typical 
size of its co-efficient is fairly high for both cumulative normal and lognormal 
diffusion. This is not, of course, a new finding: both II. anaficld and Griliches3 
have found a similar relationship. 
1. Both relationships, if significant, would identify as a positive influence 
on diffusion speed. 
2. See Appendix 3. 
3. See chapter 2 section 2b. 
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This new evidence really only serves to establish the Coneral. ity of this 
result to a wider range of innovations and a different country, the U. K. 
One might conclude that this succesto a cortain measure of rationality on 
the part of the entrepreneurs, but it certainly does not establish profit 
maximicing behaviour1 - at least not in its riore simple fors. Indeed, it 
is very difficult to reconcile the duration of the typical diffusion procoss2 
tiith any other than substantially modified theories of profit maxiniaation. 
Rather, it has been arrued, here, that entrepreneurs will tend to be more 
active in their search efforts, the more profitable is the nesr process 
innovation. IJot only do hirhly profitable innovations produce r Bator 
competitive pressures on non-adopters, but also they are more likely to be 
seen as the potential solution of variouo problerrr, as thoy arico. 
3 
Secondlý!:, there does seem to be a narkod difference in the Onr, o of the 
diffusion ¬aowrth carve between two typos of innovations. As table 6.7.2. 
establisher, with only one or two exceptions, it in poo^iblo to predict 
that 1arre, expensive and technically complex innovations (termed Group B) 
will have symmetric, ctuzulative normal diffusion whilst ll, cheaper and 
relatively simple innovations (Group A) will tend to diffuco alont a non- 
symmetric, cunulativo 1o norrtal curve. For innovations which do not fit 
easily into one or other of these classifications, not surnricingly, it is 
difficult to establish conclusively that their diffusion cin-7e is nor== or 
lo nor«al. This, incidentally, helps to reconcile tiro apparently contrary 
findings in hast research. Tiensfiold, studying the diffusion of 12 major 
innovations in the U. S., finds that the sytamotric logistic curve (not unlike 
the cunul. ative normt, in its shape) provides an adequate description. 
Metcalfe, on the other hand, finds that the heavily skewed logarithmic 
reciprocal transformation (quite similar to the cumulative lognormal) provides 
1. As implied by some commentators, see the quote on p. 13 of chapter 2. 
2. See the introduction to chapter 4, but also Iansfiold(1968), op. cit., for 
evidence that it is not only in the U. K. that diffusion is typically a long 
drawn-out process. 
3. See chapter 4, sections 4 and 3(c). 
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a fair fit to the observed diffusion of 3 innovations in the U. K. 
1 
Quito 
clearly, the technical descriptions of these innovations provided by both 
authors establish that, with one exception, 11ansfi©ld's 12 innovations are 
all Group B and. Iletcalfe's all Group A. 
The rationale given for this difference between the innovations lies in 
the different, sorts of learning curves which might be expectod. 
2 It is 
argued that Iwrith Group A innovations, the scope for learning, mainly by 
their manufacturers, diminishes fairly rapidly after quite substantial 
improvements in the early years. Per Group B innovations, however, learning 
will be more. sustained, with less tendency to tail-off, at least for moot 
of the diffusion period. As a consequence, it seems probable that both 
competitive pressures on non-adopters and the returns from continued infom- 
ation search will continue for longer periods in the care of Group B 
innovations; whilst at a relatively early stage, further search concerning 
Group A innovations will produce little extra information, and similarly, 
competitive pressures will stabilise, 
one intoresting implication of this hypothesis for Croup A innovations 
is that, at a relatively early stage in diffusion, the propensity, for non- 
adopters to adopt may decline markedly. If, after the initial stage in 
diffusion, non-adopters are able to withstand the competitive proscures3 
and are fully aware of the capabilities of the now innovation, there in, 
presumably, less chance of a later chan<^e of mind - especially if the 
innovation itself is subject to only minor further improvements in 
specification. Thus, it is not surprising to find that for the sample 
1. Both studies are discussed in more depth in section 2 of chapter 2. 
2. Section 7 of crapter 3 and also section 5 of chapter 5. Post-estimation 
scrutiny of the two sets of innovations and industries sweats no other 
obvious differences between them. 
3. Because most Group A innovations are relatively s"all, the relative coat 
advantage for adopters will also be small and may well be swapped by other 
efficiency differences. This is much less likely for the typical Group B 
innovations, e. g. Tunnel Kilns, which are far more costly, but which also 
provide substantial reductions in operating costa. 
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Group A innovations, the parameters of the estimated diffusion carved 
suC; pest that diffusion trill not approach 100io within the forceeable futures 
1 
Incidentally, this distinction botween innovations does answer the 
criticism that is sometimes made of the existing models of diffusion, namely 
that they do not differentiate analytically between major and minor innovations. 
2 
l nal. ly, and more generally, this apparent difference in the shape of the 
learnin.; curve does also add another dimension to the conventional literature 
on learning by doinv. 
3 The examples usually quoted in this literature are 
equipment, produced off-site and in relatively large quantities, e. r. standard 
machine tools, airframes etc. Moreover, these products are fairly homo- 
geneous. On the other hand, the typical process identified here as Groun B 
tends to vary widely in its specification, depending on the needs of the 
consumers. Thus, initially, learning is far less likely to be transferable 
from one installation to the next. Only after a number of installations have 
been completed is the manufacturer able to consistently duplicate past 
installations and draw upon learning. flaying said this, it is suspected that 
even for Group B innovations, learninG will slow down rapidly after some stage, 
although this stage may only be attained when the imitation process is nearing 
completion. 
4 
The third set of conclusions in this area arise from the technical 
descriptions provided in Appendix one and summarised in chapter 2. In go'eral, 
it has been possible to describe the sample innovations by a number of charact- 
eristics which have been used, where possible, in the development of the model. 
In addition, however, these conclusions may be of more general interest. 
The typical new process originates from outside of the industry in which 
it is to be used. This sur; ects only limited applicability for those theories 
based on the assumptions that the new process is invented and innovated by a 
firm intending to use it for its on purposes, and Srho may or may not permit 
its competitors to imitate the process under licence. Further, new processes 
1. See section 2 of chanter 9. 
2. See Professor Oshima's comment in Williams (1973), PP-232-3- 
3. For instance, E. Arrow (1962) op. cit. 
4. See chapter 3, section 7. 
are invariably mainly labour saving; often with fixed coefficients of production. 
In conflict with the implicit assum-otion$ of the epidemic model' are the widely 
observed facts that profitabilityr' of adoption varies quite considerably 
across firms and time. Much of this variance across firms is duo to the 
undoubted benefits accruing to large scale adoption. Indeed, economies of 
scale seem to be an essential feature of mama of tho sa^tplo innovations. 
It is also interesting to note that many of the innovations produce 
significant changes in the quality of the product to be produced. This raises 
the definitional problem of whether 'process innovation' is a satisfactory 
nomenclature for the sample innovations studied. 
Finally, for a majority of the innovations, the technological asm-anti. ons 
of the simple vintage model seem inappropriate. More than half of the 
innovations do not require the replacement of a tochnoloEy embodied in existing 
capital equipment and, for those that do, the assumption of indivtciblo plant 
is violated. Admittedly this second aseurntion is not crucial to the vintage 
model but its relaxation does destroy tho analytical simplicity of that model. 
2. An overall evslw tion of the model. 
Gold, Pierce and Rosselter have ar:? ued that the 1arro number of special, 
usually technical, factors make the construction of a Coneral model of diffusion 
pointless and perhaps nisleadin, -. 
2 This has always boon a difficult armment 
to accept riven the empirical success of the Ginnie rodeln used k, Mansfield 
and Griliches. In this thesis, usinr a similar e: pirical ciothodolory to 
Mansfield's, the data has surely provided further justification for rofutintr 
Cold of al's assertion. 
In addition, the extra complication of the theoretical model ras provided 
a more satisfactory theoretical link between the three areas of ernirical 
analysis: curve fittini*, explanation of inter-industry differences in the 
speed of diffusion and the relationship between individual fires' behaviour 
1. See section 1, chapter 2. 
2. See section 2 of chapter 2. 
koLlo I ue I-? * 
and their sizes. 
' 
Torcover, whilst the model is based upon a nunbor of fairly stronc 
assumptions, where these have been testable they have not aipeared to be 
unreasonable. In particular, three assunntione have been 1arrely 
vindicated by the data. First, the hypothesis that fuzz size is 1op iox 111f 
distributed can not be rejected for the sample industries. 
2 Second, the 
hypothesis that firm size is a major determinant of ETýIit and R it may be 
accepted for all of the sample industries from the analysis of tho estimated 
3 
parameters of the Quasi-Enkel curves. Strictly speaking, this aßsursption 
is not crucial for the time series implications, but without it the model 
would become something of an empty box. Third, the assumption of a 
lognormally distributed error term in the expression: 
(R*/E 
1)it =o( 
et9'i 
E1 (equation 5.2.7) 
is consistent with the data, 4 on the other hand the data used to teat this 
hypothesis is sufficiently rough to rule out a: r rigorous toste. 
Similarly the empirical success of the model is fairly cncouzaý ng. 
Most notably, the curve-fitting; exercises of chapter 6 awp eEt that the high 
level of explanation achieved in the past by the logistic may be bettered, in 
this instance, by the use of the cumulative normal or lognormal curves. For 
only three of the twenty-two sample innovations is there evidence that both 
of these alternatives are mit>-specifications of the diffusion curve. The 
estimated Quasi-Engel curves of chapter 7 confirm that there is also a fairly 
strong relationship, as predicted, between individual firms' probability of 
adoption and their size. Further, the cross-industry and cross-innovation 
empirical work of chapter 8 cuggeststhat the model can explain a larfo 
portion of the observed differences in the speed of diffusion. The explanatory 
power of the model in this last context is roughly on a par with those results 
1. On an entirely different level, a coon theoretical thread has also been 
established with the models of diffusion of new consumer durables (see chapter 
2 section 6. ) 
2. Strictly speaking, the lower tail of the observed size distribution of one 
industry (bricks) shows a significant deviation from lotnornality. Dut in this 
case, this may be ratioralised by a bias in data collection. 
3. Chapter 7, pp. 5-6: 
4. Cba for 7. pn. 7-F3. 
kale IUD 1 '}" 
reported by Criliches but not as impressive as 2. ansfield's. however, 
Mansfield's estimating equations do not provide a good explanation of the 
rate of diffusion for the innovations in the present sample. 
There are a number of ways in which the model might be developed to 
provide a more satisfying theoretical description. Two aspects in particular 
should perhaps be mentioned. 
In chapter 5, firm size is the only firn-level characteristic identifiecl 
the error tern in equation (5.2.7. ) as determining RNit' "it and Rit 
1 
thus represents all other unidentified determinants. Quite clearly there 
must be a wide ranao of factors, both technical and economic, which will 
influence firms' behaviour. For instance, this relationship could be extended 
as follows: 
(E*/ERN)it = of Sit E Xi 
BtEit (10.2.1) 
where Eit rai¬; t be the educationnl attainment of the rmn gins director of 
firm i and Xlt come relevant technical characteristic auch an, in to eire of 
numerically controlled machino tools, the proportion of firn. its output 
nrorlucod in er^. a11 batcheo2. (In the nreviou. ^s cpocificzt ion, tho in_fluonco 
of these two variables would be reflected b! ' Eit and' borhar°' Sit if, : typ 
lar-e fir-m tended to harn better educated r2anaror3. ) If. Eit and xit were 
observable and had rou. ^h1y lorxioi, al dietribuitiona acrooo firms, 
3 their 
influence on the ag e, to diffusion growth curvo could be derived quito 
easily. The rain empirical advantage of includin such variables in the 
a. ^, a1ysie would be that a more informed explanation would be poccible of 62 
the variance of the error toi in (5.2.7. ) Aa can be seen from the results 
1-141-1 
of chapter 8, tho crosc-industry explanationo of (ö /ý )i have had only 
moderate success and euch an extension irould seen rarticularly trorthwbile. 
1. Chapter 5, sections I and 2. 
2. Which are particularly advantareous for the use of TIC (see Appendix one, ) 
3. See pp. 18-9 of Appendix one for evidence that Xit in this cace nay indeed 
have a positively skewed distribution similar to the loinorizt1. 
Ch, 10.15. 
Unfortunately, it would be well nigh impossible to obtain neesure"ento of 
it for all firms in all industries and althou. , in this particular case, 
R 
it could probably 
be measured, this would not help the cross--industry 
/\ 0 
explanations of (6/ß )j. Batch-size of output is a relevant characteristic 
for three of the innovations only; it is true that technical factors could 
be identified for all of the innovations, but this would produce nearly ne 
many explanatory variables as there are observations. Thus these technical 
variables must form an important hart in individual caso studies but their 
inclusion in a study such as this is, unfortunately, valueles^. This does 
nean, of course, that for some of the structural par-motors of the i de1 
(mainly fairly large unexplained reaiduala trill persist. To thic 
extent, Gold et al'o criticiena of the general idol of diffusion are 
partly justified. 
A second area in which more emphasis would be desirable is that of our-)iy 
considerations. Unlike most past studies, come account has been taken of 
the role of the firms who supply the innovations, but thin has been, 
necessarily, at a fairly ad-hoc level. The relaxation of two implicit 
assumptions of the model would sog st a more fundamental role for supply 
considerations, however. By and largo it has been assumed (a) that the 
pricing of the new process is purely dictated by costs and (b) that supply 
is not constrained by capacity shortages. 
I Unfortunately, an stated 
earlier, 
2 there is not sufficient evidence to assess how inappropriate 
these assumptions are: no evidence has been found that sucoets that capacity 
constraints were important for any of the sample innovations, but this is by 
no means conclusive. Two alternative assumptions, which are no more or less 
plausible than (a) and (b) above, are that suppliers (c) price using a mark- 
up which is increased in times of booms and decreased in times of troughs and 
(d) increase their capacity in line with the underlyir growth in demand for 
their innovation. Now, the model predicts that the demand for new innovations 
1. See pp. 31-3 of chanter 4 for a brief examination of these assumptions. 
2. Chapter 4, p. V. 
4 
-- I-0 1-0 
grows along an underlying bell shapel with cyclical variations cunor- 
imposed on top of the trend. The implication of as ration (c) in that 
demand will not cycle as widely as in the constant nar'c-un case, since 
increased price will choke off some demand at the Doak of the cycle, and 
decreased price will encourage extra demand in times of trourh. Secondly, 
following assumption (d), the cycles in desired demand will not produce 
cycles in observed demand until after the peak of the bell shape is attained, 
thereafter, of course, excess capacity will exist, and supply will react 
more passively to changes in demand. Initially however, the cycles in 
demand will merely be reflected in iong-thening and shortening of order 
books. The upshot of this is that the cycles in diffusion may be very 
mild or even non-existent for the first part of the diffusion period and 
will only appear with any strength in the second part of the period. 
This 
_r. 
_7_ be the explanation of the general non-significance of cyclical 
variations in the time-series curve-fitting of chapter 6.2 At any event, 
some empirical evidence on these alternative Iypothocos would be particularly 
helpful to the further extension of the theory of diffusion. 
Areas for future research. 
There seem to be two alternative directions in which futuro research on 
diffusion might progaesa. First, as already mentioned in this chapter, 
there are certain aspects of the typical diffusion process which remain 
partly uncharted, e. g. the behaviour of innovation suppliers, the role of 
certain technical factors. Moreover, the w"ole area of intro-firm diffusion 
has been 1arg ly ignored by this and most other contributions in thin field. 
3 
1. Which will be skewed, of course, for lognormal diffusion. Note that althouth 
the cumulative number of adopters irowo along an S-share, the number of new 
adopters (and thus actual demand, abstracting frort repeat biyers) will grow 
along a curve which is the first difference of the S-shape, i. e. a boll shape. 
2. For many of the sample, diffusion had not proi'essed into the eecond stage 
of falling demand at the time of data collection. 
3. Für a partial explanation see chapter 1, p. 1.3" 
Second, and even more marred by its absence in past work, is the study 
of the broader implications of diffusion for other areas of econonice. 
Nowhere is this more marked and unjustified than in the theoretical and 
emmirical study of growth economics. 
To a certain extent, the theo of economic grmiýrth ray continua to irnoro 
diffusion so long; as it remai na pro-occupied with steady-dato ro17th paths. 
In a recent connment1, T"tatthewe likens the rate of diffusion to the savinCs 
rate: it does not influence the rate of (steady-state) growth, even although 
it does deterttine the level of output and productivity. Although Matthews 
provides no form -A proof of his assertion, it is undoubtedly correct and 
within the spirit of steady-state growth economics, as the following CIE^ple 
model illustrates. 
ArgreCzte labour productivity is the woi, -hted cum of labour productivity 
on all existing, vintaCca of equipment: 
t 
Yt = ýlyt y, 
t 
10.3.1. ) 
there yv is the labour productivity of vintrrteo v equipment, u is the 
proportion of the labour force 'Torkin. vintt ov equipnent, Tt to the date 
of construction of the oldest existing equiprtont and Yt is a ro to labour 
productivity, all at time t. 
Let there be two components to technical proCroao, (a) a constant, continuous 
iiprovemont in boat practico labour productivity at tho rato g: 
7t+1 - 3't (10.3.2. ) 
yt 
and (b) a constant di. fflision rnte of 
4) : 
Tt+1 = 0- 0 Yt +}ß't+1 (10.3.3. 
) 
where 4% of the total labour force is stAtched from old machinoe to now vintage 
equipment evezy time period. 
1. r. C. O. Matthews in Williams, (1973, op. cit. ), p286 
Ch. 10.18. 
Combining (10.3.2. ) and (10.3.3. ) provides an expression for the -Xouth 
in overall productivity of 
Yt+1 - Yt = , +1 -1= ý(ýi 
Lt 
-1 (10.3.4) 
it Yt Yt 
: roYrth rate h (any), Solving (10.3.4) for the steady state - 
h= (+1) 
(-1 (10.3.5) 4Y 
t 
Y 
Therefore, +Y (10.3.6) 
t 
Thus, in the steady state, the ratio of boat practice productivity to 
a eggte productivity is constant. An y rows at the rate g, then co 
too must Y. Therefore h=g and the diffusion rate detoratnes only the 
level of Y, not its growth rate. This is, of course, analo, ous to the 
role of the savings rate, s, in standard Harrod- Domar or neo-claosical 
growth models. 
Furthermore, the stability of this frozrth path can be ahovn. For instance, 
if the diffusion rate were to increase to ¢+L it can bo shovm that Yt will 
grow at a rate in excess of g for a number of years, but once tro now 
equilibrium ratio for (y/Y) is reached: 
Y (t0.3.7ý 
growth in productivity will settle doom, aiin, to the rate C. 
Needless to say, such a model is at a hj, level of abstraction and is open 
to a nw ber of criticises. Are there any reasons why the beat practice 
productivity should increaco at a constant growth ratet or w17 tho diffusion 
rate should be constant? One night expect that the rate C, itself, edrht be 
influenced by the diffusion rate, 
4. It seoau highly probable that whore 
existing techniques are diffusing rapidly, the rate of invention and of 
innovation may also be factor duo to technology cal feed-back. For instance, 
the problems encountered in the use of a new process often atiaulate 
modifications to exictine equipment or new inventions in adjacent etageo of 
c11.10.19. 
the production process. However, even abstracting from these other 
considerations, the fact that the diffusion rate does influence the level 
of productivity, and the rate of growth in periods of dis-equilibrium, is 
sufficient reason for the attention of empirical research. 
Having said this, it must be admitted that most empirical studies of 
economic growth have tended to overlook the role of diffusion. This is 
not altogether surprising as serious problems of specification arise in 
the usual methodologies used in this area. 
' 
Nevertheless, there are a number of peripheral questions which might be 
explored with little difficulty. For example, it would be interestin7, to 
assess whether the so-called 'technology gap'2 between the U. S. and the U. K. 
is due to sluggish innovative performance or to characteristically slower 
diffusion of innovations, or both. 
The following e=mple provider, one instance of how results, euch an those 
presented in this thesis, might be used alongside such a study. Suppose 
data was collected on the date of innovation and diffusion, for a sample of 
innovations in both countries. As a measure of the technoloMr tap, consider 
the difference in the use of these processes, say 10 years after their initial 
introduction in the U. S. 
Assuming each new process had a simple cumulative normal diffusion curve 
in both countries, estimated by: 
AA z 
ijt =a ij +b ij t i3 
(10.3.8) 
where zijt is the normst of the level of diffusion (Qijt) of innovation j, 
in country i in year t, and tij is the number of years after the first 
introduction of j in country i. 
Suppose, further, that for innovation j, the U. S. innovated Ai geara 
before the U. K., then it would be possible to calculate the extent of the 
technology gap after 10 years and, more important, to assess the alternative 
ways in which the gap could have been avoided. 
1. Such as the residual approach, as pioneered by E. Denison, See, for instance, 
"Why growth rates differ, " Brookings Institution, Washington, 1967. 
2. See the series of O. M. D. case study reports: "Caps in technology, "O. E. C. D., 
Paris, 1968 and K. Pavitt, "The conditions for success in technological innovation, " 
O. E. C. D., Paris, 1971. 
Ch. 10.20. 
AAA1A 2A As an example, let Ai =2, aU. K., j all. S., j= -1.6 , T. K., j="16 ºbII. S., j_ . 18 
in which case, 
AA 
zU S., j, 10. =-1.6 + 
1.8 = . 2, therefore, QU. S., j, 10. =. 579 
Similarly, ^_ -1.6 + 1.44 = -. 16, therefore, - . 374 ZU. K., j. 8. 
QT. K., j. 8. 
Thus, the gap is . 205, i. e. 20% fewer U. K. firms have adopted as compared to 
U. S. 
Had the U. K. innovated at the sane time as the U. S. (i. e. 
A 
=O)p then the 
gap would have been reduced tot . 579 -. 5 =. 079. Alternatively, had the U. K. 
diffused as quickly, (i. e. bU , C., ý=1.8) the cap would have been reduced to: 
. 579 -. 436 =. 143. 
The .p could 
have been removed altogether by the U. K. 
(a) innovating 1.25 years earlier than the U. S., i. e. Ai s-1.25, or 
(b) diffusing 40% quicker than it did, i. e. bU. K. tj 
=. 225. 
; ow, from the findings of this thesis, it is possible to explore the 
alternative ways of effecting (b) and, given a conplenentarj study on tho 
determinants of innovative performance, it might be possible to examine the 
alternative ways of effecting (a). In principle then, a cost-bonofit 
analysis of the optimal policy mix in this context should be poceible. 
Conclusions. 
This thesis constitutes the first broad-based inter-industry analysis of 
diffusion in the U. K. It has confirmed a number of previous American results, 
but also some new findings have emerged. Thus, further sup, ort is rovided 
for the hypothesis that diffusion, typically, follows some sort of S-shape, 
the slope of which is at least partly determined by the profitability of the 
new innovation in question. Similarly, it does appear that largo firrm adopt, 
I* Given that a has little economic meaning in the cumulative norm: -A, this 
assumption seems fairly harmless. Its relaxation would merely complicate the 
example; unless widely different values are assumed for the two coultries, the 
substance of the ensuing conclusions remains largely unchanged. 
2. The average for the c ample innovations in the cumulative normal acceptable 
set (table 6.4.1. ) 
cn. 1U. 21. 
on average, more quickly than small Firms. In addition, however, evidence 
has been presented to suggest that the exact shape of the S-curve may be 
influenced by the type of innovation arid, to a certain extent, the trade 
cycle. Moreover, the parameters of the diffusion curve appear to be 
sensitive to the structure of the industry concerned, albeit in a rather 
complicated way. 
On the theoretical side, the model used is less mechanistic than the 
conventional epidemic model and, consequently, it is somewhat richer in the 
number of predictions it , rereratos. Moreover, the quality of those 
predictions seems to be superior, at least for the data observed in Vils 
case, 
Having said this, further research (and data collection) in still required 
on certain aspects of the diffusion process, notably, the role of the 
innovation suppliers. Similarly, the broader implications of results, auch 
as these, require come attention if future mpirical studies of economic 
geowth are to be useful to policy makers. 
A. 1.1. 
Appendix I: Technical aspects of the innovations and industries studied. 
This Appendix considers two important characteristics of the innovations 
and industries for which data has been collected. First, how representative 
are both of the overall U. K. economy and, second, can the innovations as a 
group be described adequately by a number of stylised attributes? 
1. Representativeness of the sample 
It should be stressed, initially, that the selection of innovations to be 
studied was in no sense random. Quite simply the sample constitutes 22 process 
innovations for which sufficient data has already been collected by other 
economists or is available in reasonably accessible published sources' (e. g. 
trade or scientific journals. ) 
Whilst it is considered that such a sample size is probably sufficient to 
support the econometric work described in the main text, it can hardly be 
claimed to be large enough to be representative of all innovations that are 
made in British industry, especially given its non-random selection. 
Having said this, it is important to assess whether there are any obvious 
deficiencies in representation. Using Prattenb classification of industries 
into four types: 'process', 'engineering and allied', 'textile and clothing', 
and 'others', table A. I. I. shows how the thirteen industries are distributed 
(some industries studied accounted for more than one innovation. ) Clearly, 
overall, roughly ten per cent of all industries are covered with roughly the 
same percentage of all employees; at the slightly less aggregate level, the 
ten per cent figure is maintained for ! process' and 'textile' industries but 
exceeded slightly for 'engineering', with a compensating short fall for 'others'. 
Against this rather pleasing picture, it should be noted that within 'process', 
crude steelmaking accounts for three innovations; within 'textiles', weaving 
for four and within 'others', paper and board for five - these three industries 
then, are over-represented. 
1. For more details see the following appendix. 
2. Pratten, (1971), op. cit., p265. 
A. 1.2. 
Turning to the innovations, seven are within the 'others' category, with 
five each in the three remaining categories, thus maintaining a roughly, 
representative spread. 
It is probably impossible to say much about bow typical are the innovations 
studied - to do so would require massive data collection and encounter 
serious definitional problems. Certainly it is probable that they are, on 
the whole, what might be termed 'major' innovations almost as a corollary of 
the fact that data has been collected about their diffusion. Table A1.2. is 
an attempt to classify them into broad functional categories. Only eight fit 
into the crude vintage model of replacement of an old technology embodied in 
existing capital equipment (K); six either automate old manual operations or 
do away with them entirely (L); six more 'supplementary innovations' can be 
applied to old existing equipment as well as to new equipment ($); and two 
perform functions that previously were outside the capabilities of existing 
equipment 
' (N). 
Table A. I. I. The coverape of the sammle. 
Total U. K. (1968) Thin Rammle 
Type of Industry Number of 
2 Number of 
2 Trades Dn lo pen 
Census Trades Floyees(000) (000) 
Process 32 1376 3 260 
Engineering 35 -2938 5 347 
Textiles 25 1163 2 106 
Others 49 2601 3 104 
141 8078 13 817 
1. It is interesting to compare this breakdown with that given by 
Mansfield for the 12 innovations within his sample (Manafield(1968), op. cit. 
footnote 25 p. 146): for the same categories he has tk, 1L, 2S and IN. 
2. - Source : C. Pratten, op. cit. 
A. 1.3. 
Table A. 1.2. Classification of the Innovations. 
Innovation Industry Type of 
Special Presses 
Foils 
Synthetic fabrics 
Wet Suction Boxes 
Paper machine control 
by computer 
Gibberellic Acid 
Computer typesetting 
Shuttheless looms 
Electric hygrometer 
Accelerated drying hoods 
Automatic size boxes 
Tufted carpet machines 
Automatic track lines 
New methods of steel 
plate cutting 
Paper and Board 
nn 
nn 
nn 
Innovation* 
S 
s 
s 
s 
Abbreviation 
used 
SP 
F 
SF 
W3B 
L PCBC 
Malting S GA 
Provincial Evening 
Newepapera L CT 
Textile weaving K SL 
n L EH 
It S DH 
L ASB 
Carpet manufacture K TC 
Car manufacture L ATL 
Shipbuilding L SPC 
controlled Numerically Printing press K NCPP 
. machine tools manufacture 
Numerically controlled Turning machine NCTURN 
machine tools manufacture 
Numerically controlled Turbines NCTURB 
machine tools manufacture 
Tunnel Kilns Brick making K '! 4C 
Basic Oxygen Process Iron and Steel BOP 
Continuous Casting K CC 
Vacuum degassing II  N VD 
Vacuum melting Certain special 
11 
N Vti 
steels 
*Here S implies that the innovation is a supplement or addition to existing 
plant, K implies that the innovation replaces an old technology embodied in 
capital equipment, N implies that the innovation serves a different purpose 
&. 1.4" 
(Chart A. 1.2. notes continued) 
than does any existing equipment. 
L implies that the innovation involves automation. 
Needless to say, this classification is somewhat arbitrary and there is, in 
practice, a certain amount of overlapping. 
2. Characteristics of the innovations. 
In order that the model building of this thesis should be applicable to the 
innovations within the sample, it is essential to consider, the technical 
aspects of each innovation in turn. For the sake of brevity, each description 
is split into three main sections: a) A simple technical description. of the 
innovation, its role within the overall production process of the industry 
concerned, its main advantages over the old technology and two major economic 
characteristics - cost and profitability. 
b) A brief history of its invention, 
development etc., and, where possible, some reference to the industry which 
is responsible for its production and marketing. 
c) A more detailed examination of the 
economics of adoption of the innovation with particular reference to the 
following possibilities: 
1. Economies of scale in its application and, more generally, a consideration 
of any technical factors which might lead to it being more profitable for 
larger firms. 
2. Improvement over time in its capabilities (including price). 
3. Non-linearities in its short run average cost curve (i. e. sensitivity of 
cost savings to capacity usage). 
4. changes in the quality of the end product as compared with the old technology. 
5. Problems of co-ordination with the existing equipment used on adjacent 
stages of the production process. 
6. The effects (if any) on the profitability from adoption of differences 
A. 1.5. 
between firms in their products, processes and inputs. This leads on to 
an assessment of the technically feasible set of potential adopters. 
Wherever possible, references have been made to more technical discussions 
of the innovations and, due to the preponderance of footnotes, they have 
been grouped at the end of this appendix. 
(i)Special Presses (SP) in Paperiakinp 
a. ) The paper machine represents the major technical stage in the process 
of making paper and board from the raw material of woodpulp or waste paper: 
it transforms the web (a dispersion of fibres in water) into paper sheet. 
The paper machine itself consists of three sections:, the wire section, the 
press section and the drier, one role of each of these being to reduce the 
water content of the web. Special Presaee, which operate at the second 
stage, press the water from the web and remove it, either, in cavities in the 
rolls of the press, or by means of special fabrics. 
I, The water removal 
performance of SP is much better than that of the old technologies (solid 
and suction presses), and it enables the paper machine to be run at a much 
faster speed. In addition, the quality of the end-product is often improved. 
The investment cost will depend on the width and age of, the paper machine, 
ranging from £8,000 to £40,000 
2; the average cost given by adopters, when 
questioned in connection with the N. I. E. S. R. study, was £14,700. The 
profitability of installation will also vary depending on the same factors; 
one estimate of the typical pay-back for the U. K. industry is given as 1.6 years, 
3 
and the average estimate of firms in the V. K. N. I. LS. R. sample was even 
lower - only 1 year. 
The vintage approach seems inapplicable in this case, as SP can be installed 
1 11 
on new or old paper machines, although they may be more profitable on the former. 
b. ) The early work on invention vas motivated by discontent with the existing 
technology, and although the early patente in the late fifties were Swedish, 
the first commercial introduction was in the U. S. in 1962. In the U. K. the 
A. 1.6. 
first adoption was in 1964 and there are, at present, four machine makers 
offering their own alternative Special presses. Three of these are 
subsidiaries of American firms and one is a subsidiary of a Swiss firms 
c. ) Larger firms might find the innovations more profitable in that they 
are more likely to own paper machines for which SP are best suited ('new and 
narrow'). This might be the case i) simply because larger firms own more 
machines of all types and ii) perhaps their capital stock is likelyfto be 
newer, on average, than that of small firms. This is generally borne out 
by data presented by Hakonson4; he concludes that 'the pay-off period .... 
appear(s) to be related to size.! 
5 
As Hakonson points out 
6, 
however, the profitability of installation 
depends crucially on the adopter being able to sell the increased output and 
so one might expect profitability to vary over the trade cycle. 
Post-invention improvements in the technolot+, r have resulted from each 
producer bringing his own version of the innovation on to the market with 
apparent advantages over his competitors' products, this, in turn, provoking 
a reaction from the others in an effort to improve their product.? 
The feasible set of adopters has been defined as all Paper and Board manufacturers. 
quite clearly, profitability of adoption will vary across those firms depending 
on their existing capital stock and the nature of their product. Hakonson 
calculated hypothetical pay-back rates (based on actual technical data collected 
from firms) for 107 machines in Sweden and 146 in the U. K. 
$ Using this data 
to construct cumulative frequency distributions of pay-backs, one finds that, 
in both countries, a non-symmetrical 3 shape is plotted for increasing values 
of pay-back. Indeed, when these cumulative frequency distributions are 
plotted on log probability paper, against the pay-back period, a straight line 
gives a remarkably good fit in both cases. (see Figure A. 1.1. ) This would 
suggest that pay-back may be lognormally distributed across machines in these 
industries? 
A. 1.7. 
Figure A. I. I. Profitability distributions for Special Presses. 
(a) Sweden 
n 
Percentage 
of machines 
having pay- 
back not 
cxceeded 
by p 
.5123 
Pay Back (P) 
measured in years. 
A 
Source: Hakonson, New Industrial Processes p. 92. 
(b) Great Britain 
(ii) Fbi1s (F) in PRVAkinK 
a) Very crudely, the main aim of this innovation (as is true also for Wet 
Suction Boxes and Synthetic forming fabrics) is the removal of moisture at 
the press stage of paper production. The advantage over the old method - 
grooved table rolls - is that the water is removed in a more orderly and 
controlled fashion, which leads to possible increases in machine speeds (and 
thus output) and improvements in quality (reduced wire marks, two-sidedness 
and fewer pinholes. ) The average cost of a Foil Installation (including 
Forming Board, Fbil Unit and Drainage Control Unit) in 1974 was £2,500 
1 
(this applies to only one paper machine. ) Seen against the average size of 
firm in the industry, than, this is a relatively cheap innovation. Factor 
savings are mainly indirect, in that with the same inputs, output is increased 
(physically and perhaps price-wise due to improved quality. ) A typical 
2 
estimate of the pay-back period is about 6 months. 
.51231 
A. 1.8. 
b) The invention appears to have originated in North America, early development 
work being carried out in the late fifties by Wrist and Burkhart in Canada and 
Lodding Engineering in the U. S. A. The innovation is made available by at least 
three firms in the Paper machinery industry in this country, which is notable 
i) for its geographical concentration in or near Bury and ii) for the fact that 
virtually all its firms are foreign owned 
3. 
c) A serious limitation to the profitability of installing foils on existing 
paper machines would be deficient demand; there is very little point in 
speeding up output rates unless the saved time is also used for extra production. 
The stage of the trade cycle might therefore be an important determinant of the 
immediate rate of return to be gained from adoption. 
There have certainly been improvements in the performance of foils over time. 
Technical improvements were made that removed quality impediments and decreased 
physical wear and tear; but perhaps more interesting are the improvements in 
applicability of foils. Initially, they showed little advantage over table 
rolls at speeds (of the paper machine) below 200 feet per minute; however, 
continuing development produced foils that were not only advantageous for all 
speeds but which increased the savings achieved on faster machines as well. 
The manufacturers claim that foils are easily adaptable to any existing 
paper machine and that problems of non-compatibility are unimportant; typically, 
they help install the innovation. 
It is difficult to see why any paper maker should not be able to use foils, 
although profitability in their use will to a certain extent be governed by 
the type of paper produced and possibly the age of the paper machine. 
The feasible set of firms may be defined, therefore, as all Paper and Board 
makers as classified by the British paper and board manufacturers Association. 
(iii) Synthetic wires fabrics (SF) in paperinaking 
a) Again this innovation is relevant to the removal of water in the production 
of paper; it is reckoned to be superior to the old-technology (bronze wires) 
in that it yields superior drainage and increases the speed of the paper machine 
A. 1.9. 
(due, partly, to greater life expectancy and durability resulting in large 
reductions in down-time for the paper machines. ) The investment cost is 
roughly three times that of bronze wires - about £600 in 1971.1 On the 
other hand; the life expectancy might be at least four times as lone and 
a pay bac'c of 3 months might reflect the cost advantages of synthetic wires. 
Clearly the vintage approach is inapplicable -a new paper machine is not 
necessary in order to use synthetic wires. 
b) It has proved difficult to trace the history of this invention which 
dated from the turn of the sixties, although certainly Porritts and Spencer 
of Bury have played an important part in developing and marketing. Once 
more this is a firm outside the Paper and Board industry. 
c) Until very recently, synthetic wires have been most advantageous on 
smaller machines (as the life expectancy differential over bronze wires is 
greater), but this should not necessarily be taken to mean that smaller firms 
will find the innovation more profitable; certainly smaller fthna will tend 
to own small machines, but large firms may do also, especially given the fact 
that the paper grades typically made on smaller machines are by no means the 
speciality of small firms. All that can be said is that small firms should 
not be at a serious disadvantage. The same sort of considerations regarding 
the effect of the trade cycle should operate as was postulated for foils and 
SP as, again, the main advantages of the innovation lie in increased output 
from much the same inputs. 
Recent developments have made the innovations more advantageous than 
previously for larger machines. An interesting point to emerge from contnuni- 
cation with the manufacturer is that 'each time a firm makes its first trials 
with synthetic wires, there can frequently be a history of failures or only 
partial success, the cost of which is usually borne by the wire manufacturer. ' 
To the extent that this is true, much of the risk of adoption is removed for 
the prospective adopter; on the other band, as is pointed out in the same 
letter, the consumer pays for this 'development work' in the form of a higher 
price of the innovation. 
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Exactly the same remarks about the feasible set of potential adopters 
are true for synthetic wires as were true for foils and SP; again, potential 
profitability will depend partially on each firm's product and paper machine. 
(iv) Wet suction boxes (WSB) in parermaldng 
a) Of all the innovations in this sample, this has proved to be the most 
difficult to document. Yet again, this is considered to yield superior 
drainage from the paper machine and results in increased production and 
improved quality as compared with the old technology - again table rolls; 
however, wet suction boxes are not altogether a substitute for either rolls 
or foils - manufacturers suggest that they should be used in combination. 
Having said this, it is probable that the addition of wet suction boxes to 
a machine which is already using foils will be less profitable. Compared 
with a machine using only table rolls, the speed of the machine can be 
increased by as much as 25%. A typical installation of Wet suction boxes 
might cost X3,000 with a pay-back period of 3-5 years, although this will 
vary widely depending on circumstances. 
1 As with the three previous innovations, 
WSB may be termed a supplementary innovation which does not involve replacement 
of existing paper machines. 
b) The innovation was developed as a co-operative venture between equipment 
makers (K. M. W. ) and the Control Paper Laboratory in Stockholm, Sweden in the 
1950's. 2 In this country it is marketed by two major paper machinery makers 
and would account for a very small percentage of their total revenue. Slightly 
differently from foils, most of the advertising literature concentrates on 
the advantages of Wet suction boxes, as opposed to other methods of de-watering, 
rather than emphasising advantages over the other 'brand. ' Possibly this is 
due to the innovation's much slower take-off (see the following Appendix, 
section 4) and relatively lower profitability. 
c) Although it is claimed that 'higher production and improvements in quality' 
can be obtained on almost all machines, it is apparent that higher speed 
machines are better suited, and, to the extent that larger firms tend to employ 
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faster machines, they have most to gain from adoption., Once more, for 
reasons already stated, the trade cycle will influence the profitability 
of adoption. 
Again, the innovation should be applicable to all paper makers, although 
its profitability will vary depending on age, width and speed of machine. 
(v) Process Control of Paper 1Fachines by Computer (PCBC) in paper makinrý 
a) Process control by computer is, of course, an extreme case of automation; 
in this case the computer has control over a number of variables in the 
paper making process - machine speed, thick stock flow, clay flow, flowbox 
pressure and slice gap etc., or, in layman's English, it controls the speed 
of the whole process, the rate at which various materials are added to the 
basic wood pulp and the speed of various sub-sections of the process. 
Consequently, the operator should have greater and more immediate control 
over his machine, leading to increased machine speeds without any loss in 
quality; downtime is also reduced for a number of reasons e. g. switching 
from making one grade of paper to another can be effected very quickly. 
It is also claimed that, as paper quality is much more consistent, waste 
due to so-called 'off-specification paper' is substantially reduced. 
As opposed to the other innovations in paper making considered, process 
control represents a major investment for all paper finis, the cost of a 
relatively small installation in 1964 was £100,000. On the other hand, 
returns can be substantial -a typical pay-back might be two years and 
this would be due basically to increase in output from fixed inputs, or 
perhaps even reduced labour and material inputs. 
Again the vintage approach is not altogether appropriate as process 
control can theoretically be applied to any vintage paper machine but would 
probably be less profitable for very old vintages. Moreover, no old 
technology equipment is replaced. 
b) The history of computers in general and process control in particular 
3g well documented elsewhere, 
2 suffice it to say here that the concept of 
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process control was not introduced initially particularly for paper making. 
The first computer firm to sell a process control computer in the Paper, 
industry was Elliott-Automation in 1964 
3. 
- To date, there are four firms 
in the computer industry that have sold process control to the Paper industry 
(none of them with any financial interest in the latter industry). 
c) The extent of returns to be gained from adoption will depend on the size 
of the paper machine and thus of the computer. Generally speaking, the 
capital cost of a computer does not rise proportionately with its size. 
4 
Further, certain specialised training is necessary for senior work staff, 
and large firms may be more able to release them for such training. 
Similarly, a firm running a large number of paper machines may be more able 
to cover the loss of output in the chance-over period. Reference is made 
by a machine maker 
5 to a period of six months, after which $the computer 
and control installation had been very successfully merged and adopted into 
the overall working routine. ' Potentially, then, certain liquidity problems 
might arise during the adoption period. 
Some of the gains resulting from adoption are probably independent of ' 
the level of demand for paper (notably quality improvements) but others 
(increased running speeds, for instance) will be of less importance during 
the downturn of the trade cycle. As computers as a whole have undergone 
a period of fast technical improvement, it is probable that the real costs 
of installation have decreased and the relative advantages 'of the technique 
have increased over the period. 
The feasible set has been defined as all Paper and Board makers, although 
the high installation coats present a serious barrier for mall firms. 
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(vi) Gibberellic Acid (GA) in Malting 
a) The Malting industry transforms grain (usually barley) into malt, most 
of which is then used by the brewing industry (although many brewers 
actually do their own malting. ) It has three main processes: Steepin, that 
is soaking the grain in water for two to three days; p+ermination in which 
the drained barley loses weight and is transformed from a hard mass into 
the softer malt - this can take from one to one and a half weeks, and finally, 
drying and curing, in which the malt has its excess moisture removed in a 
kiln (often for up to twenty-four hours. ) Gibberellic acid is an additive 
which is usually applied at the germination stage but sometimes at the end 
of steeping. Its main effect is to reduce germination time to as little as 
five or six days; other side advantages claimed are reduction of malting loss, 
increases in the yield and quality of the extract and reduction of the 
dormancy period (a period in the growth cycle of barley which must have 
occurred for germination to take place. ) 
I Although the adoption of GA in 
itself incurs no capital cost, to use it efficiently does require the purchase 
of specialised machinery (a moving spray boom, a reservoir for the GA solution 
and pipelines); in 1967 this would have coat approximately £500. The pay- 
back period attached to adoption varies greatly depending on local circumstances 
(see below) - seven firms who answered a question on this from the N. I. E. S. R. 
gave an average answer of 1.5 years. Figures given in a Trade Journal 
2 for 
one actual installation of GA and appropriate equipment, tend to suggest a 
much shorter pay-back period, with labour productivity rising by over thirty 
per cent in the first year. Eowever, in this case, there had been overall 
improvements in the plant and it might be fallacious to attribute the total 
increase in productivity to the adoption of GA. 
b) The innovation probably dates back to basic research carried out by a 
Japanese scientist in the 1920's. After the war in Europe, pure GA was 
first extracted by a team of I. C. I. scientists, although the first public 
report on it was by a Swede to the European Brewing Convention. I. C. I. is 
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the leading producer in the world of GA and indeed, in this country, it 
is the only producer. This can be claimed as one of the few British 
innovations in the sample, but again its producer its not connected directly 
with the consuming industry. In promoting GA, I. C. I., as a first move, 
informed all maltsters and brewer-maltsters of the innovation and its 
capacities. 
c) There are no inherent attributes of GA that should lead to scale 
economies in its application. Nevertheless, the returns yielded do depend 
on the type of grain used, the age of existing capital equipment and, to a 
lesser extent, the type of beer produced; larger firms, just because of 
their larger scale, must have a higher probability of having the optimal` 
conditions for adoption. I"ioreover, Ray 
3 
stresses that a certain amount 
of sophistication is required of managers in the way that GA is administered; 
he hypothesises that "(smaller) companies usually cannot afford to have 
professional managers or scientists who can provide the sophistication 
required" and thus, if this is the case, GA may be less profitable for 
smaller firms. 
The main improvements over time in the technology have been i) a reduction 
in price of GA itself (falling from 0.875 per gram in 1962 to £. 58 in 1974), 
4 
presumably due to learning by doing by I. C. I*, and ii) better methods of 
applying CA - better, that is, in the sense of more efficient and uniform. 
One might put this down to learning by doing by the malstere. 
The state of overall demand for the product ie considered to be important 
in assessing potential gains; given the largely fixed-nature of the general 
capital equipment and, to a certain extent, skilled labour in a malting 
plant, GA cannot so much be used to reduce inputs needed for a given output, 
as to increase output from a given stock of inputs. Clearly, this in only 
of use if the extra output can be sold. 
The feasible set of firms has been taken to be all malaters and brewers 
which perform their own malting - that is, brewez'. malsters" Within this set, 
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however, potential profitability from adoption may vary considerably. 
Most notably, the age of the kiln used can reduce potential returns; often 
older kilns operate as an effective bottleneck 
5- 
which can only be removed 
by replacing the kiln - in this case, there are only limited returns to be 
gained from speeding up an earlier stage of the production process through 
the use of GA. Secondly, some malsters may be limited in the extent to 
s x 
which they-can'use GA by some of their customers refusing to accept GA-treated 
malt. 
6 
Finally, the effectiveness of GA in speeding up germination 411 
depend on the' characteristics of the barley used.? 
,ýr 
(vii) Tlumerical Control of Y chine Tools (NC) in Three Branches of Engineering 
a) Numerically controlled machine tools are simply machine tools which are 
controlled and monitored in their operation by a computer of some sort. A 
more rigorous but perhaps leas comprehensible definition might run an follows: 
"Numerically controlled machine tools are controlled by the input of numerical 
information carried on a punched card or magnetic tape and transmitted by 
a programming office; electronic adapters attached to the machines convey 
the information to them as control commands. " Because continually changing 
processes can be handled on the same machine, this allows flexible automation 
of the old tochnology. 
The main economic advantages are: labour savings, as often one 
numerically controlled machine tool can do the job of two or three 
conventional 
machines; savings on other tools, such as templates, jigs and fixtures; 
greater accuracy and uniformity of end-product i. e. quality improvement; more 
flexibility, allowing lot sizes to be tailored more closely to' requirements 
and therefore reducing the need for stocks of finished products; and finally, 
NCMT may sometimes be able to produce part designs that are i©practi6ablo 
using conventional machine tools. 
1 
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The coat of NC14T varies widely depending-omits type: . inA968,1simole 
drilling machines varied between £3,000 and £18,000; milling machines° 
between £6,000 and 4C75,000 and machining centres between (20,000 and 
2 
£250,000 . The average price paid by, firms in'the N. I. is. S. R. sample 
was £20,700. Consequently, one might also-expect the profitability of 
installation to vary widelys in another N. I. E. S. R. survey 
3 the average 
pay-back quoted-by thirty-seven firms was 5.41 years, and Mansfield quotes 
an average pay-back given by twelve firms in the American too]. and die 
4 industry as 4.8 years. 
This-is a relatively 'unlumpy' innovation, as one PNCMT can be installed 
without replacing a large proportion of, the existing stock of machine tools. 
The vintage approach is reasonably appropriate., r 
b) The concept of numerical control probably first suggested itself to-the- 
Anerican, aircraft industry when looking for a faster and more accurate method 
of, producing complicated parts and components after. the war. 
5 
Development 
work was started in that country in 1947 jointly by the industry, the Air 
Force and the Universities; a prototype was presented in 1952 and the first 
industrial application took place in 1955. Most of-the early development 
work in Europe took place in the U. K. and the first industrial application 
followed in 1956, 
There are probably, over a dozen firms in the British Metal working machine 
tool sector that are currently producing NCMT and in addition, imported NCMT 
take a large share of the market. Based simply on, sheer numbers, one might 
conclude that this is the most competitive supplying industry of any of those 
considered in this sample; however, it should be mentioned-that certain 
firms specialise in certain types of NCMT. In the case of the diffusion of 
NC in the Turning machine tool industry, (NC TURN)-the supplying industry 
coincides with the consuming industry, "although it should be stressed that 
many producers of turning machine tools do not produce NCMT. 
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c) The profitability of installing NCPMT depends on the nature of the end 
product and the typical batch size. As large firms will tend to produce 
a range of products, they must have a higher probability of producing under 
the conditions for which NC is most suitable. Further, NC requires 
sophisticated management and expert staff and it might be that these are 
more readily found in larger firms. The relatively high coat of NC might 
also work against early adoption by small firms, Gebhardt reports6 that the 
price of a single NC1'T was higher than some firms' total average investment 
in a year. Further, Ray finds, in the U. K. at least, that 'economies of 
scale in the servicing operations lead to a higher rate of return being 
yielded by relatively large scale installations of NC machines. 
7 
On the 
other hand, Gebhardt argues that smaller firms are often more suited to 
numerically controlled machines because they usually produce smaller batches 
than large firms. 
8This 
argument may be relevant when considering the 
overall profitability of NC to a firm's total production prone but as 
this is a study primarily of the imitation process, we are concerned only 
with the first adoption by any firm. Even if small batch products are 
relatively less important for large firms, they may still produce absolutely 
the same amount or even more of such products. 
Similarly, one cannot be certain to what extent the technology of NC 
has improved over time; Gebhardt 
9 talks rather vaguely about 'continuous 
technological improvement' and of certain firma refraining from purchasing 
because of the 'too rapid technical development of the control features. 110 
Ray, also, refers to the technology developing very rapidly. 
11 
It is possible to derive an implicit price index from the Business 
Monitor series for NCMT for the years 1966 - 70. In that period, unit 
price rose by 117 - far in excess of the overall rate of inflation. 
Presumably the main influence on this massive increase in price was a 
similar increase in the quality of the machines, although it is likely that 
any learning by doing in the manufacture of NCMT had lessened by this time. 
8: 1.18. 
Given'the heavy overheads' incurred by NC '(sometimes the firm installs 
its own computer), high capacity usage is essential, in'order to derive 
the maximum returns from installation; on the other hand, to the extent 
that NC produces a higher quality product and even, in some cases a unique 
product, this might act as a buffer against short-term fluctuations in 
overall demand. 
Because it embodies such a radical chance in"theLLproduction process, 
NC is bound to'cause certain co-ordination problems; retraining of old 
staff, employment of new staff, re-arrangement of factories and trade union 
resistance` 
12 
may all 
occur. 
The diffusion of this innovation was studied in three small parts of 
the Mechanical Engineering Industry: by firms producing Printing Presses, 
Turbines and Turning Machines - in each case, the innovation was considered 
suitable for all firms. Reference has already been made 
to the typical 
batch size produced by a firm as an important influence on the profitability 
of adoption; Cebhardt 
13 
presents data from a German machine maker showing 
the relationship' between production costa of hand-operated, numerically 
controlled and automatic machines 
and batch size and number of orders. 
Generally, NC has lowest costs for batch sizes ranging from five to fifty; 
however, the more often the batch production is repeated, the lower is the 
batch size for which NC becomes more profitable than hand operated machines; 
for instance, if the order is repeated ten times, NC becomes the most 
efficient method for batches varying between one'andrforty; if the order 
is a one-off, then PNC is most efficient over the batch range 25 to 340" 
Another factor determining profitability is the type of machine - Cebhardt 
presents a'table showing relative cost savings actually achieved by firms in 
his sample, fron which it is clear that even for the same batch size, certain 
NC machines are more profitable than others in practice, depending on the 
nature'of the end-product 
14 (e. g. how sophisticated it is). In arläter 
table 15 he shows the incidence of batch sizes in the firms studied; certainly 
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in the U. K. (but-in other countries also) the distribution is positively 
skewed i. e. relatively smaller batch sizes have a preponderance. 
(viii) Shuttleless Looms (SL) in Textile Weaving 
a) The shuttleless loom is certainly the most revolutionary recent innovation 
in the weaving stage of textile production. In the traditional process, 
I 
the cotton threads are woven by a shuttle (carrying a thread) moving to and 
fro across a series of threads arranged lengthwise. Shuttleleas looms use 
other methods of transmitting the single thread across the lengthwise threads 
(or, technically, have a different method of weft insertion). The Sulzer2 
shuttleless loom, for example, draws the weft (thread) from a stationary 
supply package mounted on the side of the loom, instead of, as with the 
traditional method, carrying the supply with it. The major advantages 
derive essentially from i) the higher spends possible and ii) less labour 
time being taken up in replacing the weft supplies - the packages used by 
the shuttleless looms having a far greater capacity than the shuttles used 
in the traditional method. This results in higher production from a given 
floor space and increased labour productivity, in addition to an improvement 
in the quality of the finished product (because of fewor weft breakages and 
less strain on the lengthwise threads). 
3 
The cost of an average Sulzer loom W, 500 in 1962) 
4, 
whilst up to five 
times more than that of a conventional automatic, means that it is a relatively 
cheap innovation (although usually looms are installed in batches. ) There 
are wildly varying estimates of the profitability of replacing a conventional 
with a shuttleless loom: a Textile Council Report (1969) suggests a rate 
of return of 22%; however, four firms actually using SL gave an average 
estimate 
5 
of ten per cent. 
6 
This is clearly a new technology which can only be employed if latest 
vintage equipment is bought - it cannot be latched on to old equipment - 
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and is thus roughly in line with the vintage approach. 
b) The history of the invention of the shuttlelesa loom is'very long 
7s 
relevant patents were taken out in this country and abroad in the last 
century, but most of the important development work was carried out by a 
Swiss firm (Sulzer Bros. ) after about 1930, (other types of shuttleless 
loom have been'developed in various other countries since the war. ) The' 
first commercial introduction was probably in Germany in the early fifties 
and there are a variety of looms available to the British industry, all " 
produced by foreign machine makers (from Switzerland, Spain, U. S. A., ' Japan 
and Czechoslovakia). ' Competition between machine makers is international 
but Sulzer Bros. are almost certainly the dominant firm. 
c) Broadly speaking, ` the size of a loom is'fixed and'so any economies'of 
large-scale that exist must derive from being, able to install, 'larger numbers 
of shuttleless looms, to quote the N. I. E. S. R. study '(adoption of) small' 
numbers of shuttleless looms would hardly be worthwhile in the case of 
Sulzer Looms' 
8, 
and 'larger firms have greater opportunities to optimise 
the ratio of operatives to looms and can more easily achieve longer runs 
between stops'for fabric changes, whereas small firms may not be in a 
position to organise multi-shift workin'. ' 
9 (Often, one operative may be 
operating twenty different looms, and it should be remembered that large 
firms may sometimes have a strong bargaining position via-a-vis'their 
workers in towns where there are few other employers. ) '' 
N. I. E. S. R. also note that 'the new looms are now of a performance 
significantly superior to those made five to ten years ago; ' 
10 in addition, 
they appear to have widened their applicability to cloths of increased width 
and multi-colours. 
Cost savings depend crucially on long production runs and shift-working 
clearly, in that case, the state of demand will be of importance in determining 
the profitability of installation; at some low capacity usage rates, total 
costs of SL may well be in excess of the operating costs of the oldest 
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conventional machines. 
In. theoryr the shuttleless. loom could be adopted by any weaver (defined 
as 
.a 
firm in the textile industry), at least partly weaving cotton or man- 
made fibres. ) In practice, abstracting from the influence of scale, there 
are a number of reasons why the profitability of installation will vary 
across firms. The lay-out of the weaving shed, if old-fashioned, presents 
problems -, not only will adoption cause disruption and extra work for 
management but it will also probably, yield lower returns, especially where 
there are physical limitations to the possible improvements in the old 
factory. Similarly the nature of the product may reduce profitability; 
as the Institute notes, 'relative savings are far smaller where the cloth 
being woven is too heavy or too fine' (only certain shuttleless looms are 
physically capable of coping with heavy yarns at all, and labour costs are 
proportionately less important when costly fine yarn is woven. ) A reason 
that non-adopting fires often give for not having adopted is that their 
output is insufficiently standardised thus reducing the chance of the long 
production runs necessary to derive large savingD from adoption. 
12 
It would be wrong to conclude that firma with theae, special product 
characteristics are not potential adopters; given different demand conditions 
and sufficient investment, adoption could well prove still to be beneficial. 
Nevertheless, it is obvious that the potential costs of and returns from 
adoption must vary considerably across firms in the industry. 
(ix) New methods of steel plate cutting (SPC) in Shipbuilding. 
1 
a) Steel plates are used extensively in the construction of all new ships 
above a certain size. Traditionally, plate is bought from the steel industry 
and cut by hand by relatively skilled workers, after having previously 
marked the appropriate shapes in the plate,, also by hand. The two new 
methods considered here - photo-electrically controlled cutting machines (Ph. E) 
A. 1.22. 
and numerical control (TIC) - both eliminate the marking process and automate 
the cutting process. In Ph. E, a drawing of the shape required is placed in 
the control side of an automatic burning machine; 'which then cuts the plate 
to-the appropriate shape with the help of a photo=electric device. In NC; 
the negative of the drawing is transferred to a tape programming the cutting 
machine. ' ' it 
Obviously the main aim is to save direct labour costs2, but other lesser 
advantages would arise in the fora of more economical use of, steel plate 
and increased precision. On the other hand, certain extra labour is' needed 
- programmers and/or 'photographic staff'. The cost of a typical installation 
was £54,000 in 1957 prices, 
3 
which represents only a medium sized investment 
for most shipbuilding firms. One estimate of profitability is a payback 
period of ten years which is approximately confirmed by the estimates given 
to N. I. E. S. R. by adopters (average of just under twelve years payback. ) 
4 
b) -It is difficult to attribute these new techniques to any unique source, 
serious development work was carried out by a number of machine makers in 
various countries in the late forties and fifties. In a communication from 
the British Ship Research Association, the main current manufacturers were 
listed as two German, two lorwegian and two British firms (D. o. C. and Hancocks). 
Clearly then, the shipbuilding industry in not responsible for the innovation 
itself, rather it is dependent on an international oligopoly. 
c) Although there is no published information on economies of scale, one 
might suppose: i) that where NC machines are computer controlled, capital 
costs would not rise proportionately with the number of machines, ii) that 
to the extent that the fixed costs are high (including specialist staff, 
high installation cost meaning large interest and depreciation allowances), 
large shipyards may benefit from being able to use the machines more 
intensively. 
Generally, NC is an improvement over Ph. Eand both have " been subject to 
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Improvements in scope (e. g. r1C was first only applicable to plain and 
single curved-plates but later, -tauch more complicated exercises were possible 
- notably three dimensional surfaces. ) One might say, therefore, that 'the 
innovation' has become increasingly more, profitable (other things remaining.., 
equal) over time. 
- One major advantage of both variants claimed is that they remove a bottle- 
neck (the traditional method sometimes holding up other stakes of the 
production. process) and thus increase effective capacity5, but quite h 
obviously in periods of low demand, =the removal of this bottleneck will be 
less necessary and, consequently, returns from adoption, in auch periods Frill 
be that much lower. 
This is certainly an innovation which potentially has disruptive aspects 
for both management and work force - notýonly are new skills neceosaxy of 
the latter but the former will also need to employ new staff, which might 
cause resentment. 
Without access to relevant data, it is: difficult to assess the importance 
of variability in potential profitability; ° but intuitively, one might expect 
an, innovation of this sort to be most profitable°where other stages of the 
prpduction process are modernised and in'the construction of relatively 
sophisticated ships. Ship repairing firma have been excluded from the 
feasible set of firms which, in the event, is defined as the 62 shipbuilding 
firms quoted in the Geddes Report. 
6 
atýa 
(x) Three innovations in weaving (EH, ADN, A$ B). -- 11 
(The only source of information for these three innovations, all in Lancashire 
weaving of cotton and allied textiles, is Metcalfe'sboxn, work. 
) 
a) All three apply to the sizing process (a preparatory stage, prior to, 
weaving, in which the warp threadaýare'impregnated with size - this is 
necessary to prevent the threads-from disintegrating in-weaving. ) The 
A. 1.24. 
electrical`hygrömeter (EH) is a simple'inatrument-which helps the operative 
measure the dryness of the'warp; £the accelerated dryi. nir hood (ADH) comprises 
a fan and motor covered by metal covers, its purpose is to increase the 
drying capacity of the 'tape frame'; the automatic size box (ASB) automatically 
controls the proportions of size paste and water applied to the warp. The 
main advantage! of EH is that it increases the speed of the' process and thus 
reduces factor inputs (almost exclusively labour) per unit of output, so too 
for ADH; ASB is also labour saving, in that certain sub-processes (e. g. pre- 
boiling the size) are totally done away with, but it. also yields important 
savings in}the amount of size needed and increases the weavability of the 
warps. 
In 1950, ES and ADH cost 0125 and 4"350 respectively to install; in 1962, 
ASB cost £2,750. The first two, then, are relatively minor' innovations and 
ASB would imply a moderate investment for most firma. Metcalfe's estimates 
of typical paybacks are based on a boom period for the first two (1950) but` 
a year of rather low activity for ASB. Somewhat arbitrarily, I have adjusted 
these estimates to make them all rather more typical of the whole period; 
assuming ADH yielded typical annual savings of £350 and III £125 (both at 1950 
prices), their paybacks are 1.75 and 1.867 respectively (slightly less 
profitable than bietcalfe's estimates. ) As ASB diffused in a period of 
generally 'low demand, 1962 might be considered 'a typical} year and thereforo 
2'ietcalfe's 'estimate of a payback-of sevenI years has been accepted, 
b) The common"factor to all three is that they are the result of research 
and development by the 'Shirley' Textile Research Institute, but all three 
have been sold through engineering firms (under'' licence)'. ' EEi dates back to 
1935 and has been sold by a single firm ; ADii (1949)`was produced by six 
different firms and in this case there was a f20 royalty payment per machine; 
ASB (1951) was also only marketed by one firm paying ten per cent royalty. 
Given the crucial role of the research institute, it is difficult to say 
anything about the level of competition; on paper, in two cases, there is a 
A. 1.25. 
monopolist seller, subject, of course, to the agreement with the Institute. 
c) Metcalfe claims that some firms are too small to have tape frames and 
since without tape frames, none of the innovations are necessary, the rate 
of return from adoption will be zero. However, I have not excluded small 
firms from the feasible set, as presumably the only reasons stopping them 
from using tape frames are economic (i. e. backward management or insufficient 
liquidity) rather than technical. At any event, one of Metcalfe's footnotes 
shows some very small firms having adopted. 
2 The only other way in which 
scale would appear to play a role is in . large fizzes' better ability to use 
the innovations more intensively. 
There is little information about post-invention improvements in any of 
the innovations, save that ASB had early teething troubles which were ironed 
out and that a Mark III ASB (presumably improved) was introduced in later 
years. 
Metcalfe attaches'some importance to the effects of the trade cycle and, 
intuitively, one can envisage that with insufficient demand, the extra 
capacity created by adoption is of little use. 
The feasible set of adopters has been taken as all weavers in the 
Lancashire area. It would have been preferable to consider the whole U. K. 
industry but Metcalfe does not present the necessary data; the difference 
is probably minor. It would seem that within this set, profitability of 
adoption varied with certain technical attributes e. g. IIi is less suitable 
for use on nylon and acetate rayon warps due to their higher electric 
resistance. 
Finally, certain problems in measuring diffusion were caused by the 
relatively high death rate of firms over the period. This is considered 
more fully in the following appendix. 
A. 1.26. 
(xi) Automatic Track Lines (ATL) in Car Manufacture. 
a) The Automatic track line is a classic case of automation: 'it replaces 
some, or many, individual machines, makes it possible for several metal- 
working processes on one piece of equipment to be amalgamated and caters 
for the internal transport, from one process to the next, of the work in 
progress. ' It is basically a series of machines operating on a 
continuous supply of engine parts e. g. blocks. The main economic advantages 
are savings in labour and the removal of potential bottle-necks. - 
Even allowing for the large size of most British car manufacturers, the 
necessary installation costs are high, ranging from 4650,000 for a line 
with an annual capacity of 25,000 units up to £9,000,000 for a capacity of 
1,000,000 units. 
2 Given the scale of early installations, an average cost 
might be x1,000,000 (at 1971 prices), although subsequent installations 
will have been more expensive. Four firms gave the National Institute 
estimates of the typical rate of return actually achieved, the average of 
which was twenty six per cent. 
b) The first commercial introduction was in the U. S. after the war, followed 
quickly in various European countries, including the U. K. As opposed to 
virtually all the other innovations in my sample, this one originates from 
the car industry itself, although nowadays the installation of the lines 
is performed by engineering firms of varying sizes outside the industry. 
c) Scale economies are quite pronounced: a chart produced in British 
Industry Week 
3 
shows this to be the most economical method of production 
once output exceeds 5,000 units; and data reproduced by Pratten shown in 
figure A. 1.2. indicates scale economies in both initial coats and operating 
costs up to a relatively large scale (250,000 units. ) 
Fitting curves of the form y=c(sB to these two curves yields estimates of 
B of -. 453 and -. 206 respectively (the fit is very high, R2 a . 95, but there 
are only four observations for each I) suggesting that there are economies 
A. 1.27. 
for scale of installation, particularly for the initial cost of the 
installation. 
11 
Eipure A. 1.2. Economies of scale for ATL 
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It is true that Pratten's data 
4 
. x, sts that scale economies cease 
above 250,000 units but it must be remembered that in 1966 (a date by which 
all firms had adopted), the top six producers produced only 1,600,000 cars 
and as some of these firms had more than one factory, this upper limit of 
250,000 can rarely have been operative for any one plant. 
The state of demand will have again played an important role in determining 
profitability as continuous operation is necessary to recover the capital 
outlay quickly and below full capacity workinp-seriously impedes this 
objective. 
As might be expected with such a major innovation, adoption implied 
fundamental internal re-organisation - 'major changes in the internal work - 
flow, including methods of tooling, works organisation and mainterance' 
5 
would be needed. Other disadvantages claimed 
6 
are high maintenance coats 
(especially in terms of skilled manpower), reduced flexibility of factory 
lay-out and high costs of breakdown. 
Other lesser advantages are improvement in quality of product and reduction 
of rejects and scrap. The feasible set of firms has been taken as the six 
S(Annual capacity, 000 tons) 
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independent car'makers existing before 1966 with capacities large'enough 
to use ATL 
7. Given the standardised nature of product and process, there 
should have been little variance in profitability, abstracting from scale. 
(xii) Computer Typesetting (CT) by Provincial Evening Papers. 
a) This innovation is applicable to the 'composing room' in a printing 
works; it is, perhaps, self-explanatory -a computer is responsible for 
'setting up' the page in terms of number of words per line, spaces between 
words and between lines 
1 
and, in this case, (newspapers) classified ads 
and display ads are stored, sorted and up-dated. These functions provide 
savings in composing room labour (e. g. reducing paste-up time) and improve 
the appearance of the newspapers. As composing staff comprised nearly 
twenty two per cent of the printing work force in 1967 
2, this can be seen 
as a relatively important innovation. Cost varies with the size of the 
computer used: in 1974 this ranged from £14,000 - £70,000 including soft 
ware, (i. e* mini-computers are used, that is, off line batch processing 
systems), Jalthough a few much larger computers have been installed which 
might cost up to £200,000. One of the manufacturers quoted a typical 
pay-back of two years i. e. a fairly profitable innovation. Agin, a 
vintage approach would be inappropriate in this case, as no old technology 
embodied in existing equipment is replaced. 
b) There is little point in tracing the development of the computer; 
however, with reference to this particular application, the first installations 
took place in the U. S. A. The first installation in the U. K. was in 1964 
and there are three major producers in this country: Digital Equipment With 
the PDPB and PDP11, Digico with the MICRO 16 and G. E. C. with the GEC 903; 
of course all of these computers have wide applicability, typesetting; being 
only one of them. Two of these firms are American subsidiaries and each 
is large relative to its customers in the printing industry. Advertising 
A. 1.29 
literature is very sophisticated relative to that used for other innovations 
studied and after sales service is an integral and essential part of the 
product. 
c) In communications received from the manufacturers, great emphasis was 
laid on the size of the potential adopter as a determinant of profitability 
- 'In all cases the shorter pay-back time is received by the larger company 
who can effectively use the computer for longer periods. The shorter the 
idle time of the computer, the faster it is cost effective. ' 
3 Over and 
above this, each system (say the PDP 8) encompasses a number of models which 
increase in scope and sophistication as size increasess to the extent that 
larger firms are more able to afford the larger models, they will benefit 
from greater returns which may reduce the pay back period. 
Improvements in the technology over time have taken two forms: i) with 
successive generations of computer, learning by the manufacturer has led to 
increased facilities and ii) also presumably due to learning, price has 
fallen in money terms over time; 
4 the typical price in 1973 was claimed to 
have been only twenty five per cent of the 1964 price. 
Given the importance attached to avoidance of 'idle time' (see above) 
quite clearly the state of demand (especially in terms of quantityof 
advertising) will affect crucially the rate of return. There have 
certainly been problems in reconciling the introduction of computer- 
typesetting both with existing, often very outdated, techniques used on 
adjacent processes and with the work force in terms of re-training and opposition. 
As computer-typesetting is not used at all by daily or London Evening 
newspapers - reputedly due to Union opposition, this study is confined to 
Provincial newspapers. As there are far fewer Provincial morning than 
evening papers, the latter has been taken as the feasible set; in fact most 
Provincial Dailies are printed physically at the same location as their 
'sister' Evenings and use of CT on the latter implies its use on the former. 
A. 1.30. 
Local newspapers are excluded from the set as they are often far too 
small to use computer typesetting. Defining an industry of Provincial 
Newspapers presents difficulties, as, more often than not, they are not 
in competition with each other but with the National media. ? evertheleso, 
this will only invalidate a small part of the model used (namely the lack 
of competitive pressures, resulting from other firms hsvinn adopted. ) 
(xiii) Tufted Carpet Machines (TC). 
a) The tufted carpet machine is possibly the most fundamental innovation 
studied in this sample in that it revolutionises the basic process used 
and the type of er-d product produced by the carpet industry. Further, in 
most countries it has led to a basic change in the structure of the industry 
in that it has been the cause of substantial new entry. 
I 
Basically, it transforms carpetmaldng by replacing a weaving process with 
a giant sewing machine; pile yarn is inserted into a woven backing by a row 
of needles, the inserted tufts being; hold in place by the 'untwisting' effect 
of the yarn and by the addition of latex to the back of the carpet. 
Although the cost of a machine is high (E35,000 in 1969 prices 
2) this 
comprises the largest and most important part of the carpet making process. 
Some idea of the labour savings possible can be gained from the 1968 Census 
of Production : operatives working on tufted carpet machines averaged 8,200 
square yards of carpet per year, as opposed to only 2,100 square yards on 
traditional weaving machines. Using data from one of the manufacturer's 
advertising leaflets, an average sized T. C. machine, with an annual output 
of 165,000 square yards, might have a pay back, at 1968 prices, of 1.41 years. 
3 
In many ways, this innovation fits well into a vintage approach, 
b) Like most major innovations, TC machines have resulted from a series of 
independent patents leading on to development from a number of different 
sources. Reynolds sugests4 that the largest single source of inventions 
A. 1.31. 
in the historical development of the process were the textile producers in 
the U. S. As far as the U. K. is concerned, the innovation is supplied by 
four machine makers all situated in or around Blackburn, the most dominant 
of which are Singer (U. K. 
) Ltd., and Edgar Pickering Ltd. The latter, 
particularly, are heavily dependent on the carpet industry as a major 
market and have a number of subsidiaries overseas, claiming to be the 
world's largest exporters of Tufting machinery. Singer 
(U. K. ) is a 
subsidiary of an American firm and is more diversified, Navin, a separate 
Tufting Division. 
c) Evidence on economies of scale in adoption is somewhat eni g'catic. 
T. Scott reports that the minimum optimum scale of adoption is at five 
or six machines with a combined width of twenty four yards. A combined 
width of sixteen yards (i. e. four machines) leads to average cost being 
2.44 higher, and a combined width of eleven yards (three machines) has 
average cost five per cent higher. What the position is for even smaller 
scale of adoption is not clear. Whether most firms are, in practice, able 
to adopt at the twenty four yard level is doubtful, an inveotment of 
approximately (200,000 would be needed, However, Reynolds 
5 talks of 
the effect of the tufting machine bein4; to lower the size of the optimal 
plant because of its higher labour productivity. These two points are not 
in conflict and the second point does not eliminate the possibility of scale 
economies. The average size of carpet firms in 1963 was 270 employees and 
over three-quarters of all firms were below this size. It seems doubtful, 
therefore, whether many firms would be in a position to install sufficient 
TC machines to achieve optimum scale, and so, for the vast majority of 
firms in the industry, continuing economies of scale for adoption will apply. 
The numbers quoted above do not suggest, however, that they are very important. 
Judging from manufacturers' advertising literature, there have been a 
series of vintages of machines, each an improvement on its predecessor. 
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Some data presented by Reynolds is suggestive on this score (Figure 1.1.3): 
labour productivity between 1958 and 1963 in the U. S. increased much more 
quickly on TC machines than it did on conventional machines. This is due 
partially, no doubt, to learning by doing on the machines already installed, 
but almost certainly also to later vintages having higher labour productivity. 
As the slope of the curve showed no signs of decreasing over time, it is 
doubtful whether learning effects (which at the most might last for a couple 
of years) account for all of this increase. Disembodied general technical 
progress can probably also be ruled out as the conventional carpets show 
no similar trend in labour productivity. 
6 
One factor which reputedly mitigated against speedier diffusion, at least 
in the early years, was the fact that only simple patterns could be produced 
FiPU 8 A. 1.3. The relative productivity advantage of TC in the U. S. 
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on TC machines. Indeed, certain firms with a highly differentiated product 
were able to refrain from adopting because they were shielded from the 
competitive pressures emanating from the lower cost tufted carpets. Recently, 
this factor has become less important as more and more sophisticated designs 
have become possible with later improvements in the technology. 
As Reynolds suggests, 
7 the cost of installation and profitability of TC 
machines will vary quite considerably across firmst 'There are so many variable 
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factors that influence the production rate of machines ..... the type, size 
and gauge of the machine, the length of the stitches, the efficiency of 
the operator and especially the type and quality of yarn and backing fabrics. ' 
There is, however, no reason why any existing carpet producer could not 
adopt. The feasible set has therefore been defined as all firms in the 
industry surviving through the period. New entrants have been excluded. 
8 
(xiv) Tunnel Kilns (TK) in bricknaking. 
a) There are three main stages in bricknaking : quarrying of clay, forming 
the clay into brick shapes and burning or baking the clay into the finished 
product in a kiln. The kiln represents the most expensive piece of 
equipment in any brickworks. The basic difference between the Tunnel kiln 
and the old technology is that in the latter, the raw bricks are stationary 
and the fire moves continuouslyaround the kiln, through a 
, 
circular series 
of chambers, whilst in the new technology, the firing zone is always 
stationary, but the bricks move on a wagon at a very slow speed through the 
kiln, which is simply a long tunnel. 
I 
The main advantages of the Tunnel 
Kiln are: savings in labour, (primarily due to leas physical handling of the 
bricks), more efficient use of fuel (in the old technology, fuel is wasted 
in building up the heat in each of the chambers separately), easier working 
conditions (in the old technology, workers have to physically enter the still 
hot chambers to remove the bricks after the fire has died down) and reduced 
chance of the kiln walls cracking. 
An average sized 
2 Tunnel Kiln costs about £260,000 in 1971 prices and 
the average payback given by twelve adopters in a N. I. E. S. R. survey was 
5.6 years. Clearly, this is a very expensive and lumpy innovation (many 
brickmakers use only one kiln) which fits into Salter's vintage approach 
quite well. 
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b) Although the first patent for a Tunnel kiln was granted to a Dane as 
early as 1840 and tunnel ovens were being installed in the pottery industry 
(and a few early Tunnel Kilns also in the Brick Industry) before the Second 
World War, the technology, as it is known today, dates from the early fifties. 
It is rather difficult to attribute the effective source of this invention 
to any particular country, but the U. K. certainly played an important role. 
A technical report by the Gas Council 
3 lists eight separate Tunnel Kiln 
manufacturers, of whom at least two are foreign owned subsidiaries and three 
others are subsidiaries of leading process engineering firms in the U. K. 
For the latter, at least, the brick industry must represent a small part 
of their total market. Interestingly, at least two of the eight also build 
kilns of the old technology. 
c) There is considerable evidence that TK exhibit marked economies of scale. 
Pratten suggests, on the basis of information from a leading manufacturer, 
4 
that 'substantial economies (of scale) continue up to an output of at least 
25 million bricks a year for new kilns. ' 
5 Certainly, the figures in table 
A. 1.3. confirm this. These scale economies would be of little importance 
if all firms were large enough to adopt at sufficiently high scale; however, 
this is not the case - the numb--r of firms with output at or exceeding 25 
million bricks in the N. I. E. S. R. sample was only nineteen, and even these 
firms usually had a number of brickworks. Therefore the number of plants 
with output of above 25 million bricks p. a. is minimal. 
Table A. 1.3. Costs for New Tunnel Kilns 
Annual Capacity (mn. bricks) 10 25 
Total capital costs (8000) 184' 296 
Operating costs per 1,000 bricks (C): 
FUei 1.78 1.50 
Labour 1.27 0.86 
(Reproduced from Pratten, Table 11.3, p. 99) 
Assuming that the scale curve can be approximated by the form 
Y= a SB where S =annual capacity, and y= capital coat per million bricks; 
B= -. 32; if ya operating cost per million bricks, then Ba-. 13. 
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Moreover, multi-kiln firms have more chance of, owning a kiln that is 
coning to the end of its physical or economic life, and may thus be able 
to derive maximum savings from adoption. 
The sheer cost of the innovation might also mitigate against early 
adoption by small firms - they may have to wait longer to build up sufficient 
funds to finance the investment. Similarly, the increased technical 
expertise required by the relatively automated Tunnel Kiln r+Avbe beyond 
managers of smaller firms. 
Crucially, Tunnel Kilns must be used continuously to derive maximum 
savings (they have relatively long start-up times etc. 
) and this naturally 
presents problems in periods of deficient demand. 
6 
The old technolorj is 
easier to slow down or even shut down for a short period, without incurring 
too much cost. Short run average cost curves, for both old and new 
technologies, would probably be U shaped with the minimum point lower for 
TK. However, one would expect the old technology to have a much shallower 
curve at least at lower capacities. 
No information has been collected on the change in price of Tunnel Kilns 
over time, but there is some suggestive information about improved productivity. 
Davies and Smith show 
7 
that labour productivity in West German firms in 1969 
is highest for firms who adopted a TK between 1964 and 1968, followed by those 
adopting in 1960 and 1964, and then pre-1960 adopters (and, incidentally, 
lowest of all for non-adopters. ) This is not conclusive, as overall labour 
productivity depends upon many other factors, e. g. efficiency in employment 
of non-operatives, age of any other kiln used by the firms concerned etc., 
but it is at least consistent with the hypothesis of improvements from 
vintage to vintage. 
At this point, one should mention the existence of the so-called 'sailing 
ship effect' i. e. since the advent of TK there have been improvements in the 
old technology, presumably in an attempt to combat the deterioration in' 
relative costs for non-adopters. However, for some reason, this seems to 
8 
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have been limited to Italy and there is little evidence of it in the U. K. 
Finally, the nature of the product may be slightly different when using 
Tunnel Kilns: because the application of heat is more even, quality tends 
to be more uniform leading to fewer rejects. On the other hand, for just 
this reason, it is not possible to burn different types of brick simultaneously, 
which is sometimes possible under the old technology. This will clearly be 
a severe drawback for those firms producing relatively small quantities of 
a number of different typed bricks. 
Definition of the feasible set of adopters is particularly difficult. 
Initially, at least, all clay brick firms are considered; but for technical 
reasons, many of these are ruled out. Most importantly, many firms use clay 
that contains a lot of carbon; if the carbon content exceeds a certain amount, 
then the old technology has lower costs, mainly because flexibility is needed 
in application of heat (because the carbon itself acts as a fuel). This 
flexibility is much less attainable in the Tunnel Kiln. This effectively 
rules out the fletton 
9 
sector of the industry and a number of other producers. 
10 
However, carbon content varies throughout the country and, even amongst 
firms with a lesser amount in their clay (the critical level has been taken 
as 3), although 'II{ may still' be possible, its potential rate of return will 
be reduced. Therefore, variable carbon content certainly produces varia- 
bility in potential rates of returns, as does variability in product mixca. 
(xv) The Basic Oxygen Process (BOP) in SteelmAlcinp. 
I 
a) The steelmaking process is only one part of the overall technology of the 
Iron and Steel Industry. To obtain steel from 'pip, iron' the latter must be 
refined, namely, unwanted chemical elements (carbon, sulphur, silicon, 
manganese and phosphorous) must be removed by oxidation. (The pig iron itself, 
is produced from ore in blast furnaces and once steel has been produced, there 
A. 1.37. 
are still a number of what might be called finishing processes before the 
end product is complete. ) Traditionally, steel was refined using the acid and 
basic Bessemer process, in which air is blown from underneath into the hot 
metal bath in a converter; or in open hearth furnaces, in which burning fuel 
gas is passed over the top of the pig iron and scrap metal. 
2 
The basis of the oxygen steel process is the use of pure oxygen (rather 
than air) which is blown through a water-cooled lance from above on the 
surface of the hot metal bath (again, a certain, more limited, amount of 
scrap metal may be used in addition to the pig iron. ) There are an mber 
of variants of this process: L. D-AC, VLrN, Kaldo and Rotor, all of which 
are treated as one basic innovation in the following. 
The main advantages of the new technology are shorter tap-to-tap time 
(i. e. quicker output from the same amount of metal input), improved quality 
of steel (particularly as compared with the Bessemer processes), much lower 
fuel costs and cheaper capital costs (compared to nAw O. H. or Bessemer 
furnaces. ) 
On the other hand, there is a relatively low limit to the amount of scrap 
that can be used with the pig iron, (whilst for O. A. furnaces fifty per cent 
of the charge may be made up by scrap, for Basic Oxygen, it must not exceed 
thirty per cent) and consequently, the furnace must be physically close to 
a blast furnace (providing its major material, pig iron). Both of these 
factors may have limited the diffusion of the new technology. 
The investment needed to install a basic oxygen unit is high even relative 
to the average size of firn in the industry -a 'typical' cost in 1969 prices 
might be six million pounds. 
3 
Typical profitability of installation is much 
more difficult to measure, but the four adopters giving N. I. E. S. R. estimates 
achieved a mean payback of six years exactly. 
b) The technology proper probably originated in Linz, Austria just after the 
war, After overcoming a number of teething troubles with pilot plants, in 
A. 1.38. 
late 1952 a very modest first commercial installation was made, follored 
by a similar plant in Donawitz (also Austria). These represented the first 
installations of the so-called L-D variant of the process, other variants 
originated slightly later in different countries : LD-AC in Belgium, Rotor 
in Germany, Saldo in Sweden and the Ajax process (really the conversion of 
an open hearth furnace) in the U. K. 
As far as the developments in this country are concerned, no one source 
was responsible, to a certain extent the Research Association, Process 
Engineering fires and the Steel firms themselves collaborated. 
to installation is exactly the same as any other and so the planning 
stage always involves a certain amount of development work peculiar to that 
installation. There are four major process engineering firma who 
, 
install 
basic oxygen process in this country. 
4 
c) There are certainly economies in the capital cost and operating costs of 
basic oxygen as the scale of the installation increases. Before considering 
these, however, it is important to note that there has already been a fair 
amount of work, both by economists and en&ineers, on scale economiea 
5 for 
any plant or works in the steel industry, with the general conclusions that 
Is a1 SX ....... 
(i) whore Ia initial inve©tment cost of 
the equipment or plant 
oC = b1q+b2Sz ....... 
(ii) S- plant size (i. e. througput at full 
capacity) 
OC = operating costs, btq = fully variable 
costs, auch as fuel and any tonnaGo.. based 
bonus element in labour costs, (q = actual 
output) and b2SX reflects fixed labour 
and other costa. 
Where (i) and (ii) have been estimated for plants 
2/3 < x< 
3/4 
and 
ºº """" comnleto works .7<z< .9 
One might expect these economies to obtain for the basic oxygen°procesa 
(and, for that matter, the three other innovations in the steel industry 
considered subsequently). Leckie and Morris have estimated the cost curves 
specifically for basic oxygen in some detail, taking into account-not just 
rated plant capacity but also vessel sizes (any given capacity can be achieved 
A. 1.39. 
for BOP in a number of ways, essentially by varying the number of converters 
used in the installation and the size of each converter. ) Their cost 
curves reflect the optimal choice at each capacity; for instance, for 
40,000 tons per week, it is optimal to install two converters with capacity 
of 200 tons each, but for 20,000 tons, it is optimal to employ three of 
60 tons each. Algebraically, they find the following relationship yields 
a good explanation of capital costs: K=n135000M2/3 + 95Q + 2140Qo2/3 
where K= investment cost, n= the number of converters used, 1.1 - the 
nominal size of the vessel (tons), Q= output from whole plant (tons per 
week), Qc = capacity from whole plant (tons per week). 
The graphical counterpart of this equation (figure A. 1.4. ) using, for each 
output, the optimal mix of size and number of converters shows obvious scale 
economies which can be approximated by K mocS'S . 
Analysing current operating costs (1967) for the innovation yielded 
the following approzimations R n(17®000+220014) q+ 
34 with M, n and 
Q as before, Rq = operating costs in shillings per ton. 
Graphically, this portrays a classic L shaped cost curve becoming completely 
horizontal at a capacity of two million tons per year (which is in excess 
of any BOP installation to date. ) Therefore, over the relevant range, unit 
operating costs can also be approximated by oc as SB Where B is estimated 
as -. 3, (very similar to the figure implied above for scale economies in 
capital costs per unit of output of -. 2). 
Other factors working; in favour of largo firms are their presumed greater 
ability to raise the exceptionally high capital sums noeded and the higher 
probability of having the most relevant processes and products for basic 
oxygen. 
Development of the technology has continued over the years in a number 
of directions. The feasible product mix has been widened - initially DOP was 
most profitable in producing common grade carbon steels and for processing 
hot iron with a relatively low phosphorous content, but by the early sixties 
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it was also possible to use BOP for high carbon and alloy steels and high . 
phosphorous ores. could be used with the addition of lime. The maximum 
amount of scrap which could be used in the charge was raised from 201'4o to 30% 
and it is possible that this may be further extended with more research. 
6 
At least in the early years, most installations were on. a relatively small 
scale (the innovating country, Austria, had no real. need for very large, 
furnaces because of its limited market) but, as the innovation spread to 
other countries, scale of installations rose and at the same time, economies 
of scale were established. From the U. K. standpoint, most of these 
improvements were made before the innovation started to diffuse, however, 
to the extent that improvements are ongoing (especially in terms of learning 
by doing), one might suppose that the U. K. industry is faced with an 
innovation still subject to vintage to vintage improvements, if to a lesser 
extent than was true in the early years. 
Interestingly, the old technology has also undergone technological 
development since the introduction of BOP; open hearth furnaces are now 
sometimes oxygen enriched (i. e. oxygen is mixed with the fuel to increase 
flame temperature and fuel firing rates. ) It should be stressed, however, 
that these improvements have been made on existing 011 furnaces - there have 
been no new OH installations since the advent of the Basic Oxygen Process. 
Finally, a number of obvious points can be made: 
i) because faster output rates are one of the major advantages of DOP, demand 
and capacity usage must be highh, otherwise there will be little point in 
increased speed and savings in some semi-fixed costs per unit of output 
will be reduced, 
ii) installation of DOP implies a reasonably long period of disruption in 
the works: the technology is radically different, necessitating fundamental 
re-organisation of the entire works, 
iii) in some cases, the quality of the end product is improved (a number of 
firms cited this as a major advantage when answering the N. I. E. 3. Ro questionnaires. ) 
A. 1.42. 
Two problems have to be faced in assessing the number of firms who were 
potential adopters of this innovation: i) how to handle nationalisation 
ii) what allowance should be made for the technical limitations of BOP. 
The period during which diffusion has been studied has been not at 1958 to 
1968, which, given a typical time lag of three years between the start of 
the decision making process and the actual first use of DOP, represents a 
period (1955 to 1965)-ending at the time of, nationalisation. Fbrtunately, 
the second problem is also easily resolved: no. firm without a blast furnace 
has or could adopt DOP, given the necessity for the use of hot charge in 
the latter; the feasible set can be simply defined,,. therefore, as all 
firms using blast furnaces. 
Even within this feasible set, however, potential profitability of, adoption 
will vary depending on existing steelmaking techniques, nature of end product 
and raw materials used. 
(xvi) Continuous Casting, (CC) in Steelmaking. 
a) Following the refining 
of steel, the next process in the Iron and Steel 
industry is the casting of the molten steel traditionally into inM to, which 
are then rolled into semi-finished products, such as ballots, blooms or 
slabs. (The following stage is the conversion of these into finished products 
by further rolling and other related processes. ) This traditional method 
of casting is essentially intermittent: after each ingot group is cast, 
casting is stopped in order to 'trim off' large quantities at the top and 
the bottom of each ingot; after the metal is cooled sufficiently, the' 
ingots are removed from the moulds, reheated and then transferred to 
'blooming mills', where they are rolled into the semi-finishe<1'product. 
Continuous casting 
1 turns this process into a continuous ones the liquid 
metal is poured into the mould at the same rate as the-solid metal emerges 
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at the other end, to be passed through straightening rollers and cut 
into pieces of the required length. The main advantages are the total 
displacement of the soaking pit and the blooming mill and improved yield 
(mainly because of the displacement of 'trimming off'. An average 
sized CC machine (producing 300,000 tons of six inch square blooms per 
2 
annum) in 1964 cost £4,640,000 and although it has proved difficult to 
derive reliable estimates of the typical payback, the same source 
optimistically calculated annual savings for the above machine at about 
£1,000,000. An average estimate from actual installations (fromUT. I. E. B. R. 
questionnaires), however, is of a pay back period of 7.73 years. 
b) Continuous casting of non-ferrous metals dates back to the late 1930's 
in Germany and the U. S. but the special problems 
3 
of applying the technique 
(which was 'thought of' early last century) to steel were not overcome in 
commercial application until 1952 in Austria. In the U. K., experimental 
work was started up by B. I. S. R. A. (the research association) in 1947 
4 but 
the first commercial installation occurred in 1960. There has been a 
need for experimental lines for most firms, who have ultimately adopted, 
in order that they may determine how applicable CC is to their own 
steelmaking plant and products. Nine engineering companies are known 
to install CC lines, although presumably most of their work, historically, 
has been for the non-ferrous metal industry. As with BOP, it would not 
be totally accurate to portray the position as a set of engineering firms 
selling an innovation to the steel firms. The technolo nr is really 
developed, or at least widened, with each new installation and, as auch, 
each adopter is helping to improve the technique. On the other hand, the 
concentration of knowledge about the innovation is very much in the hands 
of the engineering firne, 5 if only because of their wider experience 
through past installations. 
c) Ray 
6 
claims that CC has reduced the 'minimum economic size' of a`steel 
works because it removes the need for blooming mills which are always, 
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by necessity, large in terms of necessary capacity. As CC can be 
afforded by smaller firms, they are now able to use the best practice 
technique, which was not possible before. This is not to say that 
there are not economies of scale in the usage of CC, but rather that 
the old technique to be replaced is not common to all firms. As such, ' 
it is possible that smaller firms will derive bigger eins from adoption. 
7 
There appears to be no published data on the scale economies of CC, but 
there is no reason to suppose that it differs radically from other steel 
plant. Thus, one might expect to find that 'the higher the capacity of 
a unit, the lower are the capital charges, because capacity tends to be 
a cubic function of linear dimensions, whereas cost tends to be a quadratic 
function. ' 
8 
One factor possibly leading to higher profitability of installation 
for larger firms is that they are more likely to use tho most appropriate 
adjacent equipment and/or produce the most appropriate product (simply 
because of their size, one would expect them to use a wider range of 
processes and produce a wider range of products. 
) Cebhardt suggests, 
for instance, that CC is more profitably combined with the Basic Oxygen 
Process than with Open Hearth Furnaces 
9 (it is most efficient when the 
charges of liquid steel are available, as they are with BOP, at're, cular 
intervals within rather narrow limits. ) Further, until recently, only 
billets or small blooms could be produced by Continuous Casting. 
Improvements in the technology have taken two main formst i) as just 
mentioned, it is only recently that some types of semi-finished product 
could be produced by CC i. e. the scone of the innovation has widened, 
ii) the economies of large scale introduction have been increased over 
time and this is reflected in a constant rise in average capacity of 
installations. 10 More generally, teething troubles have been ironed 
out only gradually, and then only due to continued experimentation by the 
I 
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research association and certain firms. - Ray 
11 
maintains that the process 
'is - still in a phase of continuing technological development. ', 
Given that it embodies such a major change from a batch to continuous 
process, he adds that 'apart from these (high investment) costs, the 
primary deterrent for most firms is the need for reorganisation if proper- 
co-ordination of existing melting, casting and rolling capacities is to be 
achieved, ' By the same token, being a continuous process, it is more 
necessary than usual for the innovation to be operated at something 
approaching full capacity for any real gains to ensue. . 
Although much of the earlier development work was intended for 
application to special steels, it has not resulted in any actual 
installations producing these steels in the U. K. (and very few in the 
world as a whole. ) Gebhardt suggests 
12 that the reason for this apparent 
non-applicability is the heterogeneous nature of most special steelmakers' 
output. The continual stopping of the processes needed to produce a number 
of different steels would substantially reduce its actual operation time and, 
with it, any real cost savings, from adoption. Following Cebhardt'o 
suggestion, therefore, all special steel makers have been excluded from the 
feasible set of potential adopters. 
But as the U. N. E. C. E. report on continuous casting confirms 
130 
coat 
savings, even within the feasible set will vary considerably: '(they) can 
be affected by a great many factors relating peculiarly to that particular 
works - the location of the works, its layout and the general complex and 
details of production processes......., its general production programme 
and the size of its mzket, the supplies of operating materials (etc. )'.. 
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(avii) Vacuum Melting (Vtd) in Iron and Steel,, 
a) Vacuum Melting is a process for producing or refining very high grade 
steel. Traditionally, the main source of high quality alloy engineering 
steels has been'the electric arc furnace=. 
1 (In fact, in recent years, 
this has also been used in place of open hearth furnaces for the production 
of bulk steel. ) However, for certain types of specialist steel, the arc 
furnace is not capable of producing the refinement really needed; in the, 
past therefore, steelmakers have had to be very careful in selecting raw 
materials used and final product offered to their customers. Basically 
the problem is that such steels must be able to cope with extreme temperature 
and high stress, -which they may not be able to do, if they are impure 4-0- 
include oxygen, hydrogen, sulphur etc. ) Unfortunately, impurities are 
often too high in are furnaces, partly because the materials are melted in 
air. There are three main variants of vacuum melting: vacuum induction 
melting, vacuum remelting and electroslag remeltiniT. In basic vacuum 
induction melting, the charge (raw materials) are placed in a furnace which 
is, itself, installed inside a steel chamber that is sealed and evacuated 
just before melting starts. Of course, none of the gases in the air can 
get into the chamber and those unwanted gases present in the mixture are 
liberated on heating and drawn out bfr continuously-running vacuum pumps. 
There may be a second chamber in which the molten alloy can be cast into 
ingts or castings without breaking the vacuum. This method is typically 
used for small quantities of steel. The consumable electrode vacuum 
remelting process consists of a first stage, in which the steel is refined 
in contact with air and cast into a large round bar, which is then used as 
an electrode in a vacuum furnace. An 'arc is struck' between it and a 
small pool of molten metal in a water cooled mould. As melting proceeds, 
the original electrode melts away and the metal builds up below the pool 
in the mould (unwanted gas having been drawn off. ) Electra slag remelting 
is-rather similar, except that the heat is supplied by tie passage of 
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current in the medium of an electrically conducting slag. ' Typical' 
installation costs are given in 1969 prices as £150,000 - C2009 000 
2 
although there may be substantial variation around and within this band. 
It is almost impossible to calculate a typical payback period, as one of 
the major incentives for adoption is the improvement in product. To a 
certain extent, the same quality product can be produced using the old 
technology but, 'as has already been stated, this requires careful selection 
of raw materials and high rejection rates of the finished product. To the 
extent that this is avoided using Vii, it is considered that a rough estimate 
of the cost savings 
3 
allowed would produce a payback of about five years. 
4 
b) The need for a high quality probably acted as a stimulus for the 
development of a series of innovations 
5; it was soon established that 
vacuum degassing (see following section) was not generally capable of 
producing sufficient refinement. Initially, vacuum induction melting wag 
used (in fact a German producer was using this from 1923 onwards) but 
unfortunately this could produce only very small quantities; the next 
stage - the introduction of consumable electrode vacuum re-melting was 
almost by accident. It was originally introduced (both in the V. K. and 
U. S. ) for ingots in titanium, but excess capacity led to trial remelts of 
steel which proved successful. Plants for remelting steel began to be 
established from 1958 onwards. Finally, electroslag remelting (based on 
a process first invented in the U. S. in 1939) appeared in this country in 
1962, although it was already being used in the U. S. S. R. some time before. 
In the meantime, the original process (induction melting) has been improved 
and is a viable alternative for some uses. 
Excluding two steel firme who installed their own VM units (one of them 
in co-operation with the research association), there are eight firms who 
have been responsible for installations in this country, all of them 
subsidiaries of major process engineering firms. World wide, including 
the U. K., there are over thirty manufacturers. 
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c) There is no specific published data on the economies of scale for this 
innovation. For the remelting variants, however, unit costs apparently 
decline with the diameter of the ingot to be remelted, and as this in 
turn is related to the size of the original melting part of the process, 
it seems likely that there are large scale economies in operating costs. 
More generally, one would expect the economies in capital coats found for 
all sorts of chambers or containers in the steel industry to apply. (See 
section on basic oxygen. ) 
There have been continual improvements in the technology, most 
particularly in the form of the improved product quality and Barracloui 
suggests that electroslag units will continue to increase in size, based 
on research findings from the U. S. S. R. 
The feasible set has been defined as all firms producinr, 'permanent 
magnet, tool and high speed steels! as defined by B. I. 3. P. A. This grouping 
certainly includes all firms for which VM is applicable; it may just include 
some for which it is not. Virtually, all production is from the private 
sector of the industry; fortunately those firms that have since been 
incorporated into BSC within this group had already adopted-before 
nationalisation and hence are considered as separate fima. 
Within this tightly defined product grouping, there are still differences 
between products which affect the profitability of adoption for different 
firms. 
(xviii) Vacuum Det ssing NO in Steelmlkinp. 
a) To simplify crudely, vacuum degassing provides the same function for bulk 
steelmaking that vacuum melting does for those special steels considered in 
the last section, i. e. the liberation or removal of unwanted elements (usually 
gases) from the finished ingots. One important difference is that Vacuum 
Degassing units are often used in conjunction with the conventional methods 
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of melting and refining (i. e. electric furnaces, open hearth and basic 
oxygen converters. ) The advantages are mainly concerned, again, with 
the quality of the end product: better hydrogen removal avoids lengthy 
and costly heat treatment and reduces the tendency of the steel to hair- 
line cracking, the steel also has better properties (hardenability, 
weldability, fatigue etc. ) Productivity is improved due to a reduction 
in subsequent processing (elimination of heat treatment and eradication 
of the need for slow cooling) and an increased ability to use cheaper 
bulk low carbon steels to make sophisticated end products. 
The simplest form of VD unit - ladle degassing - consists of a ladle 
containing a hundred tons or more of molten steel being lowered into a 
large steel vessel, a cover is then clamped mechanically on top; very 
large capacity pumps evacuate the degassing chamber and hold the vacuum 
for up to twenty five minutes, causing unwanted gases to be thus liberated 
and drawn out. Variations on this theme involve the injection of inert 
gases and electromagnetic stirring to improve the contact between the 
metal and the vacuum. Other processes draw the molten metal itself up 
into an evacuated chamber or degass it as it passes from one ladle to 
another. 
1 
The capital cost of installation varies greatly depending on site 
conditions and the intended end-use, but using data provided by plant 
manufacturers, for a 68 ton ladle capacity (the mean size of installation 
to date), the cost in 1969 prices would be about £164,000.2 Cost savings 
can be substantial: one reference gives them as high as £25 - C50 per ton, 
3 
largely as a result of the reduced cost of heat treatment. A systematic 
appraisal of the costs of various VD units was made in an internal report 
of the SSC, the upshot of which is that such savings are probably rarely 
achieved; bearing in mind the typical capacity usage so far in the industry, 
an estimate of average payback would be 6.94 years. 
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b) A special report by. the Iron and Steel Board chides British steel- 
makers and plant manufacturers for not undertaking very much early 
research on Vacuum Degassing and suggests that the main reason. for this 
was their belief that the equipment: necessary for experimentation was 
too expensive. 
4 
This did not apparently deter the. American, German 
and Russian industries, which were responsible'for nearly all of the 
initial research and development. _ 
5 Conzequently, until the early sixties, 
customers who required forging: made from vacuum deGaseed. steel had. -to got 
it from abroad. The gloomy picture painted in that. report, seems a. little 
unfair - certainly the first installations were -in, fussia 
in. 1953 and 
Germany in 1954,, ut there were also two early installations in, the U. K. 
operative by the end of 1956. On the whole, however, both the U. S. and 
Germany (and to a lesser extent Japan) were quicker to introduce and 
improve the new technology. 
Tordate in the U. K., there have been eight firms responsible for installing 
VD units, two of them accounting for two, thirds of the total (one a largo 
German based international firm and the other asubsidiary of a largo 
British process engineering firm. ) . However, 
both English Steel and G. K. U. 
installed their own, units. 
c) There are certainly economies in the scale of adoption of YD units. 
Diagrams. based on data provided by plant manufacturers are presented by 
Holden, 6 relating cost of installation to . ladle. capacity and operating; 
costs to output per year for two of the more advanced forme of VI) (he claims 
that the shapes of the curves are very similar for other variants. ) The 
data is reproduced. here in table A. 1.4., (a range is given in the original 
article but here the mid-point of the range only is reproduced. ) 
. 
Table A. 1.4. Economies of scale for Vacuum Dermsminga ,, 
A) Output (000 tons per year) 50 100 200 300 
Direct Costs (E per ton) 1.025 . 725 . 475 . 4125 
B) Ladle Capacity (tons) 100 200 300 400 
Capital Cost (moo) 237 325 412 500 
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Fitting a curve of the form y =d3B (where y= direct costs per ton 
and S= output) yields an acceptable fit with an estimate of B of -. 5222. 
Capital costs, on the other hand, seem to be related to'ladle capacity by 
a relationship more of the form Y =. (+BS (where T= aggregate, not per 
unit capital costs, and S= ladle capacity), with oL - 150 and B- . 875. 
Or re-expressing in per unit terms :y= 1503 + . 875, which does, of course, 
yield an inverse relationship between y and S, again with a gradient which 
declines (absolutely) as S increases (i. e. der/dS2YO). However, the link 
between ladle capacity and annual output is not something that can be 
algebraically expressed, it depends on too many other factors peculiar to 
each installation. Suffice it to say, therefore, that there are also 
increasing returns to capital cost. 
There are, in addition, a number of other factors mitirating towards 
earlier adoption by larger firms : possibly superior capability of financing 
the initial investment, higher probability of having an end product which 
would benefit most from YD, and perhaps higher probability of using BOP 
rather than OH furnaces 
7- 
the former being more compatible with VD. 
There have been substantial improvements in the technology of VD over 
its first twenty years: the early plants used mechanical pumps but these 
were soon superceded by steam jet ejectors; generally, many operations that 
were initially manual have been mechanised; the scope of VD has been 
increased and, with it, the benefits of scale have become more pronounced. 
This is largely due to the change in emphasis away from hydrogen removal 
towards deoxidization - consequently the average scale of installation has 
increased over the years. 
Although in concept VD is really only 'an extension of accepted steelworks 
practice as far as metal handling, teeming and refractories etc. are concerned, ' 
an internal report of BSC 
8 
suggests that few British installations have given 
commletely satisfactory performance and cites as reasons, choice of degassing 
system and lack of technical competence, amongst others. This would suggest 
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that VD is very much a fundamental innovation leading to a certain amount 
of disruption in the steel works. 
The feasible set of firms is rather difficult to define. In the event, 
all firms using Open-Hearth, Basic Oxygen and Electric Arc Furnaces were 
considered potential adopters. Clearly, within this set of firms, potential 
profitability has varied considerably, depending crucially on the nature of 
the end product s in certain areas it has proved to be very successful 
(notably in the manufacture of medium and large forging ingots and in the 
production of certain alloy steels especially for bearings); whilst in 
others, although still profitable, it has been less of a success 
(heavy 
plate, sheets and some autoiaative and aircraft steels. 
) Moreover, the 
type of VD unit used will depend on the method of steel refining in the 
works, as well as the nature of the and product, and it is apparent that 
certain types of VD have proved to be more profitable than others ox-post. 
Firms that formed the BSC have been treated as separate entities; the 
period for which data was collected extends two or three years pant the 
formation of BSC, but as the lag between the adoption decision and the 
unit coming into use is of about this length, the assumption of separate 
decision making is probably valid. 
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Technical References and Footnotes 
For those innovations for which data was collected by N. I. E. S. R. 
there are two main references: 
1. 'The diffusion of new industrial processes. An international study' 
edited by L. Nabseth and G. F. Ray (Cambridge University Press 1974. ) - 
abbreviated in the following as 'New Industrial Processes. ' 
2. G. F. Ray, 'The diffusion of new technology. ' National Institute 
Economic Review No. 48 May 1969, pp. 40 - 83. Abbreviated in the following 
as 'N. I. E. R. No. 48' 
More specifically, the following footnotes apply to the foregoing 
technical appendix: 
Special presses. 
1. A more comprehensive description appears in 'New Industrial Processes' p. 58 
2. ibid: p. 62 
3. ibid: table 4.6 p. 76 and table 4.7 p. 77 
4. ibid: table 4.7 p. 77 and 4.13 p. 83 
5. ibid: p. 82. 
6. ibid. p. 62. 
7. 'The development of Special presses. ' Dr. Nissan (The Robert Cordon's 
Institute of Technology, Aberdeen, Department of Paper Technology 1969) 
8. 'New Industrial Processes' Chart 4.6 p. 92, in which he uses the data 
differently to examine the relationship between pay back and propensity 
to actually install S. P. 
9. See appendix 5 or chapter 7 for the implications of a straight line on 
logarithmic probability paper. 
bile. 
1. As communicated by a leading manufacturer of foils. Yore generally, the 
major sources of information for this innovation were two manufacturers 
and the article quoted below. 
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2. G. Barnard, 'Fbils, their efficiency on a slow machine. ' Paper Technolop7, 
April 1971. 
3. P. Bart, M. Utton and G. Walehe, 'Mergers and Concentration in British 
Industry' Cambridge University Press 1973. pp. 151-3" 
Synthetic Wires (fouling fabrics). 
1. As communicated by a manufacturer. More generally, this manufacturer was 
a major source of information, as were E. Cruden and C. Wild, "Synthetic forming 
wires: progress design and development. " The Paper Maker, April 1971 and 
P. Hampson, 'Wet felt economics', The Paper Maker, March 1971. 
Wet Suction Boxes.. 
1. As communicated by a manufacturer, who was a leading source of information. 
2. According to an anonymous article in the Paper ! aker, Jan. 1962 p. 32. 
Process Control of paper machinps by commuter. 
1. 'Paper Making' - an information pamphlet produced by Elliot Automation 
(1966). 
2. For example, P. Stoneman (1974) op. cit. 
3. 'Paper Making' op. cit. Yore generally, a series of articles in the 'Paper 
Maker' and 'Paper Technology' have proved invaluable sources of information. 
4. This is the conventional finding in past work as reported by P. Stoneman 
p. 91 (op. cit. ) but also see Stoneman for come econometric evidence 
suggesting that this might not be the case in more recent years. 
5. Elliot Automation op. cit. 
Gibberellic Acid. 
1. For a more detailed description see 'New Industrial Processes' p. 215-6. 
2. P. C. Northam, 'Brewer's Guild Jour al' June 1962 Table VII p. 302. 
3. N. I. E. R. No. 48, p"80" 
4. Communication from I. C. I. 
5. N. I. E. R. No. 48, P. 80. 
6. 'New Industrial Processes' p. 227. 
7. ibid. 
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Numerically Controlled machine tools. 
1. For excellent descriptions of LACHT and long lists of their expected 
advantages over conventional machine tools, see 'New Industrial Processes', 
p. 24 and E. Mansfield, J. R. Rapoport, J. Schnee, S. Wagner, M. Hamburger, 
'Research and Innovation in the Modern Corporation' (Norton, New York 1972)p. 190. 
2. 'Technical and Economic Aspects of Numerical Control'. J. R. Crookall 
(Machine Tool Trades Association, June 1968) p. 11. 
3. A pilot study (unpublished) for the N. I. E. R. 1968 article. 
4. Mansfield et al, op. cit., p. 196. 
5. N. I. E. R. No. 48, p. 53 and 'New Industrial Processes' p. 27. 
6. 'New Industrial Processes' p. 52. 
7. N. I. E. R. No. 48 p. 58. 
8. 'New Industrial Processes' p. 52. 
9. ibid p. 24. 
10. ibid p. 53" 
11. N. I. E. R. No. 48, p. 53" 
12. 'New Industrial Processes' p. 41. 
13. ibid. p. 46 chart 3.6. 
14. ibid. p. 48 table 3.11. 
15. ibido p. 49 table 3.12. 
Shuttleless Looms. 
1. For a more comprehensive description, see 'New Industrial Processes' 
particularly pp. 251-255. 
2. There are four main types of shuttleless loom: Sulzer, Air-Jet, Water-jet, 
and Rapier. 
3. 'New Industrial Processes' p. 255. 
4. A. Ormerod: Yorkshire Economic Bulletin 1963, Vo115 "The prospects of the 
British cotton industry", p. 15. 
5. In response to an N. I. E. S. R. questionnaire. 
6. In the empirical work, I have taken the average of these two (i. e. 16; lä) 
- the former estimate is undoubtedly too high, as it is based on very favourable 
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assumptions about shift working, the latter are little more than off-the-cuff 
guesses. 
7. For a full account see N. I. E. R. No. 48, pp. 60-61. 
8. 'New Industrial Processes' p. 263- 
9. ibid. p. 276. 
10. N. I. E. R. No. 48 p. 61. 
11. ibid, p. 61. 
12. 'New Industrial Processes' p. 269. 
New methods of steel plate cutting. 
1. For a more complete description see N. I. E. R. No. 48, pp. 72-3. 
2. A reduction of 40ä on labour costs at this stage of production its quoted 
in a paper by W. R. Mellanby in the Journal of The Ilorth-EastCoast Institution 
of Engineers and Shipbuilders, Vol. 75,1958/59# p. 267-8. 
3. ibid. 
4. In connection with their interim study reported in N. I. E. R. no. 48. 
5. N. I. E. R. No. 48, p. 75. 
6. Cmnd. No. 2937, "Shipbuilding Inquiry Committee", 1965-66,11.11.5.0. 
Three Innovations in weaving,. 
1. Manchester School, June 1970, op. cit. and his (unpublished) T1. Sc. 
dissertation (Manchester). 
2. Manchester School, op. cit. 
Automatic track lines. 
1. N. I. E. R. No. 48, p. 76 (see also for a more detailed description of the 
technology) 
2. Pratten, op. cito p. 138" 
3. British Industry Week, 2nd February 1968. 
4. Based on estimates from a U. K. motor company. 
5. N. I. E. R. No. 48, p. 76. 
6. ibid. p. 77. 
7. ibido p. 77. 
A. 1.57. 
Computer typesetting. 
1. Technically, they are used for hyphenation, justification, and formatting 
of text ready for the next stage of the printing process - hot metal or 
photocomposition machines. The major sources of technical information have 
been the machine makers, but alsos 'Composing Room Controller', Data Systems 
April 1973 and Manpower Research Unit? "Report on Printing and Publishing" 
(Department of Deployment), London 1970. 
2. Manpower Research Unit op. cit. 
3. Digital Equipment (20.3.1974). 
4. For a more detailed consideration, see Stoneman op. cit. 
Tufted carpet machines. 
1. See T. W. K. Scott's (unpublished) Ph. D. dissertation (Sussex) and W. A. 
Reynolds, "Innovation in the U. S. carpet industry 1947-63" for detailed study 
of this phenomenon in the U. K., German and U. S. industries. Both of these 
references were used extensively in the writing of this section. 
2. Estimate from T. W. K. Scott, op. cit. 
3. This was confirmed as being reasonable by T. W. K. Scott. 
4. Reynolds op. cit. chapter 6. 
5. ibid. p. 104. 
6. Although these data refer to the U. S. industzy, the machine makers are 
international and so one might expect a similar pattern in the U. K. 
7. Reynolds op. cit. p. 104: a quote from a leading machine maker. 
8. The main point of the exercise is seen to be an explanation of how a given 
industry reacts to a new innovation. Including new entrants would entail an 
attempt at explaining why firms are able to enter certain industries more easily 
than others. Admittedly an interesting problem, this would necessitate a probably 
quite complicated extension of the existing model. 
Tunnel Kilns. 
1. For a fuller description see 'New Industrial Processes, ' 1 t. I. E. R. No. 48 
and N. I. E. R. no. 58 pp. 54-? 19 'The clay brick industry and the tunnel kiln. ' 
S. W. Davies. Strictly speaking, the old technology referred to here is only one 
A. 1.58. 
(albeit the most important) of a number of older kiln types used in this 
industry. 
2. With an annual capacity of 20 million bricks. The source for this figure 
is a leading kiln maker. 
3. 'Gas in the heavy clay and refractories industries. ' The Cas Council 
(Aug. 1968). 
4. Pratten op. cit. p-99- 
5. None of the firms in the N. I. E. S. R. sample had a kiln with capacity 
exceeding this level. 
6. Many non-adopting firms, when asked for their reasons for non-adoption, 
mentioned the 'inflexibility of the T. K. ' and 'depressed demand. ' New 
Industrial Processes p. 114. 
7. 'New Industrial Processes' Chart 5.2. p. 112. In their work, this chart 
was not used to show this point. 
8. ibid. p. 108. 
9. Fletton clay is peculiar to a part of England and is characterised by 
an extremely high carbon content. 
10. See following appendix. 
Basic Oxygen Steelmaking. 
1. For more extensive discussions of this technology see N. I. E. R. No 48, 
pp. 41-2 and New Industrial Processes pp. 146-153. 
2. There is also a third, more recent, process - electric furnaces - in 
which only scrap metal is used as a charge and the end product of which tPd 
to be special steels. As such, it is not really competitive with basic oxygen. 
Since the war, the Bessemer process has virtually disappeared in the V. K. 
3. For the average historical size of installation. 
4. A small part of the world wide industry. There are about twenty nine 
companies overseas producing BOP. 
5. Summarised in A. Leckie and A. Morris, 'Costs in the Iron and Steel Industry'. 
Journal of the Iron and Steel Institute, Fay 1968 pp. 442-452. 
6. New Industrial Processes p. 151. 
A. 1.59. 
Continuous Castinr. 
10 For a fuller technical description see 'K'ew Industrial Processes' pp. 232-4 
and N. I. E. R. No. 48 p. 46. 
2. B. Brisby at al, "Process selection in the steel industry", Journal of 
the Iron and Steel Institute, Sept. 1964 p. 721. 
3. Steel solidifies at a much lower temperature and is thus more difficult 
to keep liquid. 
4. For a more detailed account of early British research, see 'Research in 
the Iron andSteel Industry: Special Report', 1963, Iron and Steel Board. 
5. Who have sometimes undertaken joint ventures with B. I. S. R. A. 
6" N. I. E. R. No. 48 p. 46. 
7. They will still be at a cost disadvantage, but less so. 
8. W. F. Cartwright, 'The growth of unit output and its effects on works 
planning and management', Journal of the Iron and Steel Institute June 1969 
p. 729. See also the previous section on flOP. 
9. New Industrial Processes p. 233. 
10. ibid p. 240. 
11. N. I. E. R. lo. 48o p. 48. 
12. New Industrial processes p. 238. 
13. U. N. E. C. E. 'Economic aspects of continuous casting of steel' Now York 1968. 
Vacuum Melting. 
1. A very extensive discussion of vacuum melting is presented by K. C. Barraclou&, 
'The newer specialist steelmaking and steel refining processes. ' Journal of the 
Iron and Steel Institute, June 1969, p. 826 onwards. 
2. ibid p. 835. (these figures have been converted from U. S. dollars. ) 
3. Strictly speaking, the immediate costs of production are higher but theso 
are more than outweighed by the reduced risk of rejection at a later stage of 
what constitutes a very expensive product (in terms of pounds sterling per 
pound weight. ) 
4. According to an industry report. 
5. Most of this account in particular is based upon Barraclough op. cit. 
A. 1.60. 
Vacuum Derassin'. 
1. For a much fuller treatment of the technical aspects and a more 
comprehensive delineation of the various alternative processes (that is 
stream degassing, circulation and vacuum lift degassing) see J. Flux, 
"Vacuum degassing of Steel, " Journal of the Iron and Steel Institute 1965, 
p. 1205, H. Holden, 'Vacuum degassing in the Iron and Steel Industry', 
Journal of the Iron and Steel Institute, 1969. Much of this section is 
based on these two references. 
2. Holden, op. cit., p. 809, chart 7. 
3. ibid. p. 810. 
4. 'Research in the Iron and Steel Industry' op. cit. 
5. D. Burn, "The Structure of British industry; a symposium", Cambridge 
University Press (1958) P. 484. 
6. Holden op. cit. p. 809. 
7. This is borne out by the findings relating size of firm to frequency of 
BOP ownership (see chapter 7). 
8. Report of the Vacuum Degassing Working Party, BSC Ooerattng and Technical 
Standards Department, July 1971. 
A. 2.1. 
Appendix 2. The sources and quality of the data used in meaaarina, difPusion. 
As explained already, data has been collected from a variety of published 
and unpublished (as yet) case studies produced by other economists and from 
scientific and trade journals. 
I 
The first aim of this appendix is to 
establish the size of the feasible set of adopters for each innovation and, 
second, where the data is for a sample of firms only, to assess the applic- 
ability of the sample to the total population concerned. In section 4, time 
series diffusion data is presented raphically for the 22 innovations. 
1. Sources. 
The innovations can be grouped broadly into four categorieas 
a) those for which data is taken from trade and scientific sources 
(Continuous casting, basic oxygen, vacuum de ascing, vacuum melting, computer 
typesetting and process control of paper machines by computer. ) 
b) those for which data was collected by other independent researchers (Tufted 
carpets machines by T. Scott and the three sizing innovations in weaving; by 
Metcalfe. ) 
c) those for which data was collected by N. I. E. S. R. as a part of the 
International study of 'The diffusion of new industrial proceas'2 (Special 
presses, gibberellic acid, tunnel kilns, automatic track lines, shuttlelecn 
looms, automatic steel plate cutting, and numerically controlled machine tools 
in the three branches of mechanical engineering. ) 
d) those for which data was collected by N. I. E. S. R. for the same study but 
which were not, in the event, used in the above work. (Synthetic fabrics, foils 
and Wet suction boxes. ) 
2. Determination of feasible sets. 
As has become apparent from the previous appendix, most innovations have 
certain idiosyncracies which make them loss appropriate to certain sectors of 
1. But in all cases, it has been necessary to collect extra, mainly technical, 
information from trade journals, machine makers, research associations etc. 
2. op. cit. 
A. 2.2. 
the adopting industries; in some extreme cases, these technical attributes 
effectively rule out certain firms from ever adopting the innovations. 
Clearly, in measuring diffusion, one would want to exclude auch firms from 
the feasible set. In past work, this has led to concepts such as 'the 
technological ceiling' 
I 
or 'the technically feasible msximum'2. Mansfield 
overcomes this problem by studying only the largest firms in each industry 
(because in certain cases, 'it seemed very unlikely that firme smaller than 
this would have been able to use them'. ) 
3 Here, firms are only excluded from 
the feasible set if there are strong technical reasons for doing so; size 
itself is not considered reason enough. 
The following innovations and industries are all otraightforward; all 
firms within the appropriate industry have been included as potential adopters. 
Table A2.2.1. Definitions of feasible sets 
Innovation Industry, and where apnlicablo, 
source of fines' names. 
Special presses All paper and board makers an defined by D. P. B. M. A. 
reference tablets 
Synthetic fabrics """" 
Foils 
Wet Suction Boxes 
Process control by computer ""MM 
Numerically controlled machine tools All manufacturers of Printing presses 
(Trade directories, 'Rompass, ' 11. I. E. 2. R. -) 
All manufacturers of Turning machines(Trade 
directories, 'Kompass', Ni. I. E. 3. R. ) 
All manufacturers of Turbines (Trade 
Directories, 'Kompass', N. I. E. S. R. ) 
Automatic steel plate cutting Ceddes Report on Shipbuilding industry(op. cit) 
Gibberellic Acid All firms carrying; out maltin (Brewers' 
almanack, Kompass, N. I. E. S. R. 
) 
Shuttleless Looms All weavers as defined by the Textile Council 
Computer Typesetting All provincial evening; newspapers (Rompass, 
Kelley's, Evening Newspaper Advertising 
Bureau. ) 
1. 'The diffusion of new industrial processes' op. cit. p. 298 
2. S. W. Davies (1971) op. cit. p. 64" 
3. Mansfield (1968) op. cit. P. 135. 
A. 2.3. 
The other ten innovations and industries each have some technical points 
worth noting. 
Basic oxygen steelmaking: all firms refining steel and using blast furnaces. 
(source: Iron and Steel Board Annual Statistics) 
Continuous Casting: all firms refining steel but excluding solely-special- 
steelmakers - the same set as above, plus four additions (sources Iron and 
Steel Board, Annual Statistics) 
Vacuum depassinp: all firms using open-hearth, basic oxygen and electric are 
furnaces (source: Iron and Steel Board, Annual Statistics. ) As explained in 
the previous appendix, firms that were nationalised are considered as 
separate decision raking units, as the period studied in each case stops at 
the date when investment projects were those decided upon by B. S. C. 
Vacuum meltin!:: all firms producing 'permanent magnet, tool and high speed 
steels' (plus one or two other special steels) as defined by B. I. S. P. A. 
(nationalisation is largely inapplicable to these firms. ) 
Automatic track lines: the six independent car manufacturers existing before 
1960 (the date by which all had adopted) with capacities largo enough to use 
ATL (as defined by N. I. E. S. R. ) 
Tunnel Kilns: all firms producing clay bricks excluding those using clays 
which make the tunnel kiln inoperable due to high carbon content. The list 
of all clay brick firms was constructed from trade directories, 'Kompass' etc; 
one problem that arises, however, is that the diffusion data from N. I. E. S. R. 
is available for only eighty firms and it is only for these firma that we know 
the carbon content of the clay. Consequently, it is assumed that the 
incidence of high carbon-clay-content-clay firms outside the sample is the 
same as for those in each of five*eize classes considered. This reduces the 
number of potential adopters to one hundred and thirty seven. 
Tufted carpets: all existing carpet producers are assumed to be potential 
adopters. A special problem in this case, however, is that over the past 
few years, a number of new firms have entered the industry, in every case 
using tufted carpet machines. As has already been stated, it is considered 
A. 2.4. 
best, for reasons of comparability, to exclude the new entrants and study 
diffusion only within the original set of carpet producers. According to 
T. Scott, in 1963 at least, all new entrants werd in the size range 25 - 199 
employees, therefore the feasible set of adopters is taken as those reported 
in the 1963 Census tables minus sixteen new entrants in the 25 - 199 ran e. 
Three innovations in Lancashire weavings Metcalfe presents 
Ia 
series for 
the number of firms in Lancashire weaving since before the war, from which 
it is obvious that there has been a very large decline in population over 
those years in the industry. This will clearly affect any measures of 
diffusion used: for instance, should adopters who subsequently the be 
included within the overall figure for diffusion? In the event, diffusion 
is studied within that set of firms who have survived over the entire period. 
Thus all firms that have died during the diffusion period are excluded from 
the set of potential adopters, and those adopters who subsequently died are 
also excluded from the total set of adopters. 
It should be remembered that diffusion is studied here only within 
Lancashire weaving which includes the overwhelming majority of British weavers. 
One final point which should be made is that the number of potential adopters 
is calculated only for the final year for which diftuaion data is available 
and so, implicitly, the assumption is that firm populations were conßtant 
over the period studied. 
2 This is, of course, a simplification made because 
in many cases it would have been physically impossible to collect data for 
each year on the number of firms in each industry. (Very few of these 'industries' 
conform to the C. S. O's minimum list leadings exactly. ) Casual empiricism would 
suggest that it may not be too unrealistic an assumption, especially given the 
relatively short period considered in many cases. As has just been mentioned, 
in the two industries where a fixed population was clearly not the case, 
special allowance has been made. 
1. Unpublished !. Sc. thesis, University of Manchester, 1968. 
2. Or that firma leaving or entering the industry included the same proportion 
of adopters as did the original surviving population. 
A. 2.5. 
3. Adequacy of the samples. 
Most of the data collected by N. I. E. S. R. relates only to samples of 
firms within the appropriate industries; in this study, as one of the 
major aims is to compare rates of diffusion between industries, it is 
essential to examine the representativeness of these samples. 
Of these twelve innovations, automatic track linen may be accepted 
immediately as all potential adopters were sampled. For the other eleven, 
although apparently selection was made by stratified random sampling 
techniques, the inevitable non-response must have introduced elements of 
bias. In many cases this was substantially reduced by repeated approaches 
to non-respondents (often with the result that euch firms at least gave an 
answer to the question of whether or not they had adopted the new innovation - 
this is sufficient for my purposes at least. ) In what follows, the sample 
results have been extended to the populations by stratification after 
selection and generally assuming; no non-response bias. 
Special Tresses: the sample set here comprises two separate samples carried 
out by the Institute (one for the purpose of an interim report and one for 
the study proper. ) Although there was an 18 month gap between the two, the 
former sample were also questioned on whether they bad plans to install within 
the following two years, and so the two samples may be considered as being 
taken in the same years. 
Size Class Ni (number of firma 
in industry) 
ni (number of fim ai (of whom 
in Wimple) adopters 
0- 9999 51 
10 - 19,999 15 
20 - 49,999 18 
50,000 14 
98 
4 0 
9 3 
18 10 
14 11 
45 24 
1. tons of paper produced (industry size distribution from B. P. B. M. A. 
reference tables. ) 
N. B. In this and all subsequent tables in this appendix, ni refers to 
respondents - there is no available hard data on non-response. 
A. 2.6. 
Because the two samples have been combined, coverage on the top 32 firms 
is 1000, and the only problem is that of the very poor coverage of the very 
small firm, category. (However, according to industry experts, it is unlikely 
that any of these firms have yet installed special presses. ) 
The estimated number of firms that had installed SP by 1970 is therefore 
set equal to Z. Ni (mi/ni) s 26, and time series for the population's diffusion 
is hence derived by multiplying the time series for diffusion within the sample 
by a factor of 26/24.1 
Foils, synthetic fabrics, Wet auction boxest The sample set for each of these 
innovations was the same 24 companies (and coincides with the second sample 
mentioned for Special presses. ) 
Fbi1s Synthetic fabrics Wet auction boxes 
Size class 111 n, 2, ni ai ni mi 
0- 4999 35 0 0 0 0 00 
5000 - 19,999 31 7 5 7 3 71 
20,000 - 49,999 18 10 8 10 9 10 3 
50,000 14 7 7 7 7 73 
98 24 20 24 19 24 7 
Apparently non-response was extremely small in these canes 
2 but a very 
serious drawback is the absence of sampled firms in the 0- 4999 tons ranee. 
Ignoring this for the moment, the estimate of total number of adopting firms 
in the population would be 50.5; 45.5 and 15.8. lbrtunately, in two cases, 
there are independent estimates (by machine makers) of the likely number of 
firms using the innovations: for Fbils, 'probably slightly over 60, ' and for 
Synthetic fabrics 'about 50'. These estimates would be consistent with say 
11.5 users and 5 users respectively in the small sized firm rangos. (FAppily 
such figures tie in well with what one might predict by extrapolating back 
1. The same procedure for translating diffusion data for the c ample to the 
whole industry is applied in the following nine samples. 
2. As a test, the predicted penetration of SP, using this sample can be 
compared with that predicted by the larger sample of 45 firms - there was no 
difference in any size range. One might conclude that this set of 24 firms is 
representative of the larger set at least. 
A. 2.7. 
the Quasi-Engel curves of Chapter 7. ) Consequently, it is estimated that 
for these three innovations, there were, in 1970,62 ; 50.5 and 15.8 adopters 
(i. e. it is assumed that no small firm had adopted WSB. ) 
Gibberellic acid; 'all large and medium sized (malt makers) and a (random) 
sample of small brewers were approachedl, ' according to the Institute. 
It does seem that non-response was small and was due mainly to closures or 
small brewers not actually making their own malt but 'buying out' from 
maltsters. The respondents have therefore been treated as a stratified 
random sample which leads to the conclusion that the state of diffusion in 
the sample by 1967, of 21 out of 31 having adopted, was equivalent to 
population figures of 36.275 out of 56 having adopted. 
Size Class U, ni M, 
1- 12 14 74 
13-24 14 63 
25 - 34 953 
35 - 69 10 54 
70 987 
56 31 21 
1. Measured by number of employees engaged either directly or indirectly in 
malting 
Tunnel Kilns: as already mentioned, the feasible cot of firma excludes fletton 
producers and those firma which use clay with a high carbon content. 
Although N. I. E. S. R. 's sampling frame included such firms, they are excluded 
in the table below, which includes not only data on firms from 2l. Z. E. S. R. 's 
sample, but also some that I have subsequently collected. 
Size 1 class Ni ni mi 
1- 24 58 12 0 
25 - 49 33 17 5 
50 - 99 19 10 3 
100 - 249 16 84 
250 and over 11 99 
137 56 21 
1. Total employees. 
1. N. I. E. S. R., No. 48 op. cit. p. 79"Dut note that they use an output definition of size. 
A. 2.8. 
Strictly speaking this is not a random simple; there was certainly non- 
response from firms of varying size but most non-respondents were in the 
1- 24 range. It is the conventional wisdom that, as far as is known, no 
firm in this range has adopted the TK; this is exactly the conclusion one 
would arrive at by assuming no bias in non-respondence. 
Therefore, whilst still accepting that these respondents represent a 
potentially biassed sample, it seems fair to assert that such bias is unlikely 
to be substantial. 21 adopters in the sample, therefore is taten to represent 
34.4 adopters in the population. 
Shuttleless looms: as for special pressen, the full sample here is the sum 
of two overlapping samples carried out in 1968 and 1970. A rough check is 
possible on the representativeness of the former as the Textile Council 
quarterly 
1 
reports 1200 S. L's having been installed by that year. 
First M. I. E. S. R. Sample. 
Size class ni mi average number of Ni Estimated Ito. 
looms per adopter of looms 
1- 24 00- 96 - 
25 - 99 50- 95 - 
100 - 499 17 4 22 68 352 
500 and over 11 7 64 20 896 
33 11 279 1248 
1.14easured by total number of employees. 
2. Hypothesised size distribution (see appendix 5, table A5.2.2. for the 
parameters of this distribution). Actual distribution unknown. 
If the sample was representative, both in terms of proportion of adopters in 
each range and number of looms per adopter, there would have been 1248 S. L. 
installed by 1968 which does, in fact, exactly tally with the Textile Council's 
rounded figure estimate. It would seem, then, that the first survey, although 
subject to non-response, may have been adequate. 
The second sample was mainly an attempt to acquire more information about 
the larger firms in the industry (including some that had already been sampled) 
and only adds seven previously unsampled firms (including 4 adopters in 1968. ) 
1. 'Textile Council Quarterly Statistical Review' 1969, The Textile Statistics 
Bureau. 
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Adding these in, yields 15 adopters out of 40 firms by 1968 - assuming 
that the first sample was indeed representative, this compares with an 
estimate of 30 adopters in the total population. Again, the residual 
question mark must be placed against poor coverage of very s^iall firms. 
Automatic steel elate cutting: this sample probably represents moot 
problems in interpretation for the whole population due to substantial 
non-response. The Institute split the industry into two groups: those 
firms capable of producing ships of more than 5000 CRT and those not... 
In the first group, 25 of 27 were sampled and in the second, 12 of 35; 
response was as follows: 
Total Population1 sampled Responded 'Acceptable' 2 non-response 
Ist group 27 25 11 4 
2nd group 35 12 33 
62 37 14 7 
1. In 1965 (Geddes report. ) 
2. i. e. had gone bankrupt or been amalgamated by the date of the sample. 
Further to this, two of the large non-respondents and one of the small 
non-respondents replied simply that they did not use the innovation, 
leaving 8 and 5 refusals to co-operate respectively. 
To derive estimates of total penetration in 1967, the following steps are 
made: 
a) to assume bankruptcy rates were similar in the firms not sampled which 
leaves, by 1967,23 and 26 firms in the two groups, 
b) to add the three firms who admitted they did not use the innovation to 
the respondents. 
c) assume that the non-respondents in both strata had adopted to the same 
proportionate extent as the respondents. 
d) assume that non-sampled firms in both strata had also adopted to the same 
extent (as all sampled firms. ) 
A. 2.10. 
Respondents Respondents Non-respondents ?R having not N3 
having adopted adopted sampled having 
adopted 
1st group 13 884.92 2 1.23 
2nd group 4050 17 0 
However reasonable are steps (a), (b) and (d), (c) is obviously arguable; 
quite possibly one reason for non-response may have been that those fines 
had not adopted. Replacing assumption (c) with one that no non-respondent 
had adopted, reduces the estimate for total adoption within the industry from 
14.15 to 8.76 (assured non-sampled adopters goes down to . 76 as well. 
) 
However, it is considered that such an assumption is probably too drastic and 
so, in the absence of better information, heroically, an average of the two 
estimates is taken i. e. 11.45 adopters out of a feasible sot of 49. 
(This, of course, assumes that no firn with small capacity, as defined 
above, had adopted by 1967; this would appear to be the conventional wiodom. 
1) 
In conclusion, however, some doubt must be expressed against this eatimtte 
which can only be rouily accurate. 
Numerically controlled machine tools: (a) in the Turning Machine industry. 
A first sampling stage in this case involved telephone enquiries with virtual 
100; success on the basic question of whether a firm had adopted or not; the 
fact that 100`% coverage was not achieved must be due to use of a different 
sampling frame from the one that I have constructed 
2 
or incorrect addresses 
etc. These miscellaneous factors might cause bias in the effective simple 
but it is unlikely to be serious 
3 
and is ignored hero. In other words, it 
is assumed that the 36 firms are a stratified random sample, in which case, 
18 adopters in the sample implies 23 adopters in the industry as a whole. 
1. Accöriiing. to a machine maker and 2d. I. E. S. R. 
2. For the purposes only of estimating the firm size distribution. 
3. Apart from under-representation of smaller firms which is allowed for by 
post-selection stratification. 
A. 2.11. 
Size 1 class 11, ni Ai 
1- 49 10 6 0 
50 - 199 12 5 1 
2D0 - 299 9 6 2 
300 - 749 11 10 6 
750 and over 11 9 9 
53 36 18 
1. employees. 
(b) in the Printing press industry. 
The same comments as above apply here. Therefore, 10 adopters in the 
sample implies 17.4 adopters in the industry as a whole. 
Size 1 class N, n, m, J. 1 l 
1- 74 13 8 1 
75 - 499 18 7 3 
500 and over 12 9 6 
43 24 10 
1. employees. 
. 
(c) in the Turbine industry. 
Alain, the same comments apply as in the above two cases. It must be 
acl=wledged, howevor, that both industry and sample size aro cm . 
ll, thus 
reducing the reliability of the estimate for the whole industry. 
Size 
1 
class 
1- 499 
500 - 1999 
2000 and over 
1. employees. 
Ni ni 
621 
721 
755 
20 97 
Seven adopters in the sample therefore implies 13.5 adopters in the industry. 
In general conclusion then, one must say that for one or two cases, the 
sample may not be very representative, with the implication for time seriea 
regressions that, although year-to-year chan, -es in diffusion may be quite 
accurate, the overall level might be leas so. On the other hand, none of 
the samples seem too poor to immediately invalidate their use in this thesis; 
A. 2.12. 
needless to say, random sampler are a practical impoecibility and it would 
be difficult to envisage achievin auch hier recponaeo than did the 
I1. I. E. S. R. 
4. The followinr f puree rropent the time Perlen data+ on percentage difAmion, 
Qt, used for chapter 6. (- (m/n)it whore m" the nuaber of edoptoro in 
the jth industry; nu the total feasible set of adopters. ) Section 2 of 
this Appendix has included the definitions of and sources for n, Section 3 
has described how mt has been computed from the 1. I. }. 3. Re earnplee afld, for 
those innovations for which data on mt van obtained from other eourcee, 
these sources are given under the relevant fipuree bn1or. 
mire A. 2,1 t Tino serif an for tho nnrc= tn, -n of nntn"+tiral n+lnnta r-o-P 
ne nrtrd. 
i S. P 
Percentage 
diffuzion 
(Proportion 
of potential 
adoptern 
having adopted) 
'Qt 
`'t 7060 
50 
40 
30 
20 
10 
1963 65 67 69 70 
1963 65 67 69 70 
a.; -. 1 }. 
Qt 
(iii) S. F. 
_t 20 
(iv) W. S_B: 
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2. Sousse: P: etcalfe, (1970 op. cit. 
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Sources for (xix) - (=ii): 
1. various editions of the B. I. S. F. Annual Statictica. 
2. U. U. E. C. E. report (1963) op. cit. 
3. narraclou, h, J. I. S. I. (1969), op. cit. and varioun oditione of tho 
D. I. S. F. Annual Statintica. 
4. Flux, J. I. S. I. (1965), op. cit. and various oditiona of the B. I. S. F. 
Annual statistics. 
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Aonendix 3. The sources and quality of the data usod to mit tr uro Ctihn the 
. irre series repressions of Chnpter 6. 
Although the results reported in Chapter 6 section 6 includini a cyclical 
variations variable refer only to the use of capacity usace as the operative 
measure, three alternative measures were also used with little success. 
In this appendix the exact specificationof these measures are diecunsed 
and problems of measurement outlined. 
(i) Dtj was used to represent the level of industry j'e demand in year t; 
to standardise for differences in induntry demand, it wan expressed as an 
index with a base of dem in the year of introduction of the innovation 
Concerned. 
Two major problems of measurement presented thec elves. For some industries, 
data was just not available at the level of dicta tion required and no 
more broad industry definitions h Ad to be used e. g. for the printing press 
industry. Furthermore, sometimes data vas not available for derer at all; 
fortunately output data was available in there cases and was used an an 
(admittedly inferior) csubatituto. 
Dtj is defined an a real variable, therefore conotant price or vol=o- 
based series were always used. 
The firnt column of table A. 3.1. lioto the operational aoasuree used ai 
the notoo to that table present to eourco for these aeries. 
(ii) INVt was used to represent the level of groan invontaent in all plant 
and equipment in industry j in year t. It was staMnsdicod ncroas industries 
by meacuring it as an index breed on investment in the start year. 
Again there are two empirical problama, troth ate=In« from the scarcity of 
time cerise diaa negated data on inveat: aont. There have been s all annual 
Cennuaea of Production for moat of the poat-war yearn and these provided 
series for cross inveetnont at current prices at various arA variable industry 
aggregations. 
I 
1. Dost of which are euizaariced in the Hoard of Trade Journals of 27.12.19631 
20.12.1968 and 30.12.1970, although data for come yearn in the 50'a to only 
available in the original roporto. 
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Unfortunately, more often than not these aMrerationo are higher than those 
required for my purposes; roroover satisfactory price deflators for these 
series are generally unavailable. The second column of table 1.1.3. liste 
the series which were, in the event, used; and, as can be seen, in the worst 
cases, the required and actual level of a gations for investment data 
(such as 'All drink industries' for 'salting') diverge by so ersuch an to 
render use of the data rather questionable. Price deflators for investment 
were calculated from data published in the 'r'. onthly direst of Statistics' 
on investment'in current and constant prices for the eight broad industry 
classifications which encompass all of the Industries within qy sample. 
To indicate the level of imprecision that their use leads to, a typical 
example might be given: the series for investment by the crude steel vector 
of the Iron and Steel Industry is calculated from data on investment in 
current prices by all of Iron and Steel, which is then deflated by a 
derived price index of investment goods used by the broad ')total rnnufactura' 
group of industries. Such approxirations obviously pose serious question 
marks ageinst the validity or usefulness of INVtj, which are confirmed by 
its or perfonaance in the empirical work. 
(iii) IItj wao used to represent the lovel of une: aploy oit in industry j 
in year t. More specifically, it was eoanuro4 an the ratio of wholly 
unemployed male and fe; nalo workoro to the number of employees in employment 
in the industry 
1. 
The only problem encountered (apart fror the well-known 
unreliability of unemployment figures at the industry-levol) win the wninl 
one of not having access to sufficiently dicaregnted data; hoverer thin 
was less frequent in this case as the industrial breakdovn of unemployment 
fieurea is quite fine. Column 3 of table A. 3.1. lists the series actually 
used. 
1" Data for both of these aeries in presented in the Department of } iployriont 
Cazette relating to the second week in November of each year. 
A. M. 
(iv) Ctj was used to represent the level of capacity uaago in induatry 
j in year t. This is the one aoacure for which results are spelled out 
in detail in chapter 6. As already explained, it was computed an the 
ratio of actual output to capacity output in each year. Series for the 
latter were calculated using the most simple Wharton school technique of 
interpolating between peaks of output. Unfortunately it has provod 
impossible to obtain data on output for many industries and in those cases, 
demand has been used as a Burro ate. In fact, for only four industries 
was data available for both demand and production, therefore, with the 
following exceptions the same data series have boon used to conputo both 
D tj and ct,: 
SP, SF, F, WSB, FCBC 
Be?, cc 
VD 
vM 
(production of all paper and board. ) 
(crude atcel output, ) 
(total steal output. ) 
(special eteola output. ) 
For all other industries, the aeries used are listed in the first column 
of table A3.1. 
As for Dtj, INVtj and Utj there is the problem in some cares of the 
data being at a more a egated level than is doairable, given the fine 
induatry-clanoificationo required in this study. 
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Table A. 3.1. Data series used to rer"ncnt econe"ttc Aattytty vnriablen. 
Dt3, ctj 
Innovation 1%aaure of demnnA/ 
production 
SP; SF; F; apparent consumption 
WSB; PCBC of all paper and board 
BOP; CC crude steel deliveries2 
VD total steel deliveries2 
VM special steel 2 deliveries 
EH; ADH; ASB total yarn sized 
3 
NCTURN deliveries of machine 
tool©4 
NCTQRB deliveries of 
turbinea5 
PNCPP index of production fo 
mechanical en ineerine 
CA 
SL 
TIC 
SPC 
CT 
To 
ATL 
Ztti tj p 
Invontmontnnri. nl0 rn'nlovrsnt nnrionll 
Paper and Board 
(Ln4131) 
Iron and Steel 
(YM 311 - 13) 
Iron and Steal 
(lii? 311 - 13) 
NQ 
Pnper and Board 
Iron and steel 
(' , ºi) 
MM 
00 
Cotton, can-made cotton weaving 
tibren etc., textiles 
(rte 412,413 & 423) 
Mechanical en4neering I nchiue tools 
( 
d; 
331-9,341,342 
"00 Industrial anenea 
MWN 
beer production 
7 
Drink induatrioa 
woven cloth production8 as for VI etc. 
deliveries of clay bricka9 Bricks ezd cement 
(1111461-4 and 469) 
index of product on z Shipbuilding and 
for ohipbuilding aarino engineering 
(VITT 370) 
con erase rditure Paper producta, 
on nevepapora conftant printing; and 
prices) 7 publishing 
deliveries of all other toxtile 
carpets induatriee 
production of carp 
9 Eotor Yehiclea 
(nn 311) 
Other non-alactrical 
er innerin$ 
Broviha and mzºltini; 
aA for E3 etc. 
I3ricka arA fireolay 
goods 
Shipbuilding 
Printing and 
publiehtnP, of 
nevapitpx ro arnd 
periodicnle 
Carpets 
lbtor Vohicleo 
A9.700 
Sources 
1. B. P. B. M. A. Reference tables 1970,71,72. 
2. Annual Statistics of the Iron and Steel Board and B. I. S. F. 
3. Mietcalfe's M. Sc. thesis. 
4. Business Monitor on Metalworking machine tools. 
5. Industrial en4inea. 
6. Economic trends,. Noveober 1972. 
7. various issues. 
6. Textile Council's Quarterly Review, 
9. Housing Statistics, various issues. 
10. 'Trade and Industry' / 'Board of Trade Journal'; 27.12.63; 20.12.6f; 
30.12.70. and various Census of Production reports and '. onthly Digest 
of Statistics (varioun). 
11. Department of Daployment / Ministry of Labour Gazette various issuee. 
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Appendix 4: The data u sod to estimnt© the Quant-fhr -l curves . 
This appendix reproduces the data used to estimate he Quasi-D, e1 cuzven 
reported in Chapter 7. 
Für each innovation and industry firne are grouped into a number of 
size ranges. For each range the tables chow the cumber of firma in that 
range, the penetration of the innovation (i. e. the proportion of frone having 
adopted) and the average size of firn (neaeured in numbers employed. ) 
The date for which these measurements apply is shown in brackets after 
the name of the innovation. As reported in chapter 7, there wan very 
little discretion in the choice of year for which the curves were calculate4. 
For some innovations the only data available was for one year and for given 
size ranges. Whilst for others penetration data wan availably for a number 
of alternative years, information on firm size was not. Moreover these 
curves can only be estimated so lon« an nenetration does not reach 1OC in 
any range - the normit of 1O0; ä is, of course, infinity - therefore in some 
cases, the choice of estimating year was further restricted. 
For most of the innovations, the Fourcoo for those data are gtven in 
Appendix 2; for one or two, however, additional aourcon are indicated in 
footnotea to the tables. 
At the end of this appendix the method for calculating for AIL 
is described. Estimation of an }gel curve for the car industry van 
impossible as, for thoce purposes, it is defined as including only 6 frommt 
obviously no meaningful Eroupingn are poocible for ouch a aaa11 number. 
1- For a number of Industrien, data is only available for a c&tple of 
firms - the samples are usually identical to thooo outlined in Appendix 2. 
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Table X4.. 1. ThA data uned in tabular fora. 
PAPER AKD BOARD 
(i) Special presses ( 1970 ) 
Size range Penetration Avers onploymont 
> 50,000 tons* (14) 1 . 786 4195 30 - 50,000 " (10 .6 616 
20 - 309000 .5 424 10 - 200000 " 9 . 333 246 0- 10,000 " 4 .0 64 
(ii) Foils (1966)2 
> 50,000 tons 7) . 857 4195 20 - 50,000 " 10) . 500 531 
5- 20,000 " 7 . 2£357 1133 
0- 5,000 " 0 ? 313 
(iii) Synthetic Fabrics (1966)2 
> 50,000 tons 7) ( . 857 4195 10 20 - 50,000 " ) . 400 531 
5- 20,000 " (7 . 143 183 0- 5,000 " (0) ? 31 
(iv) Wet suction boxes (1970) 
> 50,000 tons 7) . 429 4195 
20 - 50,000 10) . 300 531 
5- 20,000 "7 . 143 103 
0- 5, OOO "0 ? 3', 
(v) Process control by computer (1970) 
50,000 tons 14 . 2143 4195 20 - 50,000 " 18 . 0556 531 0- 20,000 " 66 . 0152 106 
* (tons of paper produced) 
IRON AND STEM 
(i) Basic 0syrg+en Steelmaking (1963) 
Range of employees Penetration worn o ployaont 
8500 +6 . 833 18300 
4000 - 8499 6 .5 7247 1- 3999 8 . 125 2290 
(ii) Continuous Casting (1969) 
+ 81 ( 375 15000 
3000 8098 8 . 375 5670 1- 2999 (8 . 125 1375 
1- bracketa after size range denotes mznber of firms in crimple within that range. 
2. After 1966, penetration in the >50,000 tons ¬ OUP reached 100A. Aß the nor it 
for 100% is infinity, it would have been technically impossible to fit the line r1 Ltl 
(iii) Vacuum degassing (1968) 
Employment Range Penetration Average D p1oytent 
8400 + (8 . 625 15780 
6000 - 8399 (7 . 571 7007 
2000 - 5999 8 . 500 3272 
1250 - 1999 7 . 429 1 1- 1249 (8 . 125 529 
(iv) Vacuum Melting (1968) 
1000 +8 . 875 3062 
350 - 999 7 . 571 496 1- 349 7 . 235 207 
LANCASHIRE WEAVING 
(i) Electric }rgrometere (1956) 
Size Range * Penetration Averare Employment 
> 800 looms . 82 
785.5 
401 - 800 " . 29 
271.4 
201 - 400 " . 09 
135.9 
"1- 200 " . 007 
45.3 
Source (for all three innovatione)s Metcalfe p. 152 and footnote p. 153, 
(1970- 
op. cit. ) 1, umber of firm in each range, not rAven by retcnlfe. 
(ii) Accelerated Drying Uloode (1956) 
800 looms " 593 707.5 
401 -800 " . 25 Z71"0 
201 - 400 " . 11 135.9 
1- 200 " . 0035 45.3 
(iii) Automatic Size Bozos (1956) 
> 2000 looms . 19 1332.7 801 - 2000 " . 11 634.2 
401 - 800 " . 06 271.0 
1- 400 " . 00 71.0 
* !. umber of loons employed 
rM' ICAL co? m oL 
(i) Printing press induatz7 (1970) 
Employment RanCo Penetration AveraCo f2aployt ent 
500 + (9) . 667 1339 
76 - 499 (7) . 429 199 
1-- 75 (e) . 125 39 
(ii) Turning nachine tools industry (1970)1 
500 12 + . 1 
200 - 499 (1 3 . 461 293 1- 199 (11 . 0909 71 
1" The classes had to be larger than average due to the need to avoid 
100% penetration in the top ciasa. 
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(iii) Turbine industry (1970) 
Enployment Range 
1000 + (7) 
1- 999 (2) 
MALTING : GYbbere113c Acid (1967) 
ploymont PAngo 
70 + (8) 
25 - 69 (10) 
13. - 24 (6) 
1- 12 (7) 
WF : Shuttleleea booms (1970) 
Employment Range 
2000 + 7 
500- 1999 8 
175- 499 8 
125 - 175 8 
1- 124 9 
BRICKS : Tunnel Kilns (1971) 
Employment Ranro 
200 + 13 
50 - 199 14 
1 1 
30 - 49 14 1- 29 15 
Penetration AvernL-n Enploynont 
. 857 3736 
. 50 Z75 
Poretration Av©rn yi aploy:., ent 
. 875 169.5 
. 700 69.9 
. 500 15.9 
. 571 5.9 
Penotratton Avern e M: pl, oya, nt 
. 857 2951 
. 75 1199 
. 50 274 
. 25 1'6 
. 11 61 
Penetration Aver are 
. 923 559 
. 236 119 
. 2E3ä 39 
. 067 21 
itPBtTILDI1t : New methods of Stool plate cutting (1961) 
Employment Rangro Penetration Avorerer Lploy mt 
3000 +5 050 
500 - 2999 6 . 167 1526 
1- 499 3 "o 265 
* given problems of non-reaponso in the oriina1 arimp1e, thee* pranortiona 
are tentative. 
PROVINCIAL 11FlPAPFt : Computer Typ©cotttn1 (1972) 
Employment RanCo PQnotm tton Avora oI loyzent 
700 + 12 . 417 1409 400 - 699 10 . 400 493 
300 - 399 11 . 364 323 240 - 299 12 "005 266 
1- 239 (12 . 167 214 
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CARPET INDUSTRY : Tufted Carpet machines (1966) 
* 
Eiployment Range Penetration Avora(o D ployment 
500 + . 80 1393 200 - 499 . 71 326 25 - 199 . 40 95 1- 24 .0 16 
* This table is based on a sample of 1/3rd of all fir s in the industry by 
T. W. K. Scott (op. cit. ) NeV entrants are excluded. 
CAR INDUSTRY : Automatic Track Lines. 
Whilst it is impossible to compute a Quasi-Enrol curve of any aoaninr; for 
this industry of only 6 firma, by happy coincidence an astizate of (S/1) in 
still possible. ATL is the one innovation in the sample which had diffured 
10VIo at the time of study and, conrequently, an alternative approach to 
is available. 
In this unique cane, observations are available for all firne on the date 
of adoption (di). Therefore it is ponaible to ura the relationship indicated 
in Appendix 3 to Chapter 5" An ATL is a 1roup B innovation, the following 
implication can be derived from the model (equation 5. A3.6)s 
di a-+ log d- -4r loh; $i -+ lop; 6i 
(table 6.6.1. indicateo that Si "0 for A: Z) 
On regressing di against lee Si for the 6 tir^». n in thin industry, 
0/1) 
" . 395. 
Furthermore, from table 6.4.1., the ootimnto of b for ATL, using Un 
cumulative normal, is . E32 
1/2 il 
Y, 
As b .' (ß2ö, t ö=) 0 (91,4)l s +ßa2) " .f2 
Therefore, 6s +(*832 x . 395)-2 
and as 192 is given in Appendix 5 as . 3645,13.26 - . 3645 10 7.955 
In passing, it is interesting to note the direct link betwean the apocd of 
diffusion, the slope of the Engel curve and the site elasticity in the 'time-1a1; 
before adoption' equation used no euch in previoun research 
(tee section 3 of 
chapter 2. ) 
Apo: ). 1. 
A»nendix 5. The Sample indu3trr firm nine dintribittinnn. 
In section 4 of chapter 5, firm size is ascod to be loFnoxrnlly 
distributed within each industry. This appordix providos n tent of this 
assumption, using the size distributions actually observed for the ar No 
industries and in doing so generates estimates of the paranetorn of those 
empirical distributions. 
As a preliminary, a brief survey is presented of the theoretical 
assumptions needed for 1oiormalitp, the empirical validity of tauch 
assumptions and of the technlquesused in the past to tent e-ipirical vita 
distributions for 1ognormality. Then, in a second section, the loioranl 
assumption is tested for the sample industries arfl eotinatee of parar t, tere 
are computed in each case. 
LA survey of past work. 
The 1opormal steady state distribution of firm aizo in pnrern, ted by r 
growth process embodied in Cibrat's well-known 11AW of proportionsts effort'. 
Thia states' that the towth in firm i's size at time t is , Sven by a rnra! 4a 
disturbance term Fit = 
sit - sit-t ¢ cit 
sit-1 
or, alternatively, the cizo of firm i tends to cl anm over tthe, by a rrt loktly 
distributed proportion of its sizo at t ho start of the time pario1s 
it - Git-1 - 3it-1 Eit (A5.1.2) 
There are a number of implications of this arourption2t all firne in An 
industry have t: 'e same oxxcted rrozth rates the diawtrnion of riowth raten 
in tho came for all cizes of firm; tho dintrib ition of i rovth rntr n is 
lopnorral and tho variance of firm sizo terAv to increnci+ over time. 
1. See, for inotance, Aitchison aral L=wn (op. cit. ) Chapter 3 or R. Cibrnt, 
"Les ink litl5o fconomiquc8, " Paria (1931). 
2. An noted by p. Hart, 'The aixo and rroxth of firn, ' Economics, 1962 
vol. 24. 
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HartI testa these aszmptionn arainat four cots of data in various U. C. 
industries, and concludes that they may be only broadly conniatont wtt'i the 
facts. His data on firm growth rates in certainly conMetont with tho 
first of these implications, a definite conclusion on the decor inplic. ^tion 
is not possible: two out of the four groups considered chow no nirntficant 
differences between larCo and small fir^ia in the diapercion of growth rat's, 
but one group shows si tficantly lar; or dispersion for larre firms and 
another group shows si gnificantly a -miller dispersion for lar, funs. T hm 
third and fourth implications are tested a zinot a different get of data aM 
are accepted with some qualifications. Mansfield? snorts similar finlin 
from data on three major A erican industries. 
In recent years a number of authors have curmsto4 a nunbor of nodificnti. one 
" to the model which increase realiaz at the coat of producing; a moro aaaalex 
cizo distribution. Sisson and Bonini, 
3 for initarco, allow for A cor. Atznt 
birthrato (the simple model aacunoc no birthu or deaths), this hits the effect 
of producing the more flexible Yule dietributton which, interoatinrly, 
approxiraatoa to the Paroto curve in its upper tail. Saving l'. an Introduced 
the poccibility that constant returns; to scale (implicit in the boote for of 
Gibrat's law) only apply over a certain aizo rnn o- beyond so= uapcr limit 
there are decreasing; returns and below a lower limit there tarn incrnnnine' 
returns. This has the effect of producing the more coapllcatod four p'trn- 
metor loEnormal distribution of firn cite. 
In order to maintain the simplicity of the rodol Presented in chapter 5, 
1. ibid. 
2. E. ? imt field, 'Entry, Cibrat'a Lnx, irnovntion and the growth of fir' n, ' 
American Economic Review, December 1f62. 
3. H. Simon and Co 1onini, The nizo distribution of b ninoro firn', kkaericai 
Economic Review, September 1958. 
4. T. Savin. c, 'The four parameter 1o norza1, di©ecornnten of ecale timt the 
atze diotribution of ralnufacturinr oetablialaonta, ' Interntttonftl Economic 
Review, January, 1965. 
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however, it would be preferable to retain tre simple two narnzetor lo. rnornal 
assunption. Yet it is clear fron the above that the ancptiorn upon trhich 
it is based are likely to be violated to a loscor or greater extent for Mont 
industries, and that other statistical dictriboitiocs might offer a better 
explanation of the real world. 
The obvious question which raust be posed is, door the airsple 1ornor^. al. 
offer an acceptable explanation of empirical sizo dietributiono, even thourh 
it is based on an mber of only approximately valid assumptions? ibrtunately, 
a survey of pest work on fittint this 1o'norrtl to actual size dintrib: tionn 
suggests that, generally, it does. 
Hart and Praiai in a study of quoted buninosa u., ita in tra U. C. for a 
number of different yearn in the first part of this century, use two 
alternative tests of the lopromality' assniption. A ron-rii: arous tent, in 
to plot the cumulative distribution on lognriti; nic r obi, bility rAporrt a 
rou,, h indication of lofnoraalit"7 requires thtt the trunfor. .i dintrily+tion 
should describe a straight line. On thin purply v'tn tal level, Rttrt and Prn. tn 
conclude that the lornormal provide* a promising fit. An a soco-d, rroreo 
ri(oroun test, the parameters of the obonrve t distribution are entirvited on 
the assumption of lo reality, then the roodnenn of fit in rwwurod unini' 
the Fisher test of noriality3 (for for nt n, of courno). In thin wrest they 
conclude that there is a olirt, t akcwr oon to t! ^e rirht in tra mnirical 
dintributione (that is log aizo hai, a a1i 'fitly a&: oved dintril stion rather 
than n rr otrical normal dintribution. ) ! ovcvor, na the nut? arn note, 
thin may be duo to their as le of fimn betty' unlor-ronrncontntive of 
certain size eher oo in the total population. 
1. P. 11art rind S. Praio, 'T1o cralyaia of 1rwinorn c'incontrntions a attttintica1 
approach, 'Journal of the Royal 5 tati n tic t1 3oc to ty, 195 'Go 
2. See chapter 7, lo, omal probability ontaila rcanuri v lopr rizo on tho 
horizontal azio and the no=it of the porcontaro of the population hlvinr 
oize below each cite level on the vertical rain. 
3. This involves calculating the 3rd niz 4th momenta of the trnnntor ed 
distributions which enables a chock of er, otrj and kurtoaie (convexity. ) 
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As an alternative to the lo normal, the Paroto curve has also been fitte1 
to actual size distributionsI with intorectitu,; results: an a description 
of overall size distributions, it is clearly inappropriate, however it does 
provide a close fit for the extreme upper tail for come industries, especially 
those with relatively few firma. In probably the most co=prehona. ivo tout 
to date of the Pareto curve, Quandt2 Pits a mribcr of variations of it, an 
well as the lo normal, to 32 4 ditit SIC industries. ilainp; his own 3 
statistic (probably more rigorous than the standardX2 test), he rejects 
the lognormal as an acceptable distribution in only 6 of the industries, 
whilst the rejection rate is far higher for each of the tour variants of 
the Pareto distribution which are fitted. 
Silbervuann3 suggests another way of tenting for lo, ron 1tty; having 
eatiaated the parameters rand 62, he computes the 4,0,20 and 50 firmt 
concentration ratio rates predicted. The hypothesis of lo oraa1ity is 
rejected if nr of these predicted ratios diverges siCnificnntly true the 
observed ratios. lie provides a vast array of different r sulto, an exnrle 
of which is 82 industries in the U. S. in 1959. Of those, 73 have it 4 firm 
concentration ratio not aiiificantly different from that predicted by t"e 
estimated 1o norm] parameters. 
However, 31 of the 73 do have at least one of to observed 8,20 or 50 
firm ratios significantly different from the predicted values; thus, uain 
this rather stringent teat, only just over half the duple say be aeeu: to 
have lognormal distributions. Rowovor, by concentrating, on the upper tail 
of the distribution, he is testing the Achilles k'. cnl of the lo omrtl and 
it is still possible that the lo norial cuüº provide an adequate description 
of the size distributions in their entirotien. 
1. Simon and Donini, op. cit., L. En +all, '2', odolo of Industrial Stxucturu, ' 
Lexington Books, 1; eu York, 1974. 
2. R. Quandt, 'On the size distribution of time, ' Ar-rricnn Economic Roviev, 
June, 1966. 
3. I. Silbermann, 'On lo nor ality rin a cu=awry moncuro of concentration. 
American Economic Review, September 1967. 
Engwall'sI results redress the balance somowhat. $e wen a variety 
of test procedures of the lognormal for a wide spread of ecpiricAl 
distributions and claims (rather imprecisoly) 'wo did obtain fairly pool 
results. ' One interesting conclusion of Eng-rall'e in that to lo(nornal 
has been found to be most appropriate for 'induitricn exhibiting no lernte 
change in the number of firms. ' 
Overall, two points seen incontrovertible. Virtually all obnerved 
distributions are positively skewed and may be adequately described bj 
one of the theoretical distributions rerated by different vereiona of 
the law of proportionate effect; Quandt2, for instance, finds that only 
one of 32 industries tested has a distribution not conaistent with one 
of the 6 alternative theoretical distributions (nll bared on the law). 
Second, of all the cocoon o'cowod distributions, the lomior uul offers tke 
best overall fit for roost induustries. P. ovevor, it aunt be concedext that 
there are cacen when it does not offer an nccentable ez'lnrntlon. Clearly, 
some test of the lornornal hypothesis is dcoirnblo for the irduetriem 
included in the pronont cam lo, in the licht of the above dircuenton n^d 
because of its central role in the devolornont of the nodal of chapter c. 
I12ormalityin the anunle induntrion. 
It is possible to tent the lornommlity an=Dtion for all bait three of 
the sa. nle indus3tries. 
3 
PiC., res A5.2.1 show the cumulative distributions on ecalcn co^eiatent 
with logarithmic probability paper NJ m, 6ý are reed oft the charts 
1. Fall, op. cit. See also Sisson and Donini (op. cit. ) for euoport for 
the lognormal. 
2. op. cit. 
3. For shipbuilding and textiles, not all firm aizao are known a rd for tho 
car ind'zstry, the concept ofacontinuoun distribution in inapproprinto for th rn mra 
only 6 firm. Soo the note at the ord of t ho Appand. i% for tho n, 7ftdo uao4 
to compute rt$j and 
62j in theca cacea. 
APP* ?. 0" 
from the strairht lines drawn through the points. 
90j 
in calculated 
as the inverse of the slope and tlj an the value of lei S at which the 
Womit = 01. maximum likelihood or minim= nor. -At x2 could have been 
used to calculate these parameters, brit there seerau little point in auch 
sophistication, Lven the low nunbor of obsorvationa for mat iniuntriess. 
(See section 2 of chapter 6 and section 1 of chapter 7. ) Thene firmes 
provide a rough first test of lognoralitys the straight line app©arn 
to provide a good fit in tost cases, beat clearly, the brick. induztr, / 
provides an exception. 
As alternative tost3, 
xz and the Koltao orov - 3^dr. Xft tent ctttietio 
have been computed for each industry. The former ia, of course,, the 
standard test of normality and is baacd on the observed and Mocted 
mmbors of firms in each size class. An car be aeon from table A5.2.1, 
the hypothesis of a loin nornrll size distribution can only be rejected eßt 
the }. level for the brick industry, although local nexcpsporo, too, record 
a high value for X2. 
Whilst thin is an extremely oacourn tntr rormit, it aunt be n& itte4 
that the it2 test is fairly imprecise. Therefore, a second teat is 
probably desirable; thoro are, in fact, a wide sarict' of toot* which n'' 
be applied, 
3 
most of which have boon mentioned already. In the nvcnt, 
the co-called Kolmogorov - Smirnoff approach is unod. Lillioforn4 clairu 
1. If s is A( j*sj, 615) then the proportion of fir. no hnvinr air* lore than 
Sx is given by Px a A(Sxlp j. 62ý) - It(loro 
1 ýt1ý j' 
62 ) 
Thus 7,, s -(jL/6)s j+ 
(4j) lo3 where sx in the ncrnit of Px 
2. See Quandt's (op. cit. ) criticisms. 
3. Silbez=nn'o concentration ratio nrnroach, Qua'dt'n otatiatic ,a trj 
of Lorenz curves, Fisher's toot of ror nlity etc. 
4. H. W. Lillieforo, 'On the nolzotorov - Stirnoff tont for no t lity with 
mean and variarce unknown, ' Journal of the Aaericnn Stntioticnl Aerociation 
1967. Seo also F. J. Kacee; r, "The 1; o1 ororov-S, irnotf toot for z, 0o4nonr of 
fit, "Journal of the Jmorica. i Statistical Ancociation, 1951. 
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Ann. 5.12. 
that it my be used with =aller w cplca whore tho validity of 
? 
could 
be qucationable, and that for any ==; Io situ it will ucwtlly be a more 
powerful teat. I nicafly, it entails a c, )apcricon of the obcervad aM 
predicted cu=ulntivo frequencies at each size and then tenting to one 
whether any of the recorded deviations excood a critical value which would 
be compatible with mrsality (for log, site), itven the total runbcr of 
finis and confidence level required. Zoro foil1y, wW obr crvnd cu=ulativo 
distribution is rojecta4 as not being noz--nl vith X. confidence if Oder 
where d" max 1 Oi - Eil 
and dcx is the critical value for t( confidence (tables rmvided 
in Liliofors) 
Oi in the obacrved number of fir. -o having sire loan Pu Si 
E, ia the pzvdi c i9+ß 
00"MM$05i 
The calculated d and do j for the rr,: airntttettnce level are pranent&! 
in 
table 45.2.1$ eßt . in, only the 
brick induatx apnamn to t va n vice 
distribution which can be rnjorct 3 as not lorrrnal. Iwicod, of the Wnr 
12 in1untrica, only local nownp rn r cor1c a Yalu* for d vhtch eºPpro charm 
dQ 
cz. 
On Oa brau of t. "oae ttzxaa tex ta, it oea--n th t ti, e lataruº1 aiyq 
distribution ancuod in the rdol is Wand an accoatnblo PTmroxinntion. 
Even for the brick irduatrr, it in s ^octod that te rejection of the lotý- 
nor-ol =V rocnult from inAoew ctee of dato collection. An can be noon fron 
firtzre A5.2.1. (xi), the etrAitit 11r0 only doviatnn widely Eros the obsternd 
Pattern for the c 'illont vivo z r-re - it overpr icto gully. . hid in an 
extra-yelp curpriainr- rocult t in virt zlly all o trical oito dietributtonn 
for vhicb the lotot nl has ben found to be irappronriato in the Banat, it 
has been the tr'r'r tI1 where exrl. arstion hin boon Poo. at. In this care, 
it cot= quite pr3tablo that that AAta o1jrcon uced (trr io diroctorion) 
fnilad to relrl aU sill rroducaro of cl. ty bric'en, or at leant dent . at t 
thorn na prcx! ocoro of other kinds of lyric"=: thin could m rin that not all 
Mm11 fires are iuluz! od in the distribution ohava for the bric% inthwtry, 
A-». 5.13. 
Trblo A5.?. 1. The eatimte{1 mmmaterrn retxl two teºetn of 1o-wrnmltty. 
3 3t' tiaticat 
TMu t7 p6 xý Otný+r r &! Critteiti. 134 
vn. lun (di) ri1u. + (toci) 
Paper and Board 5.15 2.941 4.733 2.25 10.3 
Local 27ek perl 5.82 . 6G! 3 10.49) 6.67 7.9 
? altinj 3.10 1.531 3.62.2 2. r2 7.7 
Lancashire textiles 4.67 1. E45 4.964 3.00 24. n 
Steol(BOP) 8.68 1.145 6.272 1,86 4.6 
Steel (cc) 8.45 1.392 3.501 1.50 4.1 
Steel (VD) 8.075 1.501 2.865 1.75 6.4 
Steel (V, t) 6.5 1.742 5040 1.81 4.9 
Printing press nie. 5.23 3.063 6.321 3. '3 6.7 
Turnip, aachine afro 5.45 2.2 2.056 2.33 7.4 
Turbine mfr. 6.90 1.960 . 510 0.16 4.6 
Ibn-fletton Dric' n 3.52 2.756 40.6341 20.962 12.0 
Carpets 4.07 3.842 5.8)9 4.0 12.3 
1. IAt, rAmalit"7 rojoctcd at the 9 level. 
2. Lotnormlity rejected at the 5 level. 
V. B. I: iaufticient dnt't in AVIdlJble to tent lo t Atifist for 
Shinbuildin», Car rznufactur^o nxrl Textilea. 
roüu1tinr in a do-- tad bins in the first point of tiro fi zro. 
For the car, ehipbui1d1sv- and textile i-Auatriere, it hnt not been aaeible 
to tent the 1orror,. 1ity r: ecw tion= but, nevort'mama, +'etihnten of rej wnsi 
6ä 
j nro required for these ir4uztrien by t! n nralyniß in the rtin tnzt. 
For the car industrj, these turn cacr*ute!, czi=ply, na the mean and vatrlru ee of 
loh- si: o for tho nix fii . a. ': hin mothod rvnoraten entiiton of 1A. and 60, 
for 1967, of 10.16 w id . 3645 rea ctivoly. If aizo in 1ot sorw^rlly dintri1nstod, 
then this would be an acceptable alternative aethv°' for dortvinrº the par" 
aetora. As a mush check of la or ilty, the following tent is poastble. 
2 
From the lornormal, tho arithmetic mean vita is given by o 'bs. Unin 
the above estiaates, a prediction of the arith-vtic an vivo is a10. 
ß2 
Which 
compares with an actual arithmetic "an in 1967 of a10.22'3` time 00 
observed size distribution apnea o to exhibit a positive eku+nesa quite 
close to the lotmzrai diotrib-anon: A(10.160 . 645). 
For ahipbuildinro data in not a ilablo for the air* of such firn. UUovover, 
it in kmovn that in 196a (accordirt to the Widea report)' the lari egt 27 
firne accounted for 73 of irdustr' w7nlo. pmt. An t era w pro 62 firm in 
the insluatry in that year, An Piro to he 1mr-nr+relly 1intr$h+etM$ if 
8 wan do cite of the 2 thh larrvat fira, than 
6: 162 
. 1ý( "INý62) - x('11 10,1) (A5.2.1) 
Theratore, 
1 .. 162 (th normt of 
(Aß. 
2. ß} 
Purt". or, an tl'. o first rear ant dintriVition, A (N+62, &2), describes tt, o 
oharo of total o"loyaont accown tl, d for by c ch tiro size 
. 25 w A(3dl442, 
) « r-( nr'3 
IA- 
-Ö 1 0,1) (A592.3) 
R? horotoro lo! 1' - -6 .. 2675 (the r ritt of . 25) 
(A5.2.4) 
üubtrssctint (*5.2.4) fmo (A5.2.2), (. ,7 nr ý2 M . 7006. 
An the arith atic mºai nit* in 196 vru 105.3, til'iitt nnmzninr 161TArmsl! t'll 
tt - lo( 1049 - 
11262 
w 6.9546 
1. op. cit. 
ci+ 
The position in exactly the cao for vest für 1 inUvidwetl fir: niscxs era 
not known, but it i© knotirn that in 1960, tha top 12 firn accounto 1 for 
half of omployiont (Toztilo Council Rorort)I. An thorc vorn 279 txrwn 
in tho industry with a swan size of 1613 rn a1a7cca in *at year, 
267 ýýle " 2'79 
tho 13th 1art*w t fir. 
Therefore: 
w 1.7 (the 
From the first mowant distribution, 
0, t} whe: ro 3 is tho tiro of (Ac. 2.5) 
rsor-. it at 
; 7-, 
) 
} (115.2.1 } 
l* 
. 50 .. ß( 
0--ý 001) (Ac. 2.7) 
therefore lor*3* -0 ýA 
1{1Ci, 
6 
Thus, 6a1.7,62 - 2"O9, and 4-1. or 169 - 1.445 +* 3. G79 
To mw=arise then, for each of then the irnhu, trjoa it is rc ere'r to 
an? loj . ormlity, in . '. ich cane the cot=toi parnz.. oterm nre an in 
table A5.2.2. 
Tnb1n A'.?.?. £ntimntM e irn nter uninr pther nn, t)Mr. 
A Aý 
camas 10.16 . 3645 
Shipbuildin ; 6.9546 . 7006 
Weaving' 3.67396 2.99 
3. C'nntnvaý of On t+nrn-<ntnrn. 
? inn1iy, evro romti ti -a prablcr of whot1ior it in accantnb1o to aarto, 
for all induotries, trat po j =4 
6äi are invariant frith ran-Tact to tiro. 
Unfortwatoly, for moot fimc in the a . Maloº ir4uott ten, data on sire is 
availablo only for oro point in tizo (unuml y the year of date collection. ) 
Similarly vivre publichod sito dintribtationa have bcßn UN A# ttsero too nro 
A 
not available for wro t? zn oro your. ; T: =, for Maat iMuntrierrt r. a ant 
^2 n 6 
0, are only available for ono point 
in tine. ` 
It coots unlikely that (2, vill chnn by very roch over the diffUcion 
7. on. cit. 
ý" They distribution publiabai in Comm snorts are at a too n ocntad 
level to bo unetul )gyro. 
period, especially an fir. -.. o entering or leavtnr during, tt o Period have 
been excluded in all canoe. Indeed, for the only o alo indttatry for 
'Which distributions are recorded at the start and and of the period 
(Lancashire textiles), 6ä charsod by loan then 5 over 20 yamse 
On the other ha)d, a constant P. seers loan likely. Tbrtu^. atoly, the 
implications are leas serious than for ran-con=tant 6o t in the time 
series econonetzice, this ray be haMled fairly easily (see Appendices 
at the end of chapters 5 and 6), and in the croac-induntry enairica it 
is unlikely that the relative sizes across inductriee of p will cram-0 
radically over the period. This problem can be seen in peraoaatlve by 
the fact that the avornre crovth in employment over the diffusion period 
for the sample industries was lean than 1ý per amt with constant 62it 
this implies an average charm in 
e aj over a 10 year period of only 
about 10 3. 
1. Computed from data pronentod in C. Miles, 'Le ncanhiro textilect A 
cane study of induntrinl cMrsvo' C brid, e University Prone, 196n. 
For come Genoral evidence, coo L. thrsrall, (o,. cit. ) pnrticulnrlq r. 75. 
AAp. 5.17. 
4. Emirical silo distributions. 
Table A5. 4.1. Data un#v in fip nrQ A6.2.1. 
(i) Parker and Board (1967) 
Size rangeI 1, umbor of fir^a. !: ean finx size(employecn)2 
1- 999 tons 8 9 
1000 - 4999 tons 27 47 
5000 - 9999 tons 16 122 
10000 - 19999 tons 15 246 
20000 - 49999 tone 19 531 
50000 - 99999 tons 6 1269 
100000 tons a 6391 
Total 98 768.4 
1. In tons of paper aril board produced. 
2. The published data cvikee no reference to anpl oymont. Tipis column h An been 
calculated aaauai. ng; that all size raz n have nver ^o labour-output ration equal 
to the labour output ratio for the industry an a whole. 
Source: British Paper and Board I'anufncturaro An cociation lnferor=co tables. 
(ii) Iron and Steel - for uco of Lacie Oxygen Procone 
(19(4) 1 
Exploymont range 1 umber of firmn ; vvernre errlo7T nt 
1- 3999 8 2 
4000 - 7999 3 
6617 
8000 - 9999 4 f263 
10000 - 17999 3 KA29 
i 10000 2 2` 396 
Total. 20 0620 
1. i. o. the year of nationalization. 
Sources: Iron and Stool Board Annual Statintice and `---Mo dimetorion. 
A'JTJ a 50 1 rl . 
iii Iron nM Stool - for uao of contiruoua cr. ntint (1f64)' 
Ehp1o3wý: it trn ;o 2'u bor of tthu Avert, --, n plo nt 
1- 1993 7 1223 
2000 - 3999 4 31915 
M- 7999 4 6753 
0000 - 9999 4 f1263 
M 10000 - 17999 3 MM 
10000 2^ 2`096 
Lb tal 24 7609 
1. i. o. the year of NttionftlirAtion. 
Sourc®oi Iron aril Steal Fo: tM , Lirw 1 5t tttatioa ns! 
? raria dtrootortet. 
(iv) Iron nnf! 2t. -ml - for use of vactrr., dnfirar-tw. (19601 
} plo went M"4'0 rwtrr of firms Avcrnro e "loyont 
1 -cam 6 3R 
1000 - 19 9 1516 
? C)OQ - 49 9 7 5O2 
50CO - 11 7185 
? 10000 `) X2 6 
To trel 5714 
1. i. e. the ye. -%r of ruitiorAlirAtion. 
Sou oot iron eus: i Stool io rci Am-%Ln1 Stntintiea and treu d. iraotorten. 
(v) Ir n rt tý-, 1 - for uo of rnct roltini 
(1%! )) 
D 1oy nt m. nm Fz !r of firma A1nrn1a oi'1oy ent 
t- 191 4 157 
'NOO- 499 7 333 
500 - 999 3 633 
1000 - 19 9 3 1267 
,3 noco 5 4140 
Total 222 
SaIzrcat Ih-! tiah Iron a Stool Pr lucero Aorocintlon (1aWPA) diroc'tnry. 
App. 5.19. 
. vi) i ncashiro rrenvinr (1956) 
Size ranCe1 PorcentaCe of total fir--a Ayernre *=lo ritt 
1- 200 41 45 
201 - 400 19 136 
401 - 800 19 272 
F )1 - 2000 11 634 
3 2000 3 1333 
1.1unbers of looms employed. 
2. Based on an averace loom-labour ratio derived fron daut provided in 
Robson op. cit. 
Source: J. S. fetcalfo, op. cit., p. 172. 
(vii) 1"Wnifacture of rrintinr nrfºprnm (1970) 
Eaploymont range Nuabor of firza Avozrºre oigloyzaent 
1-49 13 36 
50- 99 9 65 
100 - 299 a 144 
300 - 499 6 aft 
500- 999 5 650 
1000 - 1999 3 13710 
p 2000 4 ? 1100 
Total 43 577 
Sourceas Trade directories, Co it iaa, Iz. I. E. ý. ß. n pli". frrrret. 
nNN0 7*N" 
(viii) 1, %nuffcturo of turnins- nrichine'n (1970) 
Employment range tuber of firso Avorafm o. loyiont 
1- 49 10 33 
50 - 99 8 £31.5 
100 - 199 4 140 
200 - 299 9 227.9 
300 - 499 7 350 
500 - 749 4 537 
750 - 1999 1 1179 
>, 2000 4 4000 
Total 53 614 
Sources: Trade directories, Eoapaaß aril 2ý. i. ' . 3. R. eu sling frn'10. 
(ix i' nifncturf of turbirem (1970) 
E 1oymont rarro 24u bor of tirna Aver'e 1o5 nrnt 
1- 499 6 172 
500 - 999 4 737 
1000 - 1999 3 1400 
aoo 7 3650 
Total '0 1 fiter 
Sources: Trade director1e , 1: o=pima toad `". I. c. 301i. CAMplir4; frczre. 
Aap. 5.21. 
(x) rnltin (1%7) 
Ezp1oymcnt rarco1 ? 'crsber of firmis Auerapo [ p1oy~aont 
1- 24 29 11 
25 - 49 16 
34 
50- 99 5 63 
100- 149 3 109 
> 150 4 256 
Total 56 44.9 
1. Ezc1t Un' porooanol e=sloyod on brevtr, r for fir-r. n that brew n 
salt. 
ra AM I rornl Jllzn^rlck. Source 3I. I. ý. g. R. question air n, D=p 
(xii ybn-Flettnn hr1 ($970) 
11oyroint 1": mpe "= bar or iiyn ! 
Av rflCQ emnloy ent 
1- 24 `fl 1) 
25.49 37 
50- 91 19 69 
100 - 249 16 IN 
p 250 11 6: 0 
Dotal 137 m 
Courcaes i1. i. ý. . i:. eseetior Air"o )a rýrsýaý . rtd 
dirrcto: rtrn. 
_(ii) 
Cnrnnt r. A-^ifrecturo (1960) 
Diploymnnt tango lust r of firma Aver-tin e--plo nt 
1-24 67 16 
25 - 199 21 95 
200 - 499 17 726 
500- 1999 16 1025 
? 2000 4 2,96-4 
Total 125 214 
Sources Cent of p duction, I VI report to. 419, excltOinr 16 rew 
ontrantn in the 25 - 199 roam on e -v Manta of infor°ntion received 
from T. Scott (op. cit. ) 
izii nl n+ rrsý"". . 
Ehploynt rnni  ntor of firma Av#ras + No nt 
1- 29 J 24 242 
300 - "9 11 323 
400 - 699 10 4" 
700-999 0 707 
0 1000 4 14! 0 
Total 57 4t2 
sources Evertn' mvvm tr es4rertltiw. bxiraau, romr4ao cM K l1y'n dirroti, r,,. 
keß data itn 'lottrd in cu elfttiv( for.: in tirsrmn (5.2.1) to (5.2.13), 
in which obror Tttiorn r*for to Oo mich-rainte in CAohh rtr., e the ran 
ein, in thAt haare. 
A. 6.1. 
A_*'i Ix 6., ý', hi w 1! ý ""ýarrý"-r+nt of ?: ýt nt St-riýiyt . 
In ch^»tcr 0 and 9, roch of the nrnlvcin rointccº to the influx- ce of 
nari: ot otr'cttue on this obaarttd rtt : ctu-x). 'Jam itor. of tt: o moo?. 
"Ma nprer ix diecuacoa, at DO" lanrth, the ratet nn'rorninte c ; nirictl 
r ea Tires of ^LZri; ot stricture and conclueca thitt, for any irv t ntr+, to 
pam'aotora of tie firm atr dictritx: tion nroyiee at moo-4i nior--Al 
reflection of atsuct'ire, which }°'c certain advent. ,s over t'a ! »m 
truiitior. al ro cures. 
Section one repents brintlp the nrmronta for incltxlirp- the lnvel of 
coz otition (CCi) tu er. irtlu, nee on tie diftunion rrocean. Section two 
translates thero nrr e^tn into a caries of ehmractnrietica which te o`'aen 
c-»piriccnl rteamiro should reflect. Section thee curve' o the conventional 
cewnureo of industrial concentration. Section 4 d. iecunzea ih^tr relative 
ndvantarea and limitationn, on ft e aezr, tion tºnt firs airs in 1or"nrrt11, 
distributed. Section 5 deriveo a eenoralieed rv-t=ro of coneentrntion, 
the U index, which ap^carn to to rx ro flexible than rt. of We conventior. Ml 
warmes. Section 6 dircuncee briefly, the alterrntiro "ra=rem of Irrion 
to entry and product differentiation. 
ý. Ph, re1n of itx! untrirl ntntntttt" (CC, ) in tk.,, +lif , ý, s+! nn 
RiýºNR4f}. 
From riection 6 of chapter 5, v'-ich itrelf r rtrircn the Ar, = nto of 
chapter 4. CC i is pootu1 tod an it dotnminunt of th five ntr. ntnrn rArnvatorns 
dj0 Pit 6i, 'V and A in inmhuntrt , 
1'a dtff pion proconae 
taro cpocifically, it hn, n bann arcu& that rnrkot ntructure m7 lrrflt'fwnXdt 
I 
1) tho corpotitivo procruron on non-Adoptare to adopt. 
2) the incontivon for non-adopt. zw to adopt. 
3) adoptorn' villin nno to ram on inforation about t}o now inroavntlon 
to non-Moptorn. 
I. Often, one cannot be curtain ne to t'n direction of t tore influencoar 
however. 
Q) the attitudes hold by all fir--a to rev idcin rrd inn tio: ^n. 
5) the ho, otonoity of products oftorod k; l n it'untrt. 
In ta=a of the rodel, rý .: rcü grill influence iriittfti Attit', ý! a, 
propcrnity to oc xch and tho variability in ntttit ton (on roMictcd in 
o(V) i and Lj tend 
C1 roa tivo1y. ) Incentivoa n! uld to r7prrioonto'! 
by the typical profitability of the inrova, tion, vl. ich will . influcr. Cn nice 
proponoity to noarch, rotu= from rcnrch, (r ref'1CCted in'`1, A j W. of j 
V'iilinw^. euo to papa on infor., ation will trtin y dotor. »inm the rot', zrro 
from conch (or.. reflected in'j'j nn3! Zj). Ce ai attitu! em (which will 
nloo partly de ri on r-rrrrnuw^) will influence invont, ent yoýc±oUCm, 
proper itº to oe h lad perl z", the tordencf for lar¬er firs to Mopt 
earlier 
i (to reflected in 9( 
ho t, onoit. 1 of Uo ir4uetvy+o pzdu^t, th, lore "rintttjtr there ir it ely 
to be rcmrio fin in t? °e pro! ttabiiity of the iTM vntion (ne roflmt d 
in 6JO) 
P. "'h7rn tti"rrforn of -+ r! -nt nt te, t"r . 
nie arrir, ntr sw rt t:: tºt at 1enst t? reo dt. rrmtona of =tat-at 
rtnctwro my be ra1av»t. It in cows: ttoxvtl to Ar, ua tbbt In tr iuitrien 
in which a lxrro n) m of tl.. e art: at to ca 
2 
in a fnw firn tt r+a 
in rort, clanrceº of i elicit (or oven . rlicit) mllunton, vitxi omrroquont 
lttc%- of co titiro r ictni earl peiivipn at erov torn "n ctint&4nirp tiM 
otntue qw. i"l: un, fnotoro 1, It 4 a. 5 from Oo lint O»ve my bo 
influenccd by the level of inr! wstriol corcontrntion. Tha two conntit t 
trto of caon ntrrmtion am, of cot= e, that m mbar of fitte in *o irAuntre 
et. -. i tim ineWlitinn bot on their nlwont tho torn f1r, n thor+e Any in tt 
irduntrp, th* Iona chance tb, oro to of milunton, ein lo: An n few firma i! o 
1. Soo ea earlier reference (coction 3 of c:, rfor 2) to Mr t n. vi Dirl ale 
tindin, - in tUn MV. -t. 
2. Soo Scherer, on. ci t., tr. 5o, for irntAnco. This diner sionn to be diccuc^wl 
rero follov tto rm'I'm i rw t by J. -'tin, ': ztrriern to raw co tition', Wtrvonl 4nlvirnity Prrn,, Ctm*i jdre, 1 u'a. 1954. 
A. .. ý. 
not domtnato the n kot. Conceptutlly, in P -n ire"antra of, a. 7,100 
fires, collualon is more pmtable if t) o5 1r+ri +at 2: nve n riri. nt rýh' 
of E30; ß, them if hair mt*ot chfre is only IC Ft. On the other t4ri , an 
industry vith the top 10 of 200 fine tcemr tine for Wv of the rst*et 
&ou1d be more co--petittve, in thin reran, than tM above em-Ple of the 
top 5 of 100 firm rccountinr for tTf. 
t Secondly, the extent of t; f r 
to entrv r., ay alto detarsira the dein of r. &r. ar -t alnc' tu.! thn nice 
of t'o ra*-up unm in nricirL are., an mich, !y influence All five factorn 
in the above list. " "be usual barriere cor. nt'eremi are ecale ecor rieh, 
pradection differentiation, advertintr orpanril turon aM minim m capital 
requt m-cnta. Thirdly the extent of "mA, "O-t Offro-rontt, t4en in An 
imaortant t'inenßton of atruct'xra in its o, n rir"it. 'arc fins have 
mzccon fufly differentiated their nW. uct, both the own price n, -A crcrt- 
price elasticities will be low, ve .. 
ltting large esr r -urs. Lain, thin 
will influnrce all five factors in the lint it rArticutnrly, * r"htpa, 
pree n on Juan-a optero to Adopt AM ? ienotty of p acts. 'here 
are alvayn ceriounß problems in mmmr'rintº thte eirennion. 
3. AltnrnpttlyA neamirrn of Proof-oitrot tion. 
In mot mcoar ha wide r v-m of alto tiva at ttntteAl Mr-trnn of 
concntrfttion haem bent tust, in thins ration, tiv of thn rr' errvn 
0^an am curvr`yc4 bºri(, t]y w >I eo tr rtM!. 
2 
(i) The cnrý++y± tiny rr+ttý (u. til r "ýfmt w, b f+r ün met ro'rtilnr) 
ceuoe tho o}. "ro of totstl jniw, trx o=! iJogme; st + ccouwt for b' t2'ß r 
tar zt fire in the i ý`auIt: y. Tin tr tut fttritratmn of t ho rancor-trittoi 
1. Th, +g ''n'v, rtt '1 corcentrrttio rnl. lo its flt+ iii t«ýath 
2. It 1Aa t4V1 C1MDx, t'tt fall wr zrra of mrreitr tto-s tiro r' M6. ly 
cOrrnlrtte_A ±h-At i rvttirre voi-, # ? it 1. r vhich orn it rhirrr, for r^-, rtr!, mnl 
o+. &t., n. r'). ont tita nz' Nrt t tin rn ent 
r! fllrn that ±'°c+r °*: ýrt rr Oo tx-tro mich it ! "-rr nro ri N rt-r4! tc . *tt "-iffOn,, r_ce 1I('. I' cnict. -I f'+ tR1nA t'trwi. 
3. In : h! ri tst. i ', fi -I ni-- is rc*. rz-^n 1* r *al. oe nt, rosýal" boo--tI14 Oran in 
rim re- s vat1nblo thrui for out°lit, nlla0, Vnlu'l fl'-40d, i"rotr, nto. t'e 71nRrý 
to CAYP rich of' V! rno tzntts igm itn dz-sv'. ýºý' s- a-vlarrent th1y t-Iniln to 
j'"lle--t-o tho cira or `mss l . rt rt fir. nirA^, : 
1nr t, a:, " nazn cn it l intmriv,. ) 
4. A thrry^! 1 oft(--. !0 or ? fl fir,, conrrn`rnti+ n rrtina wv usod. 
A. c. 4. 
ratio (Ci ) rro trat it foc cea attention on tim rß. '. 1-is, ort nt umor 
tail of the size distribution and that it in mIMatttvo to both the total 
2W bcr of firms and tro irequa it' in their aizor* A sjor liuttntton 
is that it relates to only one point on the cir'u3 tive ooreentrntion guns 
there is rothinsp Coc! - . von about 
the runbor five nr4p in =r it ! uotriee, 
it rei t be rro mcaninrfu to as ino the o plo; ant ah:, roa of für ividull 
firms within a -A outside th, top 5. Tbr eza.; n1e, rn it ! unt]y in which 
the lartvat firm e ploys 3 of the total t aft force aM 70 otherre each 
employ 1% ban a einilar CR5 to one in which each of the fizz naco into for 
?; r even althouei atructur' in quito different in V-4 two Imi-onb-ten. 
(ii) Tho jnren- r rnIrn W. Gt i coefficient eire both coc t4 froi t'o 
Loro z curve which may be alternatively azrretmed an t' c r-al*ttve 
pmporitanal corkentrettton curve 
1 
Elm'? " A. 60s Io +i''m eiir"o 
U 
Iwo 
Porcontaco 
of imuatI7 
o loynnnt 
1 MM ý" _-" 
pý, zrr+ztrm of 
IVON-Ar 
fn IAU0i 
Thus, in 00 firurn, i nInt P n! ovn t! -At tha r -. nlloat of fir^ in they 
inr'uL3try account for 30,1' of total e °plo nt, in oller wa: t: r, t co-+1 s'nt 
of the Trroportional conecr trfttion ratio to t*n t rox! nlo' this vertical, rtctrº. 
Tho Loronz nonm 'o (L) is riven b7 to ratio of tho O W104 atme to "0 
trirusr, 1o ABC, (For the wtko of brnvtt"7 nM bOCft""* of t" closes ntml1Itrl t7 
of tho Cmni coefficient to L2 th o follovirip dincwut nn will r into o to 
tho la, ttor. ) 
In that it tj%ý, ov into ncmunt tha e sitn cintrttrxtion, L in ttne1 on 
more infomtion than in Clý- On the otter t: rdo it to often etrnnd that 
1. Für m diacuaoion of t2uoret mammon, roo Skh.. cror, o'. cit., r. 50 ommrks 
m"d : litcMron ard 1 rovn, orº. cit. " p'. 111 - 115- 
2a G-2$. L, v icro 11 in the arit Otis M- Mn airs, ibid. T). 111. 
n. f). r'. 
it Places too auch mahanir on iroq%-%lity, at Uo arAnrre of to tncabor 
of firm. For instance, all indurstri of 5 eq" "i. lv Si-III fir.: ss - an 
obvious; oli fopoly -v ould produco Ote =--* value for L 
(" 0) an oan of 
1000 equally cizod firms. The up' er Unit for L in 1, v., 1, $-, % tr4icatna 
a Perfect monoroly, thn lover limit in Or vhic i indicator perfect ogwtlit 
(which, in vicar of the above ex=plo, should not be conf inM with perfect 
com-'otition). 
(iii) It in often olair-ed that to ForflnA, "hl irOox (11) 
1 
achieves the 
bast of both worlds. It in co : uted 4A the V%--3 of U-0 rq"Arol "110)="t 
eharee for all of the firma in the inc2untry. The extr o v7luer are I 
(for a monopoly) and 1/n for an irduzstrs of n cq i' Ugh nt d firer; the 
more ireq', uiUty n_1: 1 the fever the nu ber of fir. -. a in the it Betr, , the 
bd '`er will be Ti. One draw`mc'c m ti! -4o noted 
2 in that the ob'or 1 
vtluora for tho H Wax ten? to be dlotrib, tol arronn tn' W trtea in es r! ttt'r 
lopa1dod m=ors the vast mi; orit' tax! to bo tw ch ! tornt +r with vor/ 
low vnluon vhilnt only n few i&untriao record rnlnttvoly h1 v . lw'. 
In p rctlco, theroforoq tho con i mntIr low v: xr (t } aarora it ýý try sýý+ 
n ko thin index a poor cmaixical te ico for dit(c r ntlfUIV' bnt ci 
the ntructttro of inuluotrioa. 
3 
cü mtril-tim", of t_ t+tTý ýn nýcýnriýt 
föhn s? it, eT. 
1: umbor 
of 
itiuntrien 
H 
1. Ja in, cce Schrrnr (op. cit. ) r. 51 for ca diecuanlon of thin r nruro. 
2. ibid, rß. 52. 
3. Ada ar, nt in completely e ty if ono býliaýrOrl tMt the do r'-04 of 
co tition in dintributod acrorn i: tuatrieo with a ottitire ýnx. i. o. the 
rajority of induatri +en beint 'roullil; r co titt "i" m "A only it rtl r. ori ty 
exld, h`. tftL o1troroliutic or rnro'olictic tsrndnnrica. In trat c. tro, it in an ids nonnurn. I10'rover, tt ere recr'J to t no atm. ran for erioh a 
belief. 
01 
A. 6.6. 
(iv) A fourth alto rittivv, popular in recent ye rn# is 1, t (s), a 
meacuro borrawod fron Infor,.. ation theory. 
' This in co paten An the r. tt 
of each fira'a oiployont tharo wat htcd by the lornrithi of the rrctprocMl 
of that share; thus it is not dicalhilar in conr'cpt to the fl index. The 
relationship to concentration in invorce in thin cane however; n equi11y 
sized fir^u3 yielde a value of lo, -, n and for o nonopoly, E-0. An for if, 
therefore, both the nunbor of fir.. aM sine incqualition tire mflected 
in thin neacure. 
(v) Finally tho vnrinrcn of thn lnmrtt! ' of fir. -no ni*I+ within stn iri+ untT, 
trara been c otod an a tzinple cue ure of concentration. 
` Thim Mv tho 
cane advantacea axd liaitattona r On Lorenz a rum - it rnfleatn the 
entire ciao diotrib ition but totally i roreD the t. ^prty-rc of t.. mmtor 
of firm. Amin, th^. croforo, an ir4uetrt of 5c "wily M: 01 e4 firma can not 
be differentiated from one of 1000 equally aired fir -ma. 
Tnbin A5. . 1. t. ntintirnl t firtttinnre of eýnreº nt, tinn ýt*1*ýýt+^n. 
}'mmmir, of cnncwhtrntinn. 
1.5 firs concentration rntio (City) 
2. Lorenz monm n+ (L) 
3. I1erfindaM index (11) 
a. ttmpy (E) 
5. Varriarco of lop; ni: o (42 ) 13 
/n3 
Cnrarrt11y, r nph1e 1 ryettmirna x uirä 
to c. ýtle zl. Atee L. 
  
(3i/n) for l i+"i 1 
n 1r1 i 
1X. B. xhoro firs are ranrkod in deaccMin- or or of olio fr'tt I to n, fi " 
aiza of the fitz i1 3. arithWtic =Qsn Visa, a. I-07-3 * th* airstimt1a metin 
of loc. ciza. 
I. Zen E. hoil, 'Dcnrx) 1cn a! infor ttion t! )ns7#' forth lollitrn!, A. antottlnsa (1967) x. 298 - 31 P. Iiart, '%ntrom it Oh er r rin ao of coneftntrntto^, ' 
Journn1 of tho Royal S tats c tical Soci o t7,1711. 
2. In recent yearo by Irrt n -d Prnio, (1956), o'. cit., nui, fort rli, by 
Gibrut, op. cit. 
4. A ueefu1 sirr, lifiratinn. 
The cloce si'Ilczrjty between theca five roAc rº, vhich in fairy' 
obvious on an intuitivo level, MY be for: Vnlic'O- if ono iii rºrnrrir ! to 
acc e thtt firm atze is lo mor--zaly dintributo vithin inr'untrie; i. ` 
reeultm of the previous a±ipend. ix cu rent that thin in n rnrtron3ble 
acrurrrmtion for the noble induntrie^. At nnv event, r nll div, rreneen 
frei the lornoz-. ml dirstribution a" unlikel' to Owntroy Ma sin thrust 
of the followinr prru. ^. -cont. 
An Table A6.4.1. chows, under three eo*$t for t only n Ic v1iti of nt 
rd 62 if, roqui7rd to calru1nte týY" of the five -r ran o. ''cs* r* -*r*inin lt l 
thor. a th, o narr. r nterc reflect the t", o n sate n±' co: eo tttton, c antiorn an 
Trb1/# A9.4.1. T1f1 ?A 
. 
'! 1! ktn'? R Pre*+'! i"'! 'ý, ^"" IA° 1! '". fM1ýi4sr 
P`t±n r+irn n£ ccmccsntrn tion. 
CR a 5 
LL 
HC 
E 
60 
týn-ý tk tý±tt 
Z(Mn) " Cc + Z(/n) 
, :i (6J P1o. ') -1 
6 
oO/n 
toi - 
6/2 
6` 
n. Z(C ) its th, r rti. t of ihrs concentration ati , c+. r. if Cfl +" . 910 
z(CR) " 1.645. A rr. ^oof of this romilt in rmvitlnw# eßt thn er-4 +'! ' t`d" 
b. A 'roof of thin in s vcn by Aitchimn A-A ft tm (or. ctt. ) xa. 112. 
c. Proofo in rart (1971) op. cit. 
itportant in ccction 2. 
Clearly, tim choice b twe" th eo nltr+rn. Ati n dorr-nde on tlo exnct 
rolatiorahin denirri 'bet wen caor. crntrntlon (C) «-. -i thf% runter of firm (n) 
w'd tho inequsl. itiea in their eirote (rin r, t1octr. J in 
6ý. ) 
Thic my bo cecn more ossil3 vith the nil! of hei dilmm'm-u,. "ir'r, 0.4.1. 
A. 6. ß. 
01, OVr3 the relations Up between each ui-im o r-j äQ, ho1dir- n con*rtrnt, 
at a typical volue of 100.1 Az can be cccn, all five &iov the c! e irnblo 
property of öC/3&. 
2 That ic, concentration incroreen with ircz -irrot? 
size ineq nlities. Iowono., the ornct nrýr of tie w1e tionn! Jin in vnr: " 
different between the alternatives. For L Wd CI! , a"C/d` < Os the 
rRte of tncrommA in concentration alova down tja 62 incmiece. For 9 &1 
62 (of courno), there are 'coratant roturna't an inemaee in aica 
inequality has the arm effect vhatevor the orii ina1 tevol or 62. Calf 
for H dose concentration accelerate as 6Q incre ca. 
Tentatively, thin rni 'it cu^^^at H an the ant a rariri to eure. It 
ceeiu most likely that call ircraarc in eire irejwtUty vtfl have ier t 
effect on fizz' ability to collude in rolrativeip u onrentr ted iMut trion 
than in ones tlat tze alraa! y him' cnne. mtr t. '1. For inatvre, it roh +r 
between lahm or mediw -1arpa fima in a co^rnatrrtte'i irAn tr,, r .V tja vh 
morn effective, in thin nenne, trn'± if ttn inc! t; atrj e errod is u*: nanrenkTnte ! 
in the first placo. !; ovortholens, at marhorxbly, oven rin%. i in Oda coninetton 
in probably mat juatificd. 
Fi uro A. 6.4.2. uhovc t? o rO1AtiofohiP botr n 0teh eo rum !, J n, hin 
time holdin º ý' co. atýýnt, at it tytaicnl luo of 2.! 6. In We cnvo, only 
Ito E erxi CFt5 exhibit too d irnblo co; xiit±otat öC4n4 0. Vr oe bt4117, 
one should require that incrnetucn in the mt*or of fir w rtls co the lavol 
of concentration. Tbw L tt A 6ä can be ruled out An irnprrnpr ntý: tothh 
aro innonnitivo to tho 1Rvn1 of n. Thn thr, o rorattrarrº z zrurn each it 1y 
that incrcncca in n trill Izvo ti dinint hin rn tiv* influ ee on eor entxttton. 
Tlzia cn rcnnonablot for inetnnee, whilst tir n in it to-u1, tiers of 20 
rhould find it cacicr to co11cu1o thin in a ro ulnttnn Of 1Mo it iii WIM01y 
t)mt col. lunion viii to ai dticrntly panier to ecUove whnr thiro nro 100 
I. Thin in appr, admato y thn nvorn vziu, for n for thrazrp1# tniuotriaa. 
2. RQcaMnr, thrti; ioaMnverve mnrA" of concentrntinn. 
(a) 
1.0 
.5 
5 
4 
i 
2. 
2 
1 
A. 6.8. a. 
ta I 
-r- 62 
6n 
E 
2 da 
5 
124 
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A. 6. ß. b 
U- 
_mrn 
j. 6.4.2. Thn influnnen of n on co-contl ntton fnr 6,0 
22t 
Oý 
61n 
35 
20 50 100 150 000 300 
ASv"7" 
as opnoeed to 200 Eirun (ell for conat nt 62. ) Armin, thi 11 i ex 
I: d&t be n: u . r4a]. L" prefornblo, 
in that it in lonr! t nwnnitivo to in rnnao 
in n abovo 100 fj=n. (E trop'', on tho ot-%ar hat-A, contir. +ý a to it cr, rr 
noticeably with incrc1cca in n, even at very hir, 4% lo' e1n. ) 
bit the In azy, than, tr@ R ind nc to be aunt an---c, 
thou Mn for rojoctim, EaM C1. ' e+rß not really corv, 1 atva. lLlrRover, tm 
H index doc'o havo the die-idvant M n'tiorori ntrUer vhtch an- my b 
confirmoci by inns ciion oft fi +diß . rr. Für "lu-a of 6Q 
(a mmi na 100) ! for vnluee of n ), 50, U 4.259 (mr, urirr, 6 2. `6. ) 
Az most in ustricr3, in prncticc, will probnbl 2°. nwe vvniuea for 6? ft -. 14 n 
within these raw-, em, 
I this does rxa that the t~, -; AcA1'1u, to-* H will t 
vorj by relative to the uppcr ]unit of 1, Az not i Alrowi r, We in'lirn 
that root ir4untries exhibit rodent con cntrntion, with only tL fay aholvtnt 
oli, ropolictia or monopolistic to 4entien. b\trt`^eroro, t! xt nx$ltr. tort 
power of H in roiacion Ztraiynic my bo l4r, 1)r 4ctor-Ane. d b h. 
perfo o of the few ir4tntrieo with hi, ai It vnlucn. 
5, 'ihn U lr5dcxi n rrnmrmllreK! -R1a"ýr'+ of reruý"tim». 
In order to overcome thcao difficultlan, a rer t sitnum of cirwartrntlon 
is noo! od. : brtu. toly, only a vary alp-plo exttcr Mon of t ho I nrttn ethl 
indox is nocoo=rj. 
Tbo it iruiax =a' be thou&t of An A czrcint earn 
2 
of Us, mm t'znorti 
index (dofirod for convßnio: co by U)s 
86 
2b 
V"0°n (1.6.5.1) 
where tº e1tb --I. 
Another rpocial cuae, which v ld be cirsilftr to ii, trat vhich vo, ild rrad ico 
a lorn rkawod dictribttion of nlu'a neroar irx! u., trien, in nw . 5a, b. -. 5. 
Alternatively, tho lo n4 fora of tic index my tm vo#-o an thn mrornl fora 
Of Ditro; ry3 W. 0 62 s 
1. Within tho ra p1o, only 2 of thn 13 inluatriaa tý, aveý 6 ý3 aº only 4 hßvo loan than 50 firm. 
2. Still aamr-inr, cite to be lornor. illy dl t tritrato4 within ir4untrieo. 
u. -.. v" 
1otý U it t3+bloýn 
Wh are Ea 1o Y, aa-. 
5, 
vwi. 
U. 6.5.2. ) 
sib ll, Ö lor' U vilh az7 it "" t, b .ýa. 
Viewed in thin vny, there coo-to to to rothtn' to to rr and b' colectinr = 
particular opocial fora of U, or lot; U, if the renerni Porgy nt, 'r be uee 
instead. On the other hard, trf allovir. r, a and b to tn}. e on whatever vnluea 
beat fit the data concerrod, the extra, flexibility ronrtible hna at leatt two 
advantages. Pirat, there is n reed to c loy it crure which RR 
(albeit jn, alicitiy), that concentration is dintribritod acroaa tnduetries in 
arm particular way. Second, the 4 partial derivativen ivvT take on maitive 
or retntive nirra. 
I 
Computationally, the U irx! ex (or 1oi U) ragvires only that two ertslaMtory 
variables be used in the reL-mcuionn in ! 1! uo of or. A z.. bor of ar nto 
fright be rnicod a! ttnat auch eA proc ure, bbºt r Am Of the ve I to te* 
cubate, ntivos 1) " nlyt b rr^* un'6r` ". =a dots wt rule out ". *pixica: i 
uve of the irx! ex, boo vcr. For svz nln# 4 erorc ir'uctrj tv.. Mvmm1or 
of profit rates arntrat concA tr%tian= 
IT 
jw Cl 
Cl (Ars. sa. ) 
zany too cc=nutod an Ti "" d +ý `ý 
ýb 
1X. 5.3. 
Urhorn it and b tr co vbbteverr valuer bet fit the d ta. Cart-atnl" iM wouli 
bo iwr oc ible to eatirate it 1 b, or f, t -s re-oh p rot -+nrlan, beat it to 
difficult to nr uo thztt entraten of n AM t+ ravido infimuntion t Mn 
morely 
fl 
(u2; nrn C to no-mir&, try the U inr't x. ) Tt'trnly in o i±icn1 
n lication dome f h. ivo any avcitic manxt; ic r a. irr. Xrx! n4l n ro,! rtcrinn 
bannt on (M,!. 3) + at h rrovido a tont of ti"n ar-tronrintnnr+, o of thß 11 Weir 
for vUch (l )/(9) ." -1. 
1. : '}At io, tho td accoti or r; rtiml d ivtti s viti rr et try 
n "d 62. Lavine oaid 'tioo of cour* o, it in only t ho room ozißar deriv ºtlvc 
for 6ý xh. ch CAn not t+ r_oi Veit zr cn ttct i fro-a a oriori mr4nt" (res a 
above. ) 
If040 V10 
? it rýnýi rnn Harn dot+ý #h^, n t h- b! 
diacountod for E, Ii, 62 irr! L, tut it riet bo ac' u1o c tit aý'tn 
a 
the only data avA- lablc, in prnctico, for a-miric'. l nisi e'. ý. atritritiorvin 
CR5 and that individual tix ' ci 3 arcs not ', ovn. Unter t2 eco 
c±r i, tanceo, however, no other aruro of co: c tration -ray to urzcai 
either. ! oreovar, if ore in prep e4 to oc r loMor"a1 cite 
distribution than 6a r ;r be cotinat(! fron .c1 Itr t to U irwlox ,' bo 
aced. At aM event, in thin ntw%y, data is avnilnble for both 
60 4=1 
n for all J. 
3) itn »äse nj"" 2vß " rý+rcl Irv "ilti--n11lnnNrtt-r. ''Sere re a to be 
theorotical rcnnarn for n to t co1th ear vith M, Wood, for the 
cai pjo intuntries, ro aimificaat corrolatton *%W. . 
fir" nt"W'R in not -I%-.. -. 1or . nMmn?. y e(iatrit 1. Vhilet t- Ur tnox 
in only a F. rrcrnUcO for of li ctnd Ej if at-re to 1o< r rdiy Ointritrittwt, 
it in still a re-art 1 mar. of concentration rayon in the enure 
abnonce of ouch it diotrit ulion. An hin been noteAl aber-,, itv tvo 
conntitucnt p trtc, 62 n& n, m, y arch to . i-atttte on rurni, ' aeonn a 
mound c. 
In ==7, nxy, : nn, thorn c tja be no atronr rnaroro for not mc. w rin 
concontrntion by U or 1o;; ü, vith a nn! b t`zno to vary in lwn. 
6. Enrrfnrn to ontr: º wA nrrk! urt r lfforn*t1 +Inn. -r arawrr 
Far lose diec'ictsion ht: n ncco tri&4 pent rr^nure , it of ett tr tt rriar* 
to entry or eruct &tftorantiation. This it tartly mx prirtni r mi t) 
lack of Toady apt+rorriato dntn in Co-aua rotvits otc. t orcr often thrn rot, 
crU4o d=: 7 variables have been uaod mich roquiro aubjcctivo ancc r raus. 
Whoro entry htrriorn have tear: unxrn try contiramn v, rlablee, 
2 0.0 cx, nt 
1. Soo table , 16.4.1, rev 1. 
2. For a cu , ary, coo L. V. Vaicn, 'Q =tttntive OW-i"" of in! untrial orrnnlcntion', 
in M. D. IntriUrntor, (ad. ), ' `. rontioru of Qwtntitntiyo ? kronamien, ' 2'orth 
Uo11an3 (1971) ChKpter 9. 
A. 6.12. 
popular choices have bocn advertinirv -a, zlea ration, capital equtrr^intn, 
and the extent of the scale terrier (mracured, for inatnr ce, by tý* 
averucv cizo of the plants accountirl- for hilf of a nlo; o*t, Olvided b 
total employment. 
) In practice, theca pa n sit or require data vhteh 
is not available at the level of dice t crem ion re+quized harn or tiro only 
partially nuccocaful in repreeantin the denir«I concept. . For 
irotnnce, 
the above meanure of scale barriern seems corn a ropriato as a rcneure of 
corcentrntion. 
Concoquently, as a very rou. h approximation, the ra! ian fir" site in 
the irduotxy2 will be uaei as a catch-all measure of entry rr ere. 
Cc=, I acmaa it ustricn, one rdrht expect that where the abn uto cunt, 
capital regvircrr, *tt and Peale bnrriern are hir±Z, no, too, vill .nr 
ian 
firm nice. hin o, n a fade, hrwever, to rerrenent t`, ^ r. -At of 
differentiation b=ier; unfortunately, data on a yerttrtn" or any other 
reflection of differentiation (auch an the mater of nro4ticto otteroii by 
each induntry) in %matttinablo aryl, an in often the e. -toe, thin latter rnpect 
of otructuro ru Ltnu unreprc: mnte in the eºnpirical annlynta. 
Thun, the iml&x of overll, connotition to dofint*3 rat 
CC "Ao 
c6Aj 
rJbo 
Cµoi 
(wf. r. 1} 
.1 
uhercº A and c are conotnntm ar- pej to the rv of for ntrn in the t 
inr! w tzyf. 'G'lint in, the level of cenpntitten in the ith inttnntry in 
determined tr; the extent of enmentrntion AM of entry terrier, oloftrc-l 
in this nirsplo The expreraion io r: ultirltcntiv, in or er t aat the 
Off" to of entry bartiern are . rt1, Y 
deterrires4 t,. tie extent of coneeentrntion 
Ai vico--vorca. 
3 EM dntt boon rtvr i. lnblo Sems vhich to dertvo acne rse; nrurn 
I. V. Co-=mr a-d T. Vilcron, º Mvcrtiat ', rrt xko tn tr is tura a. - II s fOr'*-t. 
flavimr of » oroiica and 3ta a tics, vol. 49, I9r1. 
2. Definod by tho rvomctric 0a. -It vhiaý: it 
Xd 
if fin, tiro in io, aoz All r 
dtntrib 1tod. in choice is purely pm-, ntict t! m Arithmatie aWlº verz bi PtW 
a 
ha 
in tho loýnorj caac, copad wall t co lin+-rr aeroro initmtriNa '4t, ` 
ö. 
9 which is incite. oc in the atovo U initox. 
Which teerst none rcr. nontbio that: a" e0dtttve exproo. cion for met at tcnl 
applicatiotitt, 0.1,7. t2; 0 axpIA, "Atioa Of Profit Mt" 
(oc0 Votno, Op. cit. ) 
A. 6.13. 
of product differentiation, (PD) this Acht I-Are b" n axte. ml d tot 
2 
nöaj b cýj d 
CCM AeUa PAS (A5.6.2) 
M it stands, tho iMex given by (A6.6.1) carprovide only, a Tnrtir+l 
mea-curo of conpotition, bit it dooa hzvo two nttrnctim feostarc , Pirat, 
data on ji , 6a j and I1 are j; ner: ýlly availrýbla for sauet it untrion in 
ornctico and, second, each of thevo parnmotom of the nice, d. intrtb'ition 
appear already in the theoretical modol. Given the e! ortar'o of det-reeo 
of freedom in the c pirice of chapter R, it in parti art ly convenient 
that CCi can bo included in the analycte without intro& uci v' rev t rrablen. 
More positively, it is doubtful uhnther wre Armprinte variables area 
available without ezterriive data collection at tl: A fire-level. 
? 'o to. Thn rnntr'ntrntion tin ui. th n Jm nr+pj ni p^ Af pt, ýtrý+inn (Eýº+º 
ijn A r,. 4,1. ) 
If firm giro is loiior . 11y diatritratr+d, 
A( Ng, 62) than, tt firnt 
moment distribution function' in A( + 620 62). Thn forv, r thwa Vi 
nuabor of fir= at each firs airs, than 1nttar, the troy +nt Ac otzntc 
for by ouch firm aim 
Dofinin; - 36 na t ho eir. o of the, nix h ]rLr, ^ nt fir, tt r 
-1- t1(36 IN f 602.602) (AA. It. I ) 
xhnro A. (361 Pa+ 602r 62) dcnoton th4 nhtrn or onalo, rsnt nceuitewl for by 
all f1T othor th^, n the top lira. 
Similarly, i- 5/n firm have rito eluzl to or lemm them 36 1 
I- 5/n 'A(36 I tar 
e) 
Thareforo 5/n 01- A(s6 11%1 r) 
ßc'-exprarcir ; (A6. r. i ar 2) euzinr, thm a rAn. nf ror-al eintribitton, 
4 
i"ibllotiring Aitchioor. a. i : mvmla notntiori, (op. cit. ) p'. 111 - 113. 
A. rj. 14" 
10096 - Fn I 5/n = 1-f 0t 1Mü ß" 1 
a 
If Z(Cßý) is t. 'o nor=it (noz . -. 1 cxirntont d&viatß) of CR A-ld 1llco re 
z(5/n) for 5/n, 
(lotst - figs) 
u 
(loz 36 -1m) anaz(5/n)*ý 6t, 
arnforn Z(CR) - 
ýQ f *(5/n) 
A, n an osztplc, an in! uwtr, " of IGA` fir_: e et. 3 
Co of 1 hre a eonrrnntrntifi ritim 
of 2f'u 1 Z(CH) m1-1.645 m -. fit,. 
°* arefoze C! t s* . 26 
(f'7vi . Taal dtntrjtrLLien tAbio'. ) 
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